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REVISION NOTICE 
This is the Fifth revision of the Student Workbook. 

READER COMMENT FORM ,, . . ~: / jf,,~ ( 
A .User's Co.mment Form or <:ilss Sur.iey is provided at the end of 
this publication. Comments and suggestipns may be sent to: 
$ilicon Graphics, Inc., Training Dept, 2011 · Stierlin Rd, Mountain 
View, CA, 94043. 
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. disiril:!uted, : or SQld 'withol.!t the written·. (X)nsent of the Silicon 

· G~p~i~,T~~ini~g··~ep~rt::~" . . · .. ·. ·~~:· · . 
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COURSE OUTLINE 

HARDWARE MAINTENANCE COURSE 
IRIS 68020 BASED WORKSTATIONS 

I. COURSE DESCRIPTION. 

This course aims at producing a person who is proficient in the skills necessary to perform first 
line maintenance on a Silicon Graphics 2400 Turbo, 3010, 3020, 3030 and 3130 workstatiQns. 

These skills include: An understanding of basic data flow from a level of system block diagrams; 
how to locate, load, and run any available diagnostic; how to perform mechanical ang electr:I 
adjustments; how to edit system files; ,.how to perform software backups and various sysie . · 
administration functions; and finally, how to' lqcate specific information from the supporting 
documentation. · "t' 

· II. EQUIPMENT. 
~ . ·' 

I• 
~ 

Th~ IR~ 2400T, 3010, 3020, 3030 and 3130 workstations combit}~ the computing power ~f the · . 
MC 68020 with real-time 3-D color graphics in a workstation iclal for· applications requiring .. 

. fast, high-resolution graphics. These workstations .bring the user f~st resprinse, 'large a.Illohnts of 
available memory, e~tensive comiJutational power, multi- windowing, m'11ti-tasking and pbwer- , 

·.fill rea/-.time·high-'resolution:gtaphics.· . ' . > ·: ' " .. · ·. ·~· 
' ' " . ·~ . ': . ' . ,• ~1~~~. . . ' 

The~e .workstations qome in a package accommodating up to 16 MB of memory,. up to 3.2· bit- · 
planes ~f display m~mory, and several sizes of Winchester disks. Theyaie capabl~ 9f displa:yir)g . 
4096 colors siinultane01:1sly, double buffered, or from a palette of 16.7 million roiors .using:(utt~~ 
colOr mode. Gourand shading, Z•buffering, and depth· cuing" ·aid in .. (be display.of .grap}ii~al·.· .. 
;:obje~ts.: . ·· · .. · ,. . i. · 

.. :· '-

These workstations operate as a personal workstation or.~ a node 4t a ,ne~~~ked workstation. 
environment. . . . ' ' . '0' • . 

• .. ~ 
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IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

68020 Based COURSE OUTLINE 

Ill. SCOPE. 

A. This course is 12 days in length and is divided into the topics listed ~low: 

1. Course Introduction. 

2. Workstation Introduction. 

3. UNIX: Survival Skills and VI Editor. 

4. System Administration. 

5. Component Location. 

6. Data Flow: Theory of Operation. 

7 · . . . Troubleshooting Lab. 

;:~s tdjustments • .i7\\, • 
. " 

B. The stUdents are required to complete ~veral lal~ projects, quizzes, and tests. These are 
given as.~views and reinforcers of the stlldents knowledge and learning. They are used to 
i?fonn tli~if structor and the student of the progress toward obtaining the lesson objec-
tives. M}i,;; , . . 

C .. Lab bugs, exams, and performance problems will be used to determine if the course 
. . ,. . . 'l ' 

· : ~bjectives .have ~en .t. · · · . . . ' .·· ... 

D .. The theory-of-operation is taught using block diagrams; :With emphasis placed on tJie data 
, :: flow. · ·· . ~."' · .· · · · . . · . '." · . 

. . . . 

· E. Appendix A, of this ou~ µsu th~ day-to-day, hours-per-lesson s~hedule for th~ cour~.'' . ' ,:. . 

''lV. c'OURSE oeJi:CTIVES .. 
. " . ~ . ... 

At the completlOii :~t thi~ 'coµi:se tll~· student shall~ able to: 
., •• ~ j ) . • • • 

... A;: WC>~~ ~~~sisted,isolate an iti4uced tanure to a single Field Repiaceabie, UJlit'(FRU) 
. ·· within one h0rir 0.f the failure. · · · . · · · · . • · . . . . 

• • > '• • ' • 'I .... . . . 

· B. C~rrectly·~ame an(;l ~xpl~ the us~ and contents of each IRIS Worksta.tlon ~~~al that is . 
. available as supportmg~ocumentation. . ' 

' .. . 
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COURSE OUTLINE 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

68020 Based 

C. Demonstrate that he/she has developed basic UNix operating skills that will allow the 
student to gather required status information, monitor system activity, create system 
backup tapes, rebuild/restore system disk drives, edit system files, and run high level sys
tem diagnostics and demo programs. 

Eyj.dence that this objective is being met will come from instructor observation of the stu
dent and successful completion of several tests and lab projects that each student must 
perform. 

V. LESSON OBJECTIVES. 

Each lesson will focus on specific areas of the IRIS workstation. The student, using any available 
documentation and /or tools, will be able to meet or perform the stated objectives for each of the 
following lessons. 

A. Lesson 1: Course Introduction. Vpon completion of this lesson, the student will bC able 
to describe to his/her own satisfaction, the following: 

1. What will be taught during ~ course. 

2. How the course will be presented. 

3. How he/she is expected to perform. 

B. Lesson 2: Workstation Introduction. Upon completion of this lesson, the student will 
. be abl~ to describe to his/her own satisfaction, the following;. 1 
. . . . ~ 

1. An overview of the IRIS workstation .operation and. hardware configt1ration using 
block diagrams. ·· · · .. . . '' 

.. ' .·· ·· ... 

2. · Name ancfe~plahi the use and contents of each IRIS~oiksta~on ·~ruuruaI. ·. 
.. .,. ' 

C. Lesson 3: UNIX: Survival Skills and VI Editor. Upon completj~n of ~s lCsson~·the 

·,: 

.student, using.available documentation and an IRIS works.tation wiji be able.to:. · :,.. . .. 

· ~ J~ qiven a list of UNIX commands, correctly match the command~·to-explanatio~~ and . 
u~ of'each command •. then.demonstrate (on the workstation) that each command can. 

· . ·be correctly executed. ' · • ·· 
. . . _;I . . . 

· 2. Demonstrate that. specific ~ystem files can be located and niOdifie&:usii:tg the VI editor. 

.i . 
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IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 
68020 Based COURSE OUTLINE 

3. Demonstrate that specific IRIS demonstration programs can be located and correctly, 
run. 

4. Correctly draw the UNIX directory/sub-directories tree. 

D. Lesson 4: System Administration. Upon completion of this lesson, the student, using 
available documentation and an IRIS workstation will be able to perform the following: 

1. Create a Bootable tape. 

2. Create backup tapes of /ROOT and /USR files systems. 
-·-' 

3. Using the Bootable tape, rebuild a trashed disk drive and ~store the operating system. 

4. Install software options onto the existing system. 

5; Ad<J a new account, creating and editing all required files. 

6. ,·.· Demonstrate how to add the following equjpment to the existing system: ASCII Ter
minal, modem, printer, enabling Ethernet. ' .0 I 

E. Lesson 5: Component Location. Upon compfotion of this lesson, the student, using 
available documentation will be able to: 

' 1. Locat~emove, and re-install the following FRU's: Power supply, Winchester disk, 
Quar,ter· iitbb tap~,;~ve, CPU board, Tape/Disk controller board, Frame buffer con
troller board, Update controller board, Display controller board, Bit plane boards, and 
me~ry boards. ): 

·~···· 

' 2. Locate $pecific hardware configuration switches and demon·strate that the switches 
' . can be .set to select or·enable a stated function. . 
~A • ·~ ' • ' 

!._ •. .~ ' o ~I -~:f.:• 7', • ' • ,· • ' • • f ' ~ ' ' 

F. Less<>n 6:_ -Data Flow: TJj!ory of Qperation. Upon completion.o(thjs lesson, die stu-, 

4 

· dei;it, using·avlP.lable docuirientation·.will be able to: · _ · · '. ~ · . . 

1. N~e each.-.one ~f the boards in the IRIS workstation; stating the purpose. of ~h. 
·boairl. and co~ctly indicate whete that board fits into the overall block diagl-anl .Of the 

. systetri.: . . . . . . 

• .. 

2. · Be. abl~ to name. the major. subsystems of the ·IRIS workstation. 
. . . ' ' ~.· .. '?: . ~-- .. ·: . . :. ' '. 

· .. · 

... 
~,. . 
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IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 
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G. Lesson 7: Troubleshooting Lab. The objective of this lesson is to allow each student to 
apply the knowledge learned and reinforce that learning by diagnosing induced failures 
on the trainllig workstations. 

1. Each student must demonstrate that he/she can locate a majority of the lab bugs using 
. any available documentation and/or tools. 

2. Each student must be able to locate, unaided by other students and within one hour, 
specific failures known as performance problems. He/she may ask general questions 
to collect necessary information (concerning the problem) from the lab instructor. 

3. Each student must demonstrate that specific diagnostics can be located, loaded, and 
correctly run. 

H. Lesson 8: Adjustments. Upon completion of this lesson, the student, using available 
documentation and test equipment, must correctly perform the required adjustmen~, to the 
IRIS color monitor and workstation power supply. · 

The adjustments must be perform~ per current adjustment procedures and ,th~ equip~pt 
must be left in normal operational condition once the adjustments have bee1imade. 'if·: 

'\'.~~:. VI PREREQUISITES '\~~ . . 
'·.' .. :'.· 

A. The students must meet the following minimum requiremen~s: 
. . . :'iic . .. . : 

1. Graduate of an accredited electronics school or military electronicstschoo~ 
.. 

: 2. 2-4 years of electronics experience .. 
. , 
• ~". . . . • ,~'..!" .. . . . . 

3. . 1-2 years .of field engineei:ing experience m' ·rl1e computer, industry. . · · 

. B.: I~ i.s .recommended that ea~h student obtain and read the f~llowin~. books: 

· 1. ·SAMS .. · .. 
. ·Computer Graphics .. 
· ll8er' s Guide 
:ay Andrew S. Glassner 

· 2.· .SAMS . . 
· UN1X Primer Plus . 

By Mitchell_ Waite, Donald Martin, and Stephen Prat~ ·· · · 
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or 

The UNIX Operating System 
By Kaare Christian 
John Wiley and Sons Publication 

VII. REFERENCES. 

A. Student Workbook. "· 

B. lR.IS workstation manuals. 

C. Course Instructor. 

VIII. ~PEQJ;,ORMANCE. 

COURSE OUTLINE 

The pllme;tbjective of this course is to ensure that each· student receives the minimal basic skills 
required to '!()Cate a majority of hardware failures within' a reasonable time period. 

. In order to evaftta~e each student's progress at satisfying the course and lesson objectives, tests, 

. lab projects, lab lfg~. and. p~rformance problems are given to each student. 
. . . ' ~~:·, ... t;(!f .... · t . 

· . Final grading. (<:>f the student) will be a combination of all the above mentioned evaluation 
methods, with the greatest ~mphasis placed on performance .Ptoblems, lab performance, and 
instructor eyaluatiq,tt. . : : . . · : : .. , . · . . . . 
4- .. ~ . . , . . . . :·:-· :';' . ; .. , 

. A :final composite ~de of 80% or better is required by eacli student in order to receive a com
. pletion c~rtifi~ate: TllVins~ctor;will also subn;rit a written e~aluation of eac.h ·student. A cop:y of 
the evaluation formis included With this outliAe as Appendix B. · · . . . .'.. . . . . 

.'I:-·. • . • • • • 

··. 
l •• 

, ~; .. ) ·~· . 
. •, ... 

. ·• I . 

' :' ,·. ·"·. . .. 

/·'. 
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COURSE OUTLINE 

A. Student name: 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 
68020 Based 

APPENDIX A 
STUDENT EVALUATION 

'• 

B. Immediate supervisor: 

C. Composite score = 

The composite score is calculated by adding together the average scores of all quizzes, tests, and 
exams (which are objective scores), to the lab score and the instructor evaluation score; the later 
two scores being subjective scores. The total score is then divided by a factor of 15. The factor is 
equal to the combined weights of all five of the evaluation methods. (See example scores of two 
students in chart below) 

The sample scores shown in each column of the chart would represent the averagJ S'core of all 
the quizzes, tests, exams, and lab projects completed by the student. 

Weight 

Student 1 
Student2 

. . 
. . 

Quizzes 
1 

72 
90 

. . 
Srudentl · · 

. .,. 
'• 

Tests 
2 

68 
87 '·:. 

l :it72~ 72 
' 2·x. 68d::;136 
·3x:15 ='225 

: 4x 85 =340. 
· 5cx 90 =450 · 

Exams 
3 

75 .. · 
91 

.. ' ~~ .. 

Lab·· . lnstructo~,}:.' · 
/ ··<'l· ' 

4 ' " 5 -~ l~i 
. ;ft,o: 

'85 
65 

j_. •. 

;W> 
'65 ·~.~ 

'• .· '· . 
. '·',.· '• 

. .·:· : . 

. ' 
' .. 

,.! • 

··-:....:.,_;.;. __ . ·, ,. . .. 
. '' 

... ,,.' 

'. Composite score= : :'i223 ~~4e by 15~ 81.5 

. ·:. 

·.• .. :· .. ' :.· ... 
l· < . 

,• ' 

• ,·: '.< 
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IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

68020 Based 

Student 2 lx90=90 
2x 87=174 
3.x 91 =273 
4x,65=260 
5x65=325 

Composite score = 1122 divide by 15 = 7 4.8 

COURSE OUTLINE 

· The compo~ite score ranks each student in relation to the other students attending the course. 

D. Student crltique: 

NOTE: If "no" is selected for any of the following questions, the instructor must make a written 
commem ~section E of this evaluation as to why. 

"·Yfl•: :·,~· 
L Did the student meet all the course objectives? 

!f: > 

2. Is the student capable of maintaining the workstation? 

3. Did the~d•nt actiy~ly participate in class, display a 
· positive.,.attituqe, ari:(f~trive to meet the objectives? .. 

" .· ~- .· 

4. Did the stfdent complete all assigned projects? 

. ·· · 5 .. Did th~"~fu·t·sp~~d .ad41tio~ai ~e (offhours) 
... w-0r~i,:.On thC system. ' · . ' » . . 

• • . • ~- ~~ • J : ·: ... ·; . ' • • ' • • • ' • • 

., ,: ,' '.:0:. .. • ·, ~ I(; ' ~ .. • ' ' ' ~ 
• (,~., .f "' ~ '' ' ."; •' I .,' ' ... , • 

6: · Dii:J die student Q'omplete and turn in tPC>~orirse 
. . . ... ' . .. ·~ . ' . ~. ~ ... ., ..... •." .. 
, 'cnt?-qtt~?> .. ,· :· :: . · · . : -. ., · .-. ·. . . 

. . , ·..... . . . .,. '.·. . . '. . . ··'.· ... > 

. ·.: . 
. '.• .... '··~·. ' ' ' ··.··~-. ·~; -.~ ... : .1:1. •';; .' · . 

.. ·. 7. , . Did the s.tu<le,nt re~ .an 114•" tape cartridges and 
> claSsrOQm oos· ret~nce manuahf: i ·.· . . 

,_ 
' ~-

.... ', 
· .. · 

, .... ·.• 
•• • •• ' ' > 

8 

YES NO 

YES NO 

YES NO 

NO 

NO 
, . 
. ·. 
·NO· 

' . ' ~ '. . •. 
· ..... 

YES . No· 
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Certificate of Completion 
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"'.: ..... ~~. ',i, 

PARKS FIELDS 

has successfully completed 

3000 HARDWARE MAINTENANCE CLASS 

·,ti·, 

on this day of 2{ MAY, 1988 

b~ u} AtJ,JJf_ i~ 
Ed McCracken, President ln~tr~c~ 
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Review Test 1 : Lesson 3 

TEST 1 

NAME: 

2 

1. What directory in UNIX holds the majority of the configuration files? 

@etc 

B. dev· 

C. config 

D. usr 

2. What UNIX conunand would you use to rename a file? p ;::;.- 7 

A. cp 

@mv 
C. In 

D. chgname 

3. You need to know where in the UNIX tree a file called xyz is located so that 
you can· edit it. ·Show ·the complete command that you· would use to get the 
file's (xyz) pathname. 

fi r"td ,,., ~~ ~ A!ct nH.,i x y 2,.. - PI? i~ I 
. ' . 

4. A_ file called abc has the following permissions);e(·'t~r it: 666 .• You want to 
change the permissions to· allow the follo~g: : ·. -'.(

7 
. ·· ·· 

. '{: , ' . .' -~ .. ' 

........ > .'.'. ,: ... ~'!. J 

Owner = Read .and Write permission. :. ~ )2 
Group = Rea:d}~nly. 
Other = Read'Bnlv. 

Show the complete com.m,artd that you would use to set these permissions. 

Instructor Manual 
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Review Test 1 : Lesson 3 IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

· 68020 Based 

5. What C-shell environmental is used to set the search-rule that the command 
interpreter uses to look for commands that the user enters? 

6. What section of the Progr~mmer's Manual would you use to obtain informa
tion concerning the Berkeley Shell environmental, PA TH? 

A. Vol. lA 

~ 
C. SH(l) 

D. Vol.tB 

7. Show the command and it's arguments that you would use to copy a file-from 
a host named jJ/ie to your workstation. The file pathname is 
~mark/folder/records/xyz. (Show where any spaces in the command syntax 
would go using the up arrow character) 

8. What command was recommended for use when you want to.,';fook at the 
status of all jobs running on your workstation? 

, .;~ .:...'r. !.: 

< ~ ·' : 

9. You want to kill a job. What command would ymi use~t6 insure tR.at a specific 

job.is killed? · ', ·•.····· .· · · . 

k,·/I - ? .fJZ 0 
/I /l . . 

;. ;• 

10. What keystroke do you use to open a new line below the cursor and enter 
insert mode for the Vi editor? 

Instructor Manual 3 
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,·Review Test 1: Lesson 3 

4 

11. You want to position the cursor at the line that contain,s the character string 
ABC. Show the Vi command that you would use. · 

I !fBc. 

12. You want· to write the contents of your Vi buffer to another file, show the 
command that you would use . 

. ~1 c I 
Cl It/ ,,..., · ,f I.JI'/(.,, 

13. What command would you use to delete from the point in a line where you 
positioned the cursor, to the end of the line? 

d) if j) 

14. Show the PROM monitor command (using proper syntax) that you would use 
to boot your workstation over the Ethernet network. The host name is elvin 
and the boot file is vmunix, which is located in the directory /usr/people. 

f\ /\ o e l v ,· Yl 

15. You are using the C-shell (csh). When a user logs into an account, what two 
files are accessed by UNIX to obtain instructions for setting variables and 
parameters for the shell just opened? 

, t o.'2 /N CSAlfC... 

f 
,,, £ ~~,'f ,, , ,j;~~ 

.,.:.;.: 
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LESSON 1: COURSE INTRODUCTION 

Upon completion of this lesson, the student will be able to describe to his/her own satisfaction, 
the following: ,.',lt' 

~ 

• What will be taught during this course. 

·.~. 

• How the course will be presented. 

• How he/she is expected to perform. 

. . 
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LESSON 2: WORKSTATION INTRODUCTION 

Upon completion of this lesson, the student will be able to describe to his/her own satisfaction, 
the following: 

• An overview of the IRIS workstation operation and hardware configuration. 

• Name and explain the use and contents of each IRIS workstation manual 

· .. 

: ,, . 
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

2 

HOST SYSTEm 

IBM 
VAX 
HP 
PRIME 

'.,' 

. . • . ' ~ • ·~~, ~ .... ii- • 

. '. 
'·/, . '. '\•, 

' . .'. ·. ·~,· . > ,·· .. ~ ' · .. ·: ·, .' .. 

'' ' . ······. . --

' . 

... '' 

LESSON 2: WORKSTATION INTRODUCTION 

. • . 

comm UillC:R TIOilS: 

RS-232C: ~Sr.11 1011 

ETHERDET re Pl; P 

IEEE-188 x )J s 

HYPER-CHRililEL-~, 
IBm 327X 
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IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 
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IRIS WORKSTATION SUBSYSTEMS 

The data flow portion of an IRIS workstation is divided into four subsystems. Each subsystem is 
comprised of one or more printed circuit boards (PCB). 

1. CENTRAL PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM 

• 68020 Processor 
• Memory (up to 16 MB) 
• Floating Point Accelerator (optional) 

2. GEOMETRY PIPELINE SUBSYSTEM 

• 2 Geometry Accelerators > {/ j 5 1 c /! 1 p > 
• 12 Geometry Engines / 

3. RASTER SUBSYSTEM 

• Framebuffer Controller 
• Update Controller 
• Display Controller 
• Display Memory (up to 8 boards) 

4. 1/0 SUBSYSTEM 

• Tape/Disk Controller 
• Ethernet Controller 
• Hyper-Channel (optional) 
• IEEE-~88' (optional) · 
• IBM 327X· ~t~ace (optional) 
• Color Printer Controller (optional) 

·· .. ·. 
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68020 Based LESSON 2: WORKSTATION INTRODUCTION 

IRIS WORKSTATION OVERVIEWS 

The following gives general information about each of the IRIS products that use the 68020 
CPU. The next four pages in your student workbook give the total specifications for all four 
workstations. 

• IRIS 3010 TERMINAL 
The IRIS 3010 Terminal is a high-performance, high-resolution, UNIX-based terminal for 
real-time 3-D color graphics and computing applications. The IRIS Terminal utilizes the 
32-bit Motorola 68020 CPU and can function as either a host-dependent terminal or an 
execute-only workstation. When functioning as a host-dependent terminal, the applica
tions program resides in the host computer system. The IRIS 3010 can be linked to an 
IRIS Workstation or a variety of other host systems via an RS-232C link or optionally via 
Ethernet. As an execute-only workstation, programs can be developed, debugged, and 
tested on an IRIS 3020 Workstation or an IRIS 3030 Workstation and then loaded and 
executed, without modification, on a stand-alone 3010 Terminal. 

• IRIS 2400 TURBO and 3020 WORKSTATIONS 
These workstations are high-performance, UNIX-based engineering workstations with a 
72 MB disk drive and controller designed for real-time 3-D color graphics and computing 
applications. They utilize the 32-bit Motorola 68020 CPU and can operate as a stand
alone personal workstation, a node in a networked workstation environment, or integrated 
with other computer systems via Ethernet 

, The 2400 Turbo is an upgrade of the IRIS 2400 workstation. It is the same system as the 
, IRIS 3020·except for the following areas: Cabinet, Power supply, Chassis, and Monitor. 

• IRIS 3Q3()WO~STATION ··· ,. ~ 
· The :mis' 3030 workstation is the same as the 3020, but it has a 170 ~ disk drive. 

". i . ~ ''\ .• ·~ . . . ' . . ·. . 
· .. · ·. 

~ . . . :• . 
,...,. ·. -. \". 

'. 
i." 
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LESSON 2: WORKSTATION INTRODUCTION IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

68020 Based 

2400 TURBO SPECIFICATIONS 

NOTE: 
The spec sheet shown below is for a 3020. The differences are in the cabinet, power 
supply (turbo has a 600 watt supply), and monitor (turbo standard monitor is 15"). 

Syst11111 SpecifiuO.. 

Processors: 
• 16 MHz MC68020 central processor 32-bit 

internal registers, 32-bit address space 
• 10 125- nanosecond Geometry Engines 
• 16-bit bit-slice frame buffer controller 

Independent microcoded display processor 
with 32 KB memory for fonts, textures, and 
cursors 

CPU Memory: 
• 2 ~IB dynamic RAM with parity error 

detection, expandable to 16 MB 
• 256 KB EPROM for hardware initialization, 

self-configuration, and diagnostics, 
expandable to four ~56; 512 KB EPROMS 

Image Memory: 
• 81024x1024 bit-planes standard, expand-

able to 32with16-bit Z-buffer 

Video Interface: 
• RGB levels 0. 7 V p-p into 75 ohms 
• Separate composite 2 V p-p sync into 75 ohms 
• 60 Hz non-interlaced 1024 x 768 resolution 

frame 
• Other frame resolutions and rates available 

33 Hz interlaced 1024 x 768 
30 Hz interlaced 636 x 485 

41 
25 Hz interlaced 768 x 575 

• Genlock available ~ith 485. and 575 vis\ble 
line frames 

Color.Range: . . 
• Color map mode (8- or 12-bit, single or 

double bu~ered) 
~. 4096 simultaneous colors, double buffered, 

displayable from palette of16.7 million. 
• RGB mode ( 24-oit), 16~ 7 million ~ofors 

displayable 

Student Workbook 
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Sta1arj Periplaenl11 
• 72 MB unixmatted 5.25"Winchester disk 

drive using an ST-So6 interface 
• 83-keyup-down encoded keyboard with 

user definable ke~ 
• 19" diagonal 60 Hz non-interlaced RGB 

tilt and swivel monitor 
• Optical mouse X-Y encoder with three buttons 

Commaaications: 
• Ethernet local area network with XNS 

software 
• Four RS-232C ports for keyboard and serial 

communications (up to 19.2Kbaud) 

Standard Software: 
• UNIX S~~m V operating ~tern with Berkeley 

4.2 and local enhancements 
• C compiler and development environment 
• IRIS Graphics Library II 
• IRIS Window Manager 

Chassis 
• 20-slot Multibus"' card cage· 
• 720 watt power supply 

OptioM 

Hardware: 
• Zclipping 
• 2 or 4 MB CPU ~mory cards 

,' ., 
• 4 bit-plane image memory cards .. 
• Floating paint accelerator · · 
• 60" rackmounted ch~is 

Peripheral: 
• FloPPY disk drive . 
• Second 72 MB or 170 ~m WmChester disk drive 
• 6o MB 'A" c:u'lriclge tipe drive 
• Yl' tipe drive and c0ntroller , 
• Color printer and rontroller 
• U'' xll" digitizer tablet 
• Dial and buttoo box 
• Programming Tenninal 
• 19" diagonal 30 Hz interl;iced RGB monitor 
• 15" diagooal W Hz non-interlaced RGB tilt 

and swivel mooibr 

Sottw.e: 
• FOKraAN and P'.Lcical compilers- -
• Tenninal software 
• EMA<~ te.'<1 editor 
• GKS library, level 2b 

Communicatioa: ·· . 
•TCP/IP Ethernet software 
• IBM link for 3278-9 emulation and file trami!r 

P/ty$icalaad Eariro11111Bntal ~ 

Power Requirements: 
• /.C voltage 93-132 or 186-264 W: (&cbyset) 
• /.C &equency 47-63 Hz 
• ~: 1250VA,100>W,3410BW/lr 
• \fJ' monitor: 225 VA, 150 W, 512 BW/lr 

Size and Weight: 
• 19'' monitor: 18.5" H x 20"W x 21.5"D 

( 51x48 x 54 cm), 84 lb. (38 Kg) 
C~is: 29" H x 18''W x 27" D 
(74 x 46 x (/)an), 190 lb. (86 Kg) 

Environment: 
• Operating: 50-86°F (10-3(>°C); ~S>% 

relative humidity, no coodemation. 
• Shipi)ing/~: 32-122°F (0-50°C), 

10-90% relative humidity; no condensatioo. 
. ·. 

, Specibims:adian1~widnil~ 
UNIXi5aa:idmmkofAllct • 
£Iheme! isa nlemlikd"Xaul.. 

, ~lhiisa~r:mimofh!lfAlpnila 
Silim~llllS.·"8Jmelyl'!pelile.lllS111mlw~ 
r-.my~~~·llllS~LinlJ-

· ··· ~P.ldlm-~of~icm~·n:.. 

.ilJ.30JHI l'!lnl!dinUu ?;86 



IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

68020 Based 

LESSON 2: WORKSTATION INTRODUCTION 

3010 SPECIFICATIONS 

s,.t.111 S,,.cifkatio• 

Processors: 
• 16 MHz MC68o20 central proceswr 

32-bit internal registers. 32-bit adclre$ space 
• 10 125-nanosecond Geometry Engines 
• 16-bit bit-slice frame buffer controller 

Independent microcoded display processor 
with 32 KB memory for fonrs. textures, 
and cursors 

CPU Memory: 
• 2 MB dynamic RAM with parity error 

detection, expandable to 12 MB 
• 256 KB EPROM for hardware initialization, 

self-configuration, and diagnostics, 
expandable to four 256/512 KB EPROMS 

Image Memory: 
• 81024 x 1024 bit-planes standard, expandable 

to 32with16-bit Z-buffer 

Video Interface: 
• RGB levels 0.7 V p-p into 75 ohms 
• Separate compa;ite 2 V p-p sync into 75 ohms 
• 60 Hz non-interlaced 1024 x 768 resolution 

. frame 
• Other frame resolutions and rates available 

33 Hz interlaced 1024 x 768 
·. 30 Hz interlaced 636 x 485 
• 25 Hz iilterlaced 768 x 575 

. • Genlock available v.ith 48Sand 575 visible 
line frames ·· ' ··~ 

CalorRanpi 
• Color map mode 

(8- or 12-bit, single or double buffered) 
• 4096 simultaneous colors, double buffered, 

displayable from palette ofl6. 7M 
• RGB mode (24-bit), 16. 7 million colors 

displayable 

Standard Peripherals: 
• 31/l'Winchester disk, 22 MB unformatted, 

using an ST-506 interface 
• l MB 5.25" floppy disk drive 
• 83-key up-down encoded keyboard with user 

definable keys 
• 19" diagonal non-interlaced RGB tilt and 

swivel monitor 
• Optical mouse X-Y encoder with three buttons 

Communications: 
• Four RS-232C ports for keyboard and serial 

communication (up to 19.2K baud) 

Standard Software: 
• IRIS Graphics Library II 
• UNIX kernel with demand paging and IRIS 

Terminal software 
• IRIS Window Manager 

Chassis: 
• 20-slot Multibus"' card cage 
• 720 watt power supply 

Option._ 

Hardware:' 
1 : • Z-clipping . 

'·!' 2 or 4 MB CPU meniory caros 
• ~;4bit-plane im~'ittemprycilrds 
·~-Floa.ting pPilrt accieleratOr. . 

. , . ;. . ~·. 60" rack mounted c~is .. 
'·.''. 

',.. .. 

Peripllenh 
• 11" x 11" digiti7.e1' tablet 
• Dial and button box 
•Color printer and controller 
• 15" diagonal non-interlaced RGB tilt 

and swivel monitor 
• 19" diagonal 30 Hz interlaced RGB monitor 

Communication: 
• Ethernet with XNS or TCP/IP software 
• IBM link for 3278-9 emulation and file 

transfer 

Physical and Enrironm11ntal Splll:ir1am.. 

Power Requirements: 
•AC voltage 93-132 orls6-264 VAC(factoryset) 
•AC frequency47-63 Hz 
• Chassis: 1250 VA, 1000 W, 3410 BTIJ /hr 
• 19" monitor: 225 VA.150 W, 512 BTIJ/hr 

Size and Weight: 
• 19" monitor: 18.5''Hx20''Wx21.5''D 

(51 x48x54cm),841b. (38Kg) 
•Chassis: 29"Hxl8''Wx27''D(74x46x69an) 

190 lb. (86 Kg) 

Environment: 
•Operating: 50-86°F (10-30°C), 20-80% 

relative humidity, no condensation 
•Shipping/storage: 32-122°F (0-50°C), 

10-90% relative humidity, no condensation 

Specifications are subject ID c1tin111 without nodcr. 

L'NL'< is a lradenrdl'k of .v'&t Elltemel is a iradenwiof:faal. Mulllllul · 
is a tr:ulemarlc of !nil! Carporalion. 
Silklln Gt!'pt,;a, IRJS, IRIS Window~ Geomeayl'lplllnt. 
CeOOieuyEngjne, Geomeay Amlmlllt. allllDmGraphics Lilnlyn 
lr.ldem:lrb of Silknn Q:iplics. Inc. . 

LT-30Ml-OI ·Ptimedii111SA 2/lb 
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LESSON 2: WORKSTATION INTRODUCTION IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

68020 Based 

.. 3020 SPECIFICATIONS 

Sysw. s,,.miutioa 
Processors: 
• 16 .\!Hz MC68020 central proceswr 32-bit 

internal registers, 32-bit admspace 
• 10 125-nanosecond Geometry Engines 
• 16-bit bit-slice frame buffer controller 

Independent microcoded display proceswr 
with 32 KB memory for fonts, textures, and 
cursors 

CPU Memory: 
• 2 .\IB dynamic RAM with parity error 

detection, expandable to 16 MB 
• 256 KB EPROM for hardware initialization, 

self-configuration. and diagnostics, 
expandable to four 256/512 KB EPROMS 

Image Memory: 
• 81024x1024 bit-planes standard, expand-

able to 32with16-bit Z-buffer 

Video Interface: 
• RGB levels0.7Vp-p into 75 ohms 
• Separate composite 2 V p-p S}TIC into 75 ohms 
• 60 Hz non-interlaced 1024 x 7&3 resolution 

frame 
• Other frame resolutions and rates available 

33 Hz interlaced 1024 x 7&3 
30 Hz interlaced 636 x 485 
25 Hz interlaced 7&3 x 575 

• Genlock available with 485 and 575 visible 
line frames 

Color Range: 
• Color map mode (8- or 12-bit, single or 

double buffered) . 
• i096 simultaneous colors.double buffere,d,; 

displayable from palette ofl9. 7 million 
• RGB mode (24-bit), 16.7 millioncqlors 

displayable 

Student Workbook 

Stlnurll Peri,..,..• 
• 72 MB unformatted 5.25"Wmchester disk 

drive using an ST-506 interface 
• 83-key up-down encoded ke}i>oard with 

user definable keys 
• 19" diagonal 6o Hz non-interlaced RGB 

tilt and swivel monitor 
• Optical mouse X-Y encoder with three buttons 

Communications: 
• Ethernet local area network with XNS 

software 
• Four RS- 232C ports for~ and serial 

communications (up to 19.2K baud) 

Standard Software: 
• L'NIX S~tem V operating system with Berkeley 

4.2 and local enhancements 
• C compiler and development environment 
• IRIS Graphics Library 0 
• IRIS Window Manager 

Chassis 
• 20-slot Multibus111cardcage · 
• 720 watt power supply 

Options 

Hardware: 
• Zclipping 
• 2 or 4 MB CPU memory cards 
• 4bit-plane image memory cards· 
• Floating point accelerator 
• 60" rack mounted chas.siS • 

Peripheral: 
• Flawydiskdrive .· 
• Second 72MBor170MB Wmchester disk driVe. 

·., 61> ~.'IB 'IA" c:utri~ tape drive· · ·. . . , 
~ 11.!" tape drive and controller · · · · 
~ Color printer and coiltroller. · 
• 11" x 11" digitizer tablet 
• Dial and button box 
• ProgrammingTefminal • 
• 19'' diagonal 30 Hz interlaced RGB monitor 
• 15" diagonal (,() Hz non-interlaced RGB tilt 

and swivel monitt 

SoflwMa 
• FOKI'RAN and~ compilers 
• Terminal software 
• Ei'vlACS te.'<l editor 
• GKS library, level 2b 

Communication: 
•TCP/IP Ethernet software 
• IBM link fOr 3278-9 emulation and file II":lmi!r 

P/ty$it:aland£nrironm11nta/~ 

Power Requiremllllll: 
• AC voltage 93-132 or 186-264 VAL (&clmyset) 
• AC frequency 47-63 Hz 
• Chas.sis: 1250 VA. l<XX> W, 3410 B1lJ /tr 
• 19'' monitor: 225 VA, 150 W, 512 B'IlJ/tr 
Size and We~ 
• 19"monitor: 18.5"Hx20"Wx21.5"D 

( 51 x 48 x 54 cm), 84 lb. (38 Kg) 
Chas.sis: 29'' H x 18''W x 27" D . / '· 
(74 x 46 x ff} cm), 190 lb. (86 Kg) 

Environment: 
•Operating: 50-86°F(I0-30°C), 20-80% 

relative humidity, no condensation. 
• Shipping/~ 32-122°F (0-50°C), 

10-90% relative humidity, no condematioo. 

Speci6cllicns :ft :d>jia 11c:hqe wi1hlul llOliZ. 

l:NIX is a ir.Urnatk of mit 
Elhemel is a lr.ldem:doflfallll. . 
~klltru isa~lr.llmmltoflntelCap:nim 
SililmGr-Jphia. ~Gmnolyl'lpeline, 111$~ ...... 
~-~Gmnoly~~Gnplil:S~ .. 
Geomeuyl'.lnnl!ISn~d~Gnpln. me: 
~3030-ll Primedinll.S.A. 2/Pb 
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IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

68020 Based 

LESSON 2: WORKSTATION INTRODUCTION 

3030 SPECIFICATIONS 

Processors: 
• 16 ~!Hz MC68o20 central processor. 32-bit 

internal registers, 32-bit address space 
• 10125-nanosecond Geometry Engines 
• 16-bitbit-slice frame buffer controller 

Independent microcoded display processor 
with 32 KB memory for fonts, textures. and 
cursors 

CPU Memory: 
• Z MB d~namic RAM with parity error 

detection. expandable to 16 MB 
• Z56 KB EPROM for hardware initialization, 

self-configuration. and diagnostics, 
expandable to four 256/512 KB EPROMS 

Image Memory: 
• 81024x1024 bit-planes standard, expand

able to 32with16-bit Z-buffer 

Video Interface: 
• RGB levels 0. 7 V p-p into 75 ohms 
• Separate composite 2 V p-p sync into 75 ohms 
• 6o Hz non-interlaced 1024 x 768 resolution 

frame 
• Other frame resolutions and rates available 

33 Hz interlaced 1024 x 768 
30 Hz interlaced 636 x 485 

. · 25 Hz interlaced 768 x 575 
• Genlock available with 485. and 575 visible 

line. frames 

Sta..aRPtri ....... 
• 170 MB unformatted 5.25" Winchester disk 

drive, using an ESDI interface 
• 83-key up-down encoded keyboard with 

user definable ke~ 
• 19" diagonal 60 Hz non-interlaced RGB 

tilt and swivel monitor 
•Optical mouse X-Yencoderwith three buttons 

Communications: 
• Ethernet local area network with XNS 

software 
• Four RS-232C ports for keyboard and serial 

communications (up to 19.2K baud) 

Standard Software: 
• UNIX S~tem V operating ~tern with Berkeley 

4.2 and local enhancements 
• C compiler and development environment 
• IRIS Graphics Library Il 
• IRIS Window Manager 

Chassis 
• 20-slot Multibus™ card cage 
• 720 watt power supply 

Options 

Hardware: 
• Zclipping 
• 2 or 4 MB CPU memory cards 
• 4 bit-plane image memory cards 
• Floating point accelerator. 
• 60" rack mountedch~is Color:Range: . . , 

•Color map mode (8\od2-bit, sin~e or' Peripheral: 
double buffered) · ; .· · '' . ;;,. ·•· \~ Fl0ppydisk drive ·; . 

. • 4096simultaneous·colors,.d,ou~lebuffeied; . ···Second l701'$Win~diskdrive 
displayable fr-Om palette ofi~~t?,lilliorl:') . · ·.~ • 60.MB 'A".cai1rtdgetape'drlve .: .;' · 

_ • RGB·mode (24-bit), 16:7 millioncolo~; . . •:1Jz!!;.tapedrive andc0ntr0ller 
displayable · ·. . . · · . :· · . . "" • , "· .··cofor printer' arid ccintroller , 

· · · . ·, · • ll" x ll" digiti7.er tablet · 

8 

- .:,.. · · • Dial :ind buuan box 
• Programming Terinif!lll · · 
• 19" diagoniil 30 Hz interl;iced RGB monitor 
• 15" diagonal 60 Hz noo-interlaced RGB tilt 
· and swivel inxutt · 

:/ . 

: ; .. -· 

Sottw.a 
· • FORl'RAN and Fa&:al compilers 
• Terminal software 
• Et\1AC.5 text editor 
• GKS libr.iry, level 2b 

Communica1ion: 
• TCP; IP Ethernet software 
• IBM link for 3278-9 emulation and file tr.msEr 

Pltysica/andCmlinltmMrrlal~ 

Power Requit'm..ts: 
• AC voltage 93-132 oc 186-26<i W: (&cbyset) 
•AC &equency47-63 Hz 
• Chassis: 1250 "'- IOO> W. 3410 81U/lw 
• 19'' monitor: 225 'h\, 150 W, 512 B'IU/lw 

Size and Weight: 
• 19"monitor: l8.5"Hx20"Wx21.5irD 

(51x48 x 54 on), 84 lb. (38 Kg) 
Chai'iis: ~ H x 18"W x 'El" D 
(74x46x69an), 1901b.(86Kg) 

Environm8111: 
• Operating 50-86°F (10-3()0 C), 20-Sla 

relative lwmidity, no condemalioo., 
•Shipping/storage: 32-122°F (0-50°C). 

10-9(}% relative funidity, DOandemalicxL 

Specilic:uimsaldliltt10drawlWIDllllflli'e. . 
l ".'\'IX is" lrnlli!m:nefAl'H 
Elh!rnet is a lr.llli!nmtolXaia 
~lullibus isa~ll:lliemodi:efflm!Cmpoaliaa. 
SilioonGr:iphia.llllS.Ceool<ll!l'lp!linr.lllS ..... ~ 
(.eometryf.iigjnr..Gomlelly~-er.i,liisu..rit .. 
Gl'ometry P.lnnasal:ld!mftsefSiliimn~R.. 

llf-w..o-41 l'lillftiall.ll ?/P6 

•I, • • 
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LESSON 2: WORKSTATION INTRODUCTION 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

68020 Based 

WORKSTATION SOFTWARE 

PROM MONITOR 

• Hard Disk Interface 
• Initial System Diagnostics 
• Initial System Configuration 
• Booting UNIX 

A frf UNIX SYSTEM V 

Student Workbook 

• Berkeley 4.2 Enhancements 
• Local Enhancements 

IRIS GRAPIIlCS LIBRARY II - 8 ! > 0 __t-

CCOMPILER 

WINDOW MANAGER'.· 
-,."*' ' 

FORTRAN and PAS~c,?~~vr ~opti~nal) 
EMACS TEXTEDITOl,l - :Iv.· fr/r lv\ 

;ti,\ ·~ j· . - ~/,./ ''•\'_ :; 
.• "··1 ' 

TCP/IP ETHERNET (optional) ) Y ¢{~ 

IBM 327X EMULATION (optional} . + 

. '' 
·. ~: 

.·-i 

.: t 
' . 

' 
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LESSON 2: WORKSTATION INTRODUCTION 

BASIC SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM 

ETHERNET 
" ... ,., .. ,.;.,.:...,;;.:;.,.; .. ,.,: .. ·"" .... :.": . 

MULTIBUS 

OPTIONAL 
112" TAPE 
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.... ;;.:,,.,..,,., 
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OPTIONAL 114" 
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l>lSPLAY COLOR HONITOR 
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13P3 
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t/c f j/ 

There are several manuals available that support the IRIS workstations. Following is a list of the 
manuals that a Field Engineer will most likely need. 

Each system is shipped with these manuals plus some additional manuals not listed. 

• UNIX PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL 
VOL lA: This manual contains CHAPTER 1 of the eight chapter programmer's manual. 
It contains descriptions of all the basic shell commands. 

• UNIX PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL 
VOL lB: This manual contains CHAPTERS 2-8 of the eight chapter programmer's 
manual. 

- Chapter 2: Contains descriptions of the system calls. These are commands that can
not be executed individually, but used as code in a C-program. 

Chapter 3: Contains descriptions of available subroutines. These cannot be executed 
individually, but used in high level compiled programs. 

- Chapter 4: Contains descriptions of the format and contents of various files used in 
the UNIX system. 

- Chapter 5: Contains descriptions of miscellaneous facilities such as macro packages, 
character set tables, etc. 

Chapter 6: Contains descriptions of all :. · UNIX g~es such as craps, liari~. etc. , · · ·. 
. . ' ~ . . . -

- Chapter 7: Contafu~ de~riptions of S] 

pherals and 11NIX System.d.evice 'driver, 

. . ~ .. • ; _! . . .• ' . ; " •' 

.l'file$:·that refer to specµi~.hamwilre peri'.". 
'. : ;" : ' ' . . ~ . . . ' 

' . .. ~ . 
' ':~. . • ~ r· • 

·.,. •.,. 

Chapte~.8: :eoµ~s ~~~,~~~c,inf~tion. c6~ciernhl~ .s)'~tcm ~s~ti6~~ · · 
. \ . t "· . .. ,..;' ·. . . ·:'.... . '1 •• ,. 

•,_" ' . ~ , ~ . : " . ~.: . 
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IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 
68020 Based LESSON 2: WORKSTATION INTRODUCTION 

SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION· page 2 

'·. ' 

• UNIX PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL 
VOL 2A: This manual contains information and tutorials on various UNIX features such 
as ED, VI, Troff, etc. 

• UNIX PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL 
VOL 2B: This is the high level language reference manual. Contains information on vari
ous UNIX langauges and programs such as FORTRAN, Fsck, Lint, etc. 

• IRIS OWNER'S GUIDE 
SERIES 3000: This manual contains information concerning Install, Test, System 
Administration, and workstation operation . 

. j 
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APPENDIX A 
DAILY SCHEDULE 

HARDWARE MAINTENANCE COURSE 
IRIS 68020 BASED WORKSTATIONS 

LESSON TITLE 

Orientation 
Course Introduction 
Workstation Introduction 
UNIX: Survival Skills & VI Editor 

UNIX: Survival Skills & VI Editor 
Lab Project 3.1: Basic UNIX Commands (pt.1) 
UNIX: Survival Skills & VI Editor: 
Lab Project 3.1: Basic UNIX Commands (pt.2) 

Quiz #1: Lessons 2 and 3 
UNIX: Survival Skills & VI Editor 
Lab Project 3.2: VI Editor 

Test #1: Lesson 3 
System Administration (Backups) 
Lab Project 4.1: Making a Bootable Tape 
Lab Project 4.2: Making Backup Tapes 
System Administration (Restore) 
Lab Project 4.3: Disk.Drive Restoration 

Lab 1?roject4·.3: Disk Drive'.Re~.toration 
Sy~te·1n Adtri.inistration (~onfiguration) 
Lab Project 4.4: Creating'NewUser Accounts 
Lab Project 4.5: Adding ASCII Devices1;:1.( 
Component Location 
Lab Project 5.1: Component Location 

Test #2: Lesson 4 
Data Flow: Theory of Operation 

HOURS 

2.0 
1.0 
1.0 
4.0 

2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 

1.5 
2.5 
4.0 

2.0 
0.5 
2.0 
2.0 
0.5 
1.0. 

1.0~;.,f 
0:5 ··;.> 

,. -~·.: 

2.0 
2.0 
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Upon completion of thi~: lesson; the student,;using ·available~ 4ocumentation ·and an~ IRIS;· work;;;~: :\>::' ~' :' . .r:-, 
station, will be able to: · · · · · 

• Given a list of UNIX commands, correctly match the commands to explanations and use 
of each command, then demonstrate (on the workstation) that each command can be 
correctly executed. 

• Demonstrate that specific files can be located and modified using the vi editor. 

• Demonstrate that specific IRIS demonstration programs can be located and correctly run. 

• Correctly draw the UNIX directory/sub-directory tree. 
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WORKSTATION PROM MONITOR- .. 

The basfo level of software (in the IRIS workStation) ·is contained on the CPU.· board; held iii ': . - ~ 
proms and called the PROM MONITOR.. -. 

2 

THE PROM MONITOR: 

• Is a dumb terminal • 

Has a hard disk interface. 

Reads configuration switches. 

• Will boot UNIX. 

• Allows limited diagnostic functions. 
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BOOTING UNIX 

The IRJ$boot-environment.is determined by the 8etting of configuration switches'.:.:. ·. -: __ · ·• 
f through-4 on lhe cabinet back panel. Two basic- boot options are available:.- · ._. · - .· .- -
AUTOMATIC BOOT and PROM MONITOR BOOT. · · 

• Automatic Boot 
At powerup, the IRIS tries to boot from a file called defaultboot on the device specified 
by the configuration switches (see table on next page). 

• PROM monitor boot 
At power up, the IRIS enters the PROM monitor and waits for further boot instructions. ' 

Since the IRIS can be booted from different devices (hard disks, tape drives, etc.), the PROM 
monitor provides the Is command, a version of the UNIX ls(1) command, for dispbying the 
names of files on the attached devices. 

· ... 
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IRIS CONFIGURATION SWITCHES,···,: .. _- - , · · · ..... 

As the table shows, switches r through 4 select the device from which the IRIS is to be booted. . 
Swl.tcl(5. ·specifies _whether the_ IRIS _should perform ail automaµc_ boot or a· PROM monitor boot. 
SWitch 6 determines -whether· ci noi system· information is displayed on 1he screen' after the IRIS 
is reset. Switch 7 selects the display monitor type. 

NOTE: 
Manufacturing sets all the switches to the closed position. All classroom systems are configured ~ 
as such. " 

4 

Configuration Switches 
Switch Switch Name Position' Meaning 

1-4 Boot environment cccc Hard disk boot 
occc Cartridge tape boot· 
cocc Floppy disk boot 
oocc Network boot 
ococ PROM monitor 

5 Auto boot c PROM Monitor boot 
0 Automatic boot 

6 Quiet mode c Display system infonnation 
0 Don't display system information 

.. ... 

7 Monitor select c Display on pi1mary monitor· 
0 Display on: secondary monitor 

8-9 Reserved c 
IRIS: Confi~ration Switclles 

C means "Cosed it an.d 0 means "Open" . · 
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The· PROM:monitor offer8.severafcommands: some· can be-used,, otbers-are:fprjn-hou8c per.;·-{···.". · - "':· ·-,. 

sonal and should not be used. · .·..., 
.... : '"!" 

Following is a list of the commands you should be familiar with. Later in the course you will get 
to use the commands while performing a lab project. 

COMMAND 

b 

Is 

h 

Student Workbook 

DESCRIPTION c ci ;.J J~AC.J ~sf [,V/u.,.-/7 

Load and begin execution of a boot file. i. filename can ~ ·.,I 
supplied as an argument with the boof ~~mmand, or if no 
filename is given, then a file called defaultboot is searched for 
on the boot device. The boot device can be named as an argu
ment or if no name is given, then the configuration switches will 
decide what device to boot from. 

//2.._ 

Same as b, but boot is from "XNS" or "TCP". 

Used to list files on the selected device. 

Print the help message. 

" -

5 
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PROM MONITOR CMOS • continued- _ > 

COMMAND 

set 

set debug 0/1 

set display 

6 

· DESCRIPTION · 

Print the current set values. 

Set debug mode. This is a toggle switch, it allows you to inject 
noise into the boot process. Noise is a term used by the 
engineers and if an error is detected during the boot, then the 
process is halted and an error message is displayed. 

Used to enter the state of the configuration switches. The follow
ing steps must be followed when you change the switches: 

1. reboot. 
2. Change switch settings. 
3. Execute set display. 
4. Depress reset. 
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PRQM,MONITOR .. COMMANDSYNTAX- · "-,~ .. ·· -· : --· 

When you· are\in. the PROM· monitor ·and request thc··help menu, .,.the display· that_ is- printed: is--·~/=Y :f · ~- · ~-,
somewhat confusing. (The display-is repnxiuced on the next two pages iayour workbook) · - · · ~i~ · 

- . .:_.~ 

Th~ load type ~~ds .. (b,·n, 1)-_and ~e list·~~-Os) may: be· executed~with. optional,)lJ:'-<·.-_, ~ _ 
parameters' .supplied ~th-the command.-- The opttooal'parameters· are: -MEDIA,,DEVSPEC1-""'-~ ·.-.- · · 
and file. .s 

I (), U I L C 't. 
/ fJ( ('I / :_ ;;. 

I ., r ' 
./ I 

MEDIA: Media is a 2 or 3 character field that defines what type of device you will boot 
from or list files from. The available commands are: hd, ct, f d, ip, sd, md, st, 
mt, sf, mf, ms, and rom. J ~ 

/ ~"{ 1<!1' ( (tJffl/ 

Of these commands, you will only need to use: hd, ct, f d, or :ms. This is 
because the PROM monitor will look to see the actual type of device attached 
and access that device using the com:ct device type. 

i.e. For disk drives the following mnemonics are used: ip, sd, or md. • 
Each type of available disk drive has a different mnemonic, but, the 
generic mnemonic hd can be used to load from any of the disk types. 
This would not apply if the system had two disks with the same 
device number (say siO and ipO), then you would have to use 
the specific mnemonic to boot from the desired drive. 

This same principle applies to the tape (use ct) or floppy (use fd) 
devices. 

l1Vi i.1,.· 1: 
)\/ (}Av' 

01 J D r u 
/. 

DEVSPEC: Devsp~ will be one of the following: 

hostname 

unit 

<unit><fS> 

Name of the host, the MEDIA must be ms. 

The unit number of the device (0, l, ..• ). 

This is the unit number and file~ystem (a-h). The 
MEDIA must be a disk drive.' 

. file:. This is"the.name,ofthe boot file. If not given, the-PROM monitor looks for·the·· 
file defaultboot 
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PROM, MONITOR HELP MENU~ ··-,- ~- -- : -- -· , ·_ -

iris> h 
General Monitor Commands (All numeric values in· hex): -

MEDIA is one of the following: 
hd. - hard disk.(look for ip, sd, then md) 
ct - cartridge tape. (look for st, then mt) 

0
,.
51

, _ 

fd - floppy disk. (look for sf, then mt) , . /' ifJr//r «· - ; ,q J 
ip - interphase disk. (474 MB drive) ..--- 5 v:-

7 
.'.J,, _ _ I/ 

sd(orsi) - storagerdisk. (170MB drive) 5-'f",r~_z,. JI -)"'/;,/, /!: "' -' 2t3!J / l/c,llf\ ;; 

md - midas disk. (72 MB drive) --tJ s 0 7 :2 /-- .?i 6 ,-- 1(,1 ~ 
st( or sq) - storager cartidge tape. (112" tape) t?S PI O?. s --r-;o 6 

mt(or mq) - midas cartidge tape. (114" tape) - s 15"00 
sf - storager floppy disk. 
mf - midas floppy disk. 
xns - network. (ethernet) 
rom - EPROM board. 

DEVSPEC is one of the following: 
host name - Name of the host. (MEDIA must be xns) 
unit - unit number of device (0, 1, ... ). 

(MEDIA must be a tape or disk device) 
<unit><fs> 

address 

- unit number and filesystem (a-h) 
(MEDIA must be a disk device.) 
- multibus address. 
(MEDIA must be a EPROM board.) 

[MEDIA.DEVSPEC:][file] load and begin execution of the named file 
I' , ' file defaults to defaultboot 

1 
SPECs are from switch settings 

{)/I /--1 DO~ Ce(u.e;_. ~ :,,,// 

bll[MEDIA.DEVSPEC:][file] 

n [DEVICE:][file] 

ls [MEDIA.DEVSPEC:][file] 

1 [MEDIA.DEVSP~C;][file] 

g address [stack]-

Continue (y or n)?: y 

same as above 

same as b with MEDIA = xns 

• list the files on the device 

lo~ but don't begin execution of the file 

start executing at specified address. _ 
the stack address is a option .. 

I!/, r. ( (__ 

St?' -
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hi? 

set 
set media MEDIA 
set devspec DEVSPEC 
set debug 0/1 
set display 
set dcr BITS OPTION 

exit 

print this help message. 

print the current set values. . 
set the default boot media. 
set the default boot device spec. 
set the debug mode. 
set display options from switch settings. 
set DC4 bits and option. 

reset the PROMS. 

fm{blwll} ADDR VALUE [INCR] [CNT] 

dm{blwll} ADDR [CNT] 

em{blwll} ADDR 

dpr 

epr REGISTER 

iris> 

fill memory as byte, word or long 
starting at ADDR, with initial VALUE, 
incrementing VALUE by INCR for CNT times. 
(INCR defaults to O; CNT defaults to 1) 

display memory as byte, word or long. 
( CNT defaults to 1) 

edit memory interactively as byte, 
word or long. 

display processor registers. 

edit the given processor register. 
(sr, vbr, cacr, caar, sfc, dfc). 

,_''; 

One the next page are some examples of PROM monitor commands with 
explanations. · 
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PROM MONITOR-COMMAND EXAMPLES.-: .. :-.=-::.. -.:: .. .c ·: , ·· 

Following are six examples of PROM monitor commands .. 

1. b ctO:sif ex 

The above command will boot a file named sifex from tape drive 0. , · 

2. b hdl:vmunixl 

b = monitor command 
ct = MEDIA option 
O=DEVSPEC 
sifex =file 

This command will boot a file named vmunix1 from·disk drive 1. 

3. n .elvin:/vmunix 

b =monitor command 
hd =MEDIA option 
l=DEVSPEC 
vmunixl =file 

This command will boot the IRIS over the Ethernet. The host system is 
called e/vin and the boot file is vmunix. 

n =monitor command 
.elvin = DEVICE 

-. ~ .. ~ 
; 

/vmunix = Pathname to" file vmunix. 

4. Is ctO: 

This command will list the file names of the first file on tape. . -

5. Is hdOa! .. :(. 
{. 

This command lists the contents· of disk partition ·a of drive o.' 

6. b 

This command boots the IRIS using the defaults defined by the switches. 
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THE BOOTING PROCESS:~AlfTOCONFIGURATION:t~ '-· ~-~, ,_. ~~- ,~"c -

When ·you enter. the boot ,command· from. the PROM monitor. the; UNIX -kemel;is-.loaded ·into~::><~.· 
memory and UNIX then configures the system and displays a map for yoa The ma1)informs the .. 
user what equipment is or is not installed on the IRIS, how much memory is available, and what 
partition the UNIX ROOT is on. 

Simple diagnostics are also run against the attached devices. 

Following is some of the output displayed when the boot process begins. This display "blinks" .. 
on the screen,· followed by the display shown on the next page. · 

iris> b 
SOI Extent Filesystem 
Loading: md:O:defaultboot 

Text: 038318 bytes 
Data: 01 l 3d8 bytes 
Bss: 024d7 c bytes 

Jumping to loaded program - 2qo<X.}400 

After this message is displayed,·the screen iscle~ arictth":messa~e shown on the next page is 
output sequentially as -the configuration process proc~~ · 
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AUTOCONFIGURATION OUTPUT;-;.c... -, - '-.- -_ ·-~-- --1 

"-', Following -is the-- display that ·occurs at the IRIS· _codsole. terminal· as· the·· configuration: proCesS ... :-.< ·: ·,~. . _ -_ 
proceeds. ·Some of the/data changes from software -~lease. to releUe, J>ut for the most part it-
remain$ ... ~ same • 

. , 
On the next page· descriptions of the equipment mn~monics, shown in this display, are given. 
(Remember, this output occurs after the output shown on the previous page is displayed and the 
screen is cleared) 

SYSTEM 5 UNIX #0 [Wed May 7 04:49:59 PDT 1986] 
(C) Copyright 1986- Silicon Graphics Inc. 
real= 4194304 r;, s 

- • J'.J.1§1 GA-1---. 
'9 / 

-\ user= 3633152 
~ f!_V,_)-

/ r-- /_;\Sri_ -

. bufs = 819200 (max=16k) 

(")km.em= 561152 '--- }-{uv;-1-~ 11v/< 

,,~,: .·~ ·· dsdO not installed 
C' tit_, 

···~····._. qicOnotin~ S'f1 ~AA-5- 0 

sii0atmbio0x07200ip~ 1 '' -''1'; ,,v,\ 

siO (Hitachi 512-17 name: Hitachi 512-17) slave 0 , 
sil not installed 
sfO floppy (80/2/8) slave 2 ~ 
siqO at mbio Ox73fc ipl 5 

1 
sqO (qic02 cartridge tape) slave 0 i 1 

r 1",jtl-u' 
iphO not installed ~ )) , 
tmtO not installed " vl-- \_. 

_ J)- ikO not insta11ed / 1
1
'""' • • 

~J. "~-nxO (FW 2.5JIW 4.0) (0800.1400.3948) at mb10 Ox7ffc ipl 2 
fpa installed -
lpen not installed 
kernel debugger disabled. I •• -Jo'-

~ l ~If ( toot on siOa --
'\- IJ c,-i~ ') swap on siOb. swplo=O nswap=64000 
~ --- ,'') § 

' ·I 

,_1v,rJ.Yr' - - INIT: SINGLE USER MODE 
"-.·S}J' 
\• 

NOTE: .. . _ _ _ I • __ • 

. After the line· "INIT: SINGLE USER MODE" UNIX \vill display the contents' of file motd This· 
is the· message-of-the-day file. The user can place ahy message he/she wants displayed every- _ 
time UNIX is booted. Once the message is displayed, the SINGLE· USER prompt (#) is 
displayed. 

# 
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' · SYSTEM DEVICE NAMES.- page·,1 · .. · .w •• .• : ': · •. ~: , •.. 

The following text. defines; each mnemonic assigned to each CoJ.llPOnenl of an IRIS workstati()D. -. ·• · , -~ · 
The.a.ut~onfrguratlon process .. willinform the user what boards and·l/O devices are present;·list-~~.:r .. 
ing what-~ultibus address has been assigned the bo8rd and, the·number.of each device'.,--; - / : . oz.· . -

;:, ;3.~~ 
·' ; :tl'.: ~-

.• ;ft .. 
~: 

MNEMONIC 

dsdO 

qicO 

sin 

mfO 

iphO. 
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DESCRIYfION 

This is the Disk Controller for the 72 MB hard disk, the floppy 
disk, and the 1/4" cartridge tape drive. 

H this board is installed, a message like the following is 
displayed next to the mnemonic: at mbio Ox7f00 ipl 1. 

mbio =Multibus. 
Ox7f00 = Address per board jumpers. 
ipl 1 = Interrupt priority as determined 

by position of board on the bus. 

This is the Quarter inch tape drive that is attached to the dsd 
controller. Its assigned device address is 0. Only one tape drive 
can be attached to the dsd controller. 

This is the 72 MB disk drive. Two of these drives can be 
attached to the dsd controller: mdO and mdl. The example on 
the previous page informs you that a PRIAM dri.Y:cfis installed. 

.'this mnemonic indicates the Floppy Disk Drive that could be 
·~bed to the dsd controller. · 

·~ \ :Tiils. is. the SMD pisk Controller. If installed,· the mbio address 
. and interrupt.level would ~,displayed as it w~ for the dsd 
board. This controller can have two 474 ·MB disk drives 
attached to it. 
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SYSTEM DEVICE NAMES- page-2"· .,. 

·· ·i;;-._ MNEMONIC ........ ;.1 -..,°,ESCRIPI'ION_ .. :- 1 • 

. '-· 

ipn '· .. :·'··-· 

siiO 

siqn 

tmtn 

ikO 

... ,(.), 
)'·"' 

!J ·. ~·~ 

nxO 

14 

· · If the SMD controller was installed, this·would·indicate the pres
ence of the 474 MB disk drives: ipO and/or ipl. This mnemonic 
is not displayed if the controller is not installed. 

This indicates that the Storager II Diskffape Controller is 
installed. This board can handle two 170 MB disk drives and 
several optional 112" and 1/4" tape drives. If installed, the mbio 
address and interrupt level information would be present. 

This would indicate the presence of the optional 114• cartridge 
tape drives that cou1!i be attached to the Storager II board. 
Where n = a number. 

This is the mnemonic for the optional 112• tape drives that 
could be attached to the Ciprico Tapemaster board. Where n = 
a number. 

This indicates the Color Printer. An IKON board would be 
installed . 

This mnemonic indic~tes the presence of the Exes/an Ethernet 
Controller Board. qke any boa,rd installed, the mbio addresj: is 

giv. en and. the intel'l'Ui.. rt le·. vel is in. dicated if installed. but some 
additional informatio~ is displayed that a customer may require, 
that. is, _the Ethernet tcldress. 'Th!s ':~will Jook like the fol
loWIDg: (0800.1400.3~48). (1;1~~·¥,etclhost. 

'·· ·:+ 
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SYSTEM DEVICE NAMES-page3,., '· 

. MNEMONIC 

fpa 

I pen 

Student Workbook 

DESCRIPTION 

This indicates that the IRIS has the Floating Point board 
installed. 

This is the Light pen option. 

'. 
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USEROPERATIONMODES,. 

Three mcxles of operation are available to:the UNIX user: SINGLE· USER, MULTI-USER;· 
·and SUPER-USER. 

•· SINGLE-USER. 
' . ;, ' ~This mode can OnlY- su,ppori one user.· It is usually used by· the.system administrator· for file ... ;:: .:· :·, .. 
· · system repair and maintenance and other functions-where· one person requires exclusive - · 

use of the computer. 

The system boots into single-user. 

The single-user has full access privileges of all files . 

- Only one file system is typically available and that is ROOT. Other file systems could 
be mounted if access is required to them. 

• MULTI-USER 
This mcxle supports several users simultaneously. T Vf' 

I 

Users login using assigned account names. New accounts are created by the system 
administrator. The system is shipped with six accounts: root, rootcsh, rootsh, guest, 
demos, and, mexdemos. 

- User has full access priviledges to files within that account. 

- All file systems are generally available; you can read, write, and execute yours, usually. 
~¢ the rest of the system. 

• SUPER-USER ""~I . 
Super:;user is entered from multi-user using the command su. On most systems entering 
super-us§f will be password protected because the super-user has the same file access 
privileges as the single-user. 

- Workstation is re-booted from super-user using t.Pe command reboot. 

You can return to multi-user by using the co~4.exit. 
,'I·, 

.:..: 

,r~·;: . 

. ~· f 
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SYSTEM SHUTDOWN·· ·· 

Always shut the system down using the command reboot. ·_ : . 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

68020 Based 

This nsyn~s" the disk drives; paging out all "dirty" pages to the disk~ 'updates open files, and gets· . : 
the heads off of the disk. This insures the integrity of the super-block. 

!'~ <VL>-

-i --· 
!. ..... ·. 

• You must be the super-user or single-user to execute reboot. 5~/-1 M./U// c; S,>J~. ·.-

• You should notify other users first using the wall command. 

• Reboot will kill all running processes. 

• Workstation control returns to the PROM monitor. 

***** WARNING ***** 
NEVER shut your system down using the RESET switch. If you do, the file system 
on disk will probably be corrupted (trashed). Reset should only be used as a last 
resort when UNIX is hung, and then, you should wait for the syncing of the.,drives1 
by the CRON DAEMON. Remember, the drives are synced every 10 minutfiS by 
this process. ·· :.· 

.~· 

:~( . 
. ~/ .· 
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BOOT EXERCISE- page1·· ... 

This is a simple exercise. that will 'introduce·you to 1the subjects just discussed by thislesson: .... .c~ .. · - ~
Displaying the _PROM monitor help. menu; booting. luNlX usirig .the defaultboOt file; entering·· - · : •. ·. ·· · 
multi-user mode from single-user·mode (where you entered when the boot·process is complete);~ _; .·< · · 
entering super-user mode from multi-user; ancfrebooting.the systetli " < - : · :.. · ~ · · . , ' 

NOTE: 
Two students should pair together to perform the exercise unless there are enough workststions · 
for each student. 

Enter only the commands that you are instructed to enter. You will get free-time on the work-
station later in the course. · 

. ·i. · Check the configuration switches on the back panel and verify that all the switches are.<-: 
closed. This will cause a boot from the hard disk when you enter the PROM monitor boot 
command. 

2. Power on your IRIS workstation using the front panel switch. You should see the initial 
PROM monitor message appear at your terminal: 

IRIS (IP2 - Revision B) Monitor Version 3.0.7 December 20, 1985 
Memory Size 4mb (Physical Map (lmb/bit) OxOOOOOOOt) 
Configuration Switch: Ox0100 
Multibus Window (2mb) at Megabytes 0 and 1. 
Mul~pus accessable memory (lmb) begins 
at Pilysical memory page 300, 
at Virtual address 2000000. 

iris> 

3. Enter b at the iris> prompt. 
This will cause the PROM monitor help menu to be displayed. · (see previous page enti-
tled PROM MONITOR HELP MENU~1 ~. · ·;·; .. I .. '~·; ': 

4. Enter y at the Continue (y or n)?: prompt. . 

18 

This will cause the. remainder of the help menu to be displayed. (see previous page enti
tled PROM MONITOR HELP MENU - continued.) 
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IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 
68020 Based 

BOOT EXERCISE - page-2 · 

5. Enter _b at the iris> prompt. . . . . 
· . •· .This will cause. the UNIX kernel to be loaded into memory. ~The file: defaultboot will be< 

'~ '· .: . searched.for on the hard disk· and. it Wm boot the kerneL (remember,. the .configuration '-;-- ---· 
switches are selecting the· hard disk as the boot device) · · · ' 

The data, shown on the page entitled THE BOOTING PROCESS: AUTOCONFIGURA~ 
TION, will flash on your screen. This is followed by the configuration data shown on the · 
page entitled AUTOCONFIGURA TION OUTPUT. 

When the prompt# appears, you will be in single-user mode. 

6. Enter Is at the #prompt 
This will display the names of all the files and directories that make up the ROOT ( I ) 
directory. (more about this later) 

7. Enter multi at the # prompt. 
The following (minus the inserted instructional text) appears on your screen. · 

# 
INIT: New run level: 2 

Is the date [day month date time time-zone year] correct? (y or n) 

This is asking you if the date is correct If it is, enter y. If the date is incQftect, enter n. 
You would . then be prompted to enter the date as the following example shows: 
062312308700. The last four digits (8700) are optional and are not required, but, it is a 
good idea to enter at least the year (87). 

If you: had to correct the date, you_ will again be asked- if it is correct. 

Do you want to check filesystem consistency? (y ot n) 

This is asking you if the program fsck should be run to check the filesystem consistency 
(integrity). Enter y to the prompt. 
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BOOT EXERCISE- page 3 - . I I 

. ~ -- ;._ We will talk about this· check later in the: course .. lf~your filesystem is consistent, then the.·· 
. following message is output: . . . .. . . . . 

::'i . Checking file systems for consistency: 

20 

/dev/siOa 
File system: root Volume: SOI 

** Phase 1 - Check Blocks and Siz.es 
** Phase 2 - Check Pathnames 
** Phase 3 - Check Connectivity 
** Phase 4 - Check Reference Counts 
** Phase 5 - Check Free List 
nnn files nnnnn K used nnnn K free 

/dev/rsiOf 
~-

. File system: usr Volume: SOI 

** Phase 1 - Check Blocks and Sires 
** Phase 2 - Check Pathnames 
** Phase 3 - Check Connectivity 
** Phase 4 - Check Reference Counts 
** Phase 5 - Check Free List 
nnn files nnnnn K used nnnn K free 

MounJing: /usr 
Presetved editor files 
Cleared /tmp 
Resetting locks and logs 
Hostname: JULIE 
Daemons: 

update 
cron 
XIisd 
lpd 

;;::~. 

lpsched · 'i 
Daemons started 

JUL~login: 

~~·~ ! . 
) . 

.. . 
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BOOT EXERCISE- page.4----

NOTE: 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

68020 Based 

., · ""H your fsck output does notlook like the output on -the previous page, then_:stop this pl'O-:-:-: ~. -· ' · 
ject and call your instructor. . 

After the check ·is complete, UNIX informs ·you that several daemons were· started.· 
These are background programs that are always running. It also informed you that the·· 
/usrfilesystem was mounted and that various "house-cleaning" tasks were performed. 

8. Enter student at the JULIE login: prompt 
You are logging in to an ~ouitt called student. 

/ 

9. te;;ho;~e JULIE 1 >prompt. 
e account nafue (student) will echo back to you. 

10. Enter su to the JULIE 2 >prompt. 
You are going to super-usermode, Notice that UNIX keeps track of the number of com
mands that you have executed by changing the number portion of the JULIE prompt 

The super-user account is password protected. 

11. Enter the password password. 

Notice that a new prompt (JULIE 1 #)is displayed. By using different prompts, UNIX 
lets you know what account you are in 

12. Enter whoami to the JULIE 1 #prompt 
You see that the account name is no longer student, ·but, root . · 

·,~ 
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BOOT EXERCISE • page 5 . 

. 13. Enter reboot to the JULIE 2 #prompt. · 

22 

' . You are going to sync the.disks and re-enter the PROM monitor ... ~, -:· , ,... · 

, . The· following message blinks on the screen, the screen is cleared and the PROM monitor. 
message is again displayed. 

IRIS (IP2- Revision B) Monitor Version 3.0.7 December 20, 1985 
Memory Size 4mb (Physical Map (lmb/bit) OxOOOOOOOt) 
Configuration Switch: OxOlOO 

Multibus Window (2mb) at Megabytes 0 and 1. 
Multibus accessable memory (lmb) begins 
at Physical memory page 300, 
at Virtual address 2000000. 

iris> 

14. End o,f exercise. Please power off your workstation using the front panel switch. 

_.,_ 

'',\. 
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UNIX SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

/!;(-rJ
/ 

• SGI workstations use System V with 
4.2 enhancements. 

• Two command interpreters are 
offered: 

- C-Shell (csh): The Berkeley 4.2 DSB 

- Shell (sh): Bourne/At& T System V 
/3 (/ (_!?.ti>-\. 

• UNIX is a "layered" system: 

- The kernel is at the center 

- The shell is middle layer 

- The utilities make up outer layer 

Student Workhook 
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UNIX LAYERS 

The following diagram shows the three layers of the UNIX System. The next three 
pages in the workbook give brief descriptions of each layer. More detailed informa
tion will follow as the course progresses. 

24 
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THE UNIX KERNEL 

UNIX is a "layered" system with the KERNEL at its center.· .. ·· 

Certain operating system functions are required many times each second. For example, the. part .. . 
of the UNIX System that is involved in switching from one program to another (time-sharing) is -
needed many times each second. In the UNIX System all of the functions that are needed 
immediately are constantly kept in memory. The memory resident part of the operating sys- it 

tem is called the KERNEL. 

• BASIC KERNEL FUNCTIONS: 

- Supervise the I/O transactions. 

- Create, manage, and control termination of "processes". 

- Manage and control the hardware (housekeeping). 

- Manage Main Memory. 

- Manage file system organization and access. 
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THE UNIX SHELL 

LESSON 3: UNIX SURVIVAL SKILLS & Vi EDITOR 

On:'many system8 the. coirulllld-interpreter is· a· pa.rt of the internal. structure-of the--operaµng. sys; .· _ -;,--~ -- .
tern~ In the: UNIX System, however, the. sheU is- just an ordinary-program; ,similar to any: other-.;~:·_·,:~ 
program that runs in the UNIX System. · · -

Two shells are offered, but, only one will be running at a time. The user actually selects the 
shell he/she wants to use by placing a statement in the password file. When the user logs in, the 
correct shell will be started by the kernel for that user. 

The shell is a command programming language that provides an interface to the UNIX Operat
ing System. As a command language it interactively accepts commands from users and arranges 
for the requested actions to occur. As a programming language it contains control flow and string 
valued variables; this allows the user to create - his/her own special .commands, called ' -
shellscripts or executable files. 

The program which implements the shell is called /bin/csh for the Berkeley version and /bin/sh 
for the Bourne version. It is one of these statements that is placed into the password -
(/etc/passwd) file. 

{ .• 

J/ 
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UNIX UTILITIES -- 11t?/. c 0 ··<)../ ~=.-

Many operating-;system functions are:· needed ·only occasionally,. such _as· d.te-capability to move~~=_ ~ :._ .. :. : ·' · 
information from one niass storage device to another. These types of functions are:provided by-~:-: ... ·· '·'~ 
utilities (commands by any other name),. standard programs which are invoked upon demand by ·' t · 
the user through the command interpreter (the shell). . •/if;; .. · 

Like the shell, the utilities are programs and run as processes, managed by the shell. 

Some utilities are: 

• The editors. 

• Language programs ( C and FORTRAN). 

• Text processing programs (xroff and spell) 

• Communicatons and networking programs. 

• Mail handler. 

• All the basic commands (Vol. IA). 

• All the user created shellscripts, etc ... 
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UNIX: FUNCTION & FACILITIES · . 

28 

•- GENERALOPERATINGSYSTEMFUNCTIONS: · , • 
. , .. 

.. - ._ The task is to orchestrate (manage) the use of. sys~m resources •. _ .. 

- Provide user access to system facilities. 

• UNIX FUNCTIONS: 

- Handle devices: Disk:(s), tape(s), ethemet, graphics, terminals, etc. 

- Maintain the file system (on the disks). 

- Provide a standard mechanism for accessing all UNIX files and devices. 

- Provide process management: Process creation and process scheduling. 

- Provide virtual memory. (Appearance that there is more memory than there is 
physical memory. The SW AP area of the system ·disk is used for virtu+ 
addressing.) 

Provide a user interface - via Command Interpreter: CSH or SH. 

- UNIX tools: An assortment of simple, useful UNIX programs - i.e. ls, more, 
rm, cp, mv, etc ... 
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UNIX DOCUMENTATION 

• UNIX PROGRAMMERS MANUAL VOL lA & lB. 

-· Table of contents - An alphabetical listing of utilities (commands)~.·· -: . . 

pages i-ix. 

Permuted index - This is a keyword(s) form of indexing utilities in the UNIX manu- · 
als, pages 1-65. 

• THE USER LOCATES INFORMATION PER THE CHAPTER IDENTIFIER (n): 

i.e. 

passwd(l) 
Locate information in chapter 1 concerning use of the password utility '(com-
~. . 

- p~wd(4) 

Locate information in chapter 4 concerning the format of line entries in ·the 
password file. 

cp(l) 
Locate information in chapter 1 concerning the use of the copy utility (com
mand). 

- sii(7) 
Locate iQformation in chapter 7 concerning the special device file that serves 
as the interrace for the Interphase Storager 2 control board. 
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UNIX IMPLEMENTATION· 

· . •. UNIX i~ comprised of thousands of files ~at 'are arranged in a tree· like structure., · · - .. ,,. · -. · 

. . .. - The ·files are grouped together in ·several directories~· grouped .files usually --have. some . .,."'· "". _: .· · 
similarity of function or use. · · 

- The top directory is called ROOT directory and has a designation of(/). 

• The UNIX kernel is booted from the system disk and lives in main memory. 

• As additional UNIX files and/or utilities are required, they are paged into memory from 
the disk. 

• Storage capacity of disks: 

- 3010 has 20 MB hard disk and Internal floppy. 

- 2400 Turbo has 72 MB or optional 144 MB hard disks. 

- 3020 has the same disk configuration as the 2400T. 

- 3030has170 MB or optional 474 MB hard disks. 

.~ 
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IRIS WORKSTATION DISKS,·. · 

• Disk drive space can be,divided into partitions:-> ·.- .. 

- 8 partitions are possible, labeled: 
siOa-h for drive 1. 
sila·h for drive 2. 

- 3 partitions are standard for drive 1: 
siOa - holds root filesystem 
siOb - holds swap area used for paging. 
siOf - holds usr filesystem 

- 1 partition is standard for drive 2. 
silg - holds user files. 

ClD 

• Sector size= 512 bytes. 

-~- ---···-·-·-·-·--·---·-----·---·-----:1 
• The Extent File System (efs) uses variable length blocks. _/ 

-----------·------
• Two methods are used to access the drives: 

- Block mode: Data is buffered as it comes off the disk. 

- Raw mode: Data is passed directly to the user. 
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DISK STRUCTURE . 

Each partition on the disk has the following structure: (See diagram ~n next page) ·. : . . ,. _ 

• Block 0 - The Boot Block:. 

- This block is generally used to boot UNIX systems. 

- Block 0 is NOT USED on IRIS systems. 

• Block 1 - The Super Block: 
This block contains infonnation about the filesystem: 

- Size of the filesystem. 

- The filesystem name. 

- The filesystem Volume name. 

The filesystem Free Block List. 

- The time of last backup. 

The Free i-node list. 

- The total number of i-nodes. 

The time of last update. 

• Blocks 2 through n - The i-nodes Block: 

- Each i-node is a description of a directory or a file. 

- The i-node contains access rights and number of links for the file or the directory. 

- The i-node contains the block numbers .(disk map pointer) _to the physical location of 
the file or directory on the disk. 

- There is a one-to-one relatiQll of i-nodes to the total nµmber of files and directories. 

• Blocks n+t''tltrough last bl9Ck ~The Data Blocks: 
This is the a,ctt1al user data blocks and directories. 
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DISK STRUCTURE DIAGRAM 

Each filesystem has the same disk structure. 

ROOT SWBP USR 

Bl oclcO Bl oclc 1 Bl oclc2-n Bl oclcn+ 1 - 1 est Bl oclc 

boot super i-node 
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UNIX FILE SYSTEM 

The UNIX operating system is a structured system that has all its files· grouped by'the related . :- ·.· .-· _ . 
functions they perform or the type of data that the files contain.. ·· . · - .:.: . · 

The operating'systems.files·are·structured.into compartments called ·directories. Each directory ~-· .. ::.· . •; 
holds related files. The: ·directories. are. arranged in a. tree-lik8'structure. with a top directory called::~-~; ·~.;, .. · 

. ./l ROOT.' Actually~· the structure will ·re8emble the form of an inverted tree~ with the ROOT direc· · 
tory at the top. (more about directories later) 

..:.. ,,f 

:'"i.. . 

34 

WHAT KIND OF DATA DOES A FILE HOLD? 

• Program files contain: 

(f ( - Managers. 
(r -t rki, tt I~- - Editors . 

- Compilers. 

• Command files (utilities): 

- Shellscripts. 

- Compiled programs. 

• Helpfiles (man pages). Pvo,..,. ··I~ r:'r,;v 

• Message files: 

Prompts. 

- Error. 

• VO device files (provide interface for individual devices). 

• ~!>nfiguration files. 
E. 

• User data files. 

' . .. 
·~--.-,., 
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FILE SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
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• DIRECTORY: . · .· . 
. ··A compartment or space (disk or memory) that holds related files· and/or other directories. 

e FILE: 
A file is a data record: 
i.e. 

- Source code. 

Shellscript. 

- A data table. 

• PATHNAME: 
This is a pointer to a desired directory and/or file within the tree structure. It defines the .. 

. position of the file or directory within the tree. 

It is the job of the kernel to determine if the pathname is valid and if access to the object 
directory or file will be allowed. 

• FILE PROTECTION CODE: 
Each file and directory has a protection code that defines the following parameters: 

- If the file or directory is read only. 

- If the file or directory can be modified. 

- If the file is executable. 
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WHAT IS A-STRUCTURED FILE SYSTEM 

This drawing attempts to show that the· way a book (lets call it the root directory) is divided ·. . .. 
into sections (lets· call' these sub-directories), with th<}:sections·divided·into chapters:( we _wilL--< :.--: -~~ -·'. 
call these files), iS very .similar to that of the UNIX _operating:system structure. f· : / - ·. · · · · 

' 

LLIFE 
A. Vertebrates 

1.Mammals 
a. Great Apes 
b. Homo Sapiens 

2. Birds 
a. Winged 
b. Flightless 

3. Fish 
a. Fresh Water 
b. Salt Water 

B. Insects 
1. Spiders 

a. Web Spinning 
b. Ground living 

2. Ants 
a. Red Ants 
b. Black ants 

PATHNAME: 

ROOT DIRECTORY (Life)· . 
Sub-directory of Life 

Sub-directory of Vertebrates 
File in mammals 
File in mammals 

Sub-directory of Vertebrates 
File in Birds 
File in Birds 

Sub-directory of Vertebrates 
File in fish 
File in fish 

Sub-directory of life 
Sub-directory of Insects 

File in Spiders 
File in Spiders 

Sub-direcfory of Insects 
File in ants 
File in ants 

This is a pointer to a desired directory and/or file. It describes its position within the tree. We 
~t the chapter (file) containing information concerning Winged Birds. 

i.e., 

I.A.2.a = This is pointer into the book. 
I>• 
. ·1~ 

/life/vertebrates/birds/winged = This is pathname for the syste!Jl. The slash ( I ) is . · 
used to separate the directories add' file. 

. ''··~(~> 
"~ ~ 

REMEMBER: 

• Direetories contain files andl,or Q~er direr:;tories. 
• Files contain data. (ascii o~ binfily,) . , . 

• Pathname is a pointerto a specific file and/or directory. 
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THE UNIX TREE: DIRECTORV,LISTING- page--1-•\-; 

The .ROOT. file ·system and -all it's sub-directories. are shown-- below. Sub-directories .-are"·_ -- , - ··_ 
indented froin their parent directory .. (more on parent directories later) · ; . .-. . . · 

This listing only shows the· pathnames ::for directories. The. file• names were omitted'· to save -. ~· : <' ·:·: · 
space. The USER directory· (designation /u8r) only has a few accounts other than the acc<>unts - · .. ·l, 

supplied with the basic system. An actual customer listing would be much larger than this listing 
because there would be many more user accounts in the directory /usr. 

The ROOT file system is contained on disk partition siOa. It's pathname designation is (I).· 

I 
Nersions 
/bin 
Id 
/dev 

/dev/EXOS 
/etc 

/etc/tabset 
/kernels 
/lib 
/lost+ found 
/stand 
/tmp 

The /usr file system is a sub-directory of ROOT, but it lives on disk partition siOf. 

/usr 
/usr/adm 

· /usr/bin 
/usr/diag 
/usr/dict 
/usr/games 

/usr/games/lib 
/usr/games/lib/quiz 
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THE UNIX TREE: DIRECTORY LISTING - page.2 .... <:' . : :- --

/usrfmclude 
/usrfmclude/gll 
/usrfmclude/gl2 
/usr/include/gpib 
/usr/include/ipll 
/usrfmclude/machine 
/usrfmclude/multibus 
/usr/include/pmll 
/usrfmclude/sys 
/usr/include/xns 

/usr/lib 
· · /usr/lib/acct 

/usr/lib/emacs 
/usr/lib/emacs/bin 
/usr/lib/emacs/databases 
/usr/lib/emacs/doc 
/usr/lib/emacs/maclib 

-. ' 

/usr/lib/font 
/usr/lib/gl2 
/usr/lib/help 
/usr/lib/lex 
/usr/lib/lint 

t /usr/lib/macros 
/usr/lib/me 

I_ ... ¥":Jr. /usr/lib/refer 
/usr'/lib/sa 
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" /usr/lib/spell 
/usr/lib/term 
/usr/lib/tmac 
/usr/Ub/uucp 

/usr/local'lt . . -.~ 

/usr/loc811bin 
/usr/local/etc 
/usr/local/include 
/usr/local/lib 

/usr/lost+found 
/usr/mail 

-•. 
·t-· 
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/usr/man 
/usr/man/a_man · 

/usr/man/a_man/catl 
/usr/man/a_man/cat7 
/usr/man/a_man/cat8 
/usr/man/a_man/manl 
/usr/man/a_man/man7 
/usr/man/a_man/man8 

/usr/man/u_man 
/usr/man/u_tnan/catl 
/usr/man/u_tnan/cat2 
/usr/man/u_tnan/cat3 
/usr/man/u_man/cat4 
/usr/man/u_IDan/catS 
/usr/man/u_man/cat6 
/usr/tnan/u_tnan/manl 
/usr/man/u_tnan/rnan2 
/usr/tnan/u_tnan/tnan3 
/usr/man/u_man/man4 
/usr/man/u_tnan/tnan5 
/usr/man/u_tnan/tnan6 

/usr/news 

The user accounts under /usr/people are highlighted for easy identification. 

/usr/people 
/usr/people/demos 

/usr/people/detnQs/robotlib 
/usr/people/gifts 

/usr/people/gifts/arch 
/usr/people/gifts/archmex 
/usr/people/gifts/dbx_tutorial 

/usr/people/gifts/dbx_tutoriaJ/C 
/usr/people/gifts/dbx_tutoria1/C/src 

/usr/people/gifts/dbx_tutoria1/adv _fortran 
/usr/people/gifts/dbx_tutoria1/adv _fortran/src 

/usr/people/gifts/dbx_tutorial/fortran 
/usr/people/gifts/dbx_tutoria1/fortran/src. 
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/usr/people/gifts/examples 
/usr/people/gifts/examples/Fortran -- -
/usr/people/gifts/examples/Pascal -
/usr/people/gifts/examples/misc 
/usr/people/gifts/examples/tcp 
/usr/people/gifts/examples/xns 

/usr/people/gifts/lib 
/usr/people/gifts/mextools 

/usr/people/gifts/mextoolsfunages 
/usr/people/gifts/mextools[unglib 
/usr/people/gifts/mextools/imgtools 
/usr/people/gifts/mextools/include 
/usr/people/gifts/mextools/mexrcs 
/usr/peoplelgifts/mextools/portlib 
/usr/people/gifts/mextools/tools 

/usr/people/guest 
/usr/people/mexdemos 

/usr/people/mexdemos/bin 
/usr/people/mexdemos/hemelib 
/usr/people/mexdemos/surflib 
/usr/people/mexdemos/zshadelib 

/usr/people/rich 
/usr/people/rich/bin 
/usr/people/rich/course 

/usr/people/rich/course/2000 
/usr/people/rich/course/2000/ig 

/usr/people/rich/course/2000/ig/lab 
/usr/people/rich/course/2000/ig/test 

/usr/people/rich/course/2000/workbook 
/usr/people/rich/course/2000/workbook/appendix 

- /usr/people/rich/course/2000/workbook/lab 
/usr/people/rich/course/3000 

/usr/people/rich/course/3000/ig 
/usr/people/rich/c9urse/3000/ig/lab 
/usr/people/rich/course/3000/ig/test 

-- /µsr/people/rich/coUrse/300Q/workbook _ 
/usr/people/rich/course/3000/workbOOk/appendix 

. - ... · . - ' 
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· /usr/people/rich/course/3000/workbook/lab··· 
/usr/people/rich/course/clover 

/usr/people/student 
/usr/people/studentl 

/usr/preserve 
/usr/pub 
/usr/spool 

/usr/spooVat 
/usr/spooVcolord 
/usr/spooJ/lp 

/usr/spool/lp/class 
/usr/spool/lpfmterface 
/usr/spool/lp/member 
/usr/spool/lp/model 
/usr/spool/lp/request 

/usr/spooJ/lpd 
/usr/spooVuucp 
/usr/spooVuucppublic 

/usr/spooVuucppublic/receive 
/usr/tmp 

NOTE: 
This listing was created using the Is utility (command). The actual command used looked~ 
the following: 

ls-R >temp 

The -R argument informs the Is command to Recursively list subdirectories encountered. .·. 
The output of the com~9 (which would normally go to the screen, w~ re-ditectedinto a file.,_ 
called temp. The file wa8 then edited using the vi editos: .• and all the file names were removed. . 

Later in the course we will cover· using commands and re-directing command output. When you 
get into your free-time using the workstation, you may want to try this command. 
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CURRENT and PARENT DIRECTORIES:: File Hierarchy,-~:~., · , - •• ~.:.;:__ ."'"' ... v - • -.; I >- : ·-. c . ·. . .. - • ~· .. 

• CURRENT DIRECTORY: 
' ,. ~:.: This ·~s ~c directory that you are currently in. All of the files are directly accessible to you·. ·: · · 

· ·._. -· • by just using the filename with all your commands; The full absolute pathname is not : . -.. 
· . needed when accessing files iii this directory. · · · · 

i.e. 
Say you are in a directory called /usrlpeoplelstudent and you want to look at the con
tents of a file called xyz (that is in the directory student) using the more command. The 
command would look like the following: 

morexyz 

,; You are still in the directory /usr/people/student, lets now assume you want to look at a 
'~i : . · file called print in the directory /usrlpeople/student1. You must use the absolute path

name to access the file. It would look like the following: 

more /usr/people/studentl/print 

• PARENT DIRECTORY: 
This is the directory immediately above the current directory. 

• EXAMPLES: 

If /usr/people/studentis the current directory, 

- Then lusrlpe1ople is the parent directory. 

• The root"directory has NO parent directory. 
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• PSEUDONYM (links):'_ . · · 
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-' 

The parent and current directories are linked together with a fictitious named 
called a pseudonym. The pseudonyms for the cUITent and parent directories are: 

- Dot ( • ) is the current directory. 

Dot Dot ( •• ) is the parent directory. 

NOTE: 
This linking of the cuffent and parent is consistant throughout the tree structure. You 
will see the ( • ) and ( •• ) :filenames in each directory. The system will not let you remove : 
the link files, for if it did, you could destroy the tree structure. 

Files can also be linked together. We have already seen one such file, and that is default
boot. This is a pseudonym for the real file called vmunix. (more about this later) 
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UNIX COMMAND SYNTAX. 

/ . 

When you want to find information concerning a specific comman~ use Volume 1Aor18 of -.: 
the UNIX Programmer's Manual · · 

Each 'command·is.followedbya-numbei or anumber·and a letter in parenthesi~~',-·\ --

i.e. cd(l), sgilabel(lm), xlogin(lc) 

The number tells you what chapter of the manual you can find information concerning the com-
mand, and the letter qualifies the command as to specific purpose: 

• (1) Commands of general utility. 

• .: (lC) Commands used for communication with other systems. 

' 
• (lD) Demonstration programs . 

• c(~c.. ( 

. -~:1 i-. • '.~6) Commands used primarily for graphics & computer-aided design. 
.·'·i'~·.·, 

• (IM) Commands used chiefly for system maintenance & administration purposes. 

• (lW) Color editing commands and other tools for the window manager . 

' 
Unless otherwise noted, commands will accept options and other arguments acconling to the fol
lowing syntax: 

name [option(s}J [command arg(s}J 

WHERE: 

name 

option 

46 

. The name of the command. 

There are two types of options: 
1. -noargletter(s). 
2. -argletter <> optarg. 

where <> represents white-space, 
and - indicates a minus sign. 
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UNIX COMMAND SYNTAX· continued:-... -

- noargletter . 

argletter 

optarg 

cmdarg 

NOTE: 

A single letter i'epresenting an option without an argument.: .. 

i.e. ls -a 

A single letter representing an option requiring an argument. 

An argument (character string) satisfying the proceeding 
argletter. 

i.e. sgilabel -n "GL2-W3.5" -s 13256 
_.(,_, 

;•'"'.-'"'P't• ti,' :,C 

A pathname (or other command argument) not beginni~g Witfi -
or, by itself indicating the standard input. · ?' · 

i.e. diff -e file1 file2 

All commands do ·not adhere to the aforementioned syntax. 
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These commands·· allow the· user~ access to· UNIX, moving from multi-user to super-usu and· 
back, and rebooting UNIX. 

COMMAND· · CHAPTER .· · ·· DESCRIPTION 

login 

:1ogout 

multi 

SU 

reboot 

50 

csh(1) 

csh(1) 

csh(1) 

multi(1M) 

su(1) 

Log into UNIX and start a shell per .login & .cshrc 
files. · 

NOTE: 
The lesson always assumes that C-shell (csh) is run
ning. If you are using Shell (sh), then .profile is used 
instead of .cshrc (more on this later). 

Terminate your login shell. 

Exit a shell. 

Enter multi-user mode from single-usermode. · 

:;. .. , 

4}i::·· 
Enter super-usermode from·multi-usermode. 

NOTE: 
Use exit to return to multi-user mode. 

reboot(1 M) This syncs the disk (pages out dirty files) and puts you 
into the PROM monitor. 

NOTE: 
You must be super-userto execute reboot. 
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UNIX FILE MANIPULATION COMMANDS .• page:,1:-:.:· .. --· . . ~ ·--

These commands allow the user to .look at, copy, move, search, remove; compare, and create ·~ · · · · 
files. 

COMMAND· 

more 

cat 

cp 

mv 

In 

Student Workbook 

CHAPTER• 

more(1) 

cat(1) 

cp(1) 

cp(1) 

cp(1) 

DESCRIPTION-

Read a file page-by-page. (The space barpages the file 
and ctrl-c terminates the read). 

Read a file. This command does not allow paging; the 
complete file is scrolled past the screen. A more useful 
use is appending one file to another (catenate). 

Copy one file to another. 

'..: . 

Move a file or rename a file. .. ·'ffi~· .. 

Create a pseudonym (fictitious name) for a file or 
directory. This allows the user to maintain one copy of 
a file and have pseudonyms in other directories (this 
saves space) that are linked to the original file. Both 
names have equal weight; either name can l>e used when f 
accessing the file. 

Le. 
The file defaultboot is a pseudonym for vmunix, which 
is an executable file used to boot the UNIX root. 
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UNIX FILE MANIPULATION COMMANDS - page 2~ ,;:··"'-

COMMAND· CHAPTER 

In - continued . 

rm(1) 

diff(1) 

file file(1) 

grep grep(1) 

sort sort(1) 

52 

· DESCRIPTION · .· ·. 

. '· ~ Another place where links are importarit is in the direc-
. tory hierarchy. The name ( ~. ) always references ·the, -

parent directory. When a directory is created (using 
mkdil), the system links the name ( - ) to the parent 
directory and also links the name ( • ) to the current 
directory. The complete directory hierarchy is main
tained with links between all the directories. You can
not use the "In" command to change these links. 

Remove (delete) a file or contents of a directory. 

Compare two files. H the files are equal, the prompt is 
returned. H the files are unequal, each line that is dif
ferent (for each file), the line is printed. 

Used to determine what kind of file the file is; 

Search a file for a specific pattern (character string) and 
print each line that contains the pattern. 

Arranges a file (line-by-line) into numeric and 
alphanumeric strings. 
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UNIX FILE MANIPULATION-COMMANDS-page a~~- ~,;.~ .. - - -

COMMAND 

sum 

vi 

Student Workbook 

CHAPTER 

sum(t) -

vi(t) or 

Vol /IA 

DESCRIPTION 
- -

-Print a checksum and block count. of a file. This.is a ":_-_ --
-- great tool to use when transmitting files. The check sum·- - -

should be the same after a file is transmitted. 

Full screen editer. 

·:,~-: 

---

.;· .. : .. -~~··) ... 
~ . ,:,-._ - ... ' . 

~"" _ .. ~. ~· . 

(> •• ·,\,. 
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UNIX DIRECTORY· MANIPULATION.COMMANDS...:,'.·· .. "'"" - : ~ _.., - . 
: . ~ . 

These commands. allow· the _user to. enter a directory •. -print the pathname of the current directory,.-,'-~-' -:._: - ". . . . 
list the contents of adirectory,·remove or move: a directory·• and push· or pop directorypathnaines ~, -' :_ 
onto or off of a memory stack.·· · · · · · · 

I 

COMMAND 

Is 

cd 

pwd 

mkdir 

rmdir 

mvdir 

pushd 

po pd 

54 

CHAPTER 

ls(1) 

cd(1) 

pwd(1) 

mkdir(1) 

rm(1) 

mvdir 

csh(1) 

csh(1) 

DESCRIPTION 

List the contents of a directory. 

Change to another directory. 

Print the pathname of the current directory. 

Create a new directory. When you do this, the new 
directory is linked to the parent directory. 

Remove a directory name from the tree. 

Move a directory. 

Push the pathname of the current directory onto a stack 
and change to the specified directory. (like a jump sub
routine instruction) 

Pop the top of the stack, return to the directory per the 
popped pathname. (like a return subroutine instruc
tion) 
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These commands allow: the· user to·perform-various. utilities that ate useful, but; could not be-~;:~ _.·: .. ·_ · '· ,· 

placed into specific categories. ~- · · · . · 

COMMAND CHAPTER DESCRIPTION 

alias csh(1) Allows the user to rename, redefine, and rearrange com-
mands in a way that suits their needs. 

i.e. 
Say you frequently use a command that contains many 
characters: options, arguments, or long pathnames. You 
could create an alias name, for the command, that was 
just a few characters in length. When you entered ·the 
alias name, the actual command desired is executed · 

:~· ... 

·~...;. 

date date(1) Print the date. 

echo echo(1) Echo a supplied message. 

find find(1) Find a file. (this is a very useful command) 

history csh(1) Display the last n commands executed, where n is 
defined at login-time by the .cshrc or login file. 

mail mai/(1) Send or receive electronic mail. 
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UNIX GENERAL COMMANDS'· page.2.'..> - :. -- - -~· .- ·•. '"'. •, . - . 

COMMAND CHAPTER 

tty tty(1) 

wsiris wsiris(1C) 

56 

DESCRIPTION 

.· .. pisplay the manual page for the _namedcommapd. ,... ,_ 

Paginate, title, and format a file for printing. 

Check the spelling of words in a file. 

Print a list of all the users on the system and what port 
· · they are .attached to. 

,. ,,V' 

Print the name of the account that the user is logged 
into. 

Allows the user to talk to another terminal. 

Allows the user to talk to all users on the system (broad-
cast messages) 

Print the name of the port that· a terminal is attached to. 
' 

Emulate an IRIS terminal on an IRIS workstation. 
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UNIX PROGRAM CONTROL COMMANDS·:< .. 

These·. commands allow the user to start a·job·(process).~ suspend.acjob, kill ·a job, and·gather~·...;_;;·:_ .· --~: ~ - ' 
status.information about processes already~ running.· -· ,_ -:· · ~.:.: · · , ,· - · 

COMMAND CHAPTER DESCRIPITON 

af at(1) Submit a job to be run at a later time (batch). 

ni~e nice(1) Run a job at a reduced priority. 

JYll ki/1(1) Tenpinate a job. 

sleep sleep(1) 'Suspend a job for a specified amount of time or execute · 
a job every so often. 

ps ps(1) Print the status information for jobs. 

NOTE:'. 
Remembel"., commands are nothing more than programs Gobs or processes). They are called util
ities, but run as jobs or programs. 
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UNIX COMMUNICATION COMr.4AND$,_: ·:·· .. 

These commands _allow the user .«> ool'.JlU.,unicate with another workstation, terminal"' or com-;:._,{· ;'· 
puter system;. using theXNSprotocol.~~S is_standardon theJRIS)~. -~· ·. -• · · , · · · · · · 

Allows the user to connect hfs/her terminal or work-
station to a remote host system. "1• 

' ) 
Allows the. user to enter cominands from the work-

. ' 
station or terminal that will be executed on another 
machine on the network. 

, . 

If you are using the optional TCP/IP Protoco~ equivalent commands as described above ex!st. 

• rsh same as xx. 

• • rlogin same as xlogin . 
. ,. 

• rep same as xcp. 

·1:·. 
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UNIX 1/0 COMMANDS 

These conmiands ~o~ the user t6 read or write files to tape or disk, and.print files on a printer~'--.-~ - -~-- -

COMMAND · CHAPTER · 

cpio cpio(1) 

tar tar(1) 

lpr lpr(1) 

Ip lp(1) 

lpq 

mt. mt(V 
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DESCRIPTION· -- · 

Read or write files to tape or disk. 

Read or write files to tape. 

Spool files to the print queue for printing. 

Same as lpr, but, has a cancel option for removing - ' 
requests from the queue. . •: 

:, .. 

Print the printer queue. 

This command allows the user to rewind, forward space, 
backspace, erase, write end-of-file markers, etc .. , on 
mag tape. .• flfll· 
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RUNNING PROGRAMS IN.BACKGROUNDy-

If you want to run a prograM in· background. mode, then fOIIC>w. the couuruind .. with the· & char-~
acter. 

Le. printit filel & 

The above command (printit) will run detached from the keyboard. The user could enter other 
commands at the keyboard If the program takes a long time to run and its not running in back.
ground mode, then the keyboard will be /ock.ed-out(dead) until the program completes. 

The above mentioned parameter applies to any pro~ you run. 

··~ 
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UNIXSYSTEM·ADMINISTRATION·COMMANDS.-·page4>'"----~·. ': . ,j··,,··: ... ,. ;:._,-~· - ·-- ~ -. 

These commands· allow. the u~_to perform various system. maintenance .or system .administni..,·:::~;..._""··:;:~ ~-- "'· -~'
tion tasks.-~These·tasks~inclu<:Ie~ backing up~- to·tape; resforing UNIX; rebuilding comipted_:·; r7· . 
disk drives; adding new user accounts; ·adding additional or optional hardware~ · · "' · · 

COMMAND 

chgrp 

chmod 

ch own 

cu 

devport 

df 

du 
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CHAPTER 

chown(1) 

chmod(1) 

chown(1) 

cu(1) 

devport(1) 

df(1) 

du(1) 

DESCRIPTION 

Used to change the group affiliation of a file. 

Used to change the access modes of a file or directory 
(read, write, or executable). 

Used to change the ownership of a file. 

Used to call another UNIX System when a serial 
transmission of files is going to occur. ,, 

Used to assign IRIS serial ports (1-3) to an external 
graphics device like the dial and button box or digitizing 
tablet. 

Reports the status of all attached filesystems on a disk 
drive. Status includes the size of the filesystem in 
Kbytes, the number of Kbytes used. available and per
centage of Kbytes used. 

Reports the number of Kbytes used for all files in a 
directory and the total for the directory. 

~~~'~. 
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COMMAND··· .. CHAPrER .. · ... · DESCRIPI'ION ,_" · 

... ~ ... 

env 
setenv 

fsck 

62 

env(1}:. 
, . - csh(1}. 

fsck(1M) 
Vol 118 

These commands are used .. to·read (enV)· or.modify.'·· .- · 
(seteml) the workstation environmentals. The environ
mentals define the environment for command execution. 
Several of the environmentals are set when the user logs 
in. The .login and .cshrc files will define these for the . 
life of the shell. Some environmentals are set by the sys-
tem at login time. 

The user can set or change specific enviromentals within 
a shellscript and these environmentals will live for, the 
length of that shellscript. 

Environmentals define such things as: the time zone ·that 
the user is in; the type of terminal that the user is on; 
where the command interpreter is to look for commands 
that the user enters. (this is called the search rule); what 
the prompt will look like; where the user home ~tory 
is; what shell the user~ be using; what the userlogin 
name will be; where the user mail box is located. 

This is a UNIX diagnostic for maintaining ~e integrity 
of the filesystem on the disk FSCK audits and interac
tively repairs inconsistent conditions for system files. If . 
the filesystem is consistent, then the number of files,· 
number of blocks used, and number of blocks free are 
reported. 
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COMMAND . . . CHAPTER .• DESCRIPflON · 0 • : _ ."-: • 

fsck · - continued- ; · · 

labelit 

mkboot 

mkfs 

mknod 

nohup 
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. :- . -: : .. _ If the filesystem is- inconsistent the operator is prompted 
for concmrence ·before each correction· is attempted ·It 
should be noted that most corrective actions will result 
in some loss of data. (more later) 

volcopy(1 M) Used to print the existing filesystem label or create a 
new label. 

mkboot(1 M) Used to create a bootab/e backup tape. This tape con
tains the stand-alone utility program used to rebuild a . 
corrupted disk drive. It also contains the ROOT and 
USR filesystems. 

mkfs(1 M) Used to construct a new filesystem on the disk. 

mknod(1 M) Used to build special device files. These files serve as 
interfaces for the J/0 equipment When the u5er adds 
1/0 devices (such as a modem), the user must create a 
device file for that new device. 

csh(1) This command allows a program (once start~) to com
plete even after the user logs out (hangup). When the 
user runs a job detached (suppling the & character as an 
argument to the command), it is effectively nohuped. 
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UNIXSYSTEM·ADMINISTRATION·coMMANDS·•·page·4.~.:.:··.- - '<:· __ 
.-·"":.. · ... 

'.">- ~ .. 

COMMAND .. · CHAPTER· DESCRIPTION 

passwd·:: passwd(.1 )- Used to change an account login password.: _. · . _ · ·'' -

mount mount(1M) Used to mount (attach) a removable filesystem to a 
named directory. When this is done, the files of the 
filesystem are accessible through the special device file 
named as an argument of the mount command. 
i.e. 
mount /dev/siOf /usr 

umount mount Used to unmount a filesystem. 

set csh(1) Used to print the value of shell variables or set shell 
variables to some value. 
i.e. 
set history=20 

The above example would allow the history file to con-
tain 20 entries. 

The .login and .cshrc files may contain several set com-
mands, therefore, everytime the user.logs in, the desired 
values would be set to specific variables. 

sgilabel sgilabe/(1 M) Used to read or change the SGI label of a disk drive. 
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UNIX SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION. COMMANDS.- page 5:. ~· 

COMMAND CHAPTER DESCRIPTION 

. source'·-.... p •• csh(1) . .. •. This command wilrread and exccute·commands c~-

stty 

sync 

Student Workbook 

stty(1) 
termio(l) 

sync(1} 
cron(1M) 

. tained in a shellscripL 

An example of this would be: source Jogin. 

The above command would be executed if the user had 
modified the contents of the Jogin file (changing some 
of the environmentals) and wanted the new environmen
tal conditions set for the remaining life of the shell. 

This command is used to read or set options for termi
nals, modems, or printers. It defines things like: start 
and stop characters; eof; tab stops; carriage return. etc ..• 

Update the super block. This command is executed 
when the user logs out. It pages-out dirty files and 
insures filesystem integrety. 

When a user goes from single-user to multi-user, several 
programs are started and run in the background (by the 
/NIT process). These processes run for the life of the 
shell and are called daemons. 

One daemon, the cron daemon, executes commands at 
specified dates and times according to the instructions in 
the file lusrllib/crontab. 

-
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UNIX SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION COMMANDS- page 6<~"~--- -_:<: -·_ ~- - -:. -~ . - -t -
_:..., .. _ .. :. -

COMMAND,· CHAPTER 

sync - continued...:. · ··· - ; -. ·: _ 

telinit 

66 

initf1Mfi 
inittab 4) 
getty( M) 

DESCRIPTION . 

One of the oommancb~ in crontab is' atrun. This progriun - • 
· runs every 10 minutes (default), and one-of the things it · 

does is execute sync. 

Therefore, every 10 minutes the filesystem is updated. 
This is good to know if your system is hung and the 
keyboard locked-out You could wait for the disk access · 
light to blink on (indicating sync), then depress reset on 
the back of the IRIS. You will now be assured that no 
critical open files exist; using reset will not trash your 
filesystem if done this way. 

!nit is a general process spawner (it starts processes). Its 
primary role is to create processes· from script stored in 
the file /ectlinittab. This file usually has init -spawn 
getty processes for each terminal line that a user may be 
using. The getty process will set the terminal type, 
modes, speed, and line discipline. 

lnit is executed once; when the user goes from single
user mode to multi-user mode. 

If the user ever changes the file inittab, say because an· _ · 
ASCII terminal is added to port two of the IRIS, and the 
user wants access (to the system) from this terminal, 
then the user would execute teli.nit q. 

':," 
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UNIX SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION COMMANI)$:- ·page--7 _ .:: --. __ 

··COMMAND CHAPTER - - DESCRIPTION· 

telinit· ~· cont:iiiued · ·~ ~ '.:- -_', ._ ·-- :· - . .· Telinit is linked to init, and it directs the·' actions of init:: ·_ -- . 
--- -Telinit q tells init ·to re~xamine the /etclinittab file.-. 

umask 

NOTE: 

) 

umask(1) 
csh(1) 

. The terminal just added would now be seen and a getty ", 
progess would be staned for that line. (more later) 

Set file-creation-mode-mask. When this command is 
placed into the user .login file, the default file protection 
characters can be changed to what the user wants them 
to be. (more later) 

All of the commands outlined in the lesson will be covered by one or more of the various lab 
projects that you required to complete. You will get a chance to execute the commands and , 
experience their output and results. 
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·-
' 

When you ·enter a-command on the command line..-.or use a command in a shell~pt,~the.com:'· - -:: :/. ----
mand interpreter (csh or sh) will go looking for the command. : _ ·. . . · ,' - - - :· .. -. , · 

Where and-hf:)W the command inter}>reter- ioo}cs.for the command isfoalled: the ··~earch ivle. ,The;;:· .. /;. ,. . -. 
search ru/eis defined by the system variable called PATH~ PATff:is.uswilly'.defined Qy.theuser:"• ;..::c- .:--' · -- · 

.login file. The search rule will remain in effect for the life of the shell. · · 

The user can change the search rule (while in the shell) using the set command-The new rule 
would remain in effect until the .login file was executed again using the source command or 
login command. 

The following is an example of a typical search rule: 

Pct Tb\ - • /bin /usr/local/bin /bin /usr/bin 
,'1·.. ~ 

... ,. WHERE: 

dot(.) 

/bin 

·, .. 

/usr/local/bin 

-·;; 

/bin 

/usr/bin 

68 

Implies the current directory. 

This is the bin directory of the user. 
i.e. 
Assume an account named rich. 
The pathname for this account would be: /usr/peop/e/rich. 
The directory /bin is where the user places his/her own special 
commands. 
/bin= lusr/people/richlbin. 

This is where special commands created by the user are . 
placed. The commands are not UNIX supplied commands, 
but, ones maintained locally by the customer or user. i.e. 2700 
orq. 

This directory holds UNIX System executable programs. 

Additional UNIX executable programs. 
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FILE AND DIRECTORY PROTECTION . · 

Files. and directories in the-UNIX System· are. protected by a·,3_ digit code. The-;code will _deter-
mine who can Re&d or write a·file and if a. file is executable~~: ' · · - · : . . · '· 

Access to directories and files is allowed to the following class types: 

FILE PERMISSIONS - Three classes 

User: The owner or creator of the file. 

Group: Members of a specified group. 

Others: The general population. 

DIRECTORY ACCESS - Three types: 

Read: The directory may be read as a file. 

Execute: Names in the directory are accessible. 

Write: Directory entries may be created or removed. 
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FILE CREATION MODES 

The protection code is actually a J2 bit: value that.is located in a file or directories 
i-node. 

The 12 bits are divided into 4 groups, with· each group having. 3 bits .. For illustration each bit in . , · ~~ 
the groups has been assigned the decimal weight of its binary equivalent The following symbols · · ., 
have also been assigned for this illustration: 

s4s2sl - u4u2ul - g4g2gl - o4o2ol 

SSS These bits are used by the system. 

uuu These bits are for the user. 

ggg These bits are for the group. 

000 These bits are for other. 

s4 Set user ID bit. 

s2 Set group ID bit. 

sl This is the sticky bit 

u4 File is readable. 

u2 File can be modified (write). 

ul File is executable. 

g4 File is readable. · 

·g2 ,file can be modified (write). 
~.~ 
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gl: File is executable. 
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FILE CREATION MODES - continued 

o4 File is readable. 

o2 File can be modified (write) .. 

ol File is executable. 

When a new account is created on the workstation, the system assigns the following default 
values to the protection codes: 777 for new directories and 666 for new files. 

·• By placing an umask 022 command into the user .login file, the file creation modes will be 
"masked to be set for 755 for new directories created in that account. 

H after the user creates a file and later wants to change the protection code, the chmod com
mand must be used. 

i.e. chmod 7 44 filel 

The above command would change the protection code for filel to: 

user Read, write, and file is executable. 

group File can only be read. 

other File can only be read. 
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PROTECTION MODE EXAMPLES · 

Below is. the output produced as a result of executing two commands: pwd 
and Is -al. · 

Th~ pwd·coriunand:.prints·.the pathn~e:-of. the..Currentdirectory (/usrlpeople/studentfand _the2 ::., ~- _· - -
Is -al command produces a fong listing of the directory contents. . . . . . ., 

The long listing supplies the user with information about the directory and its contents. Such as: 
who owns the directory, who owns the various files and any sub-directories, the protection codes 
for all the files and sub-directories, the group that the individual files and directories belong to. 

JULIE l#pwd 
/usr/people/student 
JULIE 2# Is -al 
total 26 
drwxr-xr-x 
drwxr-xr-x 
-rw-r--r--
-rw-r--r--
-rw-r--r--
-rw-r--r--
-rwxrwxrwx 
-rw-rw-r--
-rwxrwxr-x 

modes 

2 
10 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 

I 
link 

student 
bin 
root 
root 
root 
student 
student 
root 
root 

owner 

user 160 Jun 516:53 J 
bin 160 May 29 14:23 . ./ 
sys 200 May 19 13:38 .csluc 
sys 180 May 1912:02 .cslucDEFAULT 
sys 209 May 19 07:50 .login 
user 209 May 1911:39 .loginDEFAULT 
user 17408 May 19 13:19 print* 
sys 87 May 19 12:53 print.c 
sys 25 May 19 12:53 xyz* 

I 
other date name 

I 
group size (in bytes) 

Mode field format: d = directory; • = file; r =read; w = write; 
: and x = executable. 
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• ACCESS MODES 

. - Read, Write, & Execute (rwx) 

• ACCESS CLASSES 

- User, Group, & Others (ugo) 

• MODIFY ON COMMAND (after creation) 

- Use chmod(l) 

- Syntax: chmod [mode] [file or directory name] 

• MODIFY AT CREATION TIME 

- Use umask(l) in .login 

Syntax: umask [mode] 

• CHANGE GROUP ID 

- Use cbgrp(l) 

- Syntax: cbgrp [group] [filename] 

• CHANGEOWNERSlilP 

- Use chown(l) (must be super-user) . 
\ 

- Syntax: chown [owner] [filename] 
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Many programs need to read commands and data from the user .and. write messages to the user. ,. -~ 
Therefore~ the shell prepares some. standam--VO connections. for each, program: Standard 
Input and Standard Output. 

• stdin and stdout are buffered stream files. 

• At login, stdin and stdout files are opened for transactions. 

• stdin is a read-only file. 

• stdout is a write-only file. 

• By default, stdin is received from the terminal keyboard, and stdout is flushed to 
the terminal screen. 

• Both stdin and stdout can be redirected by the shell. 

i.e. 

- Is > filel 

- more filel > file2 

- mail rich < letter 
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STANDARD INPUT & OUTPUT DIAGRAM 

The.diagram below illustrates the data flow for stdin and stdout 

Keyboard 

monitor 

•• 

:-. ~ 
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Std in 
Buffer 

Stdout 
Buffer 

un1x 
Shell 
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REDIRECTING. 1/0:. Output to a file 

By using. the •greater-than• character ( > ), the stdout of a command or program can be 
redirected into a file instead of the terminal screen. · · 

The below text illustrates this operation. First the contents of a directory (lusr/peoplel$tudenl) · 
is listed using the Is command Next the Is command is again executed, but, this time it's output 
is redirected into a file. The contents of the new file is printed using the more command to show 
that the output from the Is command did indeed go into the file. The Is command is once again 
executed to show the new file in the directory. 

JULIE 1 >Is 
print print.c xyz 
JULIE 2 > Is > filel 
JULIE 3 > more filel 
filel 
print 
printc 
xyz 
JULIE4>1s 
filel print print.c xyz 

The diagram below illustrates the data flow for the above operation. 

Kegboard 

[ monitor ] 

•• 
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Disk 

• 

Sldin 
Buffer 

Sldout 
Buffer 

umx 
Shell 
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·'REDIBECTING II<?: Append to a file· 

By using tWo "greater-than~ characters ( >·>),the. stdout ofa·command or· program can be .; __ 
redirected and appended to a file. If-the'. file· already· exists, then the data is placec1' ai the end of . .,, 
the file, and if the file does not exist, then the shell will create the named file. , c ·::. . · ·. . ·- : -

For illustration of the operation the example shown on the previous page will be expanded. The 
pathname of the current working directory will be printed using the pwd command, but, it's out
put will be appended to the file that was created in the previous example (filel). The file will 
then be printed using the more command to show the result of the redirection . 

JULIE5>pwd 
/usr/people/student 
JULIE 6 > pwd > > filel 
JULIE 7 > more filel 
filel 
print 
print.c 
xyz 
/usr/people/student 

As you can see, the output from the second pwd was redirected and appended to the file . 
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By using~ihe1 ~less"'.than~--character: (<.),.the. stdout of a.Jile C3;ILbe redirected· to'the stdin:of - •"'--• ··- -
another command. - - ' 

The same approach. used on the proceeding pages will .be used to illustrate this operation. The 
contents of a shellscript file ( xyz ) will be printed using the more command. You will see that 
the shellscript (an executable command) file contains two commands: echo and Is. Next, the 
stdout of the shellscript file will be redirected to the- stdin of the write command. This com
mand will send a message to another user on the system; the user in this case will be student, 
therefore, the output from the shellscript will be sent to student, who by the way, is the assumed 
user in these examples. 

The following is what student would see at his/her screen if the following was performed. _,, 

NOTE: 

JULIE 8 > more xyz 
echo Hey, this works! 
ls 
JULIE 9 > write student < xyz 

Message from student (ttydl) [date] .•. 
echo Hey, this works! 
ls 
<EOT> 

You will get an opportunity to experiment with these exact examples and others later in the 
course when you are performing the various lab projects. 
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THEPIPE OPERATION· 

The:·{·I Ycharacter. iS the·opeiator·for .a special UNIX ShelLoperation-called pipingn The- stdout _ ~ ~·A- : ,:::< · _ 
from.an.executing·commandon the-,left side.of the pipe,:is sentas stdintothe conimand9n the·', .. i:· 
right side of the pipe. · 

i.e. 
JULIE 10 > pwd I wall 
Broadcast Message from student (ttydl) [date] .•• 
/usr/people/student 

The stdout of the above pwd command was piped to the stdin of the wall command. The wall 
command will braodcast a message to all users on the system. In this case the message was the 

· output from the pwd command. 

The pipe concept allows programs or commands to be coupled together. The output of one pro
gram becomes the input to another, etc. 

i.e. 
JULIB 11 > sort filel I lpr 

The example above: sort the contents of the file filel and pass the output to the printer command 
lpr for printing. 
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VI: A TEXT EDITOR 

A text editor is a general purpose program used to prepare text files. A text editor enables a user 
to enter, ch~ge, and correct text. Most editors contain commands to locate specific lines or 
words in the text and commands to add, delete, change, and print lines in the text. · 

Vi is an interactive text editor designed to be used with a crt terminal. It produces a window into 
the file you are editing. This window lets you see about 40 lines of text of the file at a time, and 
you can move the window up and down through the file. You can move to any part of any line 
on the screen and can make changes there. 

Although vi is a sophisticated editor with a large number of commands, the basic structure of vi 
is very simple. There are two modes of operation, the Command Mode and the Text Input 
Mode, as shown in the following diagram. 

COMMAND MODE: Most of the commands are used to position the cursor or find text. 

TEXT MODE: 

Student Workbook 

The rest of the commancs either delete something or place you into 
the Text Mode. 

This mode allows you to enter new text into the file. 

UNIX neu 
vi filename 

Commu.cl Moel• 

The vi modes 
of OP.eration. 

append ----------. 
insert ---------.. 

Text I1lJ1lt 
Mode 

open ---------...__...,.,._ ... 
de let. 

. position. currsor 
undo 

Comma.n.4 Moel• 

save your fll• 
quit editor 

UNIX nan 

l:eyt>oard acts 
lit.• typ•wrtt.er 

17se ·escape· 
key to leav• 
t.ezt mode. 
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LAB 3.1 : . Basic UNIX Commands 

This lab project contains two sections: 

Section 1: This section is used to teach you how the UNIX Survival commands function and 
how to use each command. It allows you to practice many of the commands and 
see what type of output occurs as a result of executing the various commands. 

Section 2 This is a questionnaire that you will complete and hand in after performing the 
lab project. 
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SECTION 1:. Instructional Procedure· 

I. BASIC UNIX COMMANDS·· . 

These are the commands defined by lesson three of this course. Of the hundreds of. UNIX com
mands, these are the commands that a Field Engineer must have a.good understanding of.in 
order to survive on the IRIS workstation. These commands will allow the Field Engineer access 
to UNIX, allow movement within UNIX, and teach the Engineer how to access required data 
files. 

What commands are not covered by this lab project will be covered in subsequent lab projects of 
this course. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

When you finish this lab project you should be able to: 

A. Correctly execute any of the Basic Commands prese~ted by this lab project. 

B. Correctly explain what a command argument is. 

C. Correctly explain what a command option is and how it is invoked. 

Ill.PURPOSE 

Teach the student how to use the Basic Commands and allow each student sufficient time to 
practice each of these commands. 

IV. EQUIPMENT. 

A functional IRIS 68020 based workstation. 

Two students will. be assign~ one IRIS woi:kstation. Each student will perform the lab project · 
from one of the two ASCII terminals attached to ports two or three. 

Special accounts have been created for the classroom environment to be used by the students. 
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The account names are student and student1. Both accounts are identical, so· choose one and . 
keep that account name throughout the remainder of the course~ . · · -

It is very important that you follow the lab project precisely and do not wander off in· Y91Jl" own · :·.: 
direction.: You will have ample t:imC forfree-timelaterin thecouisc.:~ .• · .· r ·~:>.:: !" - ~ · • -· 

During the project you will see five ·different prompts; the current prompt -is determined by 
where you are in the workstation systems. 

1. iris> 

2.JULIEn> 

3.JULIEn# 

4.# 

5. JULIE login: 

The prom monitor. 

Student account prompt when in Multi-user mode, where n = command 
number. 

Student account prompt when in Super-user mode, where n = com
mand number. 

Single user mode. 

This prompt appears when you enter Multi-user mode. 

The following text will lead you through the execution of many of the BASIC COM
MANDS. When you are required to enter a command, the text recreates the ST AND ARD 
OUTPUT for that command. Just keep reading and following the flow of the lab project. 

Also throughout the text are comments that explain what you are doing or what is about to hap
pen as a result of executing a command. 

• The commands that you are required to enter are indented and HIGHLIGHTED USING 
BOLD print next to the prompt that would be displayed. 

i.e. JULIE 1 > pwd 

• The stdOIJl of each command or any terminal output that would result from something 
that you are required to do, will be beneath the command, . left justified and 
HIGHLIGHTED USING ITALICS. 

• The instructional comments that makeup the bulk of the lab project will be in normal 
print. 
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BEGIN ACTUAL PROCEDURE HERE: 

STEP 1: Power on the workstation. 

Power on your IRIS workstation using the front panel switch;.You should ~·the initial PROM 
monitor message appear at your terminal: · · · · 

IRIS {IP2 - Revision BJ Monitor Version 3.0.7 December 20, 1985 
Memory Size 4mb (Physical Map (1 mblbit) OxOOOOOOOf) 
Configuration Switch: OxOOOO 
Multibus Window {2mb) at Megabytes O and 1 • 
Multibus accessible memory (1 mb) begins 
at Physical memory page 300, 
at Virtual address 2000000. 

iris> 

STEP 2: Boot the UNIX System. 

The workstation must be booted from the main workstation terminal that is connected to port 1. 
Once UNIX is up and in multi-user mode, each student will continue the project using bis/her 
individual ASCII terminal. 

Before the following command is issued, power on each ASCII terminal. The power-on switch is 
located on the back of the ASCII monitor. If the monitor is already on, then power it off and then 
back on. This will clear the screen and a single cursor should appear. Now, back at the primary 
workstation terminal, enter the following command: 

iris> b 

This will cause the UNIX kernel to be loaded into memory. The file defaultboot will be 
searched for on the hard disk and it will boot the kernel. (remember, the configuration switches 
are selecting the hard disk as the boot device) 

The following output "blinks" on the screen. 
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SGI Extent Filesystem 
Loading: md:O:defaultboot 

Text: 038318 bytes 
Data: 0113d8 bytes 
Bss: 024d7c bytes 

Jumping to load program-20000400 . · · 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

68020 Based 

After the above message is displayed, the screen is cleared and the message shown next is output 
sequentially as the configuration process proceeds. 

SYSTEM 5 UNIX #0 [Wed May 7 04:49:59 PDT 1986] 
(C) Copyright 1986 - Silicon Graphics Inc. 
real = 4194304 
kmem = 561152 
user= 3633152 
buts= 819200 (max=16k) 
dsdO not installed 
qicO not installed 
siiO at mbio Ox07200 ipl 5 
siO (Hitachi 512-17 name: Hitachi 512-17) slave O 
si1 not installed 
sfO floppy (801218) slave 2 
siqO at mbio Ox73fc ipl 5 
sqO (qic02 cartridge tape) slave O 
iphO not installed 
tmtO not installed 
ikO not installed 
nxo (FW 2.5 HW 4.0) (0800.1400.3948) at mbio Oxlffc ipl 2 
fpa installed 
/pen not installed 
kernel debugger disabled. 
root on siOa 
swap on siOb. swplo=O nswap=64000 

/NIT: SINGLE USER MODE 

Welcome to the world of the 
IRIS personal workstation. 

The SGI education department 
hopes that you have a very 
pleasant and informative stay 
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with us. 
# 
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The UNIX Kernel has. been loaded and the workstation is in Single-user mode. Remember,. . . 
single.;user is reserved for system maintenance.and system administration tasks. We will not per- . · ·- - .... 
form any of these type tasks at this_ time, but, cover them in another lab project.._ 

STEP 3: Going to multi-user mode. 

#multi 

The following output and prompts will appear at the workstation monitor. 

# 
/NIT: New run level: 2 

Is the date [day month date time time-zone year] correct? (y or n) 

This is asking you if the date is correct. If it is, enter y. If the date is incorrect, enter n. You 
wQuld then be prompted to enter the date as the following example shows: 062312308600. The 
last four digits (8600) are optional and are not required, but, it is a good idea to enter at least the 
year (86). 

If you had to correct the date, you will again be asked if it is correct. 

Do you want to check filesystem consistency? (y or n) 
;~ 

This is asking you if the program . fsck should be run to check the filesystem consistency 
(integrity). Enter y to the prompt. 

We will talk about this check later in the course. If your filesystem is consistent, then the follow
ing message is output: 

Checking file systems for consistency: 

/devlsiOa · · 
File system: root Volume: SGI 

••Phase 1 - Check Blocks and Sizes 
.. Phase 2 - Check Pathnames 
.. Phase 3 - Check Connectivity 
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,.. Phase 4 - Check Reference Counts 
0 Phase 5 - Check Free List 
nnn files nnnnn K used nnnn K free 

ldev/siot 
File system: usr Volume: SGI 

••Phase 1 - Check Blocks and Sizes 
0 Phase 2 - Check Pathnames 
0 Phase 3 - Check Connectivity 
.... Phase 4 - Check Reference Counts 
.... Phase 5 - Check Free Ust 
nnn files nnnnn K used nnnn K free 

Mounting: /usr 
Preserved editor files 
Cleared ltmp 
Resetting locks and logs 
Hostname: JULIE 
Daemons: 
update 
cron 
xnsd 
/pd 
fpsched 

Daemons started 

JULIE login: 

LAB 3.1: Basic UNIX Commands 

At this point the system is up in multi-user mode, the background daemons are running and the 
system is waiting for users to login to their accounts. 

The INIT process (started when you entered multi) started the daemons. One of the functions of 
INIT is to look in a file called inittab and determine what terminals are attached to the work
station. Any defined terminal will be sent a login prompt. Since the two ASCil terminals are 
attached to the workstation and defined in the inittab file, the system will now attempt to display 
the login prompt at each terminal. 

INIT starts a process called getty for each attached and defined terminal. The getty process will 
access .another file called gettydefs, this file is used to determine what the baud rate of the ter
minal is and insure that the correct rate is selected. 

The getty process assumes an initial baud rate of 9600 baud (this is because this baud rate is 
defined by the first line in the gettydefs file). If the baud rate of the ASCII terminal is not 9600 
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baud~ the11 garbage would appear at the terminal when·.the login message is sent to the terminal.: . · · . 
Depressing THE BREAK KEY will force the gettyprocess to access the next line in' the get-__ , i·, .. 

tydefs file. The second line defines a baud rate of 4800 bauct,Jf garbage still ai)pears at the.tet-·7~ /;'~···· ... 
minal; depressing the break key agalli. will.force the getty.pr9cess to go.access the next line· of. ~·2 -<':·_· ,··. ;_ .: 
gettydefs~ this process contiilues ·until the· getty process finds the com:ci.baUd rate for that ter- · -
minal. 

Additional information will be given later ·in the course about this process. The contents of these 
files will be looked at then. This information is given here to help you understand how the sys-
tem works. "-i' 

Each student should now move onto his/her own ASCII terminal to complete the lab pro
ject. 

STEP 4: Login to the student(l) account. 

JULIB login: student or studentl 

Welcome to the world of the 
IRIS personal workstation. 

The SGI education department 
hopes that you have a very 
pleasant and informative stay 
with us. 

TERM= (v50am) 

The last line of the above output is actually a prompt. It is askiiig you if this terminal is a Visual 
50 ( the Visual 60 functions the same as the Visu31·50). If the terminal is a Visual 50 or 60, by 
depressing return you are answering yes to the question. 

If the terminal is of another type, you must enter the name for that type of terminal. All of the 
terminal types that the IRIS workstation supports are defined by the file ~ermcap. 

If you do not remember the mnemonic name for the type of terminal that you are using, then you 
would have to print the contents of termcap using the more command from the primary work
station terminal. Once you obtained the correct mnemonic, then you could return to the ASCil 
terminal and enter the co~t terminal type to the prompt. 
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Since the classroom terminals .are either Visual 50 or 60 models, depress return to answer yes .. J _ 
to the prompt. If .the terminal was· another IRIS. terminal; then· you would enter rwsirf s~. · 

Once you have re8ponded to the prompt, the system accesses the file tf~rmcap to fetch all the \.·. 
configuration data that defines the terminal.. This way the system.will understand how to com-,·, 
municate· with the monitor and how to interpret the indiVidual keystrokes· from th~ keyboard. . - < :·. 

Once you· depress return or enter th~ correct terminal type, the following prompt appears at the 
terminal: 

JULIE 1 > 

STEP 5: Where am I; who am I; how do I move around. 

When you want to determine what directory you are currently in, use the pwd command. This 
will print the working directory. 

JULIE 1 >pwd 

/usrlpeople/student 

NOTE: 
The above output indicates the student account. If you are student!, your stdout (standard out
put) would be the same except the message would be: /usr/people/studentl. This difference of 
the stdout will be consistent throughout the lab project since I was logged in as student when I 
produced this project. 

When you login, UNIX places you into your home directory. This is the point that you are now 
at. 

. •. 

NOTE:~·· ,, 
If you repeat the coinmand just executed, or execute another command on your own, the prompt 
number shown by the lab project and your prompt number will get out of sync. No big deal, just 

· keep this in mind so that you will not get confused when the two num~ get out of sync. 

The next command will show you who you are. This would be useful if you approached a work
station that was in a shell and you wanted to determine who~ s account it was. 
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JULIE 2 > whoami 

student 
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The next coriunand is useful when.you want to detennine:·who is-on the"~on ne~ork-:;. _ .. -: ~, 
~~ ' ' ·' ' ' ' 

student ttyd1 
rich console 

JULIE3>who 

Jun 716:20 
Jun 712:13 

At this point open your UNIX PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL, Vol lA, to the manual page for 
the who command. 

The who command may be executed with any of a number of options. To invoke an option or \ 
options, enter the mnemonic for the desired option proceeded by the minu5 ( - ) character. 
White space ( at least one space ) must separate the command and the option. More than one 
option can be selected, but, you only need one minus character. DO NOT place spaces between 
the options if you. are using more than one. 

The options are optional entries to the command as indicated by the brackets [ ] surrounding the 
available options for this command: i.e. [ -uTlpdbrtas ]. 

In a moment you will be instructed to execute the who command again using one of the options, 
but, lets now look at the output that is produced by this command. 

The general format for output is: 

name [state] line time activity pid [comment] [exit] 

The lab project highlighted the three fields that we,~ output as a result of executing who without' 
any options. 
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Lets now execute the who command using the u option. 

student 
student1 

ttyd1 
ttyd2 

JULIE 4 >who -u 

Jun 716:20 0:08 415 
Jun 712:13 . 76 

LAB 3.1: Basic UNIX Commands 

Notice the· difference in the output of the two commands. N~w take a few minutes and read 
over the descriptions of the options, returning to the flow of the lab project when finished. 

Of all the options, the u is the one most useful to you. You could use it to get the process ID 
number of a terminal that is locked up. You could kill the process from another terminal using 
the kill command and the process ID number. (more on this later) 

Do not concern yourself with the optional argument [ file ] for this command. 

Now, if you want, try executing the who command using some of the other options. Try 
using more than one option at a time to see what happens. When you are finished, continue 
with the lab project. 

.... NOW, ON WITH THE SHOW. 

NOTE: 
As the lab project progresses, many additional commands will be demonstrated. You should 
always open to the correct manual page when a new command is discussed. The lab project will 
make reference to options and arguments of the command being discussed and it will assume 
that you are open to the correct page. 

' The next command is used to print (display) a. list .of a directory contents. The command is 
called ls,t>which stan,ds for list. It has many· use.ful options. If you· use Is without a name argu
ment, then it lists the contents of the current direetory. If you supply a pathname, then you can 
list'another directory (i.e. /etc) 0r an individual file (i.e xyz). 
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Lets list· the contents of the current directory (your home directory) .. 

JULIE 5 >Is 

print print.a xyz 

You see that the directory contains three names: print, print.a & xyz. Are these files or direc
tories or a combination of both? Are the files executable or data files? Are the ·names linked to 
other names? Who owns the files? When was the last time they were modified? Are the files 
special files? Lets answer a few of these questions. 

total 20 
-rwxrwxrwx 1 
-rw-rw-r-- 1 
-rwxrwxr-x 1 

ruLIE 6>1s .1 

student user 
root sys 
root sys 

17408 May 19 13:19 print 
87 May 19 12:53 print.a 
25 May 19 12:53 xyz 

The above command Is ·I will answer many of the questions. (refer to the workbook page enti
tled Protection Mode Examples in section three) 

We can see that all the names are filenames (the first - in the mode field). Files print & xyz are 
executable (the last x in the mode field). We can see who owns the files and to what group they 
belong. The size of the files in Kbytes is shown and the date they were last modified. 

The next command lists all the files in the current directory. The previous Is commands did not 
list filenames that begin with a period ( . ). 

JULIE 7 > Is -a 

.cshrc 

.cshrcDEFAUL T 
.login 
.loginDEFAUL T 

print 
print.a 

xyz 

We now see that several other files populate the directory. These are the .login & .cshrc.files 
that have been mentioned many times throughout the course. These two files are accessed every 
time you start your shell (login). They contain statements that define parameters and 
configurations that your shell will operate under. 

Later in the lab project we will look inside these files, and later in the course they will again be 
discussed. 
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Notice that there are two files that have-DEFAULT after the first partofthe name. These are two:·. · _ 
files placed into this directory by the education department-and would not exist in an actual.·~.:· · 
directory." They are here for illustration and·will be discussed later when the ./ogin:&~.cshrc:.-.. 
files are discussed. · · 

Lets now print a long listing of all the files in the directory. 

JULIE 8 > Is -al 

total 26 
drwxr-xr-x 2 student user 176 Jun 716:21 
drwxr-xr-x 10 bin bin 160 May2914:23 .. 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root sys 200 May 1913:38 . cshrc 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root sys 180 May 1912:02 .cshrcDEFAUL T 
-rw-r--r- 1 root sys 209 May 1907:50 .login 
-rw-r--r-- 1 student user 209 May 1911:39 .loginDEFAUL T 
-rwxrwxrwx 1 student user 17408 May 1913:19 print 
-rw-rw-r-- 1 root sys 87 May 1912:53 print.c 
-rwxrwxr-x 1 root sys 25 May 1912:53 xyz 

Notice the first two directories in the above listing: ( • ) and ( •• ). Dot is the cu"ent directory 
and is owned by you and its in the user group. Dot Dot is the parent directory and it belongs to 
bin. This is a special account used by the system. 

The next example shows you how to get the corresponding i-node of a file or directory. (The i
node numbers you see may be different from the ones illustrated, and why you may want these 
numbers will be covered later in the course) 

JULIE 9 > ls -i 

4309 print 431 O print.c 4311 xyz 

The next example will mark each name in the directory with a special character that identifies 
the type of file that it is: Executable file = * ; directory names =I ; if the file is liilked to another 
file = - or !. ef 

JULIE 10 > Is -F 

print.c 

You should now try a few of the ls options on you own, but, let me suggest a few examples to try 
and make some additional comments. 
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All ofthe commands prior to this point in the lesson have been-executed relative_ to the curre~t; Ji, 
directory. Most of the UNIX commands can also be executed using an absolute pathname to, ··. · .·. · ""' 
effect files and/or directories other than the current directory; This means that you.do npt h~ve'tQ::-=· :;;:_ .~ 
be in a directory to execute, modify~ move, copy, etc., files. (Note: file and directory permiSsions-. · -~-- : 
may inhibit you from doing some of these things) -

.· 

While you are experimenting with the Is coi;nmand, try the following two commands, they .illus- · 
trate the point aoout absolute pathnames. . 

1. Is /etc (List the directory etc) 

2. Is -1 /etc/motd (List the file motd in the etc directory) 

Return to this point in the lab project when you are finished experimenting with the Is command 

Up to this point you have been in your home directory where the system placed you when you 
logged on. We will now learn how to move around within the UNIX tree. 

The next command will take you to the top of the UNIX tree by using the cd command This is 
the Change Directory command. The directory you are going to is called ROOT and it's path
name is I). 

JULIE 11 > cd I 

Notice that no stdout is produced by this command. If the directory exists, then the shell takes 
you there, else, an error message is displayed indicating that the directory does not exist. You 
should trust the shell, but, for those skeptics, lets print the working directory name. 

JULIE 12 > pwd 

I 

You see, we are in the ROOT directory (I). 

-
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Now to make a _point, enter the following cd command; this directory does not exist.. -

JULIE 13 > cd /abc 

/abc: No such file or directory 

Lets now list the contents of the UNIX ROOT directory.· 

Versions 
~~ bin 

d 

JULIE 14>1s 

defaultboot 
dev 
etc 

kernels 
lib 
lost+found 

ovmunix 
stand 
tmp 

The next command will give us a long listing of the directory. 

JULIE 15 > Is -al 

total 1347 
drwxr-xr-x 13 root sys 384 May2915:54 . 
drwxr-xr-x 13 root sys 384 May2915:54 .. 
-rw-r--r- 1 root sys 41 May 617:41 .cshrc 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root sys 144 May 1610:33 .login 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root sys 121 May 1610:33 .profile 
drwxr-xr-x 2 root sys 128 May 1610:47 Versions 
drwxr-xr-x 2 bin bin 1856 May 1610:51 bin 
drwxr-xr-x 2 bin bin 32 May 219:40 d 

usr 
vmunix 
vmunix1 

-rwxr-xr-x 2 root sys 336896 May 1610:51 defaultboot 
drwxr-xr-x 3 bin bin 3008 May 1611:06 dev 
drwxr-xr-x 3 bin bin 1424 Jun 712:13 etc 
drwxrwxrwx 2 root sys 48 May 1610:35 kernels 
drwxr-xr-x 2 bin bin 160 May 1610:36 lib 
drwxrwxrwx .. 2 ·root sys 5120 May 16 08:45 - lost+found 
-rwxr-xr-x . 1 root sys 336896 May 7 07:46 ovmunix 
drwxr-xr-x 2 bin bin 80 May 1610:36 stand 
drwxrwxrwx 2 bill bin 3808 Jun 716:20 tr(lp, 
drwxrwxrwx 19 root sys 304 May2914:23 usr 
-rwxr-xr-x 2 root sys 336896 Mal(' 16 10:51 vmunix 
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root sys 336896 May 16 10:42 vmunix1 

' 
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The~ following text. gives general. information concerning· the files ·and directories contained in 
ROOT directory. . 

•Dot(.) 
This is the current directory ( ROOT). · 

• DotDot( •• ) 
This is the parent directory, which, for ROOT is the same as the current directory. ROOT 
is the only directory that does not have a parent directory. (Notice that the size of the 
current and parent directory both equal 384 Kbytes. Look back at the output for your stu- ·> 
dent directory and see that there is a difference in the Kbyte size of these two directories.) 

• .cshrc 
This is the file used (by the shell) when a user logs into the system administration accounts 
of: root or rootcsh. Every account will have a .cshrc file if that user is using the C-shell 
( csh ). This file defines parameters under which the shell will operate. 

Remember, the shell that a .user uses, is determined by a statement in a file called 
passwd (more on this later in the course) 

• .login 
This is the file used by the shell at login time to set additional parameters. The information 
in the .cshrc & .login files could be combin¢ since they are both accessed by the shell at 
login time, and indeed, some users only maintain the .login file. (more later) 

• .profile 
This file serves the same purpose as .cshrc. It is used when the account calls for the Shell 
(sh) command interpreter to be used. Only one account uses sh in the basic IRIS software 
release, and thats rootsh. 

If a user creates a new account and wants to use sh, then the sh statement must be placed 
into the passwd file. 

• Versions 
. ' 

This is a directory that contains coded strings that define the version~levels of UNIX and 
any options installed on the workstation. Later in the course another lab project will 
access this directory and you will see the type of data that it holds. 

. ~ ... ' 

• bin 
This directory holds a majority of the UNIX utilities (commands). This is one of the 
directories that an accounts search rule (the PATH system variable) should instruct the 
shell to look into when the user enters a command. This variable is defined in either the 
.login or .cshrcfiles. 
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• d 
This is a generic directory used to attach (mount) the filesystem called /dev/si1g. This:. -:-
·filesystem is defuied by default when a second hard disk is sblpPed.with a-workstation.~~:•;_:· .. · .. 
·The user could change the name of the filesystem and/or the name of the directory to · .. :.; . ' 
which it attaches. 

This directory could hold whatever files the user wants. 

• defaultboot 
This is actually a pseudonym name (link) for the file vmunix. Remember, the PROM 
monitor looks for this file on the specified boot device if no other filename is supplied with 
the boot command. Notice the size of the file and compare that to the file vmunix. 

• dev 
This is the directory that holds all the special device files. Remember, these files serve as 
interfaces between UNIX and the 1/0 devices. 

• etc 
This directory is where most of the system configuration files are maintained. Many of the 
files have already been mentioned by the lesson material, some of which are: passwd, 
motd, inittab, termcap, gettydefs and many more. When we get into system adminis
tration, we will look at this directory in greater depth. 

• kernels 
This directory will hold different copies of the kernel These copies would be the ones 
used if certain options were installed on the workstation: TCP/IP, IEEE, ect •• 

• lib 
This directory will hold various files needed by the system to support the various options 
arid/or programs: C, FORTRAN, etc. 

• lost+found 
. This directory is used by the filesystem maintenance program fsck. FSCK places severed 

directories and/or files here (these are unreferenced files· or directories). These are error 
conditions that fsck will attempt to correct if they are detected. (more on fsck later) 

• ovmunix .· • 
. This is a co~>t-<>f the old UNIX system. ·It is created when a new software release is 
installed on thtf workstation. It is usually removed when the install process is complete. If 

·~you see it on.your workstations, ignore it. 

• stand 

18 

This directory holds the stand-alone utilities that the Field Engineer needs when rebuild
ing a corrupted disk drive. 
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.This is the temp directory. The user and UNIX- place :files, here that. are temponuy. ·This: . ~, 
directory is usually cleared when the system is booted. (look at page· seven of this lab pm- . · _:, 

· ject and see the message Cleared ltmp in the initializati9n process) , • · · · 

• usr 
This is the directocy that the ·user,fifesystem is attached (mountedl to when_ the system. · ~ 

· goes into multi-user mode. This filesystem holds the bulk of the system files and direc-
tories. 

User accounts arc created and maintained under this directory; this is where the student 
accounts live. 

• vmunix · ·~ 

This is the bootstrap program that loads the UNIX kernel. This program is used to load the :'i<"\·. 
system from the first hard disk. . ,, 

• vmunixl 
This is a link of the file vmunix. It is used to load the system when a copy of the kernel is 
maintained on the second hard disk and you are bqoting from that disk. (note the file sizes 
of files defaultboot, vmunix, & vmunix1, they are all the same because one is the actual 
file, and the others are links to that file) 

The next few commands will show you how to move around in the UNIX tree using some short
hand methods. First lets return to your home directory. When the lab project instructs you to 
enter a command containing the account name (student), if you are student1, then substi
tut~ student1 for student. 

JULIE 16 > cd /usr/people/student(l) 

The next command proves that you are now home. 

JULIE 17 > P'Yd 

/usrlpeop/elstudent 
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We will now return to ROOT so that I can show you other ways to get home •. 

JULIE 18 > cd I 

JULIE 19 > pwd 

I 

OK, we are back at ROOT. The following command will take you to your home directory. 

JULIE 20 > cd -student(l) 

JULIE 21 > pwd 

/usrlpeoplelstudent 

Thats one short method to get home. I will now show you another method. The next command 
· will take you to another account ( called rich ) and then we will return to your home. 

JULIE 22 > cd -rich 

JULIE 23 > pwd 

lusrlpeople/rich 

The cd -rich command took you to the home directory of the account rich. You can use ( - ) to 
get to the home directory of any account. 

Before we again return to your home directory lets see whats in the directory lusr/people/rich . 

. ~24>1s-F 

bin/ "" . ~ursel tree 
. '~i ,·1" 

''i 

This directory contains two subdirectories ( course & bin ) and one file called tree. 
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OK, thats nice, lets now return home using the simple method. 

JULIE25>cd 

JULIE 26 > pwd 

lusr/people/student 

Notice that when you use the cd command without an argument, that the shell returns you to the 
home directory. This will always be the home directory that you logged into, in this case student . 
or studentl. 

The next series of commands will show you how to use the memory stack for pushing & pop
ping directory pathnames. The pushd & popd commands are like jump-to-subroutine & 
return-from-subroutine instructions that you might use in a computer program. . 

The pushd command will push the pathname of the current directory into a memory stack and 
then change directories to the directory that you name as an argument to the pushd command. 

JULIE 27 > pushd I 

;-

JULIE 28 > pwd 

I 

The pushd command above took you to the ROOT directory and the pwd verifies that it 
worked. 

Lets see if the popd will return us to the directory that we jumped from. _ 

JULIE 29 > popd +'*' 
(·~ 

..}- ·~:. . ' " 
JULIE 30 > pwd 

/usr/people/student 
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OK, so it worked. Why would you want to use these commands? 

Some users trees can be very deep with sutxlirectories. Lets say that you are in one of these. tree~""'" · , __ · 
in fact, lets go to one: · 

JULIE 31 > cd ·nch/course/3000/workbook 

JULIE 32 > pwd 

/usrlpeople/rich/course/3000/workbook 

·appendix/ 
lab/ 
lesson1 
lesson 1.copy 

JULIE 33 > Is -F 

lesson2 
lesson2.copy 
lesson3 
lesson3.copy 

print* 
print.c 
print.c.copy 
print.copy* 

student.job* 
student. stuff 
xyz* 
xyz.copy* 

The cd command brought you to this directory and the Is -F lists the contents. As you can see, 
other directories ( lab & appendix) are available for moving further down in the tree. 

OK, back to the question. You are here and want to go somewhere else in the system tree; maybe 
go look at a file in another user's account. 

Getting to the other directory may not be too difficult, but returning here requires much typing 
wheri entering the long pathname; it's the perfect place to use the pushd & popd commands. 
Lets go to your account's home directory. 

JULIE 34 > pushd ·student(!) 

·1usr/people/richlcourse/3000/workbook 

JULIB35>pwd 

/usr/people/studen~ 
;.,. 
JULIE 36 > popd 

)~· 

/usr!Reoplt;1/richlcourse/3DOO/workbook 

We jumped to account student using pushd then returned using popd. 
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It is' now time for you .to practice moving around the UNIX tree on your own. Go and investigate~. _ 
Some of the directories and their contents. ONLY USE THE COMMANDS WE HA VE < - • -

LEARNED TO THIS POINT: Is~ pwd, cd, pushd, popd. ... ·• l. 

When your curiosity has been satisfied; return to this point in the lab project. ' .. 

STEP 6: Reading files; rename files; move files; comparing files; and finding files. 

The first thing we want to do is make sure that you are back in your home directory. 

JULIE 37 >Cd 

JULIE 38 > pwd 

/usr/people/student 

Lets once again list the contents of your home directory. 

JULIE 39 >Is 

print print.a xyz 

The following command is useful if you want to determine what type of file a file is. It is more 
specific then the Is command. For curiosity, lets look at the three files in your directory using the 
file command. 

xyz: 

print.c: 

JULIE 40 > file xyz 

commands text 

JULIE 41 > file print.c 

. c program text 

JULIE 42 > file print 

print: pure executable not stripped 
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The.first file command tells .us that the file xyz is· a commands ·te:x;t. This means that it is a .. , lL 
shellscript file. The user can create shellscriptS to perform s~ific tasks. The8e files contain· 
UNIX commands. or other shellscripts. -

Lets read the file xyz using the cat command. · 

JULIE 43 > cat xyz 

echo Hey, this works/ 
Is 

As we can see, the file xyz is comprised of two UNIX commands: echo & Is. 

Lets now execute this command (shellscript). 

Hey, this works/ 
print print.c xyz 

JULIE 44 > xyz 

Notice that the stdout, for the two commands that comprise xyz, is what you would expect if 
you executed the two commands individually. 

The second file command (executed at JULIE 41) told you that the file print.c contains C pro
gram text. This means that it contains C language source code. Once the file is compiled, it 
will become an executable file. (the file printis the compiled version of the file print.a) 

Lets look at this file using the cat command. 

#include <Stdio.h> 

main() 
{ 

} 

24 

JULIE 45 > cat print.c 

;:rprintttA simple message is printed. •J; 
printttn•); 
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The third file command (executed at JULIE 42) indicates that the file print, is a pure execut
able not stripped file. Jbis means that the file can be executed, s0 lets try it. 

JULIE 46 > print 

A simple message is printed. 

I have held off reading the file print, because, when you read the file, your screen. will be filled ,. 
with what appears to be garbage and your terminal will beep. This is normal when you attempt 
to read this type of file. 

This brings up the point, how are jobs aborted or interrupted? 

In a moment I will ask you to read the file called print, but, before you attempt this, I must tell 
you how to stop the process once it starts. At this point two methods could be used:. 

1. Depress the key marked CTRL and while holding it depressed, depress the key c ( 
ctrl-c ). The UNIX and IRIS documentation refer to this function using the symbol ( "c. 
). 

This will stop the process, but, your screen will be full of junk. Use the clear command 
to clear your screen. 

2. The second method, depressing the break key. 

This may cause your terminal to lock-up. If it does, then depress and hold the function 
key followed by depressing the set up key. This will cause numbered output to appear 
at the bottom of your screen if you are on a visual 50 or 60, if you are on a vtlOO, see 
your instructor) 

1 of several commands would be accepted at this point, you would want to RESET 
your terminal, therefore, you would depress the seven key on the numbers pad, fol
lowed by return. ( I will ask you to perform this operation. later)·'• 

\.~. 

The above mentioned functions could be used to kill other processes, but, they only kill the pro
cess that you are attached to, not ones that you started in th~ background; these proceSses are 
killed using the kill command. ( we will look at this later) 
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The process that you are attached to is. the current process that has a hold of your keyboard and . 
has it locked out. Most commands that you execute run very .quickly and you do not care ~ the. · . - · _. 
keyboard is locked out, but, if using your keyboard. iS important_ to you during long running com-e<i:. · · . ~;. . -' 
manctS·or jobs, then, running them in background mode is what-you must do. (more on this iater),, · ·· - - ~ .-

Now, execute the following cat command and clear your keyboard and terminal when the junk 
appears, then continue the lab project. · 

JULIE 47 > cat print 

junk will appear. 

if!~ . . The command cat is not always the best way to read a file. It will print the complete file non 
stop, scrolling the data past the screen much faster then you could ever read it. It is OK to use 
when reading small files. Try the following command and watch what happens: 

JULIE 48 > cat ·ricb/course/3000/workbook/Iessonl 

The contents of this file will now scroll across your screen, use the ( "c ) to stop the pro
cess. 

A better command to use when reading a file, is the more command. Lets again read the three 
files in your home directory. 

JULIE 49 > more xyz 

echo Hey, this works/ 
Is 

#include <stdio.h> 

main() 
{ 

} 

26 

JULIE 50 > more print.c 

printt(•A simple message is printed. •j; 
printftn•); 
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I should not have to tell you what to do at this point 
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J'he more command, will-display a page at a time ofthe·file. By depressing the space bar you . 
can scroll down the file by pages. By using the· return key you can scroU a line.at a time. Merely.· .. - .. ·· 
type q to terminate the read. · · 

Lets again read the long file attempted at JULIE 48, this time using the more command; control- : . 
ling the read using the space bar and return keys. -· 

JULIE 52 > more -rich/coune/3000/workbook/lesson2 

·The contents of the file will now appear. 

The next series of commands will show you how to move files and how to rename a file. 

First, lets again list the contents of your home directory. 

JULIE 53 >ls 

print print.c xyz · 

The next command shows you how to rename a file. The command used to do this i~ the mv 
command. This stands for move. It will rename the file xyz, giving it a new name that you will 
call new.name. 

NOTE: 
To find the command description and syntax for the mv command1· -see cp(l) in your Vol IA 
book. 

JULIE 54 > mv xyz new.name 

Lets see the change. 

JULIE55 >Is 

new.name print print.c 
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Lets now change the name back to what it was. 

JULIE 56 > mv new.name .xyz. 

JULIE57 >Is 

print print.c xyz 

LAB 3.1: Basic UNIX Commands 

, s' The following command will move a file into your directory from another directory in the tree. 
You will bring over the file using the same name, but, you could have also renamed the file. 
Note that there are two steps for JULIE 58. Execute the one that applies to you. 
Student1 will bring over a copy of lesson1 and rename It lesson1. 

(if student) JULIE 58 > mv ·rich/course/3000/workbookllessonl lessonl 

(if student1) JULIE 58 > mv ·rich/course/3000/workbook/l~onl.copy le~nl 

JULIE59 >Is 

lesson1 print print.c xyz 

NOTE: The above move happened because the file permissions allowed it. If this file had been a 
protected file, then a message would be displayed informing you that the move could not take 
place. 

Try moving the system file called inittab. 

JULIE 60 > mv /usr/inittab inittab 

mv: cannot access /usrlinittab 

Lets now read the new file we just moved. 

JULIE 61 >more le~nl 

.h 1 "LESSON 1: COURSE INTRODUCTION" 
-~ . 

Uponcompletion of this lesson, the student will be able to describe to his/her own satis
faction, the following: 

.b1 
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What will be taught during this course . 

. b1 
How the course will be presented • 

. b1 
How he/she is expected to perform . . 
. pg 

Thats nice, lets now look at another command; one that will allow you to compare files. 

JULIE 62 > difT lessonl print.c 

1c1 
< .h1 "LESSON 1: COURSE INTRODUCTION• 

> #include <stdio.h> 
3,20c3,6 
< 
< 
<Upon completion of this lesson, the student wilfbe able to 
<describe to his/her own satisfaction, the following: 
< 
<.b1 
< What will be taught during this course. 
< 
< 
<.b1 
< How the course will be presented. 
< 
< 
<.b1 
< How he/she is expected to perform. 
<.pg 

>main() 
>{ 
> 
> 

printf("A simple message is printed."); 
printf("n?; 

The above output is an example of what you get when two files are not equal. For each line that 
is different (for both files), those lines are printed with leading characters< or>. 
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The lines. beginning with < are for those lines in the first file that do not compare to the second .·· .. , ·. 
file, and lines beginning with> are for those lines in the second file~thatdo not compare to the ( 
first file. · · · 

H the two files are equal, then no stdout will occur •. 

The next ·command would .be useful any time you transfer a file over the Ethernet network and . . 
want to be sure it arrived unchanged. The command is the sum command and it will calculate a ., 

, · check sum character for a file and give the size of the file in Kbytes. 

H you ran this program against a file before transmission, and then ran it on the file after being 
received, the check sum characters must match to indicate a. good transmission. This could 
become a quick and dirty way to verify transmission lines. 

JULIE 63 >sum Ie~nl 

23833 1 lesson 1 

Now, some information about the find command before I ask you to execute some of these com
mands on your own. Find can be a very useful tool for the Field Engineer. 

Lets say that you know that a certain file exists somewhere in the tree (system), but, you have 
forgotten in what directory the file resides in. The following command will find the file for you. 
(It will take awhile) 

JULIE 64 > find I -name inittab -print 

find: cannot chdir to lusrlspooVat 

· /etclinittab 

The fil~ that I was looking for was inittab, as defined by the -name option. The filesystem that I · 
was looking in was ROOT, as defined by the I argument. The -print option instructs the shell to· 
print the pathname if it finds this file. 

The find command will search from the directory (the pathname you supply as an argument) 
doWn throughoµt the tree. H you supply it with.( I )_like I did, it will search the complete tree 
since every thing lives Wider ROOT. Therefore, if you know the general area of the file, you 
should supply some other pathname further down in the tree. The reason for doing this, would be 
to ~ve time. 
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Notice that the find command also indicates that he could not change directory 
( chdir) to the /usr/spooVatdirectory. Lets go find out why .. 

JULIE 65 > cd /usr/spool 

JULIE 66 > Is -I 

flb fv·· 

~/!67 3 root 
drwxrwxrwx 2 bin 
drwxr-xr-x 7 Ip 
drwxrwxrwx 2 root 
drwxr-xr-x 3 uucpadm 
drwxrwxrwx 3 uucpadm 

sys 
bin 
Ip 
sys 
uucpadm 
uucpadm 

64 
64 

272 
80 
208 
48 

May2914:47 
May2914:47 
Jun 712:14 
Jun 9 09:10 
Jun 910:35 
May2914:23 

at < 

co lord 
Ip 
/pd 
uucp 
uucppublic 

There is an answer for almost every condition; the directory ( at ) can only be accessed by the 
user, and thats ROOT. There are no permissions for the classes of group and other. Since you 
are logged in as student, that puts you into the other class. Even· if you were a member of the 
group ( sys for this directory ), you would not be allowed access, since both group & other are 
denied permission. ( later in the course we will discuss this further) 

Lets go back to your home directory. 

JULIE67>cd 

Since the find command can be so important, lets look at another example. 

JULIE 68 > find ·rich -name lesson2 -print 

/usrlpeople/rich/course/3000/workbook/lesson2 

The above command found a file called lssson2for you. The shell was instructed to begin look
ing in the directory ·rich, which, if you remember, is short hand for lusr/peop/e/rich . . The file is 
located at /usrlpsopls/rich/courss/3000/workbook. 

The following example shows you how to find a file when all you have is an i-node number. 
This would be the ·C~ when you ran fsck against the disk filesystem. If fsck detects error con
ditions, for many of those error conditions, only the i-node of the file in error is printed. You 
would then have to use find to tell you where the file was. ( more on this later in the course) 
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JULIE 69 > find /usr -inum 7 -print 

/usr/adm/cronlog 
find: cannot chdir to lusrlspooVat 

The above command instructs the shell to look for i-node #7 in the /usr filesystem. The file 
cronlog was found in the directory /usr/adm. 

Now, take some additional time and experiment with only the commands covered to this point. 
Resume when you are satisfied. Be sure to leave your home directory looking like it 
did before you started experimenting; restore (move) any files that you may have 
moved Into your home directory, back to where you moved them from. Your 
directory should look like the output of the command at JULIE 72, minus the file 
your.name. 

STEP SEVEN: How to copy a file; how to remove a file. 

The copy command is used to create duplicate copies of files. You can copy files within the 
current directory, copy files from outside the current directory, you can copy a file from the 
current directory to any directory in the system. Also, when you copy a file, you can specify any 
name you want for the new file. 

Before you continue with the lab project, execute the following command to insure that you are 
back in your home directory. 

JULIE70>cd 

The next command copies the file print.cto a new file. Use your actual name 
(i.e. Robert, Bill, Susan, etc.) for the new filename. 

JULIE 71 > cp print.c your.name 

.Now, list the directory and see the new file. 

JULIE72>1s 

/esson1 print print.a your.name xyz 
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Now, just for drill, lets compare the two files. 

JULIE 73 > cliff print.c your .name 

Since no stdoutwas return, we are assured_ that the files are the same._ 

Lets copy another file in your home directory~- . : -( 

JULIE 74 > cp xyz abc 
f·/ cP -re /le 

/( /' 

JULIE 75 >Is 

abc lesson1 print print.a your.name xyz 

The next command demonstrates how to copy a file from the current directory to another direc
tory in the tree. (We will restore lessonl to its rightful place in the tree) 

(if student) JULIE 76 > cp lessonl -ricb/course/3000/workbook/l~onl 

(If student1) JULIE 76 > cp lessonl -ricb/course/3000/workbook/l~onl.copy 

Lets go see the result of the copy. 

JULIB 77 > pushd -rich/course/3000/workbook 

/usr/people/rich/course/3000/workbook -

appendix/ 
lab/ 
lesson1 
lesson1 .copy 

JULIB78>1s 

lesson2 
lesson2.copy 
lesson3 
lesson3.copy 

Lets return to your home.directory. 

JULIE 79 > popd 

JULIB 80>1s 

print• 
print.a 
print.a.copy 
print.copy• 

aba lesson1 print print.a your.name xyz 
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xyz• 
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The next command shows you how to remove a file using the rm command.. 

JULIE 81 > rm your .name, 

JULIE 82>1s 

abc lesson 1 print print.c xyz 

The remove command can also remove multiple files. Just supply the list of files that you want 
removed, separated by spaces. 

JULIE 83 > rm lessonl abc 

JULIE 84>1s 

print print.c xyz 

The next series of commands will show you that you can remove files outside of the current 
directory and list the contents of other directories from the current directory. NOTE that there 
are two steps for JULIE 85, execute the one that applies to you. 

(if student) 

(If student1) 

JULIE 85 > rm -ricb/course/3000/workbook/print.c 

JULIE 85 > rm -ricb/course/3000/workbook/xyz 

JULIE 86 > Is -ricb/course/3000/workbook 

Depending on who you are (student or studentl), the output will look like the output produced 
by the Is command at JULIE 78, with the exception of the file that you removed (print.c or xyz). 

JULIE 87 > pwd 

/usr/people/student 

The pwd command proves that we executed the rm and Is comniands from the current directory. . 
Most UNIX commands can be executed using absolute pathnames. 

H you would like to try a few copies and removes on your own, do. so, and return to step 8. Make 
sure you are home when you resume. Also, make sure only the three files print, print.c, & 
xyz are left in your home directory when you are finished. DO NOT remove files in the 
~irectory .. rich/course/3000/workbook or critical system files. 
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STEP 8: Creating a new directory; creating a file with cat; and removing a directory.· 

Lets print a long listing of your directory. 

JULIE 88 > Is -1 

total 20 
-rwxrwxrwx 1 · student· user· 17408 May 1913:19 print 
-rw-rw-r-- 1 root sys 87 May 19 12:53 print.c 
-rwxrwxr-x 2 root sys 25 May 1912:53 xyz 

Your home directory at this point contains only files. We will now create a new directory 
beneath this directory and call it temp. To do this, use the make directory command mkdir. · ·~ 

JULIB 89 > mkdir temp 

JULIE 90 >Is -1 

total 21 
-rwxrwxrwx 1 student user 17408 May 1913:19 print 
-rw-rw-r-- 1 root sys 87 May 1912:53 print.c 
drwxrwxrwx 2 student user 32 Jun 10 09:04 temp 
-rwxrwxr-x 2 root sys 25 May 19 12:53 xyz 

You now have the new directory· temp. Notice the two permission classes: user = student 
(you own the directory) and group = user. 

Also, notice the default permissions, they are all on (rwxrwxrwx). Later we will change them 
using the chmod instruction. 

Lets now switch to the new directory. 

JULIB 91 > cd temp 

JULIB92>1s 

Notice that the directory is empty, we are now going to put some files into it. 

JULIB 93 > mv ·student(l)/print print 
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JULIE94>1s 

print 

LAB 3.1: Basic UNIX Commands 

The next command introduces a new concept to you. You are going to use the cat command to 
cr~ate a file. Remember, cat·-reads a file with:th~ stdout going to the screen._~~e following-com-~--_ -
mand will redirect stdout into a new file; we will call the file redirect, for lack of a better name.--

JULIE 95 > cat ·student(l)/xyz > redirect 

IBLIE96>1s 

,; print redirect 

The above command read the file xyz from your home directory and the shell redirects ( > ) the 
stdout into the named :file. 

IBLIE 97 > more redirect 

echo Hey, this works/ 
Is 

The more command verifies that the redirection function did work. The data displayed is a 
copy of the data that is in the file xyz. 

Let me now show you another short hand method for moving around in the tree. 

If you remember, the name of the current directory has a pseudonym of ( • ) and the parent 
directory one of ( •• ). To go up one level in a tree, you can use the pseudonym as the name 
argument to the cd command. 

First, just a reminder of where you are. 

JULIE 98 > pwd 

/usr/people/student/temp 

Now, lets go the parent directory of this directory. 

IBLIE99>cd .. 
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JULIE 100 > pwd 

lusr/people/student 

The next command will create another directory called bin. 

JULIE 101 > mkdir bin 

JULIE 102 > cd bin 

Lets now place some files into this directory. 

JULIE 103 > cp -student(l)/temp/print print 

JULIE 104 > mv -student(l)/xyz xyz 

JULIE 105 > ls 

print xyz 

OK, go home again. 

JULIE 106 > cd .. 

Print a long listing of your home directory. 

JULIE 107 > ls -1 

total 5 
drwxrwxrwx 2 student user 64 Jun 10 09:11 bin 
-rw-rw-r-- 1 root sys 87 May 19 12:53 print.c 
drwxrwxrwx 2 student user 64 Jun 10 09:08 temp 

You can now see the result of executing the above commands: You now have two directories. 
and the files xyz & print have been moved into the new directories. 

The next' command shows you how to remove a directory. 
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JULIE 108 > rmdir temp 

rmdir: temp not empty 

The above message is informing you that the shell will not remove the directory because it is not. /(0 

empty. Lets go empty it. · . · · 

JULIE 109 > cd temp 

JULIE 110 > Is 

print redirect 

JULIE 111 > rm print redirect 

JULIE 112 > cd -

JULIE 113 > rmdir temp 

JULIE 114 >Is -1 

total 5 
drwxrwxrwx 2 student user 64 Jun 10 09:11 bin 
-rw-rw-r-- 1 root sys 87 May 19 12:53 print.c 

One more example, then you can experiment on your own. 

The following command will list the contents of the tree from the current directory down: Files 
and directories are both listed, with directory names proceeded by a slash. 

JULIE 115 > Is -R 

bin print.c 

./bin: 
print xyz 

This is a great command to execute from the ROOT directory, redirecting.the stdoutinto a file; 
and then printing the file. You would then have a complete listing of the system. Thats how the 
listing in section three of the workbook, pages entitled THE UNIX TREE: DIRECTORY 
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LISTING was produced. The filenames were removed; leaving only the directory listing. 

Now, ifyou want.•go practice_-what•you have.leamcd.-~eiµe~ber. when_.you.retuni:·to.the lilb:,;2/ ... -~~: 
project. be in your home directory. Also, remove any files you created, leave the tree as shown ·.· · 
by the stdout of the previous command, (JULIE 115). · · · 

SJ::.;1 r? /J (_/(_.f(_ 

STEP 9: Changing file ownerships; file permissions; setting account password; set and alias 
commands. 

Lets look a little closer at the file permissions. 

JULIE 116 >Is -F 

bin/ print.c 

JULIE 117 > cd bin 

JULIE 118 > Is -1 

total 18 
-rwxrwxrwx 1 
-rwxrwx r-x 1 

student user 
root sys 

17408 Jun 10 09:10 
25 Jun 10 14:38 

print 
xyz 

The file xyz belongs to ROOT. The permissions for the class of other (which is you as far as this 
file is concerned) are set to the value of 5. Remember, each class has a three bit code that is 
decoded as follows: The 4-weight bit establishes the readability of the file ( r ); the 2-weight 
bit establishes if the file can be modified ( w ); and the 1-weight bit defines if the file is an exe
cutable file ( x ). A value of 5 in binary = 1 0 1, therefore, the r - x, as seen in the field that 
defines other. 

The file xyz can be read or executed by you, lets see what happens when you try to modify it. 

We will attempt to remove the file; this would be a modification. 

JULIE 119 > rm xyz 

. xyz: 775 mode 

The shell is telling you that you do not have the right to remove this file. 
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Lets try to change the permissions for the class of other. 

LAB 3.1: Basic UNIX Commands 

To-change·. file or directory permissions you-must own the-file-or directory. pie command.,u~ed.,~~.:--:.:"'- _ 
to change the permissions is called change mode ( chmod ). . -

Since you do not own the file xyz, changing the permissions should not be allowecL . .lets see. - _ 

JULIE 120 > chmod 777 xyz 

chmod: can't change xyz 

If you attempted to change the ownership of the file, that also would fail. 

The responsibility for changing file permissions usually belongs to the system administrator. 

Remember, this does not apply to files owned by you. 

In order to change the permissions of the file xyz, you would need to be the super-user. 

Lets become the super-user. 

JULIE 121 >SU 

Password: 

At this point you must enter the password. The password for our training systems is: password 

Enter the password. (the characters are not echoed to the screen as you enter the password) 

If the password is accepted, then the super-user prompt _will be displayed.. · 

i.e. JULIE 1 # 

Are you how the super-uset! .... Lets see. 

JULIE 1 # whoami 

root 
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when you entered super-user, where were you placed'? .... Lets see. -

JULIE 2 # pwd-

/usr/peoplelstudentlbin 

So, you are in the' same directory that you were in before you became the super-user. 

Lets now try to change the permissions and ownership of the file xyz. 

JULIE 3 # chmod 777 xyz 

That appeared to work ... .lets look. 

JULIE 4# ls ·I 

total 18 
-rwxrwxrwx 1 student user 17408 Jun 10 09:10 print 
-rwxrwxrwx 1 root sys 25 Jun 1 O 14:38 xyz 

As you can see, the permissions were changed for the class of other. 

You could now go back to student(1) and remove the file, but while we are here, lets also 
change the ownership of the file. 

This is done with the command chown. 

JULIE 5 # chown student(!) xyz 

Lets again see if the change occurred. 

JULIE 6 #ls ·I 
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total 18 
-rwxrwxrwx 1 student user 17408 Jun 10 09:10 print 
-rwxrwxrwx·.: 1 student sys, · · 25-. Jun.10 14:38.- xyz. 

Lets not stop now, next we will change the group. 

total 18 
-rwxrwxrwx 1 
-rwxrwxrwx 1 

ruLIE 7 # chgrp user xyz 

WLIE8#1s -1 

student user 
student user 

17408 Jun 10 09:10 
25 Jun 10 14:38 

Now, lets return to student(l) using the exit command. 

ruLIE 9 #exit 

JULIE 122> 

print 
xyz 

Notice that the prompt again indicates that you are in multi-user mode. 

Now, try removing the file xyz. 

WLIE 122 > rm xyz 

ruLIE 123>1s 

print 

Now lets do something that mostofyou have probably been wanting to do; change your account. i 

password. 

At this time your account does not have a password, so you are now going to establish one, using 
the command passwd 

' / {At--f\",:1"' 
WLIE 124 > p~wd · ~ '. 

, 1."1Vl ~ 

Changing password for student Q1;~ / 
New password: (enter a password and write it down) / 
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Re-enter new password: 

Now to check the new password, fwantyou to login into your account."'-

NOTE: 
You do not have. to logout to again login. Execute the login command. 

JULIE 125 > login student(!) 

Password: (enter you new password) 

Welcome to the world of the 
IRIS personal workstation. 

The SGI education department 
hopes that you have a very 
pleasant and informative stay 
with us. 

TERM= (v50am) 

Depress return, and you are back in your account. 

Notice that the prompt is again = 1. 

i.e. JULIE 1 > 

Next I will discuss the .login & .cshrcfiles. These files are accessed by the login program when 
you login. The commands contained inside these files are executed. What this does is set up the 
environmentals for your shell. Also, any special commands that you want executed prior to 
beginning your session with UNIX are executed. (i.e. starting the window manager, setting up _ 
aliases, etc.) 

First, lets print your established environmentals, using the command env. 

JULIE 1 >env 

HOME=lusrlpeoplelstudent 
PA TH=. :/usr/people/studentlbin:lusr/locaVbin:/usr/uch:/bin:lusr/bin 
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LOGNAME=student 
SHELL=lbinlcsh 
MAIL=lusr/maiVstudent 
TZ=PST8PDT 
USER=student 
TERM=v50am 

We will discuss what we are looking at in a moment, but, first I want you to list the contents of 
your home directory, specifying that all the files are listed (Is -al), then display the contents of 
the .login & .cshrc files. 

JULIE 2 > Is -al 

total 8 
drwxr-xr-x 2 student user 176 Jun 716:21 
drwxr-xr-x 10 bin bin 160 May2914:23 .. 
-rw-r--r- 1 root sys 200 May 1913:38 .cshrc 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root sys 180 May 1912:02 .cshrcDEFAULT 
-rw-r--r- 1 root sys 209 May 1907:50 .login 
-rw-r--r-- 1 student user 209 May 19 11:39 .loginDEFAUL T 
-drwxrwxrwx 2 student user 80 Jun 1016:44 bin 
-rw-rw-r-- 1 root sys 87 May 1912:53 print.c 

1""'.i J _vN 1 a::1--;' iULIE 3 > more .login 
$ f , , , · , / Lf) : : b'.,,/JA '-j C ;v 7 1 I f) /«_ ! C"? Ci ,(" 

setenv SHELlr(bi~ fr\Ci//'': ' -- ) / .. · · t · 

set ignoreeof noglob · <-

set tmp=('tset -S -0?"'-..5 J 7 y p cl 7~ ~(JU/I u-?-14/ /, IY>, ,P cn-4 1 1 2 
setenv TERM$tmp{1}// 
unset tmp noglob 
stty erase ''"H' kill ''"U' intr ''"C' echoe 
set path = (. "'/bin lusr/locaVbin /usrluch /bin /usr/bin) 

JULIE 4 > more .cshrc 

seten_v TZ/cat/etc/TZ' L~ ([',,()If ;u:; c:_er1,_ .. • w:J-2 
set history = 20 _____. ( 
if ($?prompt) 'then ~ro sJ- i) ·~>tfiftr'?f'F 

44 

if ( -o lbin/su ) then v 

set prompt="'hostname' #" 
else 

. 'I J t.-, ' 

n{"-,}~~,/( 
/ 
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endif 
alias m more 
alias II 'Is -al' 

set prompt="'hostname' > • 
endif 

OK, whats it all mean? ••.• The following. discusses each environmental: 

• HOME = /usr/people/student 
This is set by the system. 

• PATH = • /usr/people/student/bin /usr/Iocal/bin /usr/uch /bin /usr/bin 
This is set by the (set path) instruction located in .login 

This is the search-rule. The shell (csh) will look in all the specified directories, looking 
for a match of a command you enter. It begins the search with the directory listed first, ( • 
), and continues searching left to right 

The search-rule remains in effect for the life of the shell or until you change it using the .·-> 
set command. (we will do this later) 

• LOGNAME =student 
This is established by the entry in the /etclpasswd file. 

• SHELL = /bin/csh 
This is also established by a statement contained in the /etc/passwd file. This defines 
what shell the user wants. 

• MAIL = /usr/mail/student 
This is set by the system at login. It establishes an electronic mail. box for the user. If tlJe 
user receives mail., then a message is displayed on his/her screen that mail exists in the 
mail box. The user could then use the mail commands ·to.read, save, forwar~ or discard 
the individual pieees of mail. 

• TZ = PST8PDT 
This is the time-zone for the clock. This is set by an instruction in the .cshrc file. 
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• USER= student 
This is set by the system. 

• TERM= vSOam 

LAB 3.1: Basic UNIX Commands 

.·. -This is set as a result of two· commands.in the file· .login~ The first command set _ 
. tmpi:::('tset'- -S- :•01 establishes a -variable named tmp;. with the value-·of the variable/·- i 

being equal to the output of the tset command This process will determine the· type ofter
minal that is attached 

The contents of the variable tmp is then passed to the (setenv TERM) command, thus, 
setting the environmental TERM to the correct terminal type. 

Other commands in the .login file do the following: 

• Define the special keyboard control characters. This is done by the stty command You 
have already used the ctrl-c key sequence to interrupt the scrolling process started by 
reading an executable file, using the cat command 

• Sets others variables: ignoreeof and noglob. (see csh(1) in Vol IA for description) 

Commands in the .cshrc file establish the size of the history memory stack; what the prompts 
will look like for your account (multi and super-user prompts); alias commands are established 
in this file, etc. 

The two files .login & .cshrc could be combined into one file since they are both accessed when 
your shell is started The user can place all kinds of special commands and set additional vari
ables from these files. 

NOTE: 
1'be information given about these files is for your general knowledge. For the most part, you 
should not have to worry about the contents of these files, just be aware why they exist. 

Lets now play with the PATH environmental. 

JULIE 5 > print 

A simple message is printed. 
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The above command lives in your bin directory, remember, you created the directory and moved< 
the command into the directory. 

Since the , search-rule is set to look in /usr/peoplslstudent/bin~ the ·shell finds. the conirDand 
and executes it. 

We will now change the search rule so that shell will not find the command. 

JULIE 6 > set path = (/usr /usr/Iocal/bin /bin /usr/bin) 

Lets now look at the environmentals. 

JULIE7 >env 

HOME=lusr/peoplelstudent 
PATH:/usr:/usr/local/bin :/bin:/usr/bin 
LOGNAME=student 
SHELL=lbinlcsh 
MAIL=lusrlmaiVstudent 
TZ=PSTBPDT 
USER=student 
TERM=v50am 

JULIE 8 >print 

print: Command not found. 

Now, one more point. 

The effects of either file ( .login or .cshrc) can again be set by using the source command. This 
command will access the specified file and execute the commands in the file as the login pro
gram would. If you edit the .login or .cshrc files, adding additional variables, alias commands, 
or the like, you need not logout and log back in to feel the effects of the file. Execute the follow
ing command. 

JULIE 9 > s'ource .login 

JULIE 10 > print 

A simple message is printed 
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This ends this section of the lab project. Feel free to try your hand at some of the commands 
covered. When you are satisfied, return to your home directory and continue with· the project. 
Also, leave your account tree looking the way it does now, before you start experimenting. , ~-. . .,, 
Make copies of any file you intend to remove, before you remove it.: '.: -

STEP 10: Network commands. 

Three commands exist for communications over the network. These commands are: rep (xcp), 
rsh (xx), and rlogin (xlogin). 

NOTE: All network commands preceded with the letter 'r' are TCP related while those preceded 
with 'x' (in parentheses) are XNS related. 

• rep (xcp) 
This command allows the user to copy files between machines. File permissions control 
this process just as they do within the local workstation. 

• rlogin (xlogin) 
This command allows a user to remotely login to another workstation or host computer. 

You must already have an account established at the other machine or know an account 
user ID and have permission to enter that account. 

• rsh (xx) 
This command allows the user to remotely execute commands on another machine. It 
assumes that the user has an existing account on the remote machine, with the same 
account ID of the machine the user is currently on (the local system ). If that account does 
not exist on the· remote machine, then limited access ( to the other machine ) is allowed 
through the guest account. 

NOTE: 

The first network command we will try, will be the remote execution command, xx. 

JULIE 11 > xx elvin date 
Doc 

Wed Jun 11 14:33:13 PDT 1986 

guest 

48 

JULIE 12 > xx elvin whoami 

fJ tJ (..., 
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The remote machine you are communicating with is called elvin. Since your account on this 
workstation is called student, the security system allows you access to the guest account on· 
elvin for the execution of the above t\vo commands. The reason .for this is because :there is no . < o ;, _ , 

aceount called studeM:on elvin .. ,The reason· the--secmity system d0es not allow you· fu1L acce~~.,-~~- .:-,_~-
should be obvious. - - · - · . · · · · · · --

Lets now switch to your bin directory. 

JULIE 13 > cd bin 

JULIE 14>1s 

print 

The only file in bin is print, unless, while you were experimenting with the various commands 
you have learned, you copied or moved some other files into this directory and forgot to remove 
them when you were :finished. 

You are now going to copy a file (called student.stuff) from elvin into this directory. You will 
also change the name of the file to xcp.copy. 

JULIE 15 > xcp elvin:-rich/student/student.stuff xcp.copy 

/Jc<-
JULIE 16>1s 

print xcp.copy 

JULIE 17 > more xcp.copy 

This file exists for only one purpose; allow students performing 
the UNIX SURVIVAL LAB the oportunityto copy a file over the network 
into their student accounts. 

NOTE: 
Opportunity is purposely misspelled, so that later, the student 
will be able to find it with the spell command. 

The remote copy worked because the permissions for the directory ( -rich/student), that you 
accessed, are set to 777 for all classes. The copy would fail if the directory was protected with a 
different code. 
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I am now going to have you transmit the print file to elvin, but, before I do, I want you to per
form a sum check on the file. 

JULIE 18 >sum print 

63486 17 print 

Now, copy the file to elvin, using your real name as the new :filename for elvin. 

JULIE 19 > xcp print elvin:-rich/student/your.name 

Now, to prove that you really copied the file, I want you to remove the file print from the current 
directory. 

JULIE 20 >rm print 

JULIE21 >Is 

xcp.copy 

As you can see, it is gone. We will now restore the file by again using the xcp command. 

JULIE 22 > xcp elvin:-rich/student/your.name print 

JULIE23 >Is 

print xcp.copy 

Remember the sum check you performed on print before transmitting it to elvin? Use the sum 
command again and check if the file was received OK. 

JULIE 24 > sum print 

63486 17 print 

The command xlogin will now be demonstrated. Before you execute the command, you must 
obtain a valid workstation name from your instructor. He/she will determine what workstation 
in the classroom is unused, and it's name will be supplied to you. 
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JULIE 25 > xlogin <instructor supplied name> 

<workstation name> login: 

You can now login to the workstation .. Login as ROOT. 

<workstation name> login: root 

Silicon Graphics Inc. 
IRIS Workstation 
TERM= (rwsiris) 

The workstation is asking what type of terminal you are on, this is nothing new to you, see page 
7 of this lab project. 

This workstation has a different welcome message, but, it still needs to know what type of termi
nal you are using. 

It is asking you if the terminal is a remote IRIS workstation, this is what rwsiris means. If you 
were logging in from the primary workstation terminal, then, you would be a rwsiris and you 
would depress return. Since you are on the Visual 50 or 60, enter vSOam. 

TERM= (rwsiris) vSOam 

# 

#whoami 

root 

You can now look at a few things in this workstation. PLEASE.DO NOT CHANGE ANY 
FILES. You will find this workstation j~t like your• s, but, there are no special directories like 
the ones you have been performing this lab project from. Take a couple of minutes for looking, 
then logout 

#logout 

JULIE26> 
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STEP 11: Running jobs; collecting job status; killing jobs. 

This seetion of the lab project will show you how to look at _status that the system collects and\-· c. · -.: . " 

maintains for the various· jobs (commands, . progfmis, etS.) th~~ are currently running on· thci: '':: 
workstation. ·· · 

You will be askCd'to execute a command that is an executable shellscript file. It is only used to· -
simulate an actual program, the functions that it is performing are only make-believe tasks. The 
commands used Within the shellscript are actual UNIX commands and I will take some time to 
explain what they are doing in the interest of giving you additional insight as to how specific 
commands work. 

While the command is running we can look at it's status, then, using the PID (process ID 
number) obtained from the status, kill the job. This is handy to know if your system hangs and 
the hangup is due to a specific job. Knowing the PID, you may be able to free the system by kil
ling the offending job. 

Before you can run the job, you must first copy it from the student directory set up on elvin. 

, ~'~t You should still be in your /bin directory. 

JULIE26>pwd 

/usrlpeoplelstudentlbin 

The next command will copy over the make-believe job from elvin. 

JULIE 27 > xcp elvin:-rich/student/student.job student.job 

JULIE 28 > ls -F 

print• student.job• xcp.copy 

OK, lets look and see what UNIX commands make up this file. 

JULIE 29 > more student.job , 

echo STUDENT JOB has been started and is running 
find /usr -name student -print > temp. 1 
echo The first FIND command has finished 
find I -name phony -print >> temp. 1 
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echo The second FIND command has finished 
find /usr -name phony -print >> temp.1 
echo The THIRD-FIND command has finished~-- - -
Is -R /usr >> temp.1 
echo The LS command has finished 
echo end of listing >> temp. 1 
grep -n print.a temp. 1 > temp.2 
grep -n 'end of listing' temp. 1 >> temp.2 
echo The GREP commands have finished 
cat temp. 1 temp.2 > temp.3 
echo The job has completed, but, a sleep command is waiting 30 seconds before 
echo executing the last command 
sleep 30 
echo This job is finally finished/ 

The following describes each command. 

1. echo STUDENT JOB has been started and is running 
This command will echo the message on your terminal screen. 

2. find /usr -name student -print > temp.I 
This command will search the /usr filesystem looking for a file called student. If it · 
finds the file, then the absolute pathname of the file will be printed, but, the redirection 
operator ( > ) will redirect the standard output 
( stdout ) into a file called temp. l. 

3. echo The first FIND command has finished 
When the fin~ command finishes, this command will echo the message on your termi
nal screen. 

4. find I -name phony -print >> temp.I 
This find will look for the file named phony in the ROOT directory. Hit finds it, then 
it's pathname would be appended ( >> ) to temp. 1. I put this command in just to keep 
the CPU busy. 

5. echo The second FIND command has finished 
Prints the message on your screen. 
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6. find /usr -name phony -print >> temp.I 
This find will search the /usrfilesystem for phony. Keeps the CPU busy. 

7.- echo The third FIND command has finished . 
Prints the message on your screen. 

8. Is -R /usr >> temp.I 
This really keeps the CPU busy. The i. -R command is instructing the shell to list the 
complete /usr tree. The stdout is directed into and appended to temp. l (this will be a 
big file when finished). 

9. echo The LS command is finished 
Prints the message on your screen. 

10. echo end of listing >> temp.I 
The message is redirected and appended to file temp.1. (we will later search the file for .._ 
this character string). 

11. grep -n print.c temp.I > temp.2 
The grep is a useful tool for searching files looking for a match of a character string 
that you supply as an argument to the command. 

54 

There are many options available to use as part of this command. 

The option you are using ( -n ), requests that the line number(in the file) be printed for 
all lines that contain the character string. 

The character string you are using is print.c, the file being search is temp. 1, and any 
stdout is being redirected into a file called temp.2. 

.., 
~~; ~' 
;::..(/: 

12. grep· '..n 'end of listing' temp.I >> temp.2 
This grep command is looking for the string end of listing in the file temp. 1. The 
stdout is redirected and appended to the file, temp.2. · 

' 
We know that this command should find this string, because, we put it into the file with 
the echo command executed earlier. This will tell us the line number where the string 
is located. · 
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13. echo The GREP commands have finished 
Prints the message on your screen. 

14. cat temp.1 temp.2 > temp.3. 
The cat will concatenate (connect) the two files temp. 1 & temp.2 into one stream. The • 
stdout is redirected into a third file called temp.3. This is the real function of cat. H_. 
you remember, earlier in the lab project you used cat to read a file, and I told you read
ing long files would be difficult because the data stream is scrolled past the screen 
without stopping, therefore, cat is not suitable for reading long files. 

15. echo The job has completed, but, a sleep command is waiting 
30 seconds before executing the last command. 

This message is actually printed using two echo commands because I could not fit the 
complete message on one line and have it look good. 

16. sleep 30 
This command will kill 30 seconds of time (pause). I put it here just for demonstration. 

17. echo This job is finally finished! 

OK, we will run the job, but before we start it, lets look at the current workstation process status. 

To do this you will use the ps command. It has many options, but, the ones I am going to ask 
you to use, produce the most useful output ( a, u, and x options ). 

JULIE 30 > ps -aux 

USER PIO %CPU %MEM SZ RSS TT STAT TIME COMMAND 
root 445 47.7 3.5 172 116 d1 'R 0:01 ps -aux ~. 
student 79 0.0 2.1 108 68 d1 I 0:04 -csh (csh} · 
root 57 0.0 0.6 12 12 WO S 0:00 /etc/update 
root 60 0.0 1.1 44 32 wO I 0:00 /etc/cron 
root 78 0.0 1.2 48 32 wo I 0:00 letc/getty console co_9600 
root 2 0.0 0.2 640 · O ? D 0:04 pagedaemon 
root 1 0.0 1.8 64 56 ? I 0:04 /NIT 2 
root o 0.0 0.1 O o ? D 0:04 swapper 
daemon 72 0.0 1.5 60 44 WO S 0:00 /usr/libllpd 
root 69 0.0 1.5 60 44 n31 I < 0:00 letc/xnsd /usrlloca//boot · 
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root 
Ip 

BO 0.0 
75 0.0 

1.2 
2. 1 

48 32 d2 I 
76 68 ? I 

0:00 letc/getty ttyd2 dx_96DD 
D:DD /usr/libllpsched 

Three fields hold information that is useful to us: USER~ f!ID; and~COMMAND/: -· ~- . ; .. 

• USER 
This tells you who started the job. 

• PID 
This is the process ID number assigned (by the system) to the job when it was started. 
This is what you would use to kill a job. 

• COMMAND 
This is the name of the job that is running. 

The following gives brief descriptions for the jobs that are currently running: 

• ps -aux 
This is the command that you executed to get the status. This proves that UNIX com
mands run as jobs (processes). 

• -csh (csh) 
This is your shell program that is started when you login and it runs until you logout. 

NOTE: 
Killing this job will produce the same effect as logout. You may want to try it later, but, 
NOT NOW. 

• /etc/update : 
This is one of the daemons that the INIT process staried wh~n you entered multi-user 
mode. It is always running. It will update the super-blockevery 30 seconds. This insures 
that the system is fairly up to date in case of a crash. 

; 

• /etc/cron 

56 

This is the clock daemon. It executes commands at specified dates· and times according 
to the instructions in the file /usr/liblcrontab. We talked about this earlier in the lesson. 
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One of the programs that this daemon runs is atrun. This is the program that syncs the· -
drive every 10 minutes. 

• /etc/getty comole co_9600 . . . 
. This is a getty process waiting for someone to log onto the workstation; using the primary ·.

.. terminal (console). Once someone logs ~ a process· entry (in this table) would exist that .. 
looks like the entry detailing your shell ( -csh (csh} ). 

• pagedaemon 
This process manages paging (of the swap-area) on the system disk. 

• /usr/lib/lpd 
This daemon is the line printer spooler. It causes named files to be queued for printing on 
a line printer. 

• INIT2 
This is the process control initialization program. It is started when the system is booted 
and never dies. Its primary role is to create processes from a script stored in the . file 
letc/inittab. Some of the processes are the daemons and the gettys, of which, one will be 
started for each line a user may log in on. 

• /etc/xnsd /usr/local/boot 
Xnsd is a daemon that is the server for the XNS network utilities. This server listens for 
connections and will start up the appropriate programs. 

• swapper 
This is the process handler manager. It is the program that allows multi users to exist 
on the workstation at the same time. 

"'· • /etc/getty ttyd2 dx_9600 
This is another getfy process waiting for someone to login to the terminal on pon 2 
(ttyd2). When I created this document, no other user was on my workstation, but, if you 
are sharing the classroom workstation with another student, then you will not see this 
entry, but, one that looks like the entry detailing your shell ( -csh(csh) ). 

• /usr/lib/lpsched 
This daemon will schedule print jobs. 
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NOTE: 

LAB 3.1: Basic UNIX Commands 

The output from your ps -aux command will have different process ID numbers. Also, if you -· . _. 
are sharing the·workstation you will see.additional processes that were started by yourpartrier. :· .. ·,·:· ·· · .~. 

The order that your processes are listed may, also be different>~~,. ·-. - - . . " -. ' . 

Now, lets run our simulation program. You will instruct the shell to run the program in the 
background using the & operator after the command. This will insure that your keyboard will 
be available while the program is running. 

i: The first time you run the program, just sit and watch the output as it appears on the screen. We 
~ will run it again, look at the process status, then kill it using the kill command. 

" . ~. ·:' ' 

. -~ ' 

JULIE 31 > student.job & 

446 
JULIE 33 > STUDENT JOB has been started and is running 
find: cannot chdir to /usr/spooVat 
The first FIND command has finished 
find: cannot chdir to /usr/spooVat 
The second FIND command has finished 
find: cannot chdir to /usr/spooVat 
The third FIND command has finished 
The LS command has finished 
The GREP commands have finished 
The job has completed, but, a sleep command is waiting 30 seconds before 
executing the last command 
This job is finally finished/ 

NOTE: 
The number that first appeared at your screen 446, is the process ID number. Your number 
will be different, also, you must depress return to get your prompt back.. 

~ts now look at the.results of executing the program. 

print 
student.job 

• .58 

JULIE 32>1s 

temp.1 
temp.2 

temp.3 
xcp.copy 
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You can now see the three files that were created by student.job.· Lets look at temp.1 & · . • 
temp.2. 

JULIE 33 > more temp.I 

/usr/people/student 
adm 
bin 
diag 
diet 
games 
include 

end of listing 

In the interest of saving space, only the first few lines and the last line of temp. 1 are reproduced 
by this lab project. You can interrupt the more command, using ( "'c) when you tire of reading 
the file. 

Lets now look at temp.2. 

ruLIE 34 > more temp.2 

999:print.c 
1004:print.c 
3152:print.c 
3190:end of listing 

The contents of this file lists three line numbers where the string print. c was detected, and one 
line number where the string end of listing was found. · 

I am now going to show you something that is very useful, but, can be very destructful if used 
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wrong, and that is, the use of the mets-characters. When in doubt about the use of these-'. 
characters, DO NOT USE THEM. 

Lets list the contents of your bin directory. 

JULIE 35 >Is 

print 
student.job 

temp.1 
temp.2 

temp.3 
xcp.copy 

The two meta-characters that I will show you are: ? and •. These characters, when used 
within command arguments, have very special meaning to the shell when executing that com
mand. 

• ? 
This character is called the wild-card. When used in the command argument it becomes a 
wild-card for the position that it occupies in the string. 

i.e. rm te? 
This command would remove any files that began te and had any character as the third 
character. ( tef, te3, tem, etc ... ) · 

• • 

60 

This is the multiple character wild-card. It will match any string (be careful with this 
one). 
i.t; · rm temp• 

This command will remove all files beginning with temp and any number and type of 
characters following temp. 

The next example shows one use of the ( • ) meta-character. 

JULIE 36 > rm te• 

ru'LIE 37 >Is 

print student.job xcp.copy 
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Get the picture? You could remove the complete contents of a directory with the follow-·, 
ing command: rm •. Don't say I did not warn you. 

The meta operators are very useful to programmers. When a programmer wants to search 
-· : for or firid strings of data that are· similar, thesecharact~ are needed. or-at.least~ the _. - ·~ 

· job easiei. It· is because of this fact, that I even mention these characters; you may see _ 
them in arguments of commands of the numerous files you have to deal with while main
taining the IRIS workstation. 

OK, on with the show. 

We will again run the simulation program; this time we will kill the process using the kill 
before it can complete. Before you use the kill command, you must know the PID. 

JULIE 38 > student.job & 

479 
JULIE 39 > STUDENT JOB has been started and is running 

'•. 

.. _,.,. 

' 

:~·~'. ·'":~.> 
~ ;~. ··-

NOTE: ". 
If, while you are attempting to enter a command, and screen output appears, interferring 
with your input, just depress return to get your prompt back. 

JULIE 39 > ps -aux 

USER PID %CPU %MEMSZ RSS TT STAT TIME COMMAND_ 
root 445 47.7 3.5 172 116 d1 R 0:01 ps -aux l1 · 

student 79 0.0 2. 1 108 68 d1 I 0:04 -csh (csh) 
student 481 30.8 1.7 80 52 d1 D 0:03 find /usr -name student ~pri 
student 479 0.5 1.4 52 40 d1 s 0:00 /bin/sh student.job 
root 51 0.0 0.6 12 12 .wO s 0:00 /etc/update 
root 60 0.0 1.1 44 32 wO I 0:00 /etc/cron 
root 78 0.0 . 1.2 48 32 wO I 0:00 /etc/getty console co_9600 
root 2 0.0 0.2 640 0 ? D 0:04 pagedaemon 
root 1 0.0 1.8 64 56 ? I 0:04 INIT2 
root 0 0.0 0.1 0 0 ? D 0:04 swapper 
daemon·· 72 0.0 1.5 60 44 wO s 0:00 /usr/lib/lpd 
root 69 0.0 1.5 60 44 n31 I< 0:00 /etc/xnsd /usr/loca]/boo~ 
root 80 0.0 1.2 48 32 d2 I 0:00 /etc/getty ttyd2 dx_96 
lp 15 0.0 2.1 76 68 ? I 0:00 /usr/lib/lpsched 
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JULIE 40 > find: cannot chdir to /usr/spooVat 
The first FIND command has finished 

· ·- ·You·can see· from the: table that student.jobis"-running· along ,with one of the f!nd co~· · -<~"" ~ 
mands .. Your output will reflect the point in time that you execute the ps -aux· in relation ... · 
the starting of the program. H you waited a long time~ you may see one of the other com
mands. 

62 

The next command will kill the program. My PID #was 479. You must use the PID # 
shown on your screen. 

JULIE 40 > kill -9 479 

The ( -9 ) option is an absolute kill. 

Execute the ps -aux command again to verify that you killed the process. The lab project 
will not show the output of the command 

JULIE 41 > ps -aux 

Lets again look at your bin directory. 

JULIE42>1s 

student.job temp. 1 xcp.copy 

The next command shows one example of using the wild-card meta-characters. I am 
removing temp. 1, it was created by student.job before I could kill it. 

JULIE 43 >rm ??m* 

JULIE44>1s 

print student.job xcp.copy 

Now, run the job in foreground and see what happens to your keyboard. 
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JULIE 45 >student.job 

User break or "c to get your keyboard back. 
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Well, one more command"and this lab project is over as far as the instructional portion is·. " -
concerned. 

Earlier you used the xcp command to copy the file student.stuff. It has a misspelled word 
in it, so lets use the command spell to find it for us. Remember, you changed the name to 
xcp.copy as you copied it over. 

JULIE 46 > spell xc• 

oportunity 

Notice that I had you use the meta-character ( • ) to replace the characters after xc in the 
filename. 

The spell command shows us that opportunity is misspelled. If this was a letter or some 
other type of file that you had created, then you would have to edit the file to correct the 
mistake. That will lead us into the next lab project: The Vi Editor. 

You are now free to experiment with any or all the commands presented to you during this .. 
lab project. When you are finished, complete the questionnaire in section two, and handjt 

.. · . 

into your instructor. · · 'r..::; · :-' 
.~;~.f: ': 4 ·: 

'l'.~-'1 

When you are finished with the lab project perform the following: Enter ;r 
super-user, execute reboot, and power off your workstation. 
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SECTION 2: Review 

Student Name: 

Please complete the review and hand it into your instructor. 

1. What is the name of the file that the PROM monitor looks for on the boot device, to be 
used for booting UNIX, if no filename is supplied with the boot command b? 

llflll(JNV / d~Fie1/;l" fidr)-r 

2. What mode does UNIX boot into? 

3. When is the program fsckrun? 

4. What does a getty process do? 

/ (ro-lr ef /~ 90]·-. ,U-? 
7 J' ' 

/~dtfa L{l/)-C l'.yymQ 

5. If the terminal you login at is not set for 9600 baud, garbage will appear when the login 
message is received. What must the user do to instruct the getty process to try another 
baud rate? •!'. 

. ·. ,. ~ 
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6. What file holds the terminal configuration data for all supported terminals? 1? / ?~ 

M1i I <!!0~F9 
'7·~ '.. 'What commarid would you use to determine who else is on the workstation with you? ... 

u Ao 

8. Show the command used to produce a long listing of a directory. (( 

t-S -L ~ 

9. What is the pseudonym for the parent directory? 

10. What are the names of the files accessed by the start up process to initialize ahd set up 
parameters for a shell? 1 j /' "!'/ . . 

, '-(;j 1 I" / (J /,"J/c,J ~ 

,~l.e 
(' 

( 'GSM~ /&'# /s~ 

11. What directory in UNIX holds the majority of the configuration files? 

~~ ---
~e~::::/ /i&?fPc? I 

12. What command is best suited for reading files? 

/nc12e, 

13. Show the syntax for copying a file from a host system to your workstation. 

x c /; A ]) C) (.; ;, / /( /d, / 5 /·1,, rf,. ·. ,z I F, /-<. F. /(, 
;c 11 , A 
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14. Show the command for finding a file named file1, known to live somewhere in the usr. 
filesystem. You also want to list its complete pathname. 

· 15. A file called student has the following permissions set for it: rwxr-xr-x. What does 
this mean? 

16. Show the command for setting the permissions for the file in step 15 to allow only read
ing by the classes of group and other. 

c A ni, cl ;'/ 7 ?/' L-( /7 5 /~c(eN r 
17. What command is best for listing process status? 

5 ~ UttAY 

18. What environmental defines the shell search-ruff/! 
~ 

PoJ7..· ht/); 
(/ 

/Ci/1N -s1f 

19. What file instructs the start-up program what shell the user wants to use? 

f) 11_ ( I e Tc I 6 s s lJ cl 

20. What is the command used to search for character strings in a file? 

;O 1(2 
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LAB 3.2: Vi Editor 

This lab project contains three sections: 

Section 1: This section is used to teach you how to use the commands of the vi editor for 
creating and modifying (edit) files. It allows you to practice many of the com
mands and see what type of output occurs as a result of executing the various 
commands. 

Section 2: This section is a quick reference guide for most of the vi commands. It shows 
each function as an illustration and lists the required key strokes to execute the 
function. Once you are somewhat familiar with the vi commands, this guide 
should prove useful to you. 

Section 3: This is a questionnaire that you will complete and hand in after performing the 
lab project. 

~- ' 
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SECTION 1:. Instructional Procedure 

I. VI Editor 

LAB 3.2: Vi Editor 

Vi is a general purpose program used to prepare text files. It allows the user to enter, change, and 
correct text. Once a file is created and becomes part of the operating system, the need to change 
the file is remote. Although most files will remain unchanged, occasions do occur that necessi
tates the modification of a file, i.e. when additional equipment is added to the already existing 
configuration, several files in the directory /etc must be modified to reflect the additional 
hardware. 

Vi is an interactive text editor designed to be used with a crt terminal. It produces a window into 
the file you are editing. This window lets you see about 40 lines of text of the file at a time, and 
you can move the window up and down through the file. You can move to any part of any line 
on the screen and make changes there. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

When you finish this lab project you should be able to: 

A. Correctly execute any of the vi commands presented by this lab project. 

B. Demonstrate that you can create a new data file in your student directory and make 
changes to the file. 

Ill.PURPOSE 

Teach the student how to use the Vi editor commands. The project seeks to develop a basic 
skill in each student that will allow the student to modify existing system files. The project 
allows each student sufficient time to practice using the vi editor. 

IV. EQUIPMENT. 

A functional IRIS 68020 based workstation. 
'\ ',~ 
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Two students will be assigned one IRIS workstation. Each student will perform the lab project 
from one of the two ASCII terminals attached to ports two or three. 

Special accounts have been created for ·the classroom· environment to be used by the students. 
The account names arc student and student1. Both accounts· are identical,. so choose one and 
keep that account name throughout the remainder of the course. 

It is very important that you follow the lab project precisely and do not wander off in your own 
direction. You will have ample time for free-time later in the course. 

During the project you will see five different prompts; the current prompt is determined by 
where you are in the workstation systems. 

1. iris> 

2.JULIEn > 

3.JULIEn# 

4.# 

5. JULIE login: 

The prom monitor. 

Student account prompt when in Multi-user mode, where n = command 
number. 

Student account prompt when in Super-user mode, where n =com
mand number. 

Single user mode. 

This prompt appears when you go into Multi-user mode from Single
user. 

The following text will lead you through the execution of many of the VI COMMANDS. 
When you are required to enter a command, the text recreates the STANDARD OUfPUT 
for that command. Just keep reading and following the Bow of the lab project. 

Also throughout the text are comments that explain what you are doing or what is about to hat: 
pen as a result of executing a command. 

• The comman~ that you are required to enter are ihdentedand mGHLIGHTED USING 
BOLD print next to the prompt that would be displayed. 

i.e. JULIE > vi <filename> 
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• The stdout of each command or any terminal output that would result from something 
that you are required to do, will be beneath the command, left justified . and 
HIGHLIGHTED USING ITALICS. . 

• The instructional comments that makeup the bulk of the· Jab project will be in normal 
print. 

BEGIN ACTUAL PROCEDURE HERE: 

· ··· STEP 1: Power on the workstation. 

Power on your IRIS workstation using the front panel switch. You should see the initial PROM 
monitor message appear at your terminal: 

IRIS (IP2- Revision BJ Monitor Version 3.0.7 December 20, 1985 
Memory Size 4mb (Physical Map (1 mblbit) OxOOOOOOOf) 
Configuration Switch: OxOOOO 
Multibus Window (2mb) at Megabytes 0 and 1. 
Multibus accessible memory (1 mb) begins 
at Physical memory page 300, 
at Virtual address 2000000. 

iris> 

STEP 2: Boot the UNIX System. 

iris> b 

SGI Extent Filesystem 
Loading: md:O:defaultboot 
Text: 038318 bytes 
Data: 0113d8 bytes 
Bss: 024d7c bytes 

Jumping to load program .. 20000400 
.~ 

SYSTEM 5 UNIX #0 [Wed May 7 04:49:59 PDT 1986] 
(CJ Copyright 1986- Silicon Graphics Inc. 
real= 4194304 
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kmem = 561152 
user= 3633152 
buts= 819200 (max=16k) 
dsdO not installed 
qicO not installed 
siiO at mbio Ox07200 ipl 5 
siO (Hitachi 512-17 name: Hitachi 512-17) slave O 
si1 not installed 
sfO floppy (801218) slave 2 
siqO at mbio Ox73fc ipl 5 
sqO (qic02 cartridge tape) slave o 
iphO not installed 
tmtO not installed 
ikO not installed 
nxO (FW 2.5 HW 4.0) (0800.1400.3948) at mbio Ox7ffc ipl 2 
fpa installed 
/pen not installed 
kernel debugger disabled. 
root on siOa 
swap on siOb. swplo=O nswap=64000 

/NIT: SINGLE USER MODE 

# 

Welcome to the world of the 
IRIS personal workstation. 

The SGI education department 
hopes that you have a very 
pleasant and informative stay 
with us. 

STEP 3: Go to multi-user mode. 

#multi 

# 
/NIT: New run level: 2, , · · 

Is the date[day month date time time-zone year} correct? (y or n) y 

Do you want to check filesystem consistency? (y or n) y 
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Checking file systems for consistency: 

/dev/siOa 
File system: root Volume: SGI 

.... Phase 1 - Check Blocks and Sizes 

.... Phase 2 - Check Pathnames 

.... Phase 3 - Check Connectivity 
**Phase 4 - Check Reference Counts 
** Phase 5 - Check Free List 
nnn files nnnnn K used nnnn K free 

ldev/siOf 
File system: usr Volume: SGI 

**Phase 1 - Check Blocks and Sizes 
**Phase 2 - Check Pathnames 
** Phase 3 - Check Connectivity 
** Phase 4 - Check Reference Counts 
**Phase 5 - Check Free List 
nnn files nnnnn K used nnnn K free 

Mounting: /usr 
Preserved editor files 
Clearedhmp 
Resetting locks and logs 
Hostname: JULIE 
Daemons: 

update 
cron 
xnsd 
/pd 
fpsched 

Daemons started 

JULIE login: 

LAB 3.2: Vi Editor 

Each student should now move onto his/her own AS.CII termji)al to complete the lab pro-
j~. ~ ~ 
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Although vi is a very sophisticated editor with an enormous number of commands, the basic ·. · 
structure of·vi is very simple. There are two modes of operation,. Command Mods and Text -.. · ·. · 
Input Mods. 

• Command Mode 
When you enter vi you are placed into command mode. If the file already exists, the file · 
contents are copied into a buffer for editing. Once in the buffer, the first 40 lines (if there 
are that many) are displayed at your terminal screen. 

If there are not enough lines to fill the screen, vi fills the screen with the tilde character ( -
) to the bottom of the screen where the filename, the number of lines, and the number of 
characters in the file are displayed. 

If the file does not exist, vi opens a buffer, fills the screen with the tilde character, and 
displays the filename followed by the comment ( in brackets [ ] ) New file. 

In both cases, vi enters the buffer with the cursor at the top left of the screen.· 

To edit a file using vi you execute the UNIX command vi followed by the name of the file. 

i.e. vi filename 

Command mode allows the user to position the cursor to a point in the file where editing 
will begin. From command mode the user can delete existing text, search for a specific 
character string within the text, or enter one of the text input modes. 

• Text Input Mode 
This mode is where you actually enter new text into the buffer. Five Input Modes are 
available for use: 

- a 
Allows user to append new text beginning at the point where the cursor was posi
tioned in the file during command mode. You can type as many lines and [return ) 's as 
you wish. . · <>: : :."~ . 

r . . 

- i . 
Allows user to insert new text beginning at the point before the cursor. You can insert 
as many lines and [ return ] 's as you wish. 
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- o (this is lower case o) 

'LAB 3.2: Vi Editor 

Allows user to open a new line below the cursor. You can then input as much text as 
you want. 

- 0 (this is upper case 0) 
Opens a new line above the cursor and allows new text input. 

- R 
Allows the user to replace text, starting at the cursor, with any characters typed. 

In this lab project, we will limit ourselves to the minimum number of commands that you will 
need to start using vi. Even though these commands are just a few of the total commands in vi, 
they cover the four major features of editing: 

1. Cursor positioning. 

2. Text insertion. 

3. Deletions and changes. 

4. Permanently storing the information. 

STEP S: Moving the Cursor. 

OK, lets login to your student account. 

JULIE login: student or studentl 

Password: 
Welcome to the world of the 
IRIS personal workstation. 

The SGI education department 
hopes that you have a very 
pleasant and informative stay 
with us. 

TERM= (v50am) return 

JULIE 1 > 
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First lets move into your /bin directory. · 

JULIE 1 > cd bin 

JULIE2>1s 

print student.job xcp.copy 

This is what should be in your bin directory. You may have additional files that you copied or 
moved into this directory when your were practicing with UNIX at the end of lab project 3.1. 

If so, remove all but the above named files. 

There are five basic cursor positioning keys: k, j, h, /, and return. 

• • J 
This key positions 1'te cursor down one line in the buffer. Movement to the next line will 
be to the corresponding character position or to the end of the next line. 

• k 
This key positions the cursor up one line in the buffer. Movement to the proceeding line 
will be to the corresponding character position or to the end of the proceeding line. 

• I 
This key positions the cursor right one character position within the line. 

• h 
This key positions the cursor left one character position within the line. 

• return 
This key positions the cursor down one line in the buffer. The movement is straight down 
the left margin. 

NOTE: 
If your keyboard has the arrow keys, then you could use them instead of the j, k, h, and I keys. 
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We will now enter vi, giving new.file as the name argument 

I 
I 
I 
I 

"new.file" [New file] 

JULIE 3 > vi new.me 

LAB 3.2: Vi Editor 

You just instructed vi to open a buffer called new. file. Since it did not exist, tilde 
( .. ) characters were displayed. 

The cursor will be in the upper left comer of the window, try moving it using the cursor position 
keys. 

OK, so you got a beep. Lesson number one: You can not move the cursor around in a buffer 1ha.t 
is empty. 

We must now exit this buffer. Execute the following vi command: 

shift ZZ 

JULIE>4 

Now we will edit the file xcp.copy. If you remember, you brought the file student.stuff over 
from elvin renaming it xcp.copy. 
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JULIE 4 > vi xcp.copy 

This file exists for only one purpose; allow students performing 
the UNIX SURVIVAL LAB the oportunity to copy a file over the network··· 
into their student accounts. 

NOTE: 
Opportunity is purposely mispelled, so that later, the student 
will be able to find it with the spell command. -
"xcp.copy" 9 lines, 284 characters 

Now, take a couple of minutes and practice moving the cursor. When you are satisfied, exit vi 
using shift ZZ. 

shift ZZ 

JULIE>5 

STEP 6: Text Input Mode 

You are now going to create a new file called new.command using the "i" input mode. When 
vi enters input mode, you will get no indication that you are in input mode. You just start enter
ing the data. Enter the data exactly as shown below. Later in the lab project we will use this file. 

JULIE 5 >vi new.command 

When the tilde characters appear, place vi into input mode by depressing the "i" key, and then 
enter the texL 

i 

clear <return> 

more /usr/people/student(l)/bin/welcome <return> 

To exit from input mode, depress the esc key. This renims vi to command mode. 
:1.-; 

. -· ~ 

esc 

If you have any doubt that you are in command mode, depressing esc again will cause a beep at 
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your terminal. This tells you that you are in command mode. 

LAB 3.2: Vi Editor 

The next step will be saving the contents of the buffer into a file on the disk. There are many. · .. 
ways to instruct vi to write out the buffer, you will use the shift zz command. This writes the .· 
buffer to the named file and quits vi. 

shift ZZ 

JULIES> 

Lets now list the directory and see the new file. 

JULIE6>1s 

new.command print student.job xcp.copy 

Lets read the contents of the new file. 

JULIE 7 > more new.command 

clear 
more /usrlpeople/studenVbin/welcome 

Now we will create another new file and call it welcome. Enter the lines of text that are shown 
below. 

JULIE 8 > vi welcome 

When the tilde characters appear, place vi into input mode using the "i" key. 

i 

Welcome OH great one! <return> 

I am an IRIS 68020 based workstation. <return> 

I enthusiastically await your commands. <return> 

Remember, to exit from input mode use esc. To quit vi and write the buffer, use shift ZZ. 
;,_I 

esc 
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shift ZZ 

JULIE9> 

Lets again list your directory. 

JULIE9 >Is 

new.command print student.job 

JULIE 10 > more welcome 

Welcome OH great one! 
I am an IRIS 68020 based workstation. 
I enthusiastically await your commands. 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 
68020 Based 

welcome xcp.copy 

At this point I want you to create your own file and put a few lines of text of what ever comes 
into your head into the file. If you have trouble, ask your instructor for help. Continue the lab . 
project when you are satisfied that you can create a new file. 

STEP 7: Deleting and Changing Text. 

Before we continue editing, we are going to create one large file from several of the files that 
exist in your bin directory using the cat command. 

JULIE 11 > cat new.command student.job welcome xcp.copy > big.file 

JULIE 12>1s 

big.file print 
new.command student.job 

welcome 
xcp.copy 

JULIE 13 >more . big.file 

clear 
more /usr/peoplelstudent(1 )/bin/welcome 

eqho STUDENT JOB has been started and is running 
find /usr -name student -print> temp. 1 
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echo The first FIND command has finished 
find I -name phony -print>> temp. 1 
echo The second FIND command has finished 
find /usr -name phony -print>> temp.1 
echo The third FIND command has finished 
Is -R /usr >> temp. 1 
echo The LS command has finished 
echo end of listing >> temp. 1 
grep -n print.c temp.1 > temp.2 
grep -n 'end of listing' temp. 1 >> temp.2 
echo The GREP commands have finished 
cat temp.1 temp.2 > temp.3 

LAB 3.2: Vi Editor 

echo The job has completed, but, a sleep command is waiting 30 seconds before 
echo executing the last command 
sleep30 
echo This job is finally finished/ 

Welcome OH great one/ 
I am an IRIS 68020 based workstation. 
I enthusiastically await your command. 

This file exists for only one purpose; allow students performing 
the UNIX SURVIVAL LAB the oportunity to copy a file over the network 
into their student accounts. 

NOTE: 
Opportunity is purposely mispelled, so that later, the student 
will be able to find it with the spell command. 

Now, before I show you how to delete or change text, I want to show you some additional cur
sor movement commands. While we execute the various commands, refer to page 26. This page 
illustrates cursor movement and documents the key stroke or key strokes required to perform the 
illustrated function. Page 25 gives a legend explaining the various symbols used in the docu
ment 

,tf 

Lets <;>pen big.file for editing. The lab project does not reproduce the output created at your 
screen. when you enter big. file using vi because it will look just like the output of the more com
mand, also, we are not going to change anything in the file at this moment. 

JULIE 14 > vi big.file 
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OK, you are now in the editor, the cursor is in the upper left comer; lets move around in the file. 

NOTE: 
Please do not attempt any deletions or additions oil your own, just stick to the flow of the lab 
project. We will get to the deletions in a few minutes. 

Lets do a forward search in the file looking for .the string FIND. (enter FIND in upper case) 

/FIND 

Notice that the search is case sensitive, it skipped over the first find in the previous line. 

Now depress the n key. 

n 

The forward search is again executed using the last string that you supplied it with. 

Using upper case N will cause a backward search using the last supplied pattern. 

N 

Now, take a few minutes and execute as many of the cursor movement commands as you want. 
Practice the commands, but DO NOT use the destructive type commands and do not, use the key 
stroke that takes you to the command line, we will do this later. H you need assistance, call your 
instructor. When you are satisfied, resume the lab project. 

We are now going to delete some of the text in big.file. The way I will illustrate the deletes will 
be as follows: First I will have you delete a single line near the beginning of the file; then we will 
delete specific characters further into the file; and finally we will delete several lines toward the 
end of the file. 

I will have you write the modified buffer out to disk, quit the editor, and then display the file 
using the more command. 

The output illustrated by the lab project· will show the lines and characters that you deleted ( 
highlighted); but still in the relative positions occupied before being deleted; your screen out
put will show the file as it really exists. 

Here we go .... Enter the following commands, the first of which takes you to the top of the 
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buffer. 

lG 

LAB 3.2: Vi Editor 

6G (This positions cursor to line 6, we could have 
moved here using the j or return keys.)(the 
line begins echo The first FIND ......... ) 

D (removes text on line 6 to end-of-line) 

/listing (search forward for string listing) 
\ 

dw (remove the word listing) 

"f (displays next page in buffer) 

/file (move cursor down five lines) 

3dd (deletes three lines, beginning with cursor line) 

Now, before I have you save the buffer with all it's changes, I want you to do one more delete so 
that I can show you how to undo the last command. This is nice to know if you ever make a 
delete that was not what you wanted. 

2dd (deletes the next two lines in the buffer) 

u (this is a good one to remember) 

ZZ (quit editor) 

JULIE 15> 

Lets now look at the changes. 

JULIE 15 > more big.file 

clear 
more /usr/people/student(1 )/bin/welcome 

.echo STUDENT JOB has been started and is running 
find /usr -name student -print> temp. 1 
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echo The first FIND command has finished 
find I -name phony -print>> temp. 1 
echo The second FIND command has finished 
find /usr -name phony -print>> temp. 1 
echo The third FIND command has finished 
Is -R /usr >> temp. 1 
echo The LS command has finished 
echo end of listing>> temp.1 
grep -n print.a temp.1 > temp.2 
grep -n 'end of listing' temp. 1 >> temp.2 
echo The GREP commands have finished 
cat temp. 1 temp.2 > temp.3 
echo The job has completed, but, a sleep command is waiting 30 seconds before 
echo executing the last command 
sleep30 
echo This job is finally finished! 

Welcome OH great one! 
I am an IRIS 68020 based workstation. 
I enthusiastically await your command. 

This file exists for only one purpose; allow students performing 
the UNIX SURVIVAL LAB the oportunlty to copy a file over the network 
Into their student accounts. 

NOTE: 
Opportunity is purposely mispelled, so that later, the student 
will be able to find it with the spell command. 

So you see, you really did change the file. I now want you to practice deleting text in big.file, 
but, before you start, I want you to make a copy of big.file. Call the copy copy.big.file. 

JULIE 16 > cp big.file copy.big.file 

Now go play with big.file. Only practice functions that we have learned to this point. If you need 
help, see your instructor. When you are satisfied that you can delete characters, words, and lines 
of text, continue with the lab project. 

STEP 8: Other Input- Modes 

Lets now edit the file xcp.copy and correct the mispelled word (oportunity). We will also add 
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some additional text to the file. 

JULIE 17 > vi xcp.copy 

Execute the next two vi commands. 

/op (searchs forward to the string op) 

a (places vi into append mode) 

LAB 3.2: Vi Editor 

Now that you are in append mode, you could enter as much data as you wanted. The new data 
is placed into the buffer following the cursor. Correct the mispelled word by entering p. 

p Notice that a p is placed into the text) 

esc (Exit append mode) 

Lets now look at change mode. Execute the next two commands followed by entering the text 
shown and watch what happens. 

/is (positions forward to string is) 

i (enter insertmode) 

was changed using the vi editor. <return> 

Exit insert mode and clean up buffer. 

esc (exit insertmode) 

D (deletes text to end-of-line) 

return (move to beginning of next line) 

dd (delete line) 

You will now add some additional text 

0 (open a new line below the cursor) 
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This line was added using the vi insert mode. <return> 

esc (exit insert mode) 

ZZ (quiteditor and save buffer) 

JULIE 18> 

Lets look at your work. 

JULIE 18 > more xcp• 

This file exists for only one purpose; allow students performing 
the UN IX SURVIVAL LAB the opportunity to copy a file over the network 
into their student accounts. 

NOTE: 
Opportunity was changed using the vi editor. 

This line was added using the vi insert-mode. 

Now go and experiment (on your own) with big.file. When you are satisfied I will show you 
some other useful operations of vi. 

STEP 9: Text substitution. 

Now I want you to remove the file big.file. 

JULIE 19 > rm big.file 

Rename copy.big.fileto big.file. 

JULIE 20 > mv copy .big.file big.file 

JULIE 21 > more big~file 

clear 
more /usr/people/student(1 )!bin/welcome 
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echo STUDENT JOB has been started and is running 
find /usr -name student -print> temp. 1 
find I -name phony -print>> temp. 1 
echo The second FIND command has finished 
find lusr -name phony -print>> temp. 1 
echo The third FIND command has finished 
Is -R /usr >> temp. 1 
echo The LS command has finished 
echo end of>> temp. 1 
grep -n print.c temp. 1 > temp.2 
grep -n 'end of listing' temp. 1 >> temp.2 
echo The GREP commands have finished 
cat temp. 1 temp.2 > temp.3 

LAB 3.2: Vi Editor 

echo The job has completed, but, a sleep command is waiting 30 seconds before 
echo executing the last command 
sleep30 
echo This job is finally finished/ 

Welcome OH great one! 
I am an IRIS 68020 based workstation. 
I enthusiastically await your command. 

NOTE: 
Opportunity is purposely mispelled, so that later, the student 
will be able to find it with the spell command. 

The next commands will show you how to change character strings in a file without going into 
Text Insert mode. The first example will change a string in one line, the second will be a global 
change; changing the same string in all the lines. 

The word echo means reverberate. So lets change the word echo in the first line of big.file. 

JULIE 22 > vi big.file 

The next series of vi commands make the substitution at the third line. 

20 

4G 

- shift : 

(move to line four) 

(positions cursor to command line 
at the bottom of the screen. 

s/echo/reverberate 
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Notice that the word echo was changed to reverberate on the line where the cursor was posi
tioned. 

Now we will change every occurrence of echo to reverberate . . 

JULIE23> 

. . (drive cursor to command line) 

g/echo/s//reverberate 

zz 

OK, a few more points and you can experiment on your own with what you have learned. You 
may also want to try some of the functions illustrated by the reference guide (section 2), but, not 
covered by this lab project. 

Remember the two files we created earlier in the lab project (new.command and welcome), I 
am now going to show you how these two files could affect your workstation if you place the file 
new.command into your .login file. This is only shown for fun and if it helps you to better 
understand editing and what kind of things could be done through the .login file, then thats a 
plus. 

Lets look at the two files a little closer. 

JULIE 23 > Is -1 new.command welcome 

-rw-rw-rw- 1 student user 
-rw-rw-rw- 1 student user 

46 Aug 15 14:50 new.command 
99 Aug 15 14:51 welcome 

When the commands were created the default permissions of 666 are assigned. We want to make 
the file new.command an executable file, also, lets set them so that only the owner (you) can 
modify the file. The permission code for this is 755. 

JULIE 24 > chmod 755. new.command 

JULIE 25 > Is -1 new.command 

-rwxr-xr-x 1 student user 46 Aug 15 14:50 new.command 
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We must now go and edit .login adding the command new.command to the file. 

JULIE26>cd 

JULIE 27 > pwd 

lusr/people/student 

JULIE 28 > Is -1 .login 

-rw-r--r-- 1 root sys 209 May 19 07:50 .login 

Before we can edit .login, we must own the file. When I copied .login into the student accounts 
I did not change the ownership from root to student We will now do this. 

Since the file is owned by root, we must be the super-userto change the ownership and group 
names. (before going to super-user, you may want to attempt an edit of .login and see what the 
editor tells you about the file) 

JULIE29>su 

Password: 

Enter the password:password 

JULIE 1 # 

If you remember, when you enter super-user, directory position in the tree is not affected, 
therefore, we can go right to work on .login. 

JULIE 1 # chown student(!) .login 

JULIE 2 # chgrp user .login 

JULIE 3 # Is -1 .login 

-rw-r-·r-- 1 student user . 209 May 19 07:50 .login 

JULIE 4 #exit 

JULIE30> 
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JULIE 30 > more .login 

setenv SHELL lbin/csh 
set ignoreeof nogiob 
set tmp=('tset -S -07 
setenv TERM $tmp[1} 
unset tmp noglob 
stty erase '"'H' kill '"'U' intr '"'C' echoe 
set path=(. -/bin /usr/locaVbin /usr/uch /bin /usrlbin) 

We will now add the command ( new.command) to the file using the following editor com
mands: 

JULIE32> 

JULIE 31 > vi .login 

/path 

0 

(this positions cursor to last line using 
the search operation) 

(this opens a new line below the cursor 
and places you into Text Input Mode) 

new.command <return> 

esc (exit input mode) 

ZZ (save buffer and quit editor) 

JULIE 32 > more .login 

setenv SHELL lbinlcsh 
set ignoreeof noglob 
set tmp=('tset -S -0? , 
setenv TERM $tmp[1} 
unset tmp noglob 
stty erase '"'H' kill '"'U' intr '"'C' echoe 
set path = (. -/bin /usr/locaVbin /usr/uch /bin lusr/bin) 
new;c6nJmand 

Now logout and log back in. The contents of the file welcome should be displayed at your . 
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screen after the screen is cleared. 

LAB 3.2: Vi Editor 

You are now free to practice using the commands of the vi editor. When you are satisfied, com
plete the questionnaire and turn it into your instructor .. 
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SECTION 2: Vi Editor Reference Guide 

Vi Functions: Legend 

This document can be used bq persons that haue used and 
understand the basics of the III cmlm!lla 

It illustrates the basic functions by using symbols. Each 
symbol is defined by the following legend. The sequence of 
key strokes is shown inside of each symbol. 

~(i]'[j'[!g 

Some functions of Ui can be destructiue to your data 
file. Theses commands are indicated by using shaded 
symbols. 

0 
• 

Q 

Student Workbook 

IIDffi'\?CfililGinn cmillm a 

OOrn0GmncsM\'lrn C!iUJ!ID1nnfiOEla 
~CIJ{]c:gg UPPER CASE KEYSTROKE 

CHARACTERS ARE SHOWN 
IN @lYJ'li'ILII~~ FORM. 

LOWER CASE IN bold . 

TIThfi0 lE®llfirn0 lID:lrn rfumOiruJil ~ 
TIThfi0 lE®Ilfirn0 lID:lrn ~rn ~a 
TIThfi0 iE®Mrn0 Olhrn @!Jllm ~a 

A specific command is required. Enter 
the indicated command that is shown 
next to the symbol. !ID@ ~@il" enter 
enter the quotation marlcs. 
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Vi Functions: Cursor Movement 

~Top of Fite 

~ Top of mindom 

Pre•iaus 
Page 

Scroll up 
1/2 page 

Preuious 
Line 

LAB 3.2: Vi Editor 

Search 
Backmard 

BOL Word Char Char Word EOL 

26 

From Command 
Line 

: COMMAND LINE 
( Enter Editor Connand ) 

Search 
forward 

Scroll 
Down 
1 line 

Scroll down 
1/2 page 

NeHt 
Page · ~ 

Yank 
Line or.__..._,, 
n lines 

Put 
From 
Buffer 

Bottom of 
IDindom 

& 
Bottom 
of File 

& 
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Vi Functions: Input Text Modes 

Insert Teat Mode 

a ~"CBm[J)@ TI'@~0 n 
. Change Tewt Mode Delete Text 
a ~QCB(i)[j)@ ~mm{l@0 n a tern TI'@li'flilllmmtl@a D 

Insert TeHt 
Before Cursor 

Append TeHt 
After Cursor 

Append TeHt 
at end of line 

Open a New 
line Below the 
Cursor and 
Insert 

tr""'-, Change Word 
.... ;;;..-,1~ and insert 

~ TeHt 

Chanqe n 
.._~ Words and 

Insert TeHt 

Change line 
,....,,;;~and Insert 

Te Ht 

Change Up to 
Pattern and 
Insert 

Note: CR Terminates 

Pat • pattern 

Student Workbook 

Delete to Start 
of Paragraph 

OOOOW! 

Delete Up to 
Pattern 

Rny function caused 
by using a command 
on this page, or any 
of the other pages, 
can be un-done by 
using the lJJ~[!J(i) 
command. 
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Vi Functions: Buffers and Files 

Sauing Data 
To a Named 
File. 

Marie Beginning· 

Marie End 

"'x,'ym <filename>" 

~ffi'ii'[I8 A uariation of this function 
is appending the data to 

LAB 3.2: Vi Editor 

CHANGING DRTR (Substitutlgnl 

Sing1e Occ.rre:Dee 

"s/X/Y #@Ij)tl " 

&1o:b•1 Cluuage 

@ "g/X/s/ /Y #@Ij)~ .. 
WHERE: 

X = Search pattern. 
Y =Substitution oattem. 

@Ij)tl = Optional entry. 

another file: "'H,'yw »<filename>" 

c =- Confirm each change. 
p =- Print each change. 

g =- Change euerg 

28 

Reading and Writing Data 

Write to 
Original file 

"m" 

Write to file 
and Exit 

"x" 

~ 
Write to 
Different file 

"m <filename>" 

C11rrent 
Buller 

EH it 

!'q I" 

occurrence in the 
line. 

Read another file 
into buffer GJl1WUl 
~r:ilOJO~trJ current 
buffer. 

"e <filename>" 

Insert Anotbu 
file Here 

.._ ... "r <filename>" 

~ lppeall ta file 

"m > > <filename>" 
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Vi Functions: Misc Functions 

Vi Functions: I misc Fuoctioos J 

Sorting Teat 
Enter Editor from Di 

Mar-t 
Keith 
81 
Diet 
Mason 

81 
Dick 
Keith 
Mart 
Mason 

Your Teat Data 
Loots lite this] 

4 -

.. x.u ! sort ITJTI)fi • 
WHERE: 
a =- Starting line # 
y • Ending liae # 

®~i • Sor-t optleas 

The Teat nom laalcs 
lite this 

Misc Commands 

c:D Redr-am Display 

Q Repeat Last 
Command 

® Shift Line Ri!lht 
One Tab Stop 

® Shift l. ine Left 
One Tab Stop 

Position in 
Buffer 

You ar-e 
in wn 

Goto Ed 

You ar-e nom 
in ~@I 

[:J Prompt 
Appears 

Re tun 
to Ui 

Join lines 

@ _&oto line n 

e Goto Column n 

Any function caused 
by using a command 
on this page, or any 
of the other pages, 
can be un-done by 
using the tnS!OOJ 
command. 
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SECTION 3: Review 

Student Name: 

Please complete the review and hand it into your instructor. 

LAB 3.2: Vi Editor 

1. Once in vi, what key would you use to position the cursor right one character position 
in the line? 

2. What key do you use to exit Text Input Mode? 

F s: c___ 

1 
; · · 3. What key strokes do you use to quit vi and save the buffer? 

4. What key places you into Text Input Mode and opens a new line below the cursor? 
D 

5. If you are in the editor and receive a message at your workstation that was broadcast 
from another user on the network, how could you clear your screen of the message and 
see the original data that was on your screen before receiving the message? 

~ /\/ ; k7 ,a /q, OA'CJ 

6. How can you insert another file. into the buffer you are currently editing? 

e( r p r; . 50_M~ 
L-- • (\ 1' f__!_ 

f 
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7. What keystrokes do you use to delete a word? 
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· 8. What keystrokes do you use to move the cursor to line 32 of your buffer? 

3;; c; 

9. You want to delete 6 lines of your buffer from the point that you moved the cursor to, 
show the keystokes. 

10. How do you get vi to the command line? 

cfl / 

11. You know that somewhere in your buffer exists the character string abc. You want to 
·change the string to xyz, show the commands needed: 

/ ;?-{] c 

12. Show the command for changing every occurrence of data in your buffer to date. 
d,_,.,:;Ji, o{A;G, 

: 9/ I-Jc/ /5 // ~~ L.,-~ 
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vi Reference Card 

The vi Screen Editor-a Quick Summary 
The command for editing the file "filename" is vi filename. 

If no such file exists yet, it will be created when this command is given. 

Modes 
Command Mode: 

To Enter: 

Text Mode: 
To Enter: 

Lets you use the commands described below. 
You are placed in a Command Mode when you invoke vi. 

To enter the Command Mode from the Text Mode, hit 
the < esc > key. · 

Lets. you use the keyboard to enter text. 
Any of the following commands will put you in the Text 

Mode: a, i, o, 0, R, and c. 

Using ex Commands 
While in the Command Mod'e, type a colon arid follow it with the desired ex 
command; for example: ,.w.,ti r '" ""/ I 

vV 5 / Wc1cl / 1,i(u /,/1.·~c .. 

CJ/ l.,/r/l,j,;/ 5 I I /LCu.u? /,v~ 
:g/dog/s//mango/g 

or 

:14,42w newfile 

Text Deletion Commands 
x Deletes character under cursor. 
dw Deletes from cursor to beginning of next word. 
dd Deletes line containing cursor. 
d) Deletes rest of sentence. 
d} Deletes rest of paragraph. 

These commands can be preceded by an integer to indicate the number of 
characters, words, etc., to be affected. 

Text Alteration Commands 
The R, cw, c) commands need to be terminated with an < esc > . 
r Replace character under cursor with next character typed. 
R Write over old text, beginning at cursor position. 
cw Change word (beginning at cursor) to new text. 
c) Change sentence (starting at cursor) to new text. 

· J Join next line down to line with cursor. 
u Undo last command. 
U Undo all changes to line with cursor. 

Search Commands 
/pattern 
?pattern 
n 

Search for next occurrence of "pattern." 
Search for preceding occurrence of "pattern." 
Repeat the last search command given. 

The Last Command 
u Use to undo the last command. 

Use to repeat the last command. 

• 

You are returned to the regular Command Mode after the ex command is 
executed. 

u Use to undo all changes on the current line. ;v.1,, ... /., ~I ,;1Nc 

Cursor Movement Commands 
vi commands take place at the cursor location. These commands help you to 
place the cursor where you want it to be in the text. The cursor will not move 
beyond the bounds of the existing text. 

j 
k 
h 
I 
< control-d > 
< control-u > 
< control-b > 
< control-f> 
nG 

Moves the cursor down one line. 
Moves the cursor up one line. 
Moves the cursor left one space. 
Moves the cursor right one space. 
Moves the screen down a half page. 
Moves the screen up a half page. 
Moves the screen back a full page. 
Moves the screen forward· a full page. 
Moves the cursor to the nth line of file. 

Text Entering Commands 
a Appends text after cursor position. 
i Inserts text before cursor position. 
o Opens a new line below cursor position. 
0 Opens a new line above cursor position. 

'· 
·.1 .... 

... 

'1 

I/,•' 

... 

;·. 

. :3:::) .:~ 
. .i,,~~:, ~"" .. · . 

· .... 

Text Moving Commands (also see Text Deletlon Commands) 
yy Yank a copy of a line, place it in a buffer. -- o 1 'I / Y 
p Put after the cursor the last item yanked or deleted. 
P Put before the cursor the last item yanked or deleted. 
"cY Yank a copy of a line, place it in buffer c, where c is any letter from a to z. 
"cP Put after the cursor the contents of buffer c. 

Saving Text and Quitting the Editor 
Editing work takes place in a temporary work area and must be saved by 
"writing" it into a permanent file. 
< esc > :w Write the current text into the permanent file. 
<esc>:q Quit, if no changes since last w. 
<esc>:q! Emphatic form of quit, no changes written. 
<esc>:wq Write and quit. 
<esc>ZZ Write and quit. 
< esc > :n,kw file2 Write lines n-k into another file. 
< esc > :n,kw > > file2 Append lines n-k to another file. 

Screen Enhancement Options 
< esc > :set wm = k Provides wrap margin at k characters from right. 
< esc > :set redraw Keeps screen display current . 

. .:-,g··.~~~~" . 
.. .. ,.· 
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Review Test 2: Lessons 4 and 5 (
. ()" 

Revision A 10/23/86 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. You have 90 minutes to complete this test. 

2. DO NOT spend too much time on any one question. 

3. DO NOT ASSUME any facts or conditions about any question. If you do not 
understand the question, ask your instructor for help before you attempt to 
.answer the question. 

4. Some of the questions may have more than one answer. Select the answer 
that is most correct. 

5. The objective of this test is to review the lesson information. Some of the 
questions you should be able to answer from recall, while others require that 
you refer to your class notes and/or supporting documentation. 

While ·most of the questions will be on covered material, there will be some 
that require you to search your documents for the correct answer. For these 
questions, you will have to use the documents that you have been given, with 
your ability to extract the correct answer from them. 

6. You may ~se your workstation and UNIX to help you determine the answer 
to any question. 

7. When you complete this test, you may leave the room. 
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NAME: 

Review Test 2: Lessons 4 and 5 

TEST2 

1. What mode must the workstation be in to perform the mkboot procedure? 

5 /l'JC., /--Q. ?( .£ -PI( 
/ 

2. Before you create the Bootable tape, what program should you run to insure 
that the filesystems are consistent? 

rsck 

3. What command do you use to determine the.amount of disk free space? 

l}F 

4. You want to produce a backup tape of the usr filesystem sing the cpio com
mand. Show the command and it's arguments to do this. 1 f ;J fl,c7 

firJ tX'P.t cT<!Vj /ust'(, 1 n~ou.;Ta/. ; 

c ) d - (} l.J ;, J_ .. n_ c jJ; 0 // -o ~ {/ 1 /'\_ / {.I$ I? 

2 

5. What command can you use to list the size of .files or directories? 

cl 0( 

6. Show the command for restoring a single file called lesson2 from the usr 
backup tape. The file lives in the directory !usrtpeoplelrich/course, and thisds 
where it was when the usr backup tape was created. · 
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7. Show the command for loading the FEX u~lity program from the Bootable 
· tape. Assume that your workstation is a 3030 ·with a 170 MB drive. 

1 , 6 c To : f; /f'e.x 
Jl{ 

8. Show the PROM monitor command that you can use to list the headers on a 
tape. 

Is 11 c ro :. )E-

9. You have determined that a new bad spot has developed on your disk drive 
(either from UNIX error reports and/or results from running the disk exercise 
tests). What facility of FEX would you use to ad.d the new bad spot location to 

the bad block table? f; rc:-u<fC·' Jt / I 7~ h~ (; 

~ f f 

c r , 

l/. 5' 
'3 ( 

lf.3/ ?-

10. List the steps (show the commands) that you must take whe~ you _want t~ ·u <- tfCVJ 

labelafilesystemwhileusing~ ,Ev-i:,~/t<; .cc-'l ""-str hf-'-~7 5 '~ · ~&..e: 1-c.h.1!.f~d 
CA IA'/- . -

2. L "'he 1, ·r I\ /of£ v I If S' i CJ f' 11 L< s I(, /I s 9 1 

3. (Vo v P-t~ ~J J:J ,, Traw c;\t\o.iJ 

" ' -'A di\ (.l,~ '.s J 
Iv-oir..M I MAL /?CJoT c.jk 1. c.lJ ~· ~ 1 ;c.eA•" 

11. What file would you edit to select your terminals baud rate at login time? 

/ETC-//tV1.tTqf; 
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4 

12. What file must you edit to add a new account name to your UNIX system? 

/~re /?c;s<; [,,/~ 

13. You want to change a file ownership from rich to robert. The name of the file 
is xyz. Show the complete command that you would ,use to make this change. 

14. What file(s) define an accounts envirorunentals? } IJ 

.. 1~ itv 

15. What cable do you use when connecting an ASCII terminal to an IRIS? 

16. What file would you edit to 
ASCII terminal on port 3? 

start a getty process against a newly installed 

l /e1c/ir.1rfTc.b IN..AJ d.~({ 

17. You installed a VT100 ASCII terminal on port 2. What file do you edit to tell 
· · UNIX the terininal type, so that when you login at that terminal, the system 

.. will ask you if the terminal is a VT100? 

~rc.. I n-vrvr-( 

18. What command would you execute to inform the !NIT process that there has 
been a change to the file letcf;nittab I and you want the effects of the change to 
be felt by this shell? 

1~//wif 
u 
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19. Your system has two winchester disk drives. You have removed the data 
cables attached to the drives while working on one 6£ the drives. Show what 

. cables connect to what J connectors on each disk drive and the disk controller. 

Disk 0 J2 to DSD 

Jl to DSD J_lf_ 

Disk 1 J2 to DSD J.7-_4 

Jl to DSD J_}._ 

20. Your workstation has two monitors: A 60 Hrz non-interlaced (NI) and a 30 
Hrz interlaced (I). The 60 Hrz is the primary monitor and the 30 Hrz is the 
secondary monitor. 

Show what switches must be set to tell the system that you have the two 
monitors and that you are using the 60 Hrz as the primary. 

l 

171\ :yf;i_ t3J 51 ,,.,t.( t.->'\ + c-n 13acK qve/ 11 I c/os. ie .(<t~ CV 7 

I :z. ~ t-/ :5- C 7 $" 
C KX'><XC.(..Q 
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LAB 4.1 : Making a Bootable Tape 

This lab project contains three sections: 

Section 1: This section is used to teach you the procedure and explain to you what you are 
doing. 

Section 2: This section lists just the procedure without all the instructional text. 

Section 3: This is a questionnaire that you will complete and hand in after performing the 
lab project. 

. ,. 
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IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 
68020 Based LAB 4.1: Making a Bootable Tape 

SECTION 1: -Instructional Procedure 

I. MAKING A BOOTABLE TAPE 

The bootable backup tape can be used to boot the workstation and rebuild the disk in case the file 
system on the disk is damaged beyond use. Make a bootable backup tape as soon as you install a 
new workstation. Make a new bootable backup tape whenever you install new software or install 
any new options. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

When you finish this lab project you should be able to: 

A. Correctly name the three files that are written on the bootable tape . 

B. Correctly name the data format that each file is written in. 

C. Using your student workstation, create a bootable tape, unassisted and within 30 minutes • 

Ill.PURPOSE 

· . , ,if ~ach tl:ie student how to create a bootable tape for the IRIS workstation. 

IV. EQUIPMENT. 

A. A functional IRIS 68020 based workstation. 

B. One blank 1/4" tape cartridge. 

V.PROCEDURE 

You must be in SINGLE USER MODE to create the bootable tape. 
. t' 

'Two ~tudents will be assigned one IRIS workstation. The two students will work as' a team with . .. 
one student making the actu~ command entries from the primary terminal. 

2 . Student Workbook 
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During the project you will see five different prompts; the . current prompt is determined by 
where you are in the workstation systems. 

1. iris> 

2.JuLIBn> 

3.JULIBn# 

4.# 

5. JULIB login: 

The prom monitor. 

Student account prompt when in Multi-user mode, where n = command 
number. 

Student account prompt when in Super-user mode, where n =com
mand number. 

Single user mode. 

This prompt appears when you go into Multi-user mode from Single
user. 

The following text will lead yQu through the execution of the commands necessary to create 
a bootable tape. When you are required to enter a command, the text recreates the STAN
DARD OUTPUT for that command. Just keep reading and following the ftow of the lab 
project. 

Also throughout the text are comments that explain what you are doing or what is about to hap
pen as a result of executing a command. 

.-,. ' 

• The commands that you are required to enter are indented and HIGHLIGHTED USING 
BOLD print next to the prompt that would be displayed. 

i.e. JULIE 1 > SU 

• The stdout of each command or any terminal output that would result from something 
that you are. required to do, will be beneath the command, left justified and 
HIGHLIGHTED USING ITALICS. 

• The instructional comments that makeup the bulk of the lab .project will . be in normal . · 
print. · 

BEGIN ACTUAL PROCEDURE HERE: 
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IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

68020 Based LAB 4.1: Making a Bootable Tape 

STEP 1: Power on the workstation. 
-~' 

Power on your IRIS workstation· using the front panel switch. You should see the initial PROM 
monitor message appear at your terminal: 

IRIS (IP2 - Revision B) Monitor Version 3.0. 7 December 20, 1985 
Memory Size 4mb (Physical Map (1 mblbit) OxOOOOOOOf) 
Configuration Switch: OxOOOO 
Multibus Window (2mb) at Megabytes O and 1. 
Multibus accessible memory (1 mb) begins 
at Physical memory page 300, 
at Virtual address 2000000. 

iris> 

STEP 2: Boot the UNIX System. 

iris> b 

SGI Extent Filesystem 
Loading: md:O:defaultboot 

Text: 038318 bytes 
Data: 0113d8 bytes 
Bss: 024d7c bytes 

Jumping to load program - 20000400 

SYSTEM 5 UNIX #0 [Wed May 7 04:49:59 PDT 1986] 
(C) Copyright 1986- Silicon Graphics Inc. 
real= 4194304 
kmem = 561152 
user= 3633152 
buts= 819200 (max=16k) 
dsdO not installed 
qicO not installed 
siiO at mbio Ox07200 ipl 5 
.siO (Hitachi 512-17 name: Hitachi 512-17) slave o 
sit not installed 
~to floppy (801218) slave 2 
siqO at mbio Ox73fc ipl 5 
sqO (qic02 cartridge tape) slave ·o 
iphO not installed 
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tmtO not installed 
ikO not installed 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 
68020 Based 

nxo (FW 2.5 HW 4.0) (0800.1400.3948) at mbio Ox7ffc ipl 2 
fpa installed 
/pen not installed 
kernel debugger disabled. 
root on siOa 
swap on siOb. swplo=O nswap=64000 

/NIT: SINGLE USER MODE 

# 

Welcome to the world of the 
IRIS personal workstation. 

The SGI education department 
hopes that you have a very 
pleasant and informative stay 
with us. 

STEP 3: Checking filesystem Consistency 

Before we start, just a reminder to show you where UNIX places you after the boot process is 
complete. 

#pwd 

I 

You are at the top of the tree in the ROOT directory ( I ). 

Your first task is to.check the filesystems for consistency·using the .fsck program..If any errors 
are reported during the check they must be corrected before you create the bootable tape. 

#fsck 

/dev/siOa 
File system: root Volume: SGI 
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** P/ilase 1 - CheckJJlocks and Sizes 
**Phase 2 - Check Pathnames 
** Phase 3 - Check Connectivity 

, **Phase 4 - Check Reference Counts 
**Phase 5 - Check Free List 
nnn files nnnnn K used nnnn K free 

/dev/siOf 
File system: usr Volume: SGI 

**Phase 1 - Check Blocks and Sizes 
·· **Phase 2 - Check Pathnames 

**Phase 3 - Check Connectivity 
.r **Phase 4 - Check Reference Counts 

** Phase 5 - Check Free List 
nnn files nnnnn K used nnnn K free 

LAB·4.1: Making a Bootable Tape 

·., Lets take a few minutes and look at what the messages from fsck mean. 

UNIX File System Check (fsck) program interactively checks the integrity of the UNIX File 
System. H it detects an inconstancy during the checking phases, the administrator is asked 
whether or not to let fsck attempt to fix it. The administrator may choose to ignore the error 
reports and choose not to have a fix attempted; this would be very risky and total loss of the sys
tem could result. 

FSCK should be permitted to run every time the system is booted. UNIX is very unforgiving if 
the :filesystem should become corrupted, and there are many ways that corruption could occur 
(powering off the system without performing sync will always corrupt the system). Corruption 
tends to spread over time until the system is completely useless. 

FSCK is started by the /etc/bcheckrc script during the init-cycle of the boot-up process. 

• ** Phase 1 - Check Blocks and Sizes 

- This phase concerns itself with the i-node list. · 

- Examines each i-node for format, size, and black ci>unt (file size actually matches the 
r. . . ·' block-count). 

Checks for bad or duplicate blocks (blocks claimed by more than one i-node). 
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- If a duplicate block is found, phase 1 b is invoked to locate the i-node that previously 
claimed the block. 

• •• Phase 2 - Check Pathnames 

- This is used to find and remove· directory entries pointing to bad i-nodes from phase 
one. 

- Unallocated i-nodes (directories pointing no-where). 

- Out of range i-nodes (directory i-numbers pointing beyond those blocks allocated to 
the directory). 

• ** Phase 3 - Check Connectivity 

This phase lists error conditions indicating directories severed from the File Structure 
(lost+found) (unreferenced directories and files). 

- Notes missing or full lost+found directories. 

• ** Phase 4 - Check Reference Counts 

- This phase concerns itself with the link count information seen in phase 2 and 3. Error 
conditions related to link counts for files, bad directories or duplicate blocks, and 
incorrect free-i-node counts are noted and presented to the administrator (lost+found). 

• ** Phase S • Check Free List 

This phase checks the free block list. It lists error conditions resulting from bad blocks 
in the free list, incorrect free block counts, duplicate or unused blocks in the free block 
list, and free blocks not listed in the free block list. 

The following is a list of some of the most common errors detected and what to do about them: 

• Initializing fsck: 

- Almost any errors here ;u:e. fatal. Generally phase 1 zips through without any problems. 
If you have the disk write protected, phase 1 will let you kiiow, about it with write 
en:ors: CAN NOT WRITE: BLK B. You should respond ( N ) to terminate th4i pro
gram and properly set the permissions. 

• Phase 1: 
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· ·... POSSIBLE FILE SIZE ERROR= I 
The i-nooe size does not match the actual number of blocks used by the i-node. This is 
a warning and is generally not of real concern. 

The problem can usually be fixed by using the find command to print the offending i
nodes pathname then removing the file. 

• Phase2: 

- I OUT OF RANGE 1-INAME=F(REMOVE) 
A directory entry F has an i-node number I that is greater than the end of the i-node 
list. A ( Y ) response will remove the offending reference. 

- DUP/BAD l=I OWNER=O MODE=M SIZE=S MT/ME= T FILE=F (REMOVE) 
Phase 1 has found duplicated or bad blocks in the file F, i-node I. A response of ( Y) 
will have the offending file removed. This could be dangerous. 

The directory equivalent to this error condition is identical and is more dangerous. 

• Phase 3 

- UNREF DIR l=I OWNER=O MODE=M SIZE=S MT/ME= T (RECONNECT) 
A directory was disconnected from a parent file structure. A ( Y ) response will have it 
reconnected to /ost+found You can then connect it whenever you wish. 

• Phase4: 

- UNREF FILE l=I OWNER=O MODE=M SIZE=S MT/ME= T (RECONNECT} 
A file was disconnected from it's parent directory. A ( Y) response will have it put in 

~·· the lost+founddirectory. 

- SORRY, NO lost+found DIRECTORY 
You really should have a lost+found directory in every major directory. If this mes
sage comes up in response to a UNREF FILE or DIR error condition, you've lost the 

,.- directory or file you were trying to save. 

8 

- FREE /NODE COUNT WRONG IN SUPERBLOCK (FIX) 
You almost always want to respond ( Y ). FSCK will provide the correct count to the 
superb lock. 

• Phase 5: 

- . FREE BLK COUNT WRONG IN SUPERBLOCK (FIX) 
Again, answer ( Y ) to this. The superblock will be correctly updated. 
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- BAD FREE LIST (SALVAGE) 
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Bad, duplicate or missing blocks from the free list have been found. Normally a ( Y ) 
response is the best thing to do. 

Additional information can be found in the UNIX Programmer's Manual, Volume IIB, sec-
tion: FSCK. . 

The idea of fsck is to allow the program to fix the system. H any files were removed that the cus
tomer needs, then they can be restored from the back-up tapes. Any files detached and placed 
into lost+found can be moved back to where they belong by the administrator. 

If fsck can not repair the system, then it would be time to rebuild the disk using the bootable 
tape. Once the system is back up, then the user could restore the rest of the system from the · 
back-up tapes. 

If there are no errors or after co~ecting any listed errors, continue with the procedure. 

STEP 4: Mounting the USER filesystem. 

Your next step will mount the user file system. ... .Remember, when you boo.t unix and the system 
is placed into single user mode, only the root file system is mounted by the system. 

\-

NOTE: If you performed the df command (this reports the number of free blocks on the disk) at 
this time, you may get an indication that /usr is already mounted. This is a bug in the system. 

,.. 
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#df 

File system Type kbytes used avail 'Yoused mounted on . 
ldev/siOa els 8925 4886 3898 56'Yo I 
/dev/siOf efs 39865 18086 21155 46% /usr 

The second entry (you may not have it, or you may have several false entries) indicates that the 
user file system is mounted. 

Let me prove to you that this is a bug and usris really not mounted. 

By changing the directory to /usrand executing Is, you will see that the directory is empty. This 
is because it has not yet been mounted. 

# cd /usr 

#Is 

# 

Notice that no output is produced by the Is command. This is because it is not mounted. 

Now, on with the procedure ..... 

Once again return to the root directory. 

#cd I 

Motµit the user file system. 

#mount /dev/siOf /usr 

The above command mounts the file system /dev/siOfto the directory /usr. 

NOTE: 
If yo\1 had not returned to the ·root _directory ( cd I ) t>efore executing the mount command and 
you were still in the /usr directory, you would get 
mount: Device busy message on your terminal when you attempted the mount.· 
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Now if you executed the DF command ~gain, you will see a new line in the output indicating the 
mount. 

#df 

File system Type kbytes used avail %used mounted 
ldev/siOa els 8925 4886 3898 56% I 
ldev/siOf efs 39865 18086 21155 46% lusr 

We now have a second line in the table indicating the AJsrmount. 

At this time install the tape marked bootable into the workstation tape drive. (make sure 
that it is not write protected) 

The following table shows the storage capacity of the different tapes SGI can handle: 

Tape Width Tape Length Capacity 
Quarter-inch 450 ft. 40Mb 
Quarter-inch 600 ft. 60Mb 
Half-inch 2400 ft. 44.6Mb 

Note the size ( in kbytes used ) of the user file system. If this value, when added to the size of the 
root file system ( kbytes used ), is greater the 35 mega bytes when using a 450 foot tape, then 
you will need to backup the /usr filesystem on additional tapes. The procedure to do this is 
covered in the next lab project and outlined in the IRIS Owner's Guide. 

You will r: "N insure that the tape is at load point by executing a rewind command 

#mt rew 

The next command will create the bootable tape by placing the following on the tape: 

Student Workbook 

File 1 = /stand 
File 2 = /root 
File 3 =/usr 

cpio format 
ddformat 
cpio format 

(The utilities) 
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· -# mkboot /usr 

Make sure the system is idle: no other user activity. 

ldevlsiOa 
File System: root Volume: SGI 

**Phase 1 - Check Blocks and Sizes 
**Phase 2 - Check Pathnames 
**Phase 3 - Check Connectivity 
**Phase 4 - Check Reference Counts 
**Phase 5 - Check Free Ust 
403 files 4886 K used 3898 K free 

mkboot: file 1 = cpio of /stand 
mkboot: file 2 = dd of siOa 
150+0 records in 

LAB,4.1 :.M_aking a Bootable Tape 

'' 
·· 150+0 records out 

. : .. · '' 

mkboot: file 3 = cpio of /usr 

mkboot complete. 

The process (when writing both /root and lust) will take about 20 minutes. 

NOTE: 
If you could not fit the user filesystem onto the bootable tape, then you would omit the /usrargu
ment from the above command. 

You are now prepared for the worst case failure of your disk system; a filesystem that becomes 
so corrupted, that fsck can not repair it 
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SECTION 2: Generic Procedure 

This section shows only the actual steps required for creating a bootable tape. 

The process is outlined in the IRIS Series 3000 Owner's Guide, the section on Workstation Sys• 
tem Administration. 

Student Workbook 

1. Reboot the system into single-user mode. 

reboot 
b 
fsck 

2. Correct any errors reported by FSCK. 

3. Change your working directory to the root directory. 

cd I 

4. Mount the user file system: 

For IRIS 3020: 

mount /dev/mdOc /usr 

For IRIS 3030: 

mount /dev/siOf /usr 

5. Mount your blank tape. 

6. Rewind the tape. 

mt rew 

7. Run the " mkboot " program. 

mkboot /usr · · 

If /usr is too large, back it up onto a separate. 
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SECTION 3: Review 

Student Name: 

Please complete the review and hand it into your instructor. 

1. What mode must the workstation be in to perform the mkbootprocedure? 

c
.71/i/C ~ 

2. What command would you use to inform any users on the network that you were going 
to reboot the system? 

3. In what manuals could you find information concerning FSCK? 

4. What disk partition is the /usrfilesystem stored in? 

f 

5. List the formats that the data is written in on the bootable tape for each file: 

File 1 = (fr 0 

File2= J cf 

6. How could you create. a bootable tape with only the !stand director}' and the /root file 
system on the tape? .· · · · 

f'il K t)~cit 
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7. What command is used to determine disk free space? 

D·I-

8. How can you really tell if a filesystem is mounted? 

CJ)~ /U§R +: 2-- 5 

9. H you are in multi-user mode, how do you get to super-user mode? 

10. Show the command for a tape rewind operation. 
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LAB 4.2: Making System Backup Tapes 

This lab project contains three sections: 

Section 1: This section is used to teach you the procedure and explain to you what you are 
doing. 

Section 2: This section lists just the procedure without all the instructional text. 

Section 3: This is a questionnaire that you will complete and hand in after performing the 
lab project. 

; ' 
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SECTION 1: Instructional Procedure 

I. MAKING A BACKUP TAPE 

This procedure shows you how to back up the ROOT and USER file systems on separate tapes. 
These tapes could then be used to restore individual files or directories that may become cor
rupted. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

When you finish this lab project you should be able to: 

A. Explain the difference between BACKUP tapes and the BOOTABLE tape, correctly stat
ing under what conditions each would be used. 

B. Using your student workstation, create a backup tape of the Root and User file systems,. 
unassisted and within 30.minutes. 

C. Using your student workstation, save several specific files onto a backup tape and then 
restore just one of the files. You will do this unassisted and within 30 minutes • 

Ill.PURPOSE 

Teach the student how to create backup tapes and restore specific files or directories of the IRIS 
workstation Unix file system. 

IV. EQUIPMENT. 

A. A functional IRIS 68020 based workstation. 

B. Two blank 1/4" tape cartridges. 

V. PROCEDURE 
... . 

Two snittents will be assigned one IRIS workstation. The two students will work as a team with 
one student making the actual command entries from the primary terminal. 
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You must be in SINGLE-USER MOD~ to create the backup tape of the Root file system. 

If you want to backup file systems other then Root, you could be in multi-user mode, but if you 
had to correct a file, you may be competing for the file with other users, therefore, it is best that 
you be in single-user mode/\__/\ · /'\___ 

If you are backing up other file systems ( or files ) other than Root, you could jump to STEP 5. 

During the project you will see five different prompts; the current prompt is determined by 
where you are in the workstation systems. 

1. iris> 

2.JULIEn> 

3.JULIEn# 

4.# 

5. JULIE login: 

The prom monitor. 

Student account prompt when in Multi-user mode, where n = command 
number. 

Student account prompt when in Super-user mode, where n =com
mand number. 

Single user mode. 

This prompt appears when you go into Multi-user mode from Single
user. 

The following text will lead you through the execution of the commands n~ry to create 
backup tapes of /root and /usrfilesystems. When you are required to enter a command, the 
text recreates the ST AND ARD OUTPUT for that command. Just keep reading and follow
ing the flow of the lab project. 

Also, throughout the text are comments that explain what you are doing or what is about to hap
pen as a result of executing a command. 

• The commands that you are required to enter are indented and HIGHLIGHTED USING 
BOLD print next to the prompt that would be displayed. 

i.e. JULIE 1 > SU 
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• The stdout of each command or any terminal output that would result from something 
that you are required to do, will be beneath. the command, left justified and. 
HIGHLIGHTED USING ITALICS. 

• The instructional comments that makeup the bulk of the lab project. will be in normal 
print. 

BEGIN ACTUAL PROCEDURE HERE: 

If you did not power off your workstation at the end of lab project 4.1, then you should still be in 
single-user mode and you can goto STEP 3, but first unmount the /usr filesystem using 
umount /usr. 

If you had gone into multi-user mode at the end of lab project 4.1, then you must enter super
user and reboot the workstation. If this is the case, then execute reboot and goto STEP 2. 

STEP 1: Power on the workstation. 

Power on your IRIS workstation using the front panel switch. You should see the initial PROM 
monitor message appear at your terminal: 

IRIS (IP2- Revision B) Monitor Version 3.0.7 December 20, 1985 
Memory Size 4mb (Physical Map (1 mblbit) OxOOOOOOOf) 
Configuration Switch: OxOOOO 
Multibus Window (2mb) at Megabytes O and 1. 
Multibus accessible memory (1 mb) begins 
at Physical memory page 300, 
at Virtual address 2000000. 

iris> 
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STEP 2: Boot the UNIX System. 

iris> b 

SGI Extent Filesystem 
Loading: md:O:defaultboot 

Text: 038318 bytes 
Data: 0113d8 bytes 
Bss: 024dlc bytes 

Jumping to load program - 20000400 

SYSTEM 5 UNIX #0 [Wed May 7 04:49:59 PDT 1986] 
(C) Copyright 1986- Silicon Graphics Inc. 
real= 4194304 
kmem = 561152 
user= 3633152 
bufs = 819200 (max=16k) 
dsdO not installed 
qicO not installed 
siiO at mbio Ox07200 ipl 5 
siO (Hitachi 512-17 name: Hitachi 512-17) slave O 
si1 not installed 
sfO floppy (801218) slave 2 
siqO at mbio Ox73fc ipl 5 
sqO (qic02 cartridge tape) slave o 
iphO not installed 
tmtO not installed 
ikO not installed 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 
68020 Based 

nxO (FW 2.5 HW 4.0) (0800.1400.3948) at mbio Ox7ffc ipl 2 
fpa installed 
/pen not installed 
kernel debugger disabled. 
root on siOa 
swap on siOb. swplo=O nswap=64000 

/NIT: SINGLE USER MODE 

Welcome to the world of the · 
IRIS personal.workstation. 

The SGI education department 
hopes that you have a very 
pleasant and informative stay 
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STEP 3: Checking filesystem Consistency 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 
68020 Based 

Before you backup a filesystem you shouJd run fsck against the filesystem to check for any cor- · 
rupted files. 

If fsck detects problem files, you would then want to correct the problem before backing up the 
system. To do this, you must be in single-user mode to ensure that no other users are on the 
system while you are correcting the problem files. 

#fsck 

/dev/siOa 
File system: root Volume: SGI 

0 Phase 1 - Check Blocks and Sizes 
**Phase 2 - Check Pathnames 
** Phase 3 - Check Connectivity 
** Phase 4 - Check Reference Counts 
** Phase 5 - Check Free List 
nnn files nnnnn K used nnnn K free 

/dev/siOf 
File system: usr Volume: SGI 

** Phase 1 - Check Blocks and Sizes 
**Phase 2 - Check Pathnames 
** Phase 3 - Check Connectivity 
** Phase 4 - Check Reference Counts 
** Phase 5 - Check Free List 
nnn files nnnnn K used nnnn K free 

If there are no errors continue with the procedure, but if fsck detected any errors, then ask your 
instructor for assistance. 

STEP 4: Backing up the ROOT filesy$teDL 

Install the tape labeled ROOT BACKUP. 

You are now ready to create the backup tape of the Root file system. 
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The next command will write the Root File System onto your tape using the cpio command. The 
( 1 ) following the ( h ) option will cause a tape rewind before the write is started and after the 
write is complete. (see cpio(1) in UNIX Programmer's Manual, Vol lA if your are interested· 
about the functions of the o, v and h options) 

/ 
/(cµ~ 

# cpi"'•OVh~/ 

The ( I ) is the name-list argument and it indicates the root directory. The root directory and all 
sub-directories below it will be saved (stored) to tape. 

NOTE: 
If you had your tape write protected at this time, the following message would appear: 

qicO: wn'te protected 
cpio: Can't open ldev/rmt1 for writing. 

The write takes about 5 minutes and when it completes, the ( # ) prompt is displayed. 

Now, remove the tape and install the tape labeled USR BACKUP. 

:it; . STEP 5: Backing up the USR filesystem. 

Your next step will mount the user file system. .... Remember, when you boot unix and the system 
is placed into single-user mode, only the root file system is mounted by the system. ./\'-

# mount /dev/siOf /usr 

The above command mounts the file system /dev/siOfto the /usrdirectory. 

You will next change directories to tJie usr directory. 

#cd /usr 
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Lets now look at the si7.e of the usrdirectory. We want to determine if its size (in mega bytes) 
is too large for the tape. Use the df command for this task. 

#df 

File system Type kbytes. use avail 'YoUsed mounted 
ldev/siOa efs 8925 4886 3898 56% I 
ldev/siOf efs 39865 18086 21155 46% /usr 

The above output shows the size of the usr file system. ( Remember, you may have dupli
cate lines because of a system bug reporting the disk free space ). H the size is too large for the 
tape ( see table below ) then you must split the file system up into smaller parts and save them on 
additional tapes. 

Tape Width Tape Length Capacity 
Quarter-inch 450 ft. 40Mb 
Quarter-inch 600 ft. 60Mb 
Half-inch 2400 ft. 44.6Mb 

For this project ( since we are on the training workstations ) you will only need one tape. Follow
ing the 11 cpio write 11 you will be shown how to split the file system if it was too large. 

Lets now write the file to tape using the cpio command. 

# cpio -ovbl • 

The ( . ) following the option argument tells the system to use the current directory, which is, 
/usr. ( Remember, the [ 1 ] following the [ h ] option instructs that a rewind take place before 
and after the write operation.) The complete tree below usr is saved. 

When the write is complete ( about 20 minutes on your training workstations ) 
the #prompt is displayed. 

NOW LETS LOOK AT THE CASE WHEN THE FILE SYSTEM IS TOO LARGE FOR 
ONE TAPE TO HOLD. 
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ALTERNATE STEP 5: Backing up USR on multiple tapes. 

Lets say, that when you performed the df command, the following output occurred: · 

File system 
/dev/siOa 
/dev/siOf 
/dev/si1g 

#df 

Type 
efs 
efs 
efs 

kbytes 
9424 
103196 
128736 

use 
6110 
65162 
82006 

avail 
3090 
35510 
43574 

%use 
66% 
65% 
65% 

Mounted on 
I 
/usr 
Id 

Notice that the /usr file system is 65162 K bytes ( 65 meg) in length. This is too big for a 450 
foot tape. 

You must now perform the du command to get the size of each file and directory. The following 
output from the du command has been modified to show you the size of each directory in the 
/usrdirectory. The directory names have been highlighted with bold print. 

#du 

7 /usr/adm 
4061/usr/bln 
192/usr/dlct 
71/usr/games/lib/quiz 

109/usr/games/lib 
1156/usr/games 

1/usr/include/EXOS/net 
1/usr/include/EXOS/sys/mdep 
2/usr/include/EXOS/sys 
4/usr/include/EXOS 

10 

129/usr/include/gl2 
26/usr/include/gpib 
77/usr/include/multibus 
29/usr/include/pmII 

126/usr/include/sys 
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60/usr/include/vkernel 
19/usr/include/xns 

617 /usr/include 
262/usr/lib/acct 
25/usr/lib/font 
52/usr/lib/gl2 
47/usr/lib/help 
9/usr/lib/lex 

194/usr/lib/lint 
99/usr/lib/macros 

· 18/usr/lib/me 
87/usr/lib/refer 
24/usr/lib/sa 

260/usr/lib/spell 
1/usr/lib/tabset 

35/usr/lib/term 
55/usr/lib/tmac 

1/usr/lib/uucp/.XQTDIR 
166/usr/lib/uucp 
141/usr/lib/emacs/bin 
313/usr/lib/emacs/databases 
144/usr/lib/emacs/doc 
732/usr/lib/emacs/maclib 

1332/usr/lib/emacs 
4454/usr/lib 

1/usr/local/bin 
1/usr/local/etc 
1/usr/local/include 
1/usr/local/lib 
5/usr /local 
l/usr/mail 
1/usr/man/a_man/catl 
1/usr/man/a_man/cat7 
1/usr/man/a_man/cat8 

208/usr/man/a_man/manl 
63/usr/man/a_man/man7 
12/usr/man/a_man/man8 

287/usr/man/a_man 
l/usr/man/u_man/catl 
1/usr/man'lu_man/cat2 
1/us-;:/man/u_man/cat3 
£/usr/man/u man/cat4 

·11usr/man/u man/cats 
1/usr/man/u_man/cat6 
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1066 /usr/man/u_man/manl 
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201/usr/man/u_man/man2 
669/usr/man/u_man/man3 
108/usr/man/u_man/man4 

99/usr/man/u_man/man5 
51/usr/man/u_man/man6 

2201/usr/man/u_man 
2489/usr/man 

1/usr/news 
102/usr/people/demos/robotlib 

2343/usr/people/demos 
50/usr/people/gifts/arch 
52/usr/people/gifts/archmex 
29/usr/people/gifts/examples/1.ProgGuide 
16/usr/people/gifts/examples/2.Append 

4/usr/people/gifts/examples/4.Wind.Mgr 
38/usr/people/gifts/examples/5.ProgExamples 
32/usr/people/gifts/examples/Fortran 

121/usr/people/gifts/examples 
506/usr/people/gifts/mextools/images 
25/usr/people/gifts/mextools/imglib 
14/usr/people/gifts/mextools/imgtools 
8/usr/people/gifts/mextools/include 
4/usr/people/gifts/mextools/mexrcs 

18/usr/people/gifts/mextools/portlib 
58/usr/people/gifts/mextools/tools 

638/usr/people/gifts/mextools 
862/usr/people/gifts 

4/usr/people/guest 
65/usr/people/mexdemos/bin/menulib 

395/usr/people/mexdemos/bin 
140/usr/people/mexdemos/hemelib 
153/usr/people/mexdemos/surflib 
123/usr/people/mexdemos/zshadelib 

1655/usr/people/mexdemos 
1/usr/people/rich/course/clover 
1/usr/people/rich/course/3000 
1/usr/people/rich/course/2000/workbook/appendix 

63/usr/people/rich/course/2000/workbook/lab 
68/usr/people/rich/course/2000/workbook 
1/usr/people/rich/course/2000/ig/lab 
1/usr/people/rich/course/2000/ig/test 
3/tisr/people/rich/course/2000/ig 

72/usr/people/rich/course/2000 
75/usr/people/rich/course 
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38 623/usr /people 
1 I usr I preserve 

10/usr/pub 
3/usr/spool/colord 
1/usr/spool/lp/class 
1/usr/spool/lp/interface 
1/usr/spool/lp/member 

15/usr/spool/lp/model 
1/usr/spool/lp/request 

23/usr/spool/lp 
1/usr/spool/lpd 
1/usr/spool/uucp/.XQTDIR 
2/usr/spool/uucp 
l/usr/spool/uucppublic/receive 
2/usr/spool/uucppublic 

32/usr /spool 
1/usr/sys/conf 
1/usr/sys/h 
1/usr/sys/kernels 
1/usr/sys/multibus 
1/usr/sys/pmII 
6/usr/sys 
1/usr/test 
1/usr/tmp 

65162/usr 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

68020 Based 

By looking at the directory sizes, we see that the /usr/people· directory is the largest ·single 
directory. You could put this directory on one tape and all the other directories. on a second tape. 

i.e. 
# cd /usr/people 
# cpio -ovhl • 

The commands·for the second tape would look like the following: 

#cd /usr 
# cpio -ovhl /u~/tmp /usr/test /usr/sys .... etc 

You would name each directory except the /usrlpeople directory. Just keep entering the direc
tory arguments to the cpio command. The entry will wrap to the next line on the screen. When 
you enter all the directory names, then depress <return >. 
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You would now have your system backed up on three tapes: Root on one tape and User on two 
tapes. 

This part of the lab project is for general information. It gives examples of various store-
restore operations. , 

QUESTION: What is the difference between the BACKUP tapes and the BOOTABLE tape? 

ANSWER: 
The Bootable tape is used when the file system is so corrupt that Unix cannot be booted. 
The utilities in the first file on the tape are used to rebuild the disk system. This totally distroyes 
any existing files on the disk and restores the system to a known good state . 

From the point when the bootable tape is created the user should then create the backup tapes for 1 

the root and usr filesystems. 

The backup tapes are used when only specific files or directories have been lost or cor
rupted; UNIX will boot up, the filesystems are consistent, but certain files need restoring. These 
files could be loaded from the backup tapes and placed into the directories they belong. 

The user should create incremental backups per some fixed schedule to insure that all filesys
tems are backed up to a known good point. 

QUESTION: 
What if you had a backup tape ( or any cpio format tape ) and wanted to know what was on the 
tape? 

ANSWER: 
"" Mount the tape and execute the following command 

cpio -ihvtl 

or 

cpio -ihvtl > list 

The first command will rewind the tape and then read thefiles printing a list of the pathnames on 
the screen for each file on the tape. Using the t option causes only a read of the tape without 
directing the output to any directories on the disk., A reWind will be performed when the read is 
complete. 
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The second command will do the same thing, but the output will be re-directed into a file called 
list. 

QUESTION: 
You have somehow removed a file from your system. How do you restore the file'? 

ANSWER: 
We will assume that the file you lost was /bin/time. Mount the Root backup tape and perform 
the following command. ( You may want to try this on the training workstation. Go remove the 
file and then execute the command) 

cpio -ivhduml /bin/time 

The above command will restore time to the /bin directory and print the pathname on the screen 
for you when it is done. A rewind will be performed after the restore. 

If you wanted to restore several files, just list them as part of the argument to the cpio command. 
If you do not supply a file name, the default for the argument is the WILD CARD meta charac
ter, and the complete tape is restored. 

QUESTION: 
What if you wanted to move a complete directory from one workstation to another. You could 
use the following method. 

Lets assume that the name of the directory is /emacs and that it lives under /usr/lib. You want 
to move it to the same relative position in the tree on the other workstation. 

ANSWER: 
At the workstation that has the directory, execute the following: 

# cd /usr/lib 
# cpio -ovhl emacs (this dumps complete tree below emacs) 
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At the other workstation, execute the following: 

# cd /usr/lib 
# cpio -ivhmudl 

QUESTION: 

(without an argument, restore complete 
tape) 

What if you had some special files that you wanted saved on a scratch tape. How would you do 
thi ? s. 

ANSWER: 
For illustration, lets say you had three files that you wanted saved on tape. Lets call them: Files 
A, B and C. Mount your tape and execute the following commands: 

W~rJo IZ ,pwr1:Jd · 

#cd <yo ~ __ 
#mt rew (rewinds the tape) 
# cpio -~ (writes file A with no rewind) 
# cpio -ohv2 B (writes file B with no rewind) 
# cpio -ohv2 C (writes file C with no rewind) 
#mt rew (rewinds tape) 

The 2 after the v option ( of the cpio commands ) indicates that a rewind is not to be performed 
before or after the operation. 

jf , You would now have a tape with three files on it : A, B and C. 

- ~~~;-' .. 

·.·)~ 

QUESTION: 

·-' You want to restore only the third file ( C ) from your tape. How do you do this? 

ANSWER: 
Execute the following commands: 

# cd <your directory> 
#mtrew (rewindtape) 
#mt fsf 2 (forward space two files) 
# cpiO --ivh2 (read the third file, no rewind) 

, # mt rew (rewind tape) 
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NOTE: 
If you wanted to know what was on the scratch tape, rewind the tape and execute cpio -ivht2. 
The name of the file will be printed on the screen. 

If you issued the command again, then the name of the second file (if it exists) will be printed. 
This could be continued until you ran out of tape or files. 

The operation just described could also be done like this: 

#mt fsf 2 (skip forward two files) 
# cpio -ivht2 (read the third file) 

) \ . 
/(.€A vi /Jo r . - . / 

This completes the lab project. The next section gives only the generic procedure for creating the 
backup tapes. 

When you are finished, complete the questionnaire in section three and tum it in to your instruc
tor. 

NOTE: 
This lab project only mentioned and used the cpio command to create and restore the backup 
tapes. Another command, tar, could also have been used This command is used only for tape 
drives, whereas, cpio can be used with tapes and disks to move files. The procedure is outlined 
in the IRIS OWNER'S GUIDE at the same place the above procedures for cpio are found. 
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SECTION 2: Generic Procedure 

This section shows only the actual steps required for creating backup tapes. 

The process is outlined in the IRIS OWNER'S GUIDE, section 4: Making Periodic Backups. 

20 

1. Reboot the system into single-user mode. 

reboot 
b 
fsck 

2. Correct any errors reported by FSCK. 

3. Change your working directory to the root directory. 

cd/ 

4. Install your blank tape. 

5. Backup the Root file system. 

cpio -ovhl I 

6. Mount the user file system: 

mount /dev/siOf /usr 

7. Install your other blank tape. 

8. Change directories to USER directory. 

cd /usr 

9. Backup the USER files system. 

cpio -ovhl • 
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(J rJ7 t;I ,.,-, ,I' \ 
I , ' \ 

eorl~ ,. 
r seC110N 3: Review 

IJ \ 

Student Name: 

Please complete the review and hand it into your instructor. 

1. Show the command syntax used to backup the root filesystem to tape. 

c/110 -o // / 

2. You want to execute the cpio command, but do not want to cause a rewind before or 
after the operation. What character do you include as part of the options argument to 
insure this? 

,2 

3. What command can you use to list the size of files or directories? 

4. When would you use the Backup tapes? 

(') r . 
/'\-CS•·· 

T<{h{r (,I u s··;~ /VO r.,L.£ C<t~/ 
5. What command would you use /print a listing of files contained on a tape written in 

cpio format? I c- I /YI 0 re e, 

('FI cJ 'j ~ v T 1. / J. 1 '5 r 

, I' ' . 
·..:. --.. 

. . ·~ 
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7. You want to place two directories on a single tape. Each directory to be a separate file 
on the tape. Show the commands to do this. :r c o / . ':/A ~er/? / p...( ,:.~7 .l{ 

. ( I . /_.(..•' p v 
~- 1)/1 /. - V..,....,.._v . .(_,,',_ -

(1,o . I <Tl - J. C !J 70 f)i' R ~ ,/ r141 (' tf 1 O 0 ~ cJ II ri ;:.. .S / L< c(.L.- ._ ·· 

C PI 0 /J - 0 (/ !1 2 /2 / IV 

'I:, ', ::" . . :.~ . 
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LAB 4.3: Disk Drive Restoration Procedure 

This lab project contains three sections: 

Section 1: This section is used to teach you the procedure and explain to you what you are 
doing. 

Section 2: This section lists just the procedure without all the instructional text. 

Section 3: This is a questionnaire that you will complete and hand in after performing the 
lab project. 
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SECTION 1: Instructional Procedure 

I. DISK DRIVE RESTORATION 

When your workstation is experiencing disk drive filesystem errors and FSCK fails to correct the 
error, or you cannot boot UNIX due to disk errors, then its time to format the disk and restore 
the complete file system. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

When you finish this lab project you should be able to: 

A. Correctly list the names of each available FEX ( disk formatting and diagnostic program ) 
program and describe when each would be used. 

B. Using SIFEX, rebuild your training workstations disk drive and restore the UNIX file sys
tem. You must do this unassisted and within two hours. 

Ill.PURPOSE 

Teach the student how to reformat and rebuild a workstation disk drive. 

~ .·: IV. EQUIPMENT. 

A. A functional IRIS 68020 based workstation. 

B. The Bootable tape created in lab project 4.1. 

V. PROCEDURE 

' " 

- J'wo students will be assigned one IRIS workstation. The two students will work as a team with 
olle student making the actual command entries fri>m the primary tenliinal. 

' ' ' 

"UUring the project you will see four different prompts; the cUITent prompt is determined by 
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where you are in the workstation systems. 

1. iris> 

2.# 

3; JULIE login: 

4. sifex 2.4> 

The prom monitor. 

Single user mode. 

This prompt appears when you go into Multi-user mode from Single
user. 

This is the top-level prompt for sifex. I use the term "top-level" 
because there are many other prompts that will occur during the pro
cess that ask you to select an option, a test, a mode, etc .• 

The following text will lead you through the execution of the commands necessary to for
mat the disk and restore the disk filesystems. When you are required to enter a com
mand, the text recreates the STANDARD OUTPUT for that command. Just keep reading 
and following the ftow of the lab project. 

Also, throughout the text are comments that explain what you are doing or what is about to hap
pen as a result of executing a command. 

• The commands that you are required to enter are indented and HIGHLIGHTED USING 
BOLD print next to the prompt that would be displayed. 

i.e. sifex 2.4> f 

• The stdout of each command or any terminal output that would result from something 
that you are required to do, will be beneath the command, left justified and 
HIGHLIGHTED USING ITALICS. 

When executing some of the sifex commands, you will notice that some prompts and/or 
. messages will appear next to the command, these messages will also be HIGHLIGHTED 
USING ITALICS. 

• The instructional comments that makeup· the bulk of the lab project will be in normal 
print. ·' 
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BEGIN ACTUAL PROCEDURE HERE: 

If you did not power off your workstation at the end of lab project 4.2, then you should still be in .. 
single-user mode, possibly in multi-user depending on what you did after the instructional 
portion of the project. For either case you must perform a reboot and be in the PROM monitor to 
begin this project. 

STEP 1: Reboot the workstation. 

#reboot 

IRIS (IP2- Revision BJ Monitor Version 3.0.7 December 20, 1985 
Memory Size 4mb (Physical Map (1 mblbit) OxOOOOOOOf) 
Configuration Switch: OxOOOO 

Multibus Window (2mb) at Megabytes O and 1. 
Multibus accessible memory (1 mb) begins 
at Physical memory page 300, 
at Virtual address 2000000. 

iris> 

STEP 2: Booting sifex from tape. 

At this time install the Bootable tape created during Lab 4.1. 

FEX is a Formatt~ and EXerciser ( thus its name ) for winchester disk drives on IRIS work
stations. It will handle any one of the several types of disk drives that an IRIS may be using. 
Three fex programs exist; with the type of drive installed the determining factor as to what FEX 
program you will use. 

• MDFEX: 
Used with small winchester drives. i.e Vertex, Priam, and Maxtor . 

• IP.,FEX: 
Used when your disk drive is the 474 ~ Fusitsu disk drive. 

• SIFEX: 
Used when your disk drive is the 170 MB Hitachi disk drive. 
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Since the training workstations contain the 170mb winchester type disk drives, this project will 
illustrate the use of SIFEX. , 

The method you use for SIFEX is the same for the other two programs. They are all menu
driven and if you have a good understanding of SIFEX you will not experience any problems 
running the IPFEX and SIFEX programs. 

Before we actually begin the process, let me give you some general information about the FEX 
programs; command syntax, responding to prompts, and special keyboard control keys. 

• Most of your input to FEX is performed using a single character without using the return 
key. When you are entering a command, FEX will wait for you to enter a single character 
and then immediately execute the command. The exception to this is when FEX is 
requesting a 11 string 11 of characters or numbers from you. 

• Strings may be edited using backspace to delete the previous character, and ctrl- u to 
delete all characters back to the last prompt. 

• When FEX prompts for a value or a response, the default value or response is shown in 
parenthesis ( ). 

• Using the DEL key will return you to the top level command prompt 
( sifex 2.4> ) from anywhere in FEX. 

You must now boot the desired fex program from your bootable tape. Remember, the first file 
on the bootable tape contains the stand-alone fex programs (some people call these utilities). 
Before you can boot the program you have to know what prom monitor 11 boot command " to 
use. 

We will ask the prom monitor to display the available commands for this prom monitor. We do 
this using the help command. 

iris> h 

General Monitor Commands (All numeric values in hex): 
MEDIA is one of the following: · , 

·· · hd- haid disk. (look for ip, sd, then md) 
ct- cartridge tape. (look for st, then mt) 
fd- floppy disk. (look for sf, then mf) 
ip- interphase disk. (414 MB drive) 
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sd(or si)- storager disk. (170 MB drive) 
md- midas disk. (72 MB drive) 
st( or sq)- storager cartridge tape. (1/2" tape) 
mt(or mq)- midas cartridge tape. (1/4" tape) 
sf- storager floppy disk. 
mf- midas floppy disk. 
xns- network. (ethemet) 
rom- EPROM board. 

DEVSPEC is one of the following: 
host name- Name of the host. (MEDIA must be xns) 
unit- unit number of device (0, 1, ... ). 

(MEDIA must be a tape or disk device) 
<unit><fs>- unit number and filesystem (a-h) 

(MEDIA must be a disk device.) 
address- multibus address. 

(MEDIA must be a EPROM board.) 

[MEDIA.DEVSPEC:][file] load and begin execution of the named file 
file defaults to defaultboot 
SPECs are from switch settings 

b [MEDIA.DEVSPEC:][file]same as above 

· n [DEVICE:][file] same a b with MEDIA = xns 

Is [MEDIA.DEVSPEC:][file]list the files on the device 

r.~~· . ,, I [MEDIA.DEVSPEC:][file]load but don't begin execution of the file 

g address [stack] start executing at specified address. 
the stack address is a option. 

Continue (y or n)?: n 

We can see that the command used to boot from tape is ct. 

· .. J3efore we boot fex, lets perform a little review of some operations talked about in lesson 3 (see 
/; ·•·· the page entitled PROM MONITOR COMMAND EXAMPLES). 

' '· . 
.•,,:. 
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Lets list the contents of the root partition. 

.cshrc 
etc 
tmp 

iris> Is siOa: 

.login 
kernels 
vmunix 

lost+found 
.profile 
lib 
vmunix1 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

68020 Based 

usr 
Versions 
stand 
ovmunix 

This is a very basic command and if you could not read the disk you have serious problems with 
your disk subsystem. If you have a second disk, then you should try to list the contents of one of 
it's partitions, and if it fails start thinking disk controllerproblems. 

Lets see what is contained on the first file on your Bootable tape. 

mdfex 
ipfex 
sifex 

iris > Is ctO:* 

OK, these are the programs that were placed here by the mkboot program, so I guess we can 
now boot the one we want, sifex. 

iris> b ctO:sif ex 1 

SIFEX for Hitachi 512-17 Disk Drives and QIC-02 Tape 
lnterphase Storager II Disk/Tape Controller 
** Version: 2.4 

...... Drive: O Name: Hitachi 512-17, Serial: 1217 

sifex 2.4> 

STEP 3: Entering Field Engineer portion of sifex. 

Two command sets exist for sifex; one for the user and one for the Field Engineer. 
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• User Command Set 
This is a limited set of commands that will allow the user access to sifex for the purpose 
of restoring disk files from tape. · 

• Field Engineer Command Set 
This is the complete set of commands that allow disk formatting, disk drive testing, and. 
tape-to-disk copying. · 

In order to gain access to the full set of commands, one of eight passwords must be entered. To 
get sifex to prompt you for the password you must enter an upper case Z to the initial prompt. 

sifex 2.4> Z 

Hit SECURITY PASSWORD ltH 

enter password: 

You must now enter one of eight passwords in response to the above prompt. Each password 
corresponds to a letter in the prompt word, passWord, the letter that is set in upper case dic
tates what password you will use. 

Following is the list of passwords and the corresponding passwordletter: 

• If P use carter. 

• If A use /udwig. 

• If first S use chase. 

• If second S use darrah. 

• If W use don/. 

• If 0 use brad/ey. 

• If R use el/is. 

• If D use luttner. 

·. S·l~ce. the above prompt has. the W set in upper case, I used don/ to gain access. to the full set of 
'sifex commands. . 
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Now, enter your password. If you did not understand the explanation, see your instructor. 

enter password: donl 

acceptedsifex 2.4> 

We are now into sifex, lets list the available commands using the help command. 

acceptedsifex 2.4> h 

*** SIFEX -- COMMANDS ..... 
q -quit and return to IRIS prom monitor. 
s -set miscellaneous variables. 
t -tape copy to disk utility. 

b 
c 
e 
f 
h 
m 
r 
u 

-enter bad block edit mode. 
-copy data. 
-run drive read/write/seek tests. 
-format the selected drive. 
-print the help message. 
-map out bad track. 
-restart the test & read the label. 
-update disk label. 

Each of the above commands will take you into a different routine where specific functions are 
executed from. During the course of this lab project we will enter several of the routines and 
execute various commands within each routine in order to perform the complete task of rebuild
ing a disk drive. 

NOTE: 
This program was initially created to allow manufacturing to prepare, test, and name disk drives. · · 
You will only learn the commands that you need to rebuild a damaged disk drive. Do not con- · .,,, 

.'· :- ·~ 

cem yourself with commands not covered by this procedure. ii 

STEP 4: Selecting the Disk Drive. 

Now that you· have gained access to sifex, you must select the drive that you want to work on~ 
To select a ;drive for formatting or testing you must enter the 
set miscellaneous variables routine using the sifex commands. 

··.,. ,, ..... 

" i ';.:~·· 
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sifex 2.4> s 

Set? 

LAB 4.3: Disk Drive Restoration Procedure 

Once into this routine, sifex asks you what variable you want to set. Lets list the available set 
commands using the help command. 

Set?h 

..... Set commands ..... 
I -change drive file system information 
q -quit and return to main routine 
t -select type of drive (? for list) 
u -select unit for testing (0/1/f), 

a 
b 
c 
d 
f 
i 
h 
m 
r 
v 
w 
Q 

-ilo port (and WUB) address 
-display current drive bad block list 
-change drive label information 
-display settings 
-disable firmware retries· 
-set interleave 
-this message 
-modeofd~kaddressentry 
-reset random number sequence 
-verbose (on/off) 
-write lock switch (on/off) 
-quiet all extraneous printout (on/off) 

To select a drive for testing or formatting use the u command. 

Set 1 u Unit (0)= 0 

By entering the u, you told sifex that you wanted to select the unit. It shows you the default (0), 
and is waiting for you to accept the default or enter " 1 or f ". You will enter 0 for the training 

. system. ( 0 = front drive, 1 = side drive ) 

, At this moment all you needed to do is select the drive, which you have done, so we will quit · 
-··this routine and return to the sifex control routine. We will return to this routine later. 

Set?q 

Quit'i.: 
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STEP 5: Entering Bad Block Data. 

Before you continue, it is recommended that you check your Bad Block Table and verify that it 
contains the entries that are listed on the sheet of paper attached to the top of the disk drive. 

The Bad Block Table is used during formatting to define where bad spots are located on the disk 
surface. Knowing where the bad spots are, allows the track to be flagged as bad and the assign- ~ 
ment of an alternate to be made. 

The Bad Block Table is located on track zero of the drive. 

NOTE: There is a chance that your Bad Block Table will not match the listing. This is due to 
the way SGI initially formatted some drives at the factory. If it does not match, then you must ~ 
enter the data. 

To change or display the Bad Block Table, you must enter the bad block edit routine using the 
bcommand. 

sifex 2.4 > b Bad Block edit, type h for help 
bb> 

Lets do as suggested and request help. 

add bad blocks 
clear bad block list 
edit list 
print list 
quit 
setup alternates 

bb> h Help -- choose one of 

zap alternate assignments 

We first want to print the list to see if it matches, the hard copy attached to the top of the drive. 

bb > p Print bad blocks: 

You will get t!-n output of the entries. They are in the format: 

xxx/y 

xxx = cylinder number 
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y = head number 

NOTE: 

LAB 4.3: Disk Drive Restoration Procedure 

If your table does not match the hard copy listing, then perform the following NUMBERED 
steps, else skip the numbered steps and goto STEP 6 after entering q to quit bad block edit 
routine. (The nine hundred numbers are the alternate tracks that the FEX program assigned to 
the existing bad blocks, ignore them) 

1. Clear the bad block table by entering " c ". 

2. Enter " y " to the " confirm " prompL 

3. Enter " a " to " Add Bad Blocks ". 

The following prompt appears: 
Add new entries. Mode cyVhd/sec, end with a blank line: 
bbadd: · 

NOTE: 
Enter only the CYLINDER and HEAD information from the hard listing. 

i.e. 
31/0 
921/6 
135/3 

When you are finished entering the bad block data, terminate the entry by depressing 
. return without giving a" next" entty. You will actually add a blank line to the table this 

way. 

4. Return by itself to terminate the entries .....• 

. . Once you are satisfieg that your Bad Block Table contains the correct entries, quit the Bad Block 
· · Edit mode. 

bb>q 
; ·.; 

·'\( . 

'Qµit 
. '~ ... ~ 
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STEP 6: Formatting the Disk. 
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You will now instruct the program to format the disk. h will take about 8 .minutes on the small · 
disk. 

sifex 2.4 > f 

*** WARNING--ALL DATA ON UN/TO WILL BE LOSTlll 
Drive: Hitachi 512-17 UNIT=O, (970+17nl17 (512)) ILV=1 

Type 'go <return>' to start ... 

go<return> 

The following output will accumulate on the screen ... 

Starting format .... 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 
.................................................................................................................... 980 
Formatting bad tracks .... 
Writing label.. .. 
Formatting complete. 

NOTE: 
The drive is now formatted and ready to receive your UNIX file systems, but the lab project will 
now show you how to test the drive for new bad spots. You would not format the pack followed 
by these tests in the field, since the tests distory the format and you would then have to again run 
the format routine. This is backwards from the way you would normally work on the drive in the 
field. (See the flow chart In section two for the actual sequence you should use.) 

STEP 7: Disk Exercise Tests. 

We are now going to exercise the disk and see if any new bad spots are detected. If any new 
spots are detected we will again enter the bad block edit mode and enter thctnew bad spot data. 

The test takes about 8 minutes to complete one cycle. A thorough check would take 12 - 24 
hours, but run the test for the amount of time that you have. 

· We will oiily run the test a couple of passes on the training system. After the test is run, you will 
access an error table (maintained by sifex) to see if any new bad spots were detected. 
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You will now run the disk drive exercise tests .... 

LAB 4.3: Disk Drive Restoration Procedure 

Since complete read/write testing Will use write operations, the write lock must be set off. The : ; · · 
write lock is set on when you enter sifex; this is the default and it prevents any write operations 
from being performed. (you do not need to change this lock while performing format writes) 

To change the write lock you must again enter the set miscellaneous variables routine. 

sifex 2.4> s 

Set? 

Lets again list the menu using the help command. 

Set?h 

..... Set commands ••• 
I -change drive file system information 
q -quit and return to main routine 
t -select type of drive (? for list) 
u -select unit for testing (011 If) 

a 
b 
c 
d 
f 
i 
h 
m 
r 
v 

-ilo port (and WUB) address 
-display current drive bad block list 
-change drive label information 
-display settings 
-disable firmware retries 
-set interleave 
-this message 
-mode of disk address entry 
-reset random number sequence 
-verbose (on/off) 

w 
\ .. Q 

-write lock switch (on/off) 
-quiet all extraneous printout (on/off) 

:. The command we want is the w command. 

Set?w Write lock (on)? 

'1'' 

~·~; . 
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The program is telling you that the writs lock is set on (on), and it is asking you if you want to 
change it (?). You will respond by entering off to the prompt. 

?off 

You must now quit the set miscellaneous variables routine. 

Set ?q 

sifex 2.4> 

Lets again list the available sifex routines. 

sifex 2.4> h 

..,..,.. SIFEX -- COMMANDS ,..,..,.. 
q -quit and return to IRIS prom monitor. 
s -set miscellaneous variables. <, 
t -tape copy to disk utility:---

b 
c 
e 
f 
h 
m 
r 
u 

-enter bad block edit mode. 
-copy data. 
-run drive read/write/seek tests. 
-format the selected drive. 
-print the help message. 
-map out bad track. 
-restart the test & read the label. 
-update disk label. 

Now, to select the disk exercise tests routine using thee command. 

sifex 2.4 > e 

Drive: Hitachi 512-17 Unit=O, (970=17nl17 (512) ILV=1 
Which exercise? 

. / i-: 

.,·· . .,: . . ·'· 

Since you have not been here before~ lets list the available tests using the I comma11d (stands for 
list). 

Which exercise? I Exercise help -- Choose from: 
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complete write/read multi pass/multi pattern. 
Complete write/read one pass. 
disk read or write multiple. 
Disk read or write single chunk. 
error display/reset 
multiple sector write/read repeated. 

· Multiple sector write/read once. 
quit. 
random reads. 
Random number reset. 
seek tests canned. 
Seek tests selective. 
track test multi pass/multi pattern. 
Track test one pass. 
xtra disk read write multiple tracks. 

To select a test you must enter the first letter of the above listed tests. We are going to enter c to 
run the complete write/read multi pass/pattern test. 

Notice. that some of the tests begin with an upper case letter. 

· OK, lets run the test. 

Which exercise? c Complete Exercise - track writes and reads 

Repeat how many times? 

It is asking you for a number, if you depress <return>, the test will loop until you kill it by using 
·the a key. 

Repeat how many times? <return> 

· Alternate units? 

Here the test is asking you if you want to alternate between the unit you have selected (unit 0) 
· ·~. and the other disk drive. The defa'Q).t· for this question is no, and.: thats what is selected if you 

depress return. · · · · 

Alternate units? return 
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The following message is sequentially output and continues until you terminate the test using the· · 
a key. Let the test run two passes and then terminate it.. ... 

.!"~ ~"·· .... .:,f"~~1\~. 

""'"'·~ 

START LOOP 1 UNIT 0: Pattern 0Xb1b6dbbd 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 8090100110120130140150 160 170 180 190 200 
.... : ..................................................................•.............................. 980 

The next message will look the same except for the loop count. 

After two passes, terminate the test using the a key. 

a 

Which exercise? 

While the test was running, a log is maintained by the program to record any disk errors detected 
during the test. You must now display the log to check if any errors were detected. 

NOTE: 
The longer the test is allowed to run, the greater the chance of detecting new bad spots, if they 
exist. 

Let see what command you use to print the error log. 

Which exercise?! Exercise help -- Choose from: 

complete write/read multi pass/multi pattern. 
Complete write/read one pass. 
disk read or write multiple. 
Disk read or write single chunk. 
error display/reset 
multiple sector write/read repeated. 
Multiple sector write/read once. 
quit. 
random reads. 
Random number reset. 
seek tests-canned.· 
Seek tests ·s,eleCtive. 
track test malti pass/multi pattern. 
Track test one pass. 
· xtra disk read write multiple tracks. 
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The command is e. 

LAB 4.3: Disk Drive Restoration Procedure 

..· 

Which ex~~?..,e~-·· "Error display or Reset? 
,/' 

. _,.) ... ;"'"'f 

~."" 

It is asking you if you want to display or reset the error log. We want to display it. 

Error display or Reset? d 

If any new errors were detected, they would be listed here. 

Lets quit the disk exercise routine. 

Which exercise? q 

sifex 2.4> 

~ Jf you have new errors, then you must again enter the bad block edit routine and enter the head 
· .. »,'· ·· ·, '/·and cylinderinformation into the bad block table, goto STEP 8. 

If no new errors were detected, then goto STEP 9. 

, STEP 8: Adding new Bad Blocks to Bad Block List. 

;"r NOTE: 
. -~.·~, ~e foll. owing steps just sho~ the commands you enter and not the prompts or the screen output 
~- · smce you have already seen it. 

l. Enter b (This enters Bad Block Edit routine) 
';_: .. 

.; .. ' 2. Enter a (Add bad blocks - Ent~ new bad spots .as before)·. 

3. Depress <return> (to temlinat~ the edit process) 

4. Enter q (quit edit routine) · 
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5. Enter e (This enters exercise test routine) 

6. Entere (This enters error display or reset mooe) 

7. Enter r (This resets the error log) 

8. Enterq (quit exercise test routine) 

STEP 9: Re-formatting the disk drive. 

•,·..,.. .. ~ 
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,.. 

........ Ol,. 

You must now run the format program again, the reasons why: 

• If you had to enter additional bad block information (step 8) into the bad block table, 
then, running format will assign alternate tracks for the newly added bad tracks, or, 

• You entered this step from step 7, where you ran the complete set of tests against the 
drive, which distroyed all the format on the pack. 

In either case, you must again format the pack. 

The procedure would be the same as it was in step 6, except this time you would not run the ·· 
exercise tests, you would jump to step 10 after the format was complete. 

Ci) ' 
At this point you have a disk drive that is formatted and ready to receive the operating system. -
You will now restore the ROOT file system using the Tape Copy to Disk utility portion of sifex. · 

STEP 10: Copy Root File System From Tape to Disk. 

You must now enter the tape copy to disk utilityroutine. 
.. · . . ' ~-

·. sif~x 2.4 > t Tape to Disk CQpy 

Tape file (2)? 

1i:· 
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Mdfex is asking you if you wanted the second file on tape. You say yes by entering <return> and 
accepting the default of 2. The ROOT file systemis the second file on the Bootable tape. 

· ..... 
;/ ... ~~,-;.-" 

T~Jill (2) ?<return> 
_;,., "" .. · 

Unit (OJ= 

Its now asking you what drive to restore the filesystem to; disk drive 0 being the default. 
Depressing return accepts the default. 

Unit (0) =<return> 

File system (a) ? 

Now it wants to know what partition to install the filesystem into; the default is a, and that is 
where we want ROOT to go. Depressing <return> will accept the default. 

File system (a) ?<return> 

Disk: Vertex V170 (987nl17) 
Copying 17850 blks in 714 chunks from tape file 2 to siOa 
Type 'go <return>' to begin ..... 

Started 
Rewinding .... 

'' Copy started .•.• 

go<return> 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
Rewinding .....• 

. Tape to Disk copy complete 
· sifex 2.4 > 

·;.:You are now ready to quit sifex and boot UNIX. Once UNIX comes up, you will load the user 
. ' 

file system into partition 11 c 11
• . 

sifex 2.4 > q ·Quit~- confirm quit with y': 
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If you really want to quit sifex, then enter y. 

Quit-- confirm quit with 'y': y 

At this point the workstation is rebooted by sifex and you are placed into the PROM monitor •. 

STEP 11: Copy User File System From Tape to Disk. 

The next step is to boot the system using the ROOT file system that you just installed. 

iris> b 

SGI Extent Filesystem 
Loading: md:O:defaultboot 

Text: 038318 bytes 
Data: 0113d8 bytes 
Bss: 024d7c bytes 

Jumping to load program - 20000400 

SYSTEM 5 UNIX #0 [Wed May 7 04:49:59 PDT 1986] 
(C) Copyright 1986- Silicon Graphics Inc. 
real= 4194304 
kmem = 561152 
user= 3633152 
buts= 819200 (max=16k) 
dsdO not installed 
qicO not installed 
siiO at mbio Ox07200 ipl 5 
siO (Hitachi 512-17 name: Hitachi 512-17) slave o 
sit not installed 
sfO floppy (801218) slave 2 
siqO at mbio Ox73fc ipl 5 
sqO (qic02 cartridge tape) slave O 
iphO not installed 
tmtO not installed 
ikO not installea 

· "nxO (FW 2.5 HW 4.0) (0800.1400.3948) at mbio Ox7ffc ipl 2 
fpa installed 
/pen not installed 
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kernel debugger disabled. 
root on siOa 
swap on siOb. swplo=O nswap=64000 

/NIT: SINGLE USER MODE 

# 

Welcome to the world of the 
IRIS personal workstation. 

The SGI education department 
hopes that you have a very 
pleasant and informative stay 
with us. 

You are now in SINGLE-USER mode. 

With the next step you will crea,te the user partition that you will restore the usr filesystem into. 

# mkfs /dev/rsiOf 

isize = 1920 
filsys = /dev/rsiOf, size = 79704: 7680, unused 26 
heads = 7, Sectors = 17 
cgsize = 3984:384, firstcg = 24, negs = 20 

Next you will mount the usrfilesystem. 

#mount /dev/siOf /usr 

< ~·· .WARNING II -- mounting:<> as <lusr> 
····1": 

.. :. The above warning occurs because the new user filesystem (/dev/siOf) does not have a label, 
. · you will label it later. 

Now change directories to the usrdirectory. 

#cd /usr 

The next commands rewind the · bootable tape and then position it forward two files. You are; 
· :: going to load the usrfile system from the third file on the tape. 
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#mt rew 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 
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#mt fsf 2 (takes about ·2 minutes) 

1r1~ 
The next command will restore the usrfilesystem. 

# cpio -ivhmud.2 
I 

/ 

As each file is read, its pathname is displayed on the screen. The restore should take about 15 
minutes (longer for larger systems). 

NOTE: If you want to see that the file systems are now installed on the system, perform the fol
lowing commands. It will show you the standard system is now present. It would also show you 
any optional products that are installed. 

root 
usr ~ fYcl 

upd 

#cd I 

# cat N ersions/* 

004-0134-162 
004-0134-172 
004-0144-043 
004-0154-033 
004-0164-033 
004-017 4-033 

GL2-W3.4 
GL2-W3.4 
GL2-W3.4 
GL2-W3.4 
GL2-W3.4 
GL2-W3.4 

man 
games 
demos 
91t-r11. r 
n?oFF Flµ ;vF~ X)J5 

Standard System (root) 
Standard System (usr) 
Update System 
Update manual pages 
Update games 
Update demos 

You are almost done. Now you must restore the disk drive labels. 

STEP 12: Restoring Disk Labels. 

First, we will restore the disk label using the sgilabel command. The following shows the correct 
syntax: 

Usage: sgilabel [- n name] [-s serial #] dv# 
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OK, lets label the drive. 

# sgilabel -n "Release GL2-W3.5" -s 20638 siO 
' ,, 

My drive serial number was 20638, the name I used indicates the release of software installed 
(your name can be what you want), and the device was siO. 

Lets look and see if we really did label the drive. To do this, we again use the 
sgilabel command. 

# sgilabel /dev/siO 

/dev/siO: Name: Release GL2-W3.5, Serial: 20638 
drive: Priam V170, controller: Qualogy 5217 
cylinders/heads/sectors(512 byte): 987nl17 
alternate cylinder/# of alt cylinders: 970117 
badtracks=O, interleave= 1, trkskw=O, cylskw= 11 

fs base size 
S,,ec.tors(cylinders) 

a: .119( 1), 17850( 150) Root 
b: 1l969( 151), 17731( 149) Swap 
c: 35700( 300), 79730( 670) 

'! ) ',, I_·, 
I' 

d: 119( 1), 115311(969) 
g: 119( 1), 115311(969) I. 

h: 0( 0), 115430( 970) 

Next, we will restore the filesystem labels using the labelit command. 
., 

7 ',>, 
/ ,' ,' I i_,) 

· Before you write the labels you must sync the disk drive. 

t #sync 

;', The following shows the correct syntax for the labelit command. 
. '.• ·, 

Usage: labelit /dev/r?'l?? [ fsname volume [-n]] 

The question marks designate the file system you want to label.' The 11 -n 11 option skips the 
label check before labeling. (I will not use the -n option) ~ 

~· ·-
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Label the usr filesystem first. 

# labelit /dev/rsiOf usr sgi 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 
68020 Based 

Current fsname:, Current volname:, Blocks: 79704, /nodes: 7680 
FS Units: 512b, Date last mounted: Sat June 21 18:00 1986 
New fsname = usr, New volname = sgi 
# 

Next, label the root filesystem. 

# labelit /dev/rsiOa root sgi 

Current fsname:, Current volname:, Blocks: 17848, /nodes: 7660 
FS Units: 512b, Date last mounted: Sat June 21 18:00 1986 
New fsname = usr, New volname = sgi 
# • 

You must now reboot the system by Depressing the Reset Button. This will insure that the 
labels get updated. 

When the prom monitor is entered, boot the system using the normal method. 

Your customer would now be up and running. The restoring of additional files would be a cust(>: .• 
mer task. You got the system back to the basic system, the customer would then use the backup · · 
tapes to restore the full system. 

The next section lists only the generic procedure. It is proc~ed by a simple flow chart to h~lp 
you determine where to enter the procedure depending on' the type of disk problems you .kc 
experiencing. 

Now, complete the questionnaire and turn it into your instructor. 
. t 
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SECTION 2: Generic Procedure 

·' 
!' 

'.~-· 

.i~26 

PRINT BAD BLOCK TABLE 
(LAB PROJECT STEP 5) 

YES 

ENTER BAD BLOCK DATA 
FROM TOP Of DISK 

NEXT PAGE 

RUN EXERCISOR TESTS TO 
LOCATE BAD SPOTS. 

(LAB PROJECT STEP 7) 

ENTER NEW BAD SPOTS 
INTO BAD BLOCK TABLE 
( LAB PROJECT STEP 5 ) 

FORMAT DISK 
(LAB PROJECT STEP 6) 

RESTORE ROOT 

( LAB PROJECT STEP 10 ) 

BOOT UNIX 

RESTORE USR 
( LAB PROJECT STEP 11 ) 

RESTORE LABELS 
(LAB PROJECT STEP 12) 

RESTOREINCREJ.ENTAL 
BACKUPS 

SEEHOlE 4 

SEEHOlE 5 
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WHY ARE YOU HERE? 

NOlES: 

1. YOU ARE HERE TO ONLY RESTORE ROOT OR USR FILESYSlEMS AND 
NOT TO ADD NEW BAD SPOT INFORM.\ TION OR FORM.\ T lHE DISK. 

2. lHIS WOULD BE HARD DISK ERRORS lHATWERE REPORlED BY UNIX. 

3. lHIS WOULD BE TO VERIFY UNIX REPORlED DISK ERRORS OR 
EXERCISE lHE DISK LOOKING FOR NEii BAD SPOTS. 

4. lHESE WOULD BE NEii BAD SPOTS REPORlED BY UNIX OR DElEClED 
WHILE RUNNING lHE EXERCISOR lESTS. 

YOU MAY W/JHT TO USE THE ALTERNATE METHOD OF ADDING NEW 
BAD SPOTS WRITTEN BY CHRIS DUNLAP. SEE DOCUMENT AT END 
Of THIS LAB.PROJECT. 

5. lHIS COULD COr.E OFF lHE BOOTABLE OR BACKUP TAPE. 

lROUBLESHOOTING TIPS: 

1. IF YOU ARE GETTING ... LTIPLE RANDOM ERRORS,. lHE PROBLEM IS 
PROBABLY lHE DISK CONlROLLER. 

2. YOU CAN NOT M.\P OUT HEAD O,. CYL 0 (REPLACE lHE DISK IF YOU 
ARE EXPERIENCING ERRORS HERE) 

3. IF RUNNING lHE EXERCISOR lESTS AND YOU GET ERRORS STARTING 
AT HEAD 0,. CYL 0,. AND lHE ERRORS lllCREr.ENTUPWARDS 
( I.E. 010, 011,. 012,. 013,. ETC ••• ),. CYCLE 1HE POWER OF YOUR 
WORKSTATION AND lRY lHE lESTS AGA•. 
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68020 Based LAB 4.3: Disk Drive Restoration erocedure 

This section shows only the actual steps of the lab project. Remember, use the flow chart 
to guide you through the correct sequence of steps. 

The IRIS OWNER'S GUIDE, Series 3000, gives an outline of the Tape Restore portion of this 
procedure. 

28 

STEP 1: Reboot the workstation 

STEP 2: BOOTING SIFEX FROM TAPE: 

1. Insert the bootable tape. 
2. Enter 11 h 11 for prom monitor command listing. 
3. Enter the proper command to boot the FEX program from tape. 

STEP 3: Entering Field Engineer portion of SIFEX 

4. Enter an upper case Z. 
5. Enter the correct password. 

STEP 4: SELECTING THE DISK DRIVE 

6. Type 11 s 11 to set miscellaneous variables. 
7. Type 11 u 11 to select the drive. 
8. Enter 11 0 11 or 11 1 11 to select drive to be restored. 
9. Tpye 11q11 to quit set misc. variables . 

STEP 5: ENTER BAD BLOCK DATA: 

10. Type 11 b 11 to enter bad block edit mode . 
11. Type 11 p 11 to print the current bad block table. 

NOTE: 
If the hard copy listing MATCHES the bad block table, execute 
11q 11 and goto STEP 6, else execute the following and then goto 
STEP6. 

A. Type 11 c " to clear bad block table. 
B. Type 11 y 11 to confirm clearing the table. 
C. Type " a 11 to add bad block entries. 
D. Now enter each e~try. from the hard copy listfug. 

Use the folloWing format: Cylinder/head. 
i.e. 31/0, 921/6. 
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E. Depress <return> without making an entry to terminate 
the entry process. 

12. Type 11 q 11 to quit bad block edit mode. 

STEP 6: FORMAT DISK: 

13. Type 11 f 11 to format the disk. 
14. Enter 11 go 11 to begin the process. (Talces about 8 minutes) 

STEP 7: EXERCISE DISK: 

15. Type 11 s 11 to set misc variables. 
16. Type 11 w 11 to select write lock toggle function. 
17. Enter 11 off <return> 11 to tum write lock off. 
18. Type 11 q 11 to quit set misc variables. 
19. Type 11 e 11 to enter exercise mode. 
20. Type 11 c 11 to run the complete read/write test. 
21. Depress <return> to loop the test. 
22. Depress <return> to test only the selected drive. 

NOTE: 
One pass talces about 8 minutes. This test should be run at 
least 12 hours and preferably 24 hours for a thorough check 
of all the disk, but do what time allows you. 

23. Depress 11 a 11 to terminate the test. 
24. Type 11 e 11 to enter error display. 
25. Type 11 d 11 to display any accumulated errors. 

Record any errors on a sheet of paper. 
26. Type 11 q 11 to quit exercise mode. 

NOTE: 
If the exercise test DID NOT detect any new errors, then skip 
toSTEP9. 

STEP 8: ADD NEW BAD BLOCKS TO BAD BLOCK TABLE: 

A. Type 11 b 11 to enter bad block edit mode. 
B. Type 11 a 11 to add bad blocks. 
C. Enter each new bad block: format= cyl/head. 
D. Depress <return> without an entry to terminate. 
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E. Type " q " to quit bad block edit mode. 
F. Type " e " to enter exerciser routine. 
G. Type " e " to enter error display or reset mode. 
H. Type " r " to reset the error log. 
I. Type " q " to quit exerciser routine. 

STEP 9: Re-formatting the Disk Drive. 

27. Type " f " to format the disk. 
28. Enter " go 11 to start the format 

STEP 10: COPY ROOT FILE SYSTEM FROM TAPE TO DISK: 

29. Type 11 t 11 for tape utility program. 
30. Depress <return> to copy from tape file #2. 
31. Depress <return> to copy to the selected drive. 
32. Enter 11 a " to copy to partition " a ". 
33. Enter " go " to begin copying. 
34. Type " q " to quit FEX. 
35. Type " y " to confirm quit 

STEP 11: COPY /USR FILE SYSTEM FROM TAPE TO DISK: 

36. Boot UNIX from disk: Enter " b ". 
37. Enter " mkfs /dev/rsiOf " to create user file partition. 
38. Enter " mount /dev/siOf /usr " to mount user file system. 
39. Enter" cd /usr " to change directory to /usr. 
40. Enter " mt rew " to rewind tape. 

. . 41. Enter " mt fsf 2 " to skip tape forward two files. 
42. Enter " cpio -ivhmud2 " to copy in the user file system. 

STEP 12:RESTORE DISK DRIVE LABELS: 

43. Enter the " sgilabel " to get usage of disk label command: 
Usage: sgilabel [-n name] [-s serial#] dv# 
i.e. sgilabel -n "Release GL2-W3.5" -s 14596 siO 

· 44. Enter " sync " to sync the disk drive. 
45. Label the USER file system first: 

i.e. labelit /dev/siOf usr sgi 
46. Label the ROOT file system: 

i.e. labelit /dev/siOa root sgi 
47. Depress the RESET button to reboot the system. 
48. Boot up UNIX and go to MULTI-USER to ensure proper 

operation. 
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SECTION 3: Review 

Student Name: 

Please complete the review and hand it into your instructor. 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 
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b// cr6{ 5/hy 

1. Where do the FEX programs reside? 
J /1 <S'/yJ. a ~ /5fat/l/c! /slre,x-

.· ,,./) .:') 

2. Name the three FEX programs and list when you would use each one: 

/Jlf} ,Fiy - f)S ,Q 
2 /Yo 

~------l_P~~'-~ .......... v~--------------------~~-----·------5_FV? __ vf..__-_· ___ /ul~t~a~ 1 

,.--

- __;, . > "'<<et / J 

3. List the prom monitor command that you would use to list the headers on the bootable 
tape: 

4. What FEX command would you use to enter " Bad Block Edit Mode"? 

II 6 

5. H you entered SIFEX to add bad block data that you received from UNIX d~g nor
mal operation, after entering the cyl/hd information, would you need to format the 
disk? 
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6. If you answered yes to question #5, then answer #6. Why do you need to format the · 
disk if all you are doing is adding a new entry to the already existing table? 

7. Once UNIX is,up, what command do you yfe ~create a new disk partition? 

, 'm K PS /C/pv/4s1cf F 

8. What command is used to label a disk drive? 
-

o -S S ;f) S I 0 

9. What command is used to label a file system? 

S~I 
I 

10. If you are some where in the FEX program and want to return to the main program (top 
level fex prompt), what key must you depress? 

(0 0-t 1 
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t. INTRODUCTION 

Mapping Out Bad Tracks on Disk Drives 
D. Christopher Dunlap 

Product Support Engineering 

Silicon Graphics Computer Systems, Inc. 

October 24, 1986 

This bulletin describes the procedure for mapping out a bad track. I<n•wn media defects are mapped 
out when the drive is formatted at SGI, but occasionally new errors appear. Sometimes these new 
errors don't represent actual media defects. This can happen, for example, when the system is 
interrupted unnaturally while writing to . the disk. Although there are other ways of dealing with 
these types of errors, it's usually easiest to map them out as you would any true media defect as it's 
often difficult to tell these data errors from defects. The FEX programs (ipfex, mdfex or sifex) are 
used to map out bad tracks. 

This document assumes you have a general understanding of the Unix operating system, 
particularly interaction with a shell and the booting and shutdown sequences. Anyone who is not 
comfortable with these things should not attempt any of the procedures described here. In some of 
these procedures, mistakes can be fatal to the system. 

· 2. GENERAL PROCEDURE 

2.1 The FEX Programs 

All versions of FEX are stand-alone programs. They are booted directly from the PROM monitor. Use 
the "reboot" command to get to the PROM monitor from Unix. You must be the Super-user (root) to 
use the "reboot" command. 

The version of FEX that you will use depends on which disk controller your system has. If the 
drive you are having problems with has an 11md11 prefix, such as 11 /dev/mdOc11 you use "mdfex"; if it's 
got an "si" prefix, such as 11siOa 11

, use 11sifex11
; and if it's got an "ip" prefix, use "ipfex" All the· 

examples here will show 11mdfex". If you are using •ipfex" or "sifex11 , just substitute the correct 
name wherever applicable. 

Boot FEX by typing 11b stand/mdfex" at the PROM monitor prompt. FEX will return with a 
prompt, such as 11mdfex 2.4>"· 

If you want to abort any operation in FEX, hit the <del> key. 

If the drive you are having problems with is drive 1, you will have to set the drive unit number, as 
FEX uses drive 0 by default. Type "s" in response to the •mdfex 2.4>" prompt, and then type •u• for 
drive unit number, enter 0or1 and hit <return>. 

Some versions of FEX have some password security built into them. This was put in to pr~ 
users from some of the more dangerous operations in FEX. To check for password security, type .a 
11?11 at the •mdfex 2.4>" prompt. If "Map out a bad track" is listed in the menu, you can skip to~- · 
next paragraph. Otherwise, type 11Z11 • FEX should prompt you for a password. The password is 
11donl• (all lower case). If FEX doesn't accept the password go back to the PROM monitor by typing 
"q" at the "mdfex 2.4>" prompt, boot FEX and try it again. 

2.2 Information About Your Drive . 

Later in this procedure, you will need to know how many heads, cylinders, and sectors your drive 
has. To find this out, boot FEX and enter the Security password if needed. Set the drive unit number . 

,. 
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if needed. Type "s" for "Set" in response to the "mdfex 2.4>• prompt, then type 11?• to check the 
possible options. Type the letter indicated to select "Display Settings". Several lines of information 
will appear. Look for one that starts with "Drive:". This line will list the drive model, the unit 
number of the drive, and a group of nuqibers in parenthesis representing the size of the drive. 

For example, in the line: 

Drive: Hitachi 511-8, Unit=l, (814+9110/17(512)) 

•Hitachi 511-8• is the model of the drive, •1 • is the drive unit number (always 0 or 1), 11814" is the 
number of user accessible cylinders 11911 is the number of cylinders reserved for alternates for bad 
track mapping, 1110• is the number of heads, 111711 is the number of sectors per track, and 11512" is the 
number of data bytes per sector. You would need to write down "cylinders=814, heads=lO, and 
sectors=17". Type •q• to get back to the "mdfex 2.4 >" prompt. 

2.3 Identifying The Bad Track 

When you get a hard error on the disk, the error message will list the location of the error. Because 
of the way the Extent File System (EFS) manages disk space, the location indicated by these errors is 
not always accurate and complete. See the section titled "Related Issues" below for more details on 
error messages and the EFS. 

In order to get an accurate accounting of the errors on the disk, it is necessary to run a test with 
the FEX program. This test simply reads the drive a track at a time until it finds an error. It will 
report the location of the error accurately. 

Boot the appropriate FEX program as described above. Type 11?• in response to the "mdfex 2.4>" 
prompt. If selection "e" does not appear, you need to enter the security password as described 
above. · 

Enter "e" to get to the "excercises:" prompt. Type 11d 11 for "Disk Read or Write Test". FEX will 
prompt you with "Repeat How Many Times:" for the number of tracks to read. This is the number of 
user accessible cylinders times the number of heads. Next, type "r" for "Read", and then enter the 
number of sectors per track. Type "s" for "sequential reads" and then just hit return for a step size of 
one track (the number in parenthesis will match the number of sectors per track). Some versions of 
FEX will start the Read-test now, but others will prompt "Starting at cyl/hd/sec?". If you get this 
prompt, just type 110/0/011 and hit <return>. 

The Read-test will run through until it encounters an error or gets to the end of the test. If it finds 
an error it will either return to the "exercise:" prompt or it will ask you to "Retry/Skip/Quit". If it 
returns to the "exercise:" prompt, type "q" to quit and map out the bad track as shown below. Note 

. that you will still need to return to the Read-test to check for additional bad tracks. If FEX prompts to 
•Retry/Skip/Quit", type 11s• for skip and write down each bad track. You may need to 11Skip• several 

, tiJnes berfore you reach the end of the test. A disk that passes the Read-test will have a long series of 
·. ~ followed by the word "Passed". 

2., Mapping Out a Bad Track 

~-;: ~ Once you have Determined the locations of the bad tracks, you must map them out so they won't 
· \.~1 eause problems again in the future. 

··-r 

At ,the 11mdfex 2.4>" prompt, select •m• for •map out a bad track•. The FEX program will 
prompt you for the Cylinder, and then for the Head. It will then try to read the bad track. If it gets 
errors, it will try several times before either asking you if it should •Retry/Skip/Quit• or giving up on 
it's own if the error is drastic enough. If given the option, you should type •r• for •Retry• at least a 
few times as there's a chance that FEX will be able to read the track if you tell it to retry enough. 
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Eventually, when either FEX succeeds in reading the track, gives up, or you tell it to "skip", it will 
reformat both the bad track and it's alternate and will return to the •mdfex 2.4>" prompt. If you 
have any other bad tracks to map out, you should map them out now. 

Run the Read-test again to make sure you got all the bad tracks before quiting FEX. Once you are 
done, type "q" to quit. 

2.5 Canup 

After mapping out bad tracks, "fsck", the file system consistency checker, will usually find lots of 
inconsistencies. Just answer "Y" to all it's questions and it will repair any damage on the file system. 
This will only restore the integrity of the file system; any files that were lost will have to be restored 
from tape. 

3. RELATED ISSUES 

3.1 EFS and Disk Error Reporting 

The Extent File System is much more efficient in managing disk space than the Bell file system that 
was previously shipped on Silicon Graphics systems. Part of this stems from the efficiency of 
handling file system data as larger chunks called "Extents•. An effect of this is that the EFS will often· 
request the driver to read a chunk of data from the disk that extends across the boundaries of two 9r 
more physical tracks on the disk. Because of the way the hard disk controllers operate, it's 
impossible for the drivers to tell for sure where an error occurs when the read has extended across 
track boundaries in this fashion. The drivers only report the starting point of the error, and how 
much was read. FEX can read a track at a time, so it avoids this confusion, and always reports errors 
accurately. 

3.2 Bad Track Already Mapped Out 

Don't use the "Edit the Bad Track List" facility of FEX for mapping out bad tracks. It doesn't do the 
same thing as "Map Out a Bad Track". A Typical symptom when "Edit The Bad Track List" has been 
used is you will get an error while running the FEX Read-test, and then find that "Map Out A Bad 
Track" claims that the track has already been mapped out. To correct this, Edit the bad track list and 
delete the problem track from the list. Then proceed to "map out the bad track•. Note that the FEX 
Read-test is the only sure way to correctly verify the error location. 

3.3 Hardware Issues 

See the document "Disk Drive Compatilbility Issues" for more information on disk drive issues. 
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LAB 4.4: Creating New User Accounts 

This lab project contains three sections: 

Section 1: This section is used to teach you how to create a new user account. 

Section 2: This section lists just the procedure without all the instructional text. 

Section 3: This is a questionnaire that you will complete and hand in after performing the 
lab project. 

;. . 
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SECTION 1: Instructional Procedure 

I. Creating A New User Account 

On the typical IRIS workstation, there is a good chance of having at least two other users besides 
the console if the workstation is on a network or if it is in an environment where more than one 
person has a need to use it. Whoever is designated the "Administrator" has the responsibility to 
make sure each user has a properly working environment in which to work. This module covers 
the operations required to provide that environment. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

When you finish this lab project you should be able to: 

A. Correctly list the names of all related system administration files that require modification 
when adding new accounts, changing the workstation name, changing the Message-of
the-Day, and various oilier administration functions. 

B. Demonstrate that you can change the name of your workstation. 

C. Demonstrate that you can create a new user account and set the correct user protections 
and permissions for that account. 

Ill.PURPOSE 

.: ·: Teach the student how to add new accounts to the workstation. The project seeks to develop a 
basic skill in each student that will help the student to understand some of the basic functions {' 

-··,· that the system administrator must perform, and it allows each student sufficient time to practice 
some of these skills. 

IV. EQUIPMENT. 

, A functional IRIS 68020 based workstation. 
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V. PROCEDURE 

Two students will be assigned one IRIS workstation. The two students will work as a team with 
one student making the actual command entries at the primary console. 

You will create a new account; the account name created will be the same as one of the student's 
last name. 

It is very important that you follow the lab project precisely and do not wander off in your own 
direction. You will have ample time for free-time later in the course. 

During the project you will see five different prompts; the current prompt is determined by 
where you are in the workstation systems. 

1. iris> 

2.JULIEn> 

3.JULIE n# 

4.# 

5. JULIE login: 

The prom monitor. 

Student account prompt when in Multi-user mode, where n = command 
number. 

Student account prompt when in Super-user mode, where n =com
mand number. 

Single user mode. 

This prompt appears when you go into Multi-user mode from Single
user. 

NOTE: Some of these prompts will change as a result of some of the functions you perform 
during this project. 

The following text will lead you through the execution of several commands. When you are 
required to enter a command, the text recreates the STANDARD OUTPUT for that com
mand. Just keep reading and following the flow of the lab project. 

Also throughout the text are comments that explain what you are doing or what is about to hap.£ 
pen as a result of executing a command. · 

• The commands that you are required to enter are indented and HIGHLIGHTED USING 
BOLD print next to the prompt that would be displayed. 

i.e. # mkdir /usr/people/smith 
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• The stdout of each command or any terminal output that would result from something 
that you are required to do, will be beneath the command, left justified and · 
HIGHLIGHTED USING ITALICS. 

• The instructional comments that makeup the bulk of the lab project will be in normal 
print. 

BEGIN ACTUAL PROCEDURE HERE: 

STEP 1: Power on the workstation. 

Power on your IRIS workstation using the front panel switch. You should see the initial PROM 
monitor message appear at your terminal: 

IRIS (IP2- Revision B) Monitor Version 3.0.7 December 20, 1985 
Memory Size 4mb (Physical Map (1 mblbit) OxOOOOOOOf) 
Configuration Switch: OxOOOO 

Multibus Window (2mb) at Megabytes O and 1. 
Multibus accessible memory (1 mb) begins 
at Physical memory page 300, 
at Virtual address 2000000. 

iris> 

STEP 2: Boot the UNIX System. 

iris> b 

SGI Extent Filesystem 
Loading: md:O:detaultboot 

Text: 038318 bytes 
Data: 0113d8 bytes 
·Bss: 024d7c bytes 

. .Jumping to load program - 20000400 

SYSTEM 5 UNIX #0 {Wed May 7 04:49:59 PDT 1986] 
(C) Copyright 1986- Silicon Graphics Inc. 
real = 4194304 
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kmem = 561152 
user= 3633152 
buts= 819200 (max=16k) 
dsdO not installed 
qicO not installed 
siiO at mbio Ox07200 ipl 5 
siO (Hitachi 512-17 name: Hitachi 512-17) slave O 
si1 not installed 
sfO floppy (801218) slave 2 
siqO at mbio Ox73fc ipl 5 
sqO (qic02 cartridge tape) slave O 
iphO not installed 
tmtO not installed 
ikO not installed 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

68020 Based 

nxO (FW 2.5 HW 4.0) (0800. 1400.3948) at mbio Ox7ffc ipl 2 
fpa installed 
/pen not installed 
kernel debugger disabled. 
root on siOa 
swap on siOb. swplo=O nswap=64000 

/NIT: SINGLE USER MODE 

# 

Welcome to the world of the 
IRIS personal workstation. 

The SGI education department 
hopes that you have a veJY 
pleasant and informative stay 
with us. 

STEP 3: Go to multi-user mode. 

#multi 

# 
/NIT: New run level: 2 

Is the date [day month date time time-zone year] correct? (y or n) y 

Do you want to check filesystem consistency? (y or n) y 
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Checking file systems for consistency: 

/dev/siOa 
File system: root Volume: SGI 

u Phase 1 - Check Blocks and Sizes 
... Phase 2 - Check Pathnames 
0 Phase 3 - Check Connectivity 
u Phase 4 - Check Reference Counts 
0 Phase 5 - Check Free List 
nnn files nnnnn K used nnnn K free 

ldev/siOf 
File system: usr Volume: SGI 

u Phase 1 - Check Blocks and Sizes 
**Phase 2 - Check Pathnames 
0 Phase 3 - Check Connectivity 
**Phase 4 - Check Reference Counts 
0 Phase 5 - Check Free List 
nnn files nnnnn K used nnnn K free 

Mounting: /usr 
Preserved editor files 
Cleared ltmp 
Resetting locks and logs 
Hostname: JULIE 
Daemons: 
update 
cron 

, .·, , xnsd 

~:fj-{~~ :1sched 
.,·,- .. · ' ·· Daemons started 

::· .. · 

JULIE login: 

.. ·:; . 
. "S,TEP 4: Login as Root • 

. . ·-~· ' .. 

LAB 4.4: Creating New User Accounts 

Wbel} performing system administration functions y6u should be a Super-User or logged in as 
ROOT. . . 

JULIE login: root 
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Step 5: Naming the IRIS workstation. 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

68020 Based 

The default name of an IRIS workstation is IRIS. The name of all the workstations in the class
room are JULIE. If you have more than one workstation on a network, you must assign each 
workstation a unique name. The name can be up to eight characters long and must contain no 
blanks. 

Before you create a new user account you will perform the following three functions: 

1. Change the name of your workstation. 
2. Insure that the new name is displayed at login time. 
3. Change your workstation login welcome message. 

Step 6: Changing your workstation name. 

The name of the workstation is established by the character string that is held in the file 
!etc/sys_ id. Lets go look at the contents of this file. 

# cd etc· 

# more sys_ld 

JULIE 

As you can see, the name of your workstation is JULIE. Next look at a file called 
sys_idDEFAUL T. This file will not exist on a customer system. It is a copy of the sy$_idfile as 
it comes from the factory, and it is here for illustration only. 

#more sys_ldDEFAULT 
· .. · .. ·.~~~~. 

IRIS 
:~· 

You wiH now change the name of the workstation by editing the sys_id file using the vi editor. 1¢.· 

Change the name to some name that you can both agree upon. 

To feel the results of the change you must then re-boot the system, but before you re-boot, I will . 
also have you edit a file called /etc/gettydefs to insure that the workstation name is displayed·' 
when you login. '. }:: 
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Step 7: Changing the gettydefs file. 

LAB 4.4: Creating New User Accounts 

This· is the file that is accessed when you login. The letclinittab file defines what line to access 
first for each of the terminal types: Console ( co ), ASCII on one of the ports ( dx ), or dial in ( 
du). 

The information on each line defines the baud rate, the message to be displayed, and a pointer to 
the next baud rate to attempt if this rate fails. ( remember, depressing the break key forces the 
getty process to fetch the next entry in this file if you receive garbage at your login terminal.) 

\ _,,.,'\';•Y'") fi1""I f/V<7 .. L- f ,J ) \) "y\ 1·· 

~ 
-,~J' ;cf,},Ji/ 7irt p.,.cv•"'V,''' , · l'J \";;. \ J_ . , , JL r;i~ ~J) 

I•; )1'1 f'; ,,,:.7 , ~~,,· .)'v\ ~\\J ( , ,,· (ir-J 

(}J'i.Jrf v 1°' ~ 1 # more11'9ettydefs ~ ~ c \ v '\ 0 

~ J J )\ 
co_9600# 89600(# 89600 SANE TA83r. r\n\nJULIE login: #co_ 4800 

co_ 4800# 84800 # 84800 SANE TA83 #\r\n\nJULIE login: #co_2400 

co_2400# 82400 # 82400 SANE TA83 #\r\n\nJULIE login: #co_ 1200 

co_ 1200# 81200 # 81200 SANE TA83 #\r\n\nJULIE login: #co_300 

co_300# 8300 # 8300 SANE TA83 #\nn\nJULIE login: #co_9600 
' ., \ 

\;-.;·" dx_9600# 89600 # 89600 SANE TA83 #\nn\nJUL/E login: #dx_ 4800 
\;) J • .\" 

\j\j "' 
1\i. dx_ 4800# 84800 # 84800 SANE TA83 #\nn\nJUL/E login: #dx_2400 

dx_2400# 82400 # 82400 SANE TA83 #\nn\nJULIE login: #dx_ 1200 

y x_ 1200# 81200 #81200 SANE TA83 #\r\n\nJULIE login: #dx_9600 
' ~/ 

·-~--y du_1200#81200#81200 SANE TA83#\r\n\nJULIE login:#du_300 
. \ 
J~u~300# 8300 # 8300 SANE TA83 #\r\n\nJULIE login: #du_ 1200 

~· \ 

. Using the vi editor, change the login in prompt, JULIE login:, to the new name of the work
station established in step 6. Change it on every line in the file. This will insure that the login 
prompt will display the name of the workstation. 
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Step 8: Changing the Message-of-the-Day. 

Lets first look at the current message. 

#moremotd 

Welcome to the world of the 
IRIS personal workstation. 

The SGI education department 
hopes that you have a very 
pleasant and informative stay 
with us. 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 
68020 Based 

Now, using vi, change your message to what ever you want it to say. 

Step 9: Re-booting the system; 

Execute the following commands in the order shown. The output produced by each command is 
not shown since you have seen it many times before. 

#reboot 

iris> b 

# multl 

NEWNAME login: root 

As you booted up the system and logged into ROOT you should have noticed the changes ~at 
you made. · 

You are now going to create a new account, using your last name as the new account name. 

Step 10: Adding a new account name to the /etc/passwd file. 

# cd etc 
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# more passwd 

root:Ouu 1 RjNScs85s:O:O:Superuser:/:/bin/csh 
rootcsh::O:O:Superuser:/:/bin/csh 
rootsh: :O :O :Superuser:/:/binlsh 
daemon:'*:1 :1 ::/: 
bin:'*:2:2:Binary Files:/: 

LAB 4.4: Creating New User·Accounts 

uucp:'*:3:5:UUCP Login Account:lusr/spooVuucppublic:/usr/lib/uucp/uucico 
adm:'*:5:3:Administration:/usr/adm: 
uucpadm:'*:B:B:UUCP Administration:/usr/lib/uucp: 
lp:'*:9:9:Une Printer:/: 
tutor::993:997::/usr/peopleltutoriaVc.graphics:/bin/csh 
mexdemos::996:997::/usr/peoplelmexdemos:/bin/csh 
demos::997:99 7::/usr/people/demos:/bin/csh 
guest::998:998::/usrlpeople/guest:lbin/csh 
games:'*:999:999:Games:/usr/games:lbin/sh 
rich:g1tF9GT/Tysy2:10:20:Richard Houston:/usrlpeople/rich:/binlcsh 
student:iR5.B3iw0fdX/:11 :20:class students:/usr/peoplelstudent:lbin/csh 
student1 :w2gmv/cAnjkw/:12:fO:class students:/usr/people/student1 :lbin/csh 

The first step required to create a new account will be adding the new account name to the 
passwd file, but before we do this lets talk about the passwd file. 

The /etclpasswd file: 

• Determines who can log into the system and who can't . 

• Contains line entries for each user "account" 

• Contains special accounts reserved for exclusive UNIX System purposes. 

• Is readable by everyone. Passwords are encrypted to maintain security. 

: "J;;;.. The IR.IS workstation is shipped with six user accounts: 
'k_-;· 

tt ~ ~ . . , 

root, rootcsh, rootsh - Super-user accounts with a csh or sh environments. 

';guest - Both a sample user account and a real guest account using a csh 
· ·· , enVironment. · 

demos, mexdemos - Regular and Window Manager demo accounts 
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Special function accounts are used by background UNIX processes while the system is running. 
You can not log into these accounts. 

Daemon This entry is used to indicate to daemons a starting path of root. 

bin Bin also points to root, and is also used to give a reference to a path in which 
the directory bin is found. 

uucp This account is used whenever the system handles uucp requests. It points to 
the general uucp directories. 

uucpadmin Points to the administration files for the uucp handler. 

Ip Generically, Ip points to /dev, relative to root as shown. 

adm Administrative tasks use this account to find the administration directories 

In addition to the pre-defined accounts, each user on an IRIS workstation is given his or her own 
unique account (rich, student, studentl, tutor, etc). This is what you are going to add to the file; a 
new user account. 

The file letc/passwd contains a line for each account on a UNIX system. Each line has seven 
fields separated by colons (: ). QY? /J/Lii.·v.r.. /«·ff c< • 

FIELD 
1 

:'r:.. 
2 

,-------~3 

/[fc/G•1 --4 

CONTENTS 
Account name --- t v 71 ·// .vu. 111 es 

I
v' o' /"' ,w_;i w ~ ~-

~ ~t.JV'q 

- IV & J..- o 5' .1 'A/ 

E ""1,,/)77 - ;vu tP zv /3 ,v/

i 1 ·· Fvc G-1q-vf> ·5 ,·.s. _, I 
- Of' I 1No;./'4 

Encrypted user password 
User numerical ID 
Group numerical ID 
Users real name c.k/v'·/ C'),,1/1 I 

f""'-"-a '"J. 6 
7 

Home directory (default I) 
Login shell (default is /bin/sh) - c~~L.e 

The following gives a description of each field: 

• Account Name , .. 
The account name is the login name of.the new account. ~s field is searched for bf 
the login program when the user logs in. Any combination of letters, numbers, and special 
ch~ters (like _) are valid. Generally, account names are under 14 characters in length 
and are determined by the user for ease of memorization. 
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• Password 
The second field is the encrypted password for that user. For new accounts and newly 
shipped workstations, this field will be empty, ie, nothing between the colon delimiters · 
(::). Users should be made aware that security depends on the complexity of the password 
they choose. Normally users should be required to have a password of at least 6 charac
ters (passwd(l) will balk over passwords under 6 characters) and have a mix of lette~ 
numbers, and special characters. They should NEVER use their names, initials, or com
monly known acronyms and nick-names. 

The ( * ) seen in some of the system names (sometimes "dummy") guarantees that no 
password attempt can log in except a process owned by root There will be no match 
because any entered attempt will be encrypted into a 13 character password before com
parison to whatever string is in the password field. There cannot be a match. 

Password aging is a method to force users to change their password every so often for 
security purposes. It is generally considered an aggravation, but is important in some 
environments. Aging is in effect if the encrypted password is followed immediately by a 
comma and a non-null string of characters. See the passwd(4) section of the UNIX 
Programmer's Reference .Manual . 

• User Numerical ID 
The User number represents a number that is assigned to each file the user creates. This 
establishes the ownership of a given file. If two users have the same user number, the sys
tem has no way to distinguish them for purposes of directory and file protection. In gen
eral, the ownership numbers are sequential, but do not have to be. The key is having a 
unique number for each user. Numbers can go to 999. Owner 0 is always root or super
user and should never be assigned to a normal account. 

• Group Numerical ID 
The group number is the group identification given to the user at login. When the user 
logs in, he or she has access to a pool of directories and files shared by all users in that 
group. When setting up a new account, provide the group number corresponding to what
ever generic group this account should belong to. On the IRIS, a default group of "users" 
is designated as group 20. More on this later. 

• UsersName 
Field 5 is used as an information field fpr any .human reader. In this field can be placed 
the Users name, or a comment or nothing. , 
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• Initial Working Directory 
This field contains the account's default directory. When logged in, the user will be 
placed in this directory and it will generally be assigned as the users "home" directory. 
Note that in the above example, the guest account is passed to /usr/people/guest. That 
directory will contain the .logiri or .profile to set up the environment a guest would use. 
The default is I (root). 

• Program to use as Shell 
Normally a user account will have a shell (/bin/sh or /bin/csh) in this field. For special 
accounts, any program can be located here that will execute when the account name is 
referenced. A pseudo-shell could be created to severely limit access to specific functions 
for a security account. The default is /bin/sh. 

Using vi, add a new line to the passwd file. The account name will be the last name of one of 
the students. Following is an example of what you will add. 

your .last.name:: 13:20:your .full.name:/usr/people/your Jast.name:/bin/csb 

I.e. 
martin:: 13 :20:Dennis Martin:/usr/people/martin:/bin/csh 

martin 

13 

20 

Dennis Martin 

/usr/people/martin 

lbin/csh 

Student Workbook 

This is the account name. 

This is the next sequential user number. 

This account has been made a part of the user group which has the 
group ID number of 20. 

This is the real name of the owner of the account. Note: The account 
name did not have to be his last name, it could have been anything. 

This is the pathname to the account. It lives under the 
people directory. 

..-;!' 

This selects the shell that the user wants to use. 

13 

{?.: 
~' . 
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NOTE: 
The name martin will be used for illustration throughout this project. You .will substitute 
your name in place of martin at the appropriate spots. 

Step 11: Setting up the new user directory. 

Once the /etc/passwd file has been edited, the Administrator should set up the new users account 
directory. 

Create the new user directory using the following command: 

# mkdir /usr/people/martln 

This is the place to which the passwd file points when martin logs in. 

Step 12: Copying .login and .profile or .cshrc files. 

The new directory only contains ( • ) and ( •• ), providing no environment for the new user. The 
IRIS workstation has default .login, .profile, and .cshrc files available in root that you can copy 
over, or you can use a copy of your own. Enter the new account directory and copy in the 
appropriate file(s). 

NOTE: 
We will use .login and .cshrcsince we are going to be using the csh shell in the new account. 

# cd /usr/people/martln 

# cp /.login .login 

# cp /.cshrc .cshrc 

#IS -a 

.cshrc .login 

If you wanted to use the sh shell, then you would orily copy over the .profile file. 

We will look at the contents of these files later in ~e project. 
.l I ,;! • 
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Step 13: Changing Protections and Ownerships of the new account. 

Once all the appropriate files have been copied into the directory, you must set the proper owner- -
ships and protections. Remember, because you are su or root, everything you have created so 
far is owned by root, therefore martin would not be able to use his directory! 

Lets first look at the contents of our new account directory using the long list format of the Is 
command. 

#Is -al 

total 4 
drwxrwxrwx 2 root 
drwxr-xr-x 11 bin 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root 

sys 
bin 
sys 
sys 

As you can see, martin owns nothing. 

80 Jul 31 10:23 
176 Jul 31 10:02 
41 Jul 31 10:03 
144 Jul 31 10:03 

.cshrc 

.login 

The following sequence of commands will change the ownership of the two new files you just 
copied into the directory. 

total 4 
drwxrwxrwx 2 
drwxr-xr-x 11 
-rw-r--r-- 1 
-rw-r--r-- 1 

# chown martin .login 

# chown martin .cshrc 

#Is -al 

root 
bin 
martin 
martin 

sys 80 Jul 31 10:23 
bin 176 Jul 31 10:02 
sys~ 41 Jul3110:03 
sys 144 Jul 31 10:03 

r&1euht 1k: ~ l/W-t\,, 
Next, you must change the ownership of the directory to martin. 

#Cd ~. 

# chown martrn martin 
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Lets look at the change ... 

#Is -al 

total 10 
drwxr-xr-x 11 bin bin 192 Jul 3115:38 
drwxrwxrwx 19 root sys 304 Jul2809:36 
drwxr-xr-x 3 demos demos 336 Jul2809:32 demos 
drwxr-xr-x 8 guest guest 128 Jul28 09:33 gifts 
drwxr-xr-x 3 guest guest 112 Jul28 09:35 guest 
drwxrwxrwx 2 martin sys 64 Jul 3115:21 martin 
drwxr-xr-x 6 mexdemos demos 512 Jul28 09:35 mexdemos 
drwxrwxrwx 4 root sys 192 Jul 29 08:38 rich 
drwxr-xr-x 3 student user 128 Jul 28 09:36 student 
drwxr-xr-x 2 student1 user 144 Jul2809:36 student1 
drwxrwxrwx 3 tutor demos 48 Nov 1214:00 tutorial 

Initial protection can be set up by the administrator for the user. Notice that martin has a per-
mission code of 777. The folloWing command will change the permissions. 

# chmod 755 martin 

#Is -al 

total 10 
drwxr-xr-x 11 bin bin 192 Jul 3115:38 
drwxrwxrwx 19 root sys 304 Jul 28 09:36 
drwxr-xr-x 3 demos demos 336 Ju/2809:32 demos 
drwxr-xr-x 8 guest guest 128 Jul 28 09:33 gifts 

,, drwxr-xr-x 3 guest guest 112 Jul2809:35 guest 
drwxr-xr-x 2 martin sys 64 Jul 3115:21 martin 
drwxr-xr-x 6 mexdemos demos 512 Jul2809:35 mexdemos 
drwxrwxrwx 4 root sys 192 Jul2908:38 rich 

, drwxr-xr-x 3 student user 128 Ju/2809:36 student 
drwxr-xr-x 2 student1 user 144 Jul2809:36 student1 

, drwxrwxrwx 3 tutor demos 48 Nov 1214:00 tutorial 

You set read, write, and execute for the owner (martin), read and execute only permission to 
everyone else. ·The ·:m~w user (m8rtin) should configure pis .login or .profile file to set up an 
umask cominand (s~ csh or sh) for individual file and directory protection. 
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The group number assigned in the passwd entry for each user corresponds to groups defined in 
the file /etc/group (see group(.4)). 

/etc/group format: 

There are three fields: 

• The name of the group 

• An encrypted password Oust like the /etc/passwd file) 

• Numerical group ID. 

Lets go look at the /etc/group file as it is when shipped. 

sys:*:O: 
system:*:O: 
staff:*:O: 
daemon:*:1: 
bin:*:2: 
adm:*:3: 
sgLuse:*:4: 
uucp:*:5:uucp 
sgLuse:*:6: 
sgLuse:*:7: 
uucpadm:*:B:uucp 
lp:*:9: 
sgLuse:*:10: 
sgLuse:*:11: 
sgLuse:*:12: 
sgLuse:*:13: 
sgLuse:*:14: 
sgLuse:*:15: 
sgLuse:*:16: 
sgLuse:*:17: 
sgLuse:*:18: 
sgLuse:*:19: 
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user:*:20: 
demos:'*:997: 
guest:'*:998: 
games:'*:999: 

LAB 4.4: Creating New User Accounts 

Notice that the user group ID is set to 20. This is the default and the value you entered into field 
4 of the line you added to the passwd file. 

Martin is a member of the user group. 

NOTE: 
The following information is for general knowledge. It assumes a hypothetical system with the 
/etc/group file set as shown by the following listing. It shows you how an account can be 
assigned to more than one group. \ . _ wNJ (fl'> · 

q c.f:,.:J W 0 

18 
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G~-0:\ 'sys:*:O:----~- '·' '· 

system:*:O: 
staff:*:O: 
daemon:*:l: 
bin:*:2: · 
adm:*:3: 
sgi_use:*:4: 
uucp:*:5:uucp 
sgi_use:*:6: 
sgi_use:*:7: 
uucpadm:*:S:uucp 
lp·*·9· · · · ~1P 
sgi_use:*:lO: · 
sgi_use:*: 11: 
sgi_use:*: 12: 
sgi_use:*: 13: 
sgi_use:*:14: 
sgi_use:*: 15: 
sgi_use:*:16: 
sgi_use:*:17: 
sgi_use:*:18: 
sgi_use:*: 19: 
user:*:20: 
wimps:*:21: 5 (N(; r-tiwf 
bigguys:*:22: ~\.. vtAtl'v 

football:*:22:wimps,bigguys 
nerds:* :30:martin,rich,mzl 
· demos:*:997: 
guest:*:998: 
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games:*:999: 
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There are two ways to add users to a group. The first is by the /etc/passwd group ID field. If 
martin was assigned to group 22, he would be assigned to the group "bigguys" (see the above 
file listing). If you also wanted to assign him to the group "football", you can add his group to 
the football group (ostensibly to do in the "wimps" group) or simply add his account name to the 
group as exemplified by the group "nerds." 

To use his group affiliation, the user executes the command newgroup(1 ). Su can setup the 
group password by entering into the group and executing the passwd(1) command. 

The file (/etc/group) is readable to all so it can be used as a resource to anyone and because pass
words are encrypted. If a password is placed in the second field, anyone attempting to access a 
file shared by that group would have to enter a password first. If nothing is in this field, no pass
word is requested. * permits any user of that group to newgroup into it without a password. If 
the user is not part of that group, he is prompted for a password, but none will match the *. 

What you want to do now, is change the group that your new directory belongs to. 

Lets again change directories to the new directory. 

# cd /usr/people 

#Is -al 

total 10 
drwxr-xr-x 11 bin bin 192 Jul 3115:38 
drwxrwxrwx 19 root sys 304 Jul2809:36 
drwxr-xr-x 3 demos demos 336 Jul2809:32 demos 
drwxr-xr-x 8 guest guest 128 Jul2809:33 gifts 
drwxr-xr-x 3 guest guest 112 Jul2809:35 guest 
drwxr-xr-x 2 martin sys 64 Jul 3115:21 martin 
drwxr-xr-x 6 mexdemos demos 512 Jul2809:35 mexdemos 
drwxrwxrwx 4 root sys 192 Jul2908:38 rich 
drwxr-xr-x 3 student user 128 Jul2809:36 student 
drwxr-xr-x 2 student1 user 144 Jul2809:36 student1 
drwxrwxrwx 3 tutor demos 48 Nov 1214:00 tutorial 

Notice that martin belongs to the sys group. This is the way it was created. Lets chan~e it. .• ! 

# chgrp user martin 
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#Is -al 

total 10 
drwxr-xr-x 11 bin bin 192 Jul 3115:38 
drwxrwxrwx 19 root sys 304 Jul 28 09:36 
drwxr-xr-x 3 demos demos 336 Jul2809:32 demos 
drwxr-xr-x 8 guest guest 128 Jul2809:33 gifts 
drwxr-xr-x 3 guest guest 112 Ju/2809:35 guest 
drwxr-xr-x 2 martin user 64 Jul 3115:21 martin 
drwxr-xr-x 6 mexdemos demos 512 Ju/2809:35 mexdemos 
drwxrwxrwx 4 root sys 192 Jul 29 08:38 rich 
drwxr-xr-x 3 student user 128 Jul 28 09:36 student 
drwxr-xr-x 2 student1 user 144 Jul 28 09:36 student1 
drwxrwxrwx 3 tutor demos 48 Nov 1214:00 tutorial 

Your account is now set up where you own it. When you create any new files using the editor, 
those files will also belong to you. Any new directories you create under your top directory will 
also belong to you. 

Step 15: Setting up your account environment. 

The .login and .profile files have the following default formats. 

.login: 

.profile: 

20 

f·i -- ! 

AA111 // I • / '.,j _p 
( f /l:.ll v .. 

setenv SHELL /bin/csh 
stty erase 'AH' kill 'AU' intr 'AC' echoe 
set ignoreeof noglo~ _ )- . 
set tmp = ('tset -S -Q') c,,ve-ul-<J --? · -
setenv TERM $tmp[l] 
unset noglob 

SHELL=/bin/sh 
TZ='cat /etcfiZ' 
export SHELL TZ 

stty erase 'AH' kill 'AU' intr 'AC' echoe 
eval 'tset -S -Q' ; TERMCAP= 
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It is generally left to the user to add detail to his/her .login or .profile files to setup their environ
ment. Details can be gleaned from the description found in csh(.1) and sh(l), or by looking at 
other users 

Remember, it is these files where alias commands are placed, your search rule is expanded, 
special programs you want run when you login, etc. 

A Final Note: 
Once the administrator has performed the above, the user will generally be able to do his/her 
thing without further difficulty. If the usr is going to be using a remote terminal, printer, and/or 
dial in via modem, there are a few more things to do before the user is properly set up on the sys
tem. Each of these things will be covered by the next lab project. 

You should now logout of ROOT and login to your new account. Try changing your account 
prompts by editing .cshrc and adding the lines of code that control the prompts (see 
/usr/people/student/.cshrc ). 

Create a new sub-directory in your account and using vi, create a new file. Look at the owner
ship of the new directory and file to verify that they belong to you. 

When you are satisfied that you can create a new account, answer the questions in section 3 and 
hand them into your instructor. 
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SECTION 2: Generic Procedure 

This section shows only the actual steps required to add a new user account to the workstation. 

The IRIS OWNER'S GUIDE, Series 3000, gives an outline of this procedure. This lab project 
uses a slightly different approach, but the results are the same. 

The numbered steps of this section are different then section 1, because, the steps showing the 
boot process are not listed. 

Naming the IRIS workstation 

STEP 1: Become Super-user or login as ROOT. 

STEP 2: Using vi, edit /etclsys_id and change name. 

STEP 3: Edit /etclgettydefs, changing each line prompt 
name to the new workstation name. 

STEP 4: Reboot the system. 

Adding a new account to the system 

STEP 1: Edit /etclpasswd, add line for the new account. 

STEP 2: Create the new user directory 

mkdir /usr/people/new.name 

STEP 3: Copy .login and .cshrcor .profile into the new directory. 

STEP 4: Change the ownership of the environmental files just copied. 

STEP 5: Change the ownership .of the new directory. 

STEP 6: Change the permissions of the new directory. 
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STEP 7: Edit /etc/group, adding user to other desired groups. 

STEP 8: Change the group affiliation of the new account to desired 
group. 

STEP 9: Modify environmental files to fit your needs. 
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SECTION 3: Review 

Student Name: 

Please complete the review and hand it into your instructor. 

1. What file do you edit to change the workstation name? 

5 S~ld 

2. What file do you edit to insure that the workstation name is displayed at login time? 

?'; c'.;/fi1 c/!e_/,, 
/, 

/ 

3. What file do you edit to add a new account name to your system? 

I > 

4. How many fields are there in each entry of the /etc/passwd file? 

7 

5. What does field 3 (of a passwd entry) define? 

:rd 

6. Do user ID numbers have to be sequential? 

7. Can two accounts have the same user ID number? 

9 rwvil \\)of 
~·- ··:. 
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8. You want a new account to use the C-shell. Show the correct statement that you must 
place into field 7 of the passwd entry. 

/,(]//:,,//::-/ 

9. What files define an accounts environmentals? 

10. What is the command that you use to change file or directory ownerships? 

11. What is the command that you use to change permissions? 

/.· -

12. What is the file that defines what group or groups a user will belong to? a _,._ /7 
a/"' ~"-by·/...L (/ 

i 
A I c /::; ,,,._') ~P ~IC / /?~ uo( 

13. Can a user belong to more than one group? What file defines this? 

.~ o 1 <2--tf!?<l) 
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LAB 4.5: Adding ASCII Devices 

This lab project contains four sections: 

Section 1: This section is used to teach you how to add an ASCII terminal to your work
station. 

Section 2: This section is used to teach you how to add an ASCII printer to your work
station. 

Section 3: This section lists just the procedures without all the instructional text. 

Section 4: This is a questionnaire that you will complete and hand in after performing the 
lab project. 
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SECTION 1: Instructional Procedure 

/ I. Adding an ACSll terminal 

The IRIS provides RS232 and network access to itself through the three ports located on the rear 
of the machine, and through 32 XNS network or 8 TCP ports. Theoretically, a given IRIS can 
support 35 concurrent users. 

Terminal support is provided through a chain of software events as summarized below: 

• init generates gettys on each port allocated for terminals. 

• getty generates the login prompt at a baudrate specified in 7etc/gettydefs. When the user 
gives his/her login id, gettypasses it to and initiates login. 

• login prompts for the password, initiates a number of system variables and starts a shell 
specified in /etc/passwd. 

Adding a new terminal requires the editing of several system files to properly handle the remote 
terminal. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

, When you finish this lab project you should be able to: 

A. Correctly list the names of all the related system administration files that require 
modification when adding an ASCII terminal or printer. 

B. Demonstrate that you can add an ASCII terminal to your workstation and correctly 
modify all the related files. 

C. Demonstrate that you can add an ASCII printer to your workstation and correctly modify 
all the related files. 

Ill.PURPOSE 
.,:. '.. ,'I. 

-~. ·. 

Teach the student how to add ASCII terminals and printers to the workstation. The project seeks 
to develop a basic skill in each student that will help the student to understand the functions 
required when adding an ASCII terminal or printer and other options or devices that require 
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similar tasks. Each student is allowed sufficient time to practice some of these skills. 

IV. EQUIPMENT. 

A functional IRIS 68020 based workstation, an ASCII terminal and printer. 

V.PROCEDURE 

Two students will be assigned one IRIS workstation. The two students will work as a team with 
one student making the actual command entries at the primary console. 

It is very important that you follow the lab project precisely and do not wander off in your own 
direction. You will have ample time for free-time later in the course. 

During the project you will see five different prompts; the current prompt is determined by 
where you are in the workstation systems. 

1. iris> 

2.JULIEn> 

3.JULIEn# 

4.# 

5. JULIE login: 

The prom monitor. 

Student account prompt when in Multi-user mode, where n =command 
number. 

., .(: 

Student account prompt when in Super-user mode, where ii = com
mand number. ., · 

Single user mode. 

This prompt appears when you go into Multi-user mode from Single
user. 

··-. 

NOTE: Some of these prompts may be different as a result of some of the functions you per- · 
formed during the last lab project. "~·· ., 

The following text will lead you through the execution of several commands. When you are .· 
required to enter a command, the text recreates the ST AND ARD OUTPUT for that co .. 
mand. Just keep reading and following the ftow of the lab project. 

Also througho~t the text are comments that explain what you are doing or what is ~t to haP
pen as a result of executing a command. 
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• · The commands that you are required to enter are iridented and HIGHLIGHTED USING ·· 
BOLD print next to the prompt that would be displayed. 

i.e. # telinit q 

• The stdout of each command or any terminal output that would result from something 
that you are required to do, will be beneath the command, left justified and 
HIGHLIGHTED USING ITALICS. 

• The instructional comments that makeup the bulk of the lab project will be in normal 
print. 

BEGIN ACTUAL PROCEDURE HERE: 

STEP 1: Power on the workstation. 

Po\\'.er on your IRIS workstation using the front panel switch. You should see the initial PROM 
monitor message appear at your terminal: 

,_,; 'Mo' 

t,'IRIS (IP2 - Revision 8) Monitor Version 3.0.7 December 20, 1985 
· Memory Size 4mb (Physical Map (1 mblbit) OxOOOOOOOf) 
Configuration Switch: OxOOOO 

·"'> .. 

Multibus Window (2mb) at Megabytes 0 and 1. 
Multibus accessible memory (1 mb) begins 

. at Physical memory page 300, 
at Virtual address 2000000. 

_,'. . STEP 2: Boot the UNIX System. 
••• .• 1 • _I 

.· . ... 
iris> b 

.': 

... '\O 
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SGI Extent Filesystem 
Loading: md:O:defaultboot 

Text: 038318 bytes 
Data: 0113d8 bytes 
Bss: 024d7c bytes 

Jumping to load program - 20000400 

SYSTEM 5 UNIX #0 [Wed May 7 04:49:59PDT1986} 
(C) Copyright 1986- Silicon Graphics Inc. 
real= 4194304 
kmem = 561152 
user= 3633152 
bufs = 819200 (max=16k) 
dsdO not installed 
qicO not installed 
siiO at mbio Ox07200 ipl 5 
siO (Hitachi 512-17 name: Hitachi 512-17) slave O 
si1 not installed 
sfO floppy (801218) slave 2 
siqO at mbio Ox73fc ipl 5 
sqO (qic02 cartridge tape) slave o 
iphO not installed 
tmtO not installed 
ikO not installed 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 
68020 Based 

nxO (FW 2.5 HW 4.0) (0800.1400.3948) at mbio Ox7ffc ipl 2 
fpa installed 
/pen not installed , 
kernel debugger disabled. 
root on siOa 
swap on siOb. swplo=O nswap=64000 

/NIT: SINGLE USER MODE 

# 

Welcome to the world of the 
IRIS personal workstation. 

The SGI education department 
hopes that you ha.ve a vet)' 
pleasant and informative stay 
with us. 
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STEP 3: Go to multi-user mode. 

#multi# 
/NIT: New run level: 2 

Chapter 1 
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Is the date [day month date time time-zone year] correct? (y or n) y 

Do you want to check filesystem consistency? (y or n) y 

Checking file systems for consistency: 

/devlsiOa 
File system: root Volume: SGI 

0 Phase 1 - Check Blocks and Sizes 
0 Phase 2 - Check Pathnames 
0 Phase 3 - Check Connectivity 
0 Phase 4 - Check Reference Counts 
0 Phase 5 - Check Free List 
nnn files nnnnn K used nnnn K free 

/devlsiOf 
File system: usr Volume: SGI 

.... Phase 1 - Check Blocks and Sizes 

...... Phase 2 - Check Pathnames 

...... Phase 3 - Check Connectivity 

...... Phase 4 - Check Reference Counts 

...... Phase 5 - Check Free List 
nnn files nnnnn K used nnnn K free 

Mounting: /usr 
Preserved editor files 
Cleared ltmp 
Resetting locks and logs 

'! · · Hostname: JULIE 

ro~::a~;s: 
:· ,·:. : Cfi""n ..... ·. '• .., 

· .xnsd 
·· 1pd 
fpsched ,, .. 

·Daemons started 

JULIE login: 
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When performing system administration functions you should be a Super-User or logged in as 
ROOT. 

JULIB login: root 

Before you add the terminal, the following information is presented as a review. 

Devices & Ports 

Devices are special files located in ldev that point to kernel resident device drivers. Those dev
ice drivers perform all of the I/O between a calling process and whatever physical device is 
being accessed. The advantage of such an architecture is that devices can be written to and read 
from just like any file. 

All hardware devices supported or attached to the system must have a corresponding device if it 
is to be used. Normally, the device will be located in ldev and will be given a name reflecting 
the device it supports. The following list represents the normal devices provided with the IRIS: 

Console 
console 
syscon 
sys tty 

Disks 
ipOa-h 
ripOa- h 
ipla- h 
ripla- h 
mdOa-h 
rmdOa-h 
mdla-h 
rmdla-h 
siOa-h 
rsiOa-h 
sila-h 
rsila-h 

· Floppy disks 
mfOa 
rmt'Oa 
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Linked together as same device 

474Mbyte fujutsu (Block) 
474Mbyte fujitsu (Character) 
Second Fujutsu (Block) 
Second Fujitsu (Character) 
Vertex (or other) 72Mbyte (Block) 
Vertex 72Mbyte (Character) 
Second Vertex (Block 
Second Vertex (Character) 
Fujitsu/Hitachi 170Mbyte (Block) 
Fujitsu 170Mbyte (Character) 
Second Fujitsu 170Mbyte (Block) 
Second Fujitsu 170Mbyte (Character) 

Standard Floppy (Block) 
Standard Floppy (Character) 

:7 
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sfOa 
rsf'Oa 

Memory 

Tapes 

km em 
mem 

mtl 
rmtl 
rmt2 
rmt3 
rmt4 

Streamer 
sqO 
nrsqO 

Terminals 
tty 
ttyT0-17 
ttyd0-d3 
ttynO - ttyn31 
ttywO - ttyw9 

Tektronics 
tek 

'IBM3270 
pxd 

GPIB 
ib0-9 
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3030 Floppy Controller (Block) 
3030 Floppy Controller (Character) 

User memory (Kernel space real-time memory) 
User memory 

Linked with rmtl 
Streamer rewind after read (Character) 
Streamer no rewind after read (Character) 
1/2" rewind after read (Character) 
1/2" no rewind after read (Character) 

(Block) 
(Character) 

Returns your terminal name 
TCP/IP ports (8 is the max) 
RS232ports 
XNS Network ports 
Textports 

Tektronics printer (Character) 

Supports the IBM card (3270 interface controller) 

GPIB (IEEE 488) controller 

/. STEP 5: Terminal hardware connection • 
. ;·'' 

.J'he IRIS is perfectly happy with a 3-wire connection t. terminal, provided that pins 2 & 3 are 
· ')dfossed. In other words, use a null modem cable with at least pins 2, 3, and 7 connected. Termi

nals that require additional pins can be handled by either prc)Viding those connections to the IRIS 
or by jumpering. See the following tables on .modems, for a detailed pinout for cabling .. 
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The RS232 hardware connections 

The serial ports on the IRIS are designed to connect directly to Data Communications Equip
ment (DCE) such as modems, via a modem cable. A modem cable has pin 1 of the connector 
on one side connected to pin 1 of the other connector, pin 2 to pin 2, and so forth. The following 
table shows the pin definitions for the IRIS and for the modem cable. 

Modem Cable 
IRIS Modem Signals 

1 1 Chassis ground 
2 2 Transmit data 
3 3 Receive data 
4 4 Request to send 
5 5 Clear to send 
8 8 Carrier detect 
6 6 Data set ready* 

20 20 Data terminal ready 
7 7 Signal ground 

*Pin 6 is used only for ttym2. 

Pin Definitions for Modem Cable 

Connecting the IRIS directly to Data Terminal Equipment (DTE), such as terminals and 
printers, requires a different cable arrangement, a null modem cable. The following table 
lists the pin definitions for a null modem. The pin numbers that are shown separat~ by commas 
( , ) should be connected together and also to the other pin or pins listed in the sanie row. 

Null Modem Cable 
IRIS Terminal Signals 

1 1 Chassis ground 
2 3 Transmit data 
3 2 Receive data 
4 8 Request to send/Clear to send . , f . '" 

8 4,5* Carrier detect 
6 20 Data set ready* 
20 6,22* Data terminal ready 
7 7 Signal ground 

.. 
*These connections ma}t be necessary on the terminal side. 

Pin Definitions for a Null Modem Cable 
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These pin definitions work with any serial device that complies with the RS-232C specification. 

Most printers work with simpler cabling. If the printer is to be used via a modem, the following · · 
table should be used. Refer to your printer manual for more details. 

Simplified Null Modem Cable 
IRIS Printer Signals 

1 1 Chassis ground 
2 3 Transmit data 
3 2 Receive data 

4,5 Request to send/Clear to send 
6* [6]*,8,20 Carrier detect/Data set ready* 
7 7 Signal ground 
*Connect 8,20 of printer to 6 of IRIS for modem control 

Simplified Null Modem Pin Definitions for Printers 

Most terminals do not require the various handshaking lines such as clear to send or data set 
ready, and will work with a three-wife null modem cable. The following table lists the pin 
definitions fo the three-wire null modem cable. 

Three-wire Null Modem Cable 
IRIS Terminal Signals 

2 3 Transmit data 
3 2 Receive data 
7 7 Signal ground 

Three-wire Null Modem for Terminals 

The following table summarizes the types of cables to use with different peripherals. 

Cable Usage 
Peripheral Cable 
Modem Modem cable 
Terminal Null mode':! 
Printer Simplified nn<llmodem 
CRT Three-wire ri(llh)lodem · 

.· ;· 

Summary of Cable Types 
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NOTE: 
As of software release 3.4 only the Three-wire Null Modem Cable Is supported on 
the IRIS. Future releases will support the other cable configurations. You should··
check with the Hot Line if you are not sure what cable configurations are currently 
supported. 

To connect an ASCII terminal to the cabinet attach an RS-232 cable (null modem) from the 
ASCII terminal to the IRIS RS232 port 2, 3, or 4 (located on J/O panel in back of the IRIS). 

Note: 
Since your training workstation already has two ASCII terminals attached, you will not make 
any physical connections. You may want to pull off the three-wire connector and examine it 
before continuing with the project. 

The project will actually have you remove the terminal and then place it back on line. 

STEP 6: Editing /etc/inittab. 

/etclinittab determines which ports are open for terminal support, and initiates a getty for that 
port. It is the first part in the chain of events for terminal support. 

The Format of /etc/inittab is fairly simple. Lets look at the file. 

#Cd /etc I)(:<) .l' ;- ,t l ;_,)I~i .. ' 
/ ·/iL L,-,yi ]L ;r1 { r kc ' ':'X'e,f #~.··.·· (}~···· 

(' ] . i - )VI,,,. . v oVl"J 

:r:~f in 
1h #more inittab tf 15 F5 c /\ • · 

--- isdinitdefault:# ;;~;:.ci~r: /w. eVs;etc!RCSlinittab, v 1.10 87/03/09 17:25:06 tong~:$}/ 
. sO::sysinit" t re.so >ldevA sole 2>& 1 · · . 1:> 

~u 0''"'
7 (bO::bootwai · re <ldevA nsole >ldev/console 2>& 1 °'·".:. 

i- :.K ~: 11 b 1 ::bo~twait:lf!tclbcheck!£ <ldevlcons'?!e >ld~y!consolf! .. 2:;-& 1 
~u~~ . rc:.waJt:I~ 1>ldevlconsole2>& 1- ", .,_,;r fl· ,,, ·. · - r · · 

pf::powerfail:letc/powerfail 1>/devlconsole 2>& 1 
cd"v~()~ co::respawn:letc/getty console co_J!ljJJO· none LDISCO 

5
_)..., ... ~1 ::respawn:letc/getty ttyd1 dx_960D none LDISCO 

j, J,;tn d2::respawn:/etc/getty ttyd2 dx_960,0 none LDISCO 
3:x:respawn:/etc/getty ttyd3 dx_9600 none LDISCO 

,~. Tc r i1) ('t0:3:respawn:/etc/getty ·ttyTO dx_960o· none LDISCO 
' p(,1;~. / t1 :3:respawn:letc/getty ttyT1 dx~9600 none LDISCO . 

J t2:3:respawn:letc/getty ttyT2 dx_9600 none LDISCO 
l t3:3:respawn:letc/getty ttyT3 dx_9600 none LDISCO 

Lt,~-; r 
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t4:3:respawn:/etclgetty ttyT4 dx_9600 none LDISCO 
t5:3:respawn:letclgetty ttyT5 dx_9600 none LDISCO 
t6:3:respawn:/etclgetty ttyT6 dx_9600 none LDISCO 
t7:3:respawn:/etclgetty ttyTl dx_9600 none LDISCO 

Chapter1 
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The line containing co_9600 and those below it determine which ports init will start getty 
processes running against. Each line contains four fields separated by colons. For example: 

d3:x:respawn:/etclgetty ttyd3 dx_9600 none LDISCO 

The ID representing the port 

R\11.rJ 7{..tiTh~ · fi ld · th 1 b ti th . di th thi lin . rstate. 1s e 1s ra er comp ex, ut or now e x m cates at s e 1s 

d3 

x 
ignored by init. An empty field turns this line "on", and a gettyprocess will be 
started against the terminal. 

respawn This is an instniction to tell init to reinitialize the getty on this port if the getty 
process should die. All terminal support ports should have respawn in this field. 

/etc/getty This field specifies to init which process to spawn or respawn. getty is used to 
set the login prompt and receive the user's login id. 

nyd,3 This is the device getty will be running on. Be extra careful not to have two 
users running on the same port. 

., 

. dx~9600 getty uses this field to determine which line to look at in the gettydefs file (see 
below). That line will determine the baudrate and login prompt with which getty 
services the port. 

none The type argument is a character string describing to getty what type of terminal 
is attached to the line in question. The default, in this case is none; i.e., any CRT 
or normal terminal unknown to the system. 

LOISCO The optional fourth argument, linedisc, is a character string describing which 
line discipline to use in communicating with the terminal. 

--
~ ' . Since, the lines that begin with co, d11 and d2 do not contain an 11 x 11 in the second field, getty 

p:i;ocesses should have been started against these terminals by the init process. 

Lets look and see ... 
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#ps -aux 

USER PID %CPU %MEM·SZ RSS TT STAT TIME COMMAND 
root 445 47.7 3.5 172 116 d1 R 0:01 ps-aux 
root 79 0.0 2. 1 108 68 d1 I 0:04 /etc/getty ttyd1 dx_9600 
root 57 0.0 0.6 12 12 wO s 0:00 /etc/update 
root 60 0.0 1.1 44 32 wO I 0:00 letc/cron 
root 78 0.0 1.2 48 32 wO I 0:00 -csh (csh) 
root 2 0.0 0.2 640 0 ? D 0:04 pagedaemon 
root 1 0.0 1.8 64 56 ? I 0:04 INIT2 
root 0 0.0 0.1 0 0 ? D 0:04 swapper 
daemon 72 0.0 1.5 60 44 wO s 0:00 /usr/libllpd 
root 69 0.0 1.5 60 44 n31 I< 0:00 letc/xnsd lusr/loca//boot 
root 80 0.0 1.2 48 32 d2 I 0:00 /etc/getty ttyd2 dx_9600 
Ip 75 0.0 2. 1 76 68 ? I 0:00 lusr/lib/lpsched 

As you can see, two getty processes are running against the ports of ttyd1 & ttyd2. The console 
(which you are on) had a gettyprocess started against it, but when you logged on, the gettypro
cess was terminated and the shell ( csh ) was started for that device. 

You are now going to stop the gettyprocess for port d1. 

Edit /etclinittab and place an " x " in the second field of the line for port 2 ( dl ). 

The next command will cause the in it process to again access the file. 

# telinit q 

Lets look at the result of in it process. 
. '· 

# ps -aux 

USER PID %CPU %MEM SZ RSS TT STAT TIME COMMAND 
root 445 47.7 3.5 172 116 d1 R 0:01 ps-aux 
root 57 0.0 0.6 12 12 wO S 0:00 /etc/update 
root 60 0.0 1.1 44 32 wO I 0:00 letc/cron 
root 78 0.0 1.2 48· ;~.--'2 WO 
root 2 0.0 0.2 6409'1 ? 

I o:oo -csh (csh) 
D 0:04 pagedaemon 

root 1 0.0 1.8 64 56 ? I 0:04 INIT2 
root O 0.0 0.1 O O ? 
daemon, 72 0.0 1.5 6() 44 wO 
root ·69 0.0 1.5 60 44 n31 

D 0:04 swapper ~ 
S 0:00 lusr/libllpd ff' . 
I < 0:00 letc/xnsd lusr/loca//boot 

root 80 0.0 1.2 48 32 d2 I 0:00 /etc/getty ttyd2 dx_9600 
Ip 75 0.0 2.1 76 68 ? I 0:00 /usr/lib/lpsched 
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As you can now see, only one getty process is now running. 

Chapter1 
LAB 4.5: Adding ASCII Devices 

O.K, edit the file again and bring port 2 back on line. Then execute the tslinit q command again. 

Once you get the terminal you took off line back on line, move to one of the ASCII terminals 
and login as student. After you login perform the ps -aux command and verify that a shell is 
now running in place of the gettyprocess. 

Logout of the ASCII terminal after you execute the ps command. 

STEP 7: Editing the /etc/gettydefs file. 

The file letclgettydefs provides the getty process the information it needs to fully support a 
user on a terminal line. Lets look at the file ... 

# cd /etc 

# more ·gettydefs 

co_9600# 89600 # 89600 SANE TA83 #\r\n\nJULIE login: #co_ 4800 

co_ 4800# 84800 # 84800 SANE TA83 #\r\n\nJUL/E login: #co_2400 

co_2400# 82400 # 82400 SANE TA83 #\r\n\nJULIE login: #co_ 1200 

co_ 1200# 81200 # 81200 SANE TA83 #\r\n\nJULIE login: #co_300 

co_300# 8300 # 8300 SANE TA83 #\r\n\nJULIE login: #co_9600 

> dx_9600# 89600 # 89600 SANE TA83 #\r\n\nJULIE login: #dx_ 4800 

d~-4800# 84800 # 84800 SANE TA83 #\r\n\nJULIE login: #dx_2400 

. dx_2400# 82400 # 82400 SANE TA83 #\r\n\nJULIE login: #dx_ 1200 
.. 

dx_ 1200# 81200 # 81200 SANE TA83 #\r\n\nJULfl.login: #dx_9600 

'du 1200# 81200 # 81200 SANE TA83 #\r\n\nJULIE login: #du 300 -· . . . . ·- -
du_300# 8300 # 8300 SANE TA83 #\r\n\nJULIE login: #du_ 1200 
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Each line has five fields summarized below: 

co_9600 This is the name pointed to by the last field of an inittab entry. For 
example, if the getty on port ttyd2 was given co_9600 in inittab, then 
the getty would start using the information on this line in gettydefs. 

B9600 This is a termio(7) baudrate used if no terminal type has been passed 
to getty. In that case, getty will service the port at the speed specified 
using "raw" (dumb teletype) mode. 

B9600 SANE T AB3 This is the "final flags" field. This field is used to condition the line 
using termio(7) parameters before getty executes login. This field 
can also be empty. The default settings include: 

rn IRIS login 

co_4800 

B9600 The initial baudrate 

SANE A flag ensuring a rational handling of the port between the 
processor and the terminal. One of a limited number of ter
minal types could also be put here (see getty(1)), but gen
erally is not done. Getty's function is served with a 
minimum functionality, permitting the default dumb tty 
interface until login is started. 

T AB3 This converts tabs to spaces on the terminal 

This field contains the prompt printed to the terminal by getty. 

This field points to another line to go to if the terminal sends a 
BREAK signal. This is used by getty to adjust baudrates. 

Commonly, the gettydefs baudrate sequence will be: 

9600 will point to 4800 
4800 will point to 2400 
2400 will point to 1200 
1200 will point to 300 
300 will point t~l:600 

The administrator can restrict or expand the sequence to include any expected baud rate. 

YOU should now edit the /etc/inittab file and change the pointer into the /etc/gettydefs file for 
one of the ASCII terminals. Select dx_ 4800 baud rate for the terminal. 

Reboot the system, go to multi-user and verify that garbage appears at the ASCH taminal when 
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the login prompt is displayed. 
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When you depress break, garbage will still be printed. This is because each line in gettydefs for · 
the ASCII terminal (the lines beginning with dx) point to themselves. Edit gettydefs, changing 
each line to point to the next baud rate, with dx_ 1200pointing to dx_9600. (This is the way the 
console [ co_XXXX] is set up) · 

Reboot the system again and verify that now when break is depressed, the correct baud rate will 
be found by continual depressions of break. 

STEP 8 : Editing the /etc/ttytype file. 

The ttytype file is read by the login process when the user attempts to login to a given port. 
Login checks the port, takes the terminal type and uses it to get appropriate terminal control 
information from termcap(5). If your terminal does not have a definition in termcap, you must 
pick an equivalent entry or create one. 

letclttytype looks like the folloyving: 

wsirls 
wsirls 
wsiris 
?v50am 
?du 
?du 
?v50am 
?v50am 
?v50am 

sys tty 
console 
syscon 
ttyd1 
ttyd2 
ttyd3 
ttynO 
ttyn1 
ttyn2 

?v50am ttyn31 

The first column should be set to the terminal type. Defaults have been built in expecting a 
VT50 terminal. If the workstation is to be attached to a net with other IRIS workstations, you 

.\_should change the v50am entry for each permitted net port (ttyn*) to wsiris as· the initial termi
nal type. 

"'. . ~t f:\ 
' The leading ''l before most of the entries is a prompt mdicator. When a person logs in, th~ 
. caµses the system to ask if the default is acceptable ( ( vS 0 am?) ). The user can hit 'retuni 

to .accept the default or enter another terminal type. ' " 
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The /etc/termcap file contains protocol descriptions for a large number of common terminals. 
If your terminal type is not listed, you can create an entry of your own. 

Display /etc/termcap and see how many different terminals are supported. 

tset and stty 

Each user's shell startup file (.login or .profile) should contain tset and stty commands that use 
information from /etclttytype and /etc/termcap to initialize the terminal interface. This way, 
each user can configure his/her own terminal environment. The IRIS workstation provides 
examples in the root(/) .login and .profile files: 

.login: 

stty erase '"H' kill '"U' intr '"C' echoe 
set ignoreeof noglob 
set tmp = ('tset -S -Q') 
setenv TERM$tmp[l] 
unset noglob 

.profile 

stty erase '"H' kill '"U' intr '"C' echoe 
eval 'tset -S -Q' ; TERMCAP= 

When you created the new account (the last lab project) you copied over these basic files. Th~se 
lines of code are in these files and the user then adds to these files all the instructions and com
mands he/she wants for a custom account environment. 

STEP 9: Test the Terminal 

:f. 
You have already performed what would be the final steps of installing a new ASCII terminal, 
they are: 
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• · Inform in it of the change to letc/inittab by typing the command: 

telinit q 

Entering this command causes initto read /etclinittab and start a gettyprocess running on 
the terminal port. 

• Hit the return key on the terminal, making sure the prompt appears, ungarbled. If trash is 
printed, hit BREAK until the right stuff shows up. Then change either the terminal 
configuration or the inittab file to begin with the correct baud rate. 

The user should now be-able to use the remote terminal without difficulty. 

Remember, section three of this lab project gives only the procedure without all the instructional 
comments. 
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SECTION 2: Adding an ASCII Printer 

In the following procedure, steps 1-8 serve only to test the printer. Once you are sure you have· 
the correct parameters for the printer you are using, and it is printing correctly, step 9 illustrates 
how to edit /etc/re and make the required changes that insure the printer will be configured 
every time the system is booted. 

STEP 1: Connecting the Printer to the IRIS. 

To connect a printer to the cabinet, attach an RS-232 cable (null modem type) from the printer to 
"Port 2" , "Port 3" , or "Port 4" on the standard 1/0 panel. The manual for the printer should 
have a specification for its RS-232 interface and may require some jumpering of RS232 pins. 
Most modem printers are 3-wire null-modem compatible. 

STEP 2: Configuring the SoftWare for a Printer Connection. 

To enable the software for connecting a printer to the IRIS: 

• Log in as root or become the super-user by entering the su command. 

• Edit the file /etclinittab to disable getty on the port to which the printer is connected by· "': 
entering an 'x' in the second field corresponding to that port. 

• Inform init of the change to the /etclinittab file by typing the command: 

# telinit q 

Entering this command causes in it to read /etclinittab and kill the getty for the port. ,, 

• Inform the shell of the port you have chosen by giving the port's device name. 

In the following command examples, the asterisk (*) represents d1, d2, or d3. (see 
table on next page for related.v devices when adding terminals or printers) 

'··'"'~ ' ' 

. •.'·-: 
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SERIAL DEVICE NAMES 

Serial Device Names 
Device Name Description 
/dev/console Console terminal 
/dev/syscon System console (linked to /dev/console) 
/dev/systty System tty (linked to /dev/console) 
/dev/ttydl Serial on standard J/O panel 
/dev/ttyd2 Serial on standard J/O panel 
/dev/ttyd3 Serial on standard J/O panel 
/dev/ttym2 Serial used with modem control 

9used in lieu of ttyd2 -

If using csh: 

If using sh: 

# port=/dev/tty* 

The above commands set a variable (port) equal to the value /devltty*. Throughout the pro
cedure, this value (which is the device name of the interface for the printer) is used every time 

' ' ( 

the variable port is used in a command. 

i.e. set port=/dev/ttyd3 

STEP 3·: Give all users permission to access the port. ,, dfi" r0.fl 

# Chmod 222 $port 
cj f'< IJ I; (/11 • .) 

. ' ulr') , i ! ~.( ~ ' 

ecJ»' , .. J, '· 
. ,f (Jll'- /, • 

. . ic,J ~· 
, . NOTE: er>~~->~·. , , 'cl,4/i l)ii 

· The variable port.is being used in the above command. Re mber, it was created in STEP 2. If 
yo? had not _crea~~ the.Yariable, then the complete ~vice·'· ame would have_ to be entered at this 
point. :. - · . 

i.e. chmod 222 /dev/ttyd2 
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STEP 4: Change the owner of the device to root and its group to sys: 

# chown root $port 

# chgrp sys $port 

STEP S: Link the device file for the printer port to /devllp. 

# rm -f /dev/lp 

# In $port /dev/lp 

STEP 6: Open the device file. 

UNIX automatically resets the baud rate and terminal modes for all serial devices after programs 
open and close a device file. Therefore, before setting up the printer parameters, you must first 
run a program to open the device file for the printer and keep it open. Type these lines io the 
~ill ·~· 

If using csh: 

If using sh: 

# sleep 1 QQ90000 < $port >& /dev/null & ~ .7 1-7. 

#sleep 10000000 <$port 2> /dev/null & 

These lines open the device file for the port you h.ave chosen and keep it open for four months. 
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Lets look at the result of executing the above sleep command. 

# ps -aux 

USER PID %CPU %MEM SZ RSS TT STAT TIME COMMAND 
root 445 47.7 3.5 172 116 d1 R 0:01 ps-aux 
root 79 o.o 2.1 108 68 d1 I 0:04 /etc/getty ttyd1 dx_9600 
root 57 0.0 0.6 12 12 wO s 0:00 /etc/update 
root 80 0.0 1.0 32 28 wO I 0:00 sleep 10000000 _ 
root 60 0.0 1.1 44 32 wO I 0:00 /etc/cron 
root 78 0.0 1.2 48 32 wo I 0:00 -csh (csh) 
root 2 0.0 0.2 640 0 ? D 0:04 pagedaemon 
root 1 0.0 1.8 64 56 ? I 0:04 INIT2 
root 0 0.0 0.1 0 0 ? D 0:04 swapper 
root 69 0.0 1.5 60 44 n31 I< 0:00 letclxnsd /usr/locaVboot 
Ip 75 0.0 2. 1 76 68 ? I 0:00 lusrllibllpsched 

As you can see, the sleep process is running. This keeps the printer device file open. Also, 
notice that only one getty is running (you killed the other one in 
step 2). 

STEP 7: Set printer parameters. 

The stty command sets terminal or printer parameters. For example, to use a printer at 1200 
baud with XON/XOFF protocol, that does not supply a carriage return before each line f~ the 
stty command would look like the following: 

{\'l stty 1200 lxon -on/er < $port 

· '~1i See stty(,l) for the options that can be set. In stty commands, a dash(-) in front of an option 
means to turn it off. No dash means to tum it on. 

The printer that we will use in class is a Data Products SPG-8020. Enter the following stty com
mand to set its,parameters. 

··~ 

# stty 9600 ix on -onlcr <.$port 
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STEP 8: Test the line printer by entering these commands: 

You are now going to redirect the output of a file (we are using lstclpasswd) into the special -
device file for the printer. The file that the output is redirected into is ldevAp, but this file is 
linked to /devltty* (see step 5), therefore, the data will end up in the special file. Once in the spe
cial file, the printer driver will output the data to the printer and the passwd file will be printed. 

# cat /etc/passwd > /dev/lp 

IRIS workstation only: 

# lpr /etc/passwd 

The first command, using cat, tests whether characters can be sent to the device, /dsv/lp, by 
sending the file /etclpasswd directly to the printer. If the printer does not print the file, check 
the serial line connections and the arguments to the stty command. 

The second command tests the line printer spooling system. The spooling software for the 
printer is not included with terminals. Only writes directly to the printer device /dev/lp are pos
sible. When this command is used, a header is printed before the data is printed. 

The next steps should be completed only after you're sure of the arguments to the stty command 
(step 7), in other words, your printer works the way you want it to work. 

STEP 9: Edit /etc/re. 

This file is accessed every time the system is booted. By placing the following three commands 
into /etc/re, the printer will be configured every time you re-boot the system. 

Edit the file /etc/re. Locate the following line: 

echo "Daemons started." 

NOTE: 
You will notice that the above line exists in two places: 

' 
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• If your machine is a terminal, place the three commands after the first occurrence 
of the above line. 

• If your machine is a workstation, place the three commands after the second 
occurrence of the above line. 

Also, the three commands you add to /etc/re can go anywhere on the line, but placing them at 
the first tab stop uses correct programming format. 

The three commands are: 

nohup sleep 10000000 < devicename 2> /dev/null & 

sleep 3 

stty options < devicename 

I.e. 

nohup sleep 10000000 < /dev/ttyd2 2> /dev/null & 

sleep 3 

stty 9600 ixon -onlcr < /dev/ttyd2 

Lets look at the file /etc/re after the above changes. 

#more re 

#I/bin/sh 
'' .. ,." #-(#}re.sh 1. 7 

·· ·.#$Source: /ws/reVsrcletc/RCS/rc, v $ 
# 7#)$Revision: 1.13 $ 
#$Date: 85107131 03:19:43 $ 
TZ='cat letc/TZ' 
export TZ 
if [ I -f /etc/mnttab J 
then· 

24 

> /etc/mnttab 
letc/devnm I/ /etc/setmnt, 
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ti 

case '/bin/uname -r in 
2300/2300T/301 OJ 

esac 

PA TH=':lusr/bin:/bin:letc' . 
export PATH 
rm -rt ltmpr ltmp/. ??• lusrlspooVcolordl?data• 
echo nCleared ltmp lusr/spooVcolord" 
if [ -f /.mexrc] 
then 
SU iris -c 'SHELL=lbin/tesh HOME=/ TERM=WSiris mex' 
ti 
if [ -r letc/sys_id] 
then 
hostname 'cat letc/sys_id' 
echo Hostname: 'hostname' 
else 
echo No hostname 
ti 
echo "Daemons:• 
letclupdate;echo "update" 
if [ -r /etc/rc.xns ] ; then sh letc/rc.xns ; fi 
if [ -r letc/rc.tcp]; then sh letc/rc.tcp; fi 
if [-r letc/rc.488}; then sh letc/rc.488; ti 
echo "Daemons started. n 
sleep3 
clear 
exit .. ,, 

PA TH= ':lusr/locallbin :/usrlbin:/bin :/etc' 
export PATH 
set 'who -r' 
if [ $7 = 2 -o $7 = 31 
then 

echo "Mounting: sh /etc/re.ts 
echo". n 
/usr/liblex3. 7preserve -;echo "Preserved editor files" 
rm -rt /tmpr ltmp/. ??•;echo ncleared /tmp" 
echo nResetting locks and logs" 
rm -f /usr/spooVlpdllacl<'lusr/spooVlp/SCHEDLOCK 
rm -f /usr/admlacctlnitellock• 
cd /usrladm ; chmod go-rwx sulog cronlog OLDsulog OLDcronlog 
cd lusr/adm ; cp sulog OLDsulog; cp ldev/nul/ sulog 
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f I 

cd lusr/adm ; cp cronlog OLDcronlog; cp ldev/null cronlog 
rm -f /usr/spooVuucp/LCK* lusrlspooVuucp!Sr /usr/spooVuucpffM"' 
hostname 'cat letc/sys_id' 
echo Hostname: 'hostname' 
echo "Daemons:" 
letclupdate;echo "update• 
/etc/cron;echo "cron• 
if test -f /etclrc.xns ; then sh /etc/rc.xns ; fi 
if test -f /etc/rc.tcp ; then sh /etc/rc.tcp ; fi 
if test -f /etclrc.488 ; then sh /etclrc.488 ; fi 
if { -x /usrllibllpd -a -x /usrllibllpsched) 
then 
/usrllibllpd;echo ·/pd• 
/usr/libllpsched;echo •fpsched" 
fi 
echo "Daemons started.• 
nohup sleep 10000000 < /dev/ttyd2 2> /dev/null & 
sleep 3 
stty 9600 lxon -onlcr < /dev/ttyd2 2> /dev/null & . 

The three added commands are highlighted. Notice they are at the first tab stop. 

After you edit the /dev/rc file, your printer is now ready to be used any time you log into the 
system. 

Appendix 4.2 (of the student workbook) gives additional information concerning printer spool
ing and setting up printer classes, but this should always be the system administrators task and 
not yours . 
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SECTION 3: Generic Procedures 

This section shows only the actual steps required to add an ASCII terminal and/or printer to the 
workstation. 

The IRIS OWNER'S GUIDE, Series 3000, gives outlines of these procedures. This lab project 
uses a slightly different approach, but the results are the same. (Also, Technical Aid 1/0-013 Rl 
gives additional information concerning connecting an ASCII printer) 

The numbered steps of this section are different then section l, because, the steps showing the 
boot process are not listed. ·· 

Adding an ASCII Terminal 

STEP 1: Connect the terminal to RS232 port 2, 3, or 4. 

STEP 2: Become Super-user or login as ROOT. 

STEP 3: Change directory to /etc. 

STEP 4: Edit the file ttytype to specify the type 
of terminal being attached. 

STEP 5: Edit the file inittab to tum on the getty 
for that port. 

STEP 6: Edit the file gettydefs to control the baud 
rates, login prompt, and port configuration. 

STEP 7: Issue a telinit q to make init aware of 
the change. 

STEP 8: Login on the new terminal. 

Adding an ASCII Printer 

STEP 1: Connect the printer to RS232 port 2, 3, or 4. 
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STEP 2: Become Super-user or login as ROOT. 

STEP 3: Change directory to /etc. 

STEP 4: Edit inittab to disable the getty on the 
port that you connected the printer (place an "x" 
in the second field). 

STEP 5: Issue a telinit q to make initaware of change. 

STEP 6: Inform the shell what port you have selected: 

If csh set port=/dev/tty* 

where * = dl, d2, or d3 

If sh port =/dev/tty* 

wher~ * = dl, d2, or d3 

STEP 7: Give all users permission to access the port. 

chmod 222 $port 

STEP 8: Change the owner and group to: root and sys. 

chown root $port 

chgrp sys $port 

STEP 9: Link the device file for the printer port to /dev/lp. 

rm -f /dev/lp 

In $port /dev/lp 

STEP 10: Open the device file. 

If csh sleep 10000000 < $port >& /dev/null & 

If sh sleep 10000000 < $port 2> /dev/null & 

STEP 11: Set printer parameters. 
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stty options < $port 

STEP 12: Test printer. 

cat /etc/passwd > /devnp 

STEP 13: If above works, edit /etc/re and add the following 
lines after the line echo "Daemons Started'. 

Student Workbook 

Remember, there are two occurrences of this line, 
select the correct one. The determining factor is the 
type of system you are attaching the printer to: a 
Terminal or a Workstation. 

First occurrence = Terminal 

Second occurrence = Workstation 

nohup sleep 10000000 < devicename 2> /dev/null & 

sleep 3 

stty options < devicename 
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SECTION 4: Review 

Student Name: 

Please complete the review and hand it into your instructor. 

1. What cable do you use when connecting an ASCII terminal to the IRIS? 

2. What IRIS ports can you connect an ASCII terminal to? 
!?S ,;;..'3c 

)) , ___ 3 j f!i /,- .2 -'"] 

3. What pins of the three-wire cable are used and what signals does each line carry? 

4. What file do you edit to start a getty process for a port that you are going to connect an 
ASCII terminal to? 

5. When you make a change to /etclinittab, what command do you use to inform init of 
· the change? 

(/ 

.. 

6. What files determine the baud rate for a terminal?, 
1
;- ,, .J) 

. . - ,'\'II 71,,, I > ~ ' ' -

It Tc I 9 JI 1// tic F s t i' fll 1 Jt?, J,; 
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7. What file would you edit to inform the system that the attached terminal is a Tektronix . 
terminal? 

/pre/ rry ~v/Y----
1 

8. What file· defines the parameters for all IRIS supported terminals? 

1£'-:r-c / T~ut.;.;rJ 
I 

9. What ports can you attach an ASCII printer to? 

11. Show the command used to allow all users access to the printer port. 

C ft /ll1 ad ,1 ,;.. ;;; :z /? / /J.t tJ /i/,YJ/ J .:?2- 1 /Oi ( 

12. What file do you link to the special file for the printer? 

13. What is the stty command used for? 

: ·~. 

14. Show the command used to cause printing to occur from either an IRIS Terminal ot~ 
IRIS Workstation. ,!.·· · 
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15. What file do you edit and add three commands to, that insures that the printer is 
configured each time the system is booted? 

/ere l1f' c 

16. What Technical Aid gives additional information concerning printer installations? 

J ft- I Jo - 0 I 3 - f( ) 
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SOFTWARE CARTR19GE TAPE FORMATS 

NOTE: The first entry in each box is the contents of that file on tape. 
The second entry is the format in which it is written. 
The entries in italics may or may not be on the tape. 

L2-W3.5r2 Update Tape (800-1019-001) 

dist root usr man games 
cpio cpio cpio cpio cpio 

demos gifts 
cpio cpio 

004--0024--028 004--0144--044 004--0144-544 4--0154-034 4--0164--034 . 4-0174-034 4-0184--034 

NOTE: Used by customer's to update software from 3.4 to 3.5. 

GL2-W2.5 Update Tape (800-1001-001) 

dist root usr options 
cpio cpio cpio cpio 

004-0024-036 004-0134-183 004--0134-193 

NOTE: Used by customer's to update software from 2.4 to 2.5. 

GL2-W3.5r2 Bootstrap Tape (800-1004-001) [jE TAP€] 

dist bootstrap root root% usr 
cpio .. dd 

m,,.,, -ro<•-t cpio cpio cpio 
004-0024-028 004--0124-045 004--0134-163 004-0134~63 004-0134-173 

NOTE: Used by customers to restore their system disk from tape. 

GL2-W2.5 Bootstrap Tape (800-1002-001) 

r dist bootstrap root usr 
cpio dd cpio cpio 

L. 004--0024-032 004-0124-061 004--0134-181 004-0134-191 

NOTE: Used by customer's to update software from 2.3/Bell to 2.4/EFS. 

GL 1-W2.3 Bootstrap Tape (800-

dist bootstrap root&usr options 
cpio dd cpio cpio 

NOTE: Used by customer's to update software from 2.2 to 2.3. 

GL2-W3.5 Bootable Backup Tape (mkboot) 

stand root usr 
cpio dd cpio 

NOTE: Made by customers to restore their system disk from tape. 
~ . . 

GL2-~ .. 5''Bootable Backup Tape (mkboot) 
< liA a 

stand mdOg root usr 
cpio dd dd cpio 

NOTE: Made by customers to restore their system disk from tape. 

'...1-W2.3 Bootable Backup Jape {mkboot) 

stand root usr 
cpio dd cpio 

NOTE: Made by customers to restore their system disk from tape. 

usr<'lo 
cpio 

004-0134-673 

/Yl~cl 
/000 

I Z-00 
f 'f-00 
/.::)£."l0 

z.cco 
22-00 
24<)0 
z_.SOo 

·z_.-'f-OOT 
z_.:SC.,c..>r 

3000 

tutorial mail 
cpio cpio 

4-0204-031 4--0194--031 

·/ 
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Appendix 4.1 : Installing Software Updates 

This appendix gives information for the procedure use when installing software updates. 

You will use this procedure when installing options that the customer purchased after the initial 
system purchase and install, or when SGI releases updates to the existing system. 

When update tapes are shipped, instructions for installing the files are shipped with the tape, but,. 
these instructions are for experienced UNIX people and like so many of the instructional docu
ments, the instructions are " unfriendly " to the novice user or Field Engineer. 

This document was taken from the SGI System Administration Course and placed into the 
Hardware Course so that the Field Engineer would have a more detailed procedure of the 
software installation instructions. 
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Installing Software Updates 

I. Introduction 

With the advent of a wider product line and more frequent software updates, Silicon Graphics 
began a system of "update" tapes. These tapes: 

• Automate and simplify the software update process 

• Provide self-updating installation tools 

• Permit specialized tools required only for unique options without having to provide those 
tools as release software. 

This module describes how to install software updates and software options on the IRIS work
station. 

II. Module Objectives 

On completion of this module, the student will: 

• Describe the format of a typical Update tape 

• Prepare the IRIS for update installation 

• Install software updates 

• Recover the system should the update fail 

Ill. Tape Organization 

Silicon Graphics IRIS workstation software is distributed on quarter-inch cartridge or half-inch 
pine-track tape. The software is stored on the tape in cpio (1) format. 
1 .. 
The tape consists of software to be installed on the user's system and a set of distribution tools 
that allows users to access the software. The software contains one or more components or 
entries. · 
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A tape entry is a collection of related software that is installed as a unit. Entries are identified by 
short names recognized by the distribution tools. For example, the files making up the UNIX 
system update are collected in an entry called upd , and the FORTRAN language option is in an· · 
entry called ftn . On each tape, the first entry is a cpio ( 1) image containing the distribution 
tools. The programs, scripts, and text files that make up the distribution tools reside in a direc
tory called I dist . (For a full description of the software installation tools, see Section 5 of the 
3000 Owner's Guide) 

As part of the distribution tools, each tape includes two files that allow the user to determine 
which entries are on the tape. The two files are: 

• toe A table of contents of the entries on the tape, in the order that they appear on the tape, 
and the sizes of the entries. 

• desc A list of all possible entries with a brief description of each. 

Software update tapes contain an entry for the UNIX update software, entries for optional update 
software such as on-line manual pages and games, and an entry for each software option that you 
have ordered. A software option tape contains only entries for each option that you ordered. 

IV. Overview of Software Installation Procedure 

The first step in the installation process is to read the dist directory into the root directory with a 
cpio command. The distribution tools can then be used for all further tape positioning and 
access. 

The next step in the installation process is to determine which entries are on the tape, and which 
of these entries to load onto the disk. Use the table of contents (toe) and the entry descriptions 
(desc) to help determine which entries to install on your system. 

If there are user files on the workstation, or if you are installing many software options, there 
may not be sufficient disk space to install all of the new software. To find out if there is sufficient . 
space on the disk, you need to compare the amount of space required for installation with the · ',:. 
amount of space available on the disk. The distribution tool called Spchk computes the projected 
change in disk usage for the root and /usr file systems as compared to the current usage. 

If Spchk projects an increase in disk space usage, compare the value reported by Spchk with th~ 
number of available disk blocks reported by df ( 1 ). If the number of blocks available is less than 
the number required, the disk will overflow when the software is installed. To prevent this, back 
up some user files to tape and then delete them from the disk. 

After determining whether there is sufficient space on the disk, the next step is to read in the files 
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from the disk with another distribution tool called Read . This tool reads in the selected entries 
(or all entries, by default) and puts the individual files in their proper places on the disk. 

Once they are read in from tape, some files require special attention. A distribution tool called 
Install attends to these details. For example, when new libraries are read in, it is necessary to 
run the ranlib ( 1) program to make sure the library is in the condition expected by the loader. 
The Install command runs ranlib ( 1) for each library in the entry. 

The Install command also updates configuration files as required by the new software. 
(Configuration files are files that control the site- and machine-specific details of system opera
tion.) Silicon Graphics attempts to avoid updating configuration files, but occasionally it is 
necessary to do so because of changed functionality in a release. 

When the Install command updates the configuration files, the old configuration files are saved 
under a different name, and the new configuration files replace them. The names of 
configuration files that are updated are reported as the Install command runs. As the next step in 
the installation procedure, you need to compare the old configuration files with the new, and 
make any site-specific alterations to the new version. 

If a new kernel has been installed, the last step in the installation process is to reboot the system. 
This ensures that the new system uses the new kernel. 

Once installation is completed, delete the distribution tools from the disk. 

V. Software Installation Procedure 

To install software updates and options, follow the steps below. Updates and options can be 
installed separately or together. The basic procedure assumes that only one machine is involved. 
If the tape drive is on a remote machine to be accessed using XNS, see "Using a Remote Tape 
Drive" at the end of this section. 

• Make sure the system is in multi-user mode, but that there are no other users logged on 
during the installation process. Log in as root . · 

• Change your working directory to the root directory: 

cd I 

• If there is an old copy of the distribution directory present, remove it: 

rm -rf dist 
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• Put the distribution tape in the tape drive. 

• Read in the distribution tools with cpio : 

cpio -ivhmudl 

If you are using a half-inch tape, use device 3 rather than 1: 

cpio -ivhmud3 

• To make it easier to access the distribution tools, put the !dist directory in your search 
path. Enter this command carefully; if the search path is wrong, the shell will not be able 
to find the programs you try to run. 

set path = ( /dist /usr/bin /bin /etc ) 

• Determine which entries are on the tape, and which of them you want to install. To see 
the names of the entries on tape, examine the table of contents file toe : 

cat /dist/toe 

To find out what each entry name means, examine the description file desc : 

cat /dist/desc 

Most of the distribution tools accept a names argument that determines which of the 
entries listed in toe will be processed. 

To process all of the entries listed in toe, omit the names argument. To process a subset 
of the available entries, list the entry names as the names argument, in the same order as 
they are given in the toe file. 

• Unless the system is new, or has no user files on it, check the disk space to ensure that the 
new entries will fit on the disk. To do this, use the Spchk and df ( 1) commands: 

Spchk names 
df 

The Spchk command reports the projected change in disk usage for each file system (/and 
/usr) as plus or minus some number of disk blocks. If the number of disk blocks reported 
by Spchk is an increase in disk usage, compare the increase with the number of available 
blocks reported by the df command. Remember that the increase projected by Spch/c is 
approximate, so be generous - allow a few hundred extra blocks if possible. Hit looks 
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close, or if there are not enough .free blocks, back up some user files to tape and delete 
them from the disk. When you have installed the software, you can reorganize the disk to 
make room for restoring the files that you deleted. 

Remember that the disk is divided into root and wr file systems. H the space problem is 
on lwr , for example, only deleting files from /wr will help. 

• Read in the entries from the tape: 

Read names 

If you would like feedback while the command progresses, give the -v (verbose) option: 

Read -v names 

The v option of the Read command shows the names of the files as they are extracted from 
the entries on the tape. The disadvantage of the verbose option is that error messages can 
scroll off the screen unnoticed. 

• Perform the installation details for each entry: 

Install names 

This command indicates its progress and the names of the affected files. 

As the Install command runs, it reports the names of the altered configuration files. H the 
Install command updates any configuration files, the old configuration files are saved 
under a different name, and the new configuration files replace them. After the Install 
command is finished, compare the old configuration files with the new configuration files. 
Make any necessary site-specific alterations to the new version. 

While you are running the Install command, you may receive a message indicating that 
the you need to run the Install command again after the system is rebooted. (See Step 14, 
below.) 

• H you install a new kernel, verify that certain critical files are present before you reboot 
the system. This is by necessity an incomplete check, but does serve to catch some of the 
more significant problems. H any of these problems exist, they must be corrected before 
the system is rebooted. Failure to do so may make it impossible to bring the system back 
up again. To verify that the critical files are present, type: 

Verify 

If Verify reports any errors, correct them. If you need assistance, call the Geometry Hot
line (see Chapter 1 of the IRIS Series 3000 Owner's Guide). 
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• If an update or any communications options were installed, reboot the system: 

reboot 
b 
multi 

• Log in as root . 

• Once the system is back up, and if you were instructed to do so perform the installation 
cleanup details: 

/dist/Install -cleanup 

• Delete the distribution directory: 

rm -rf /dist 

• If you deleted user files to make room on the disk, restore them. 

V.1. Using A Remote Tape Drive 

If you are installing the distribution on a workstation that does not have a tape drive, use a 
remote workstation with a tape drive and the XNS network protocol. 

Follow the procedure above, but with these changes: 

• Log in as root on the remote machine. Follow steps 2-4 as above. Using the commands in 
step 5 above, read the distribution tools onto the remote machine using cpio . 

Log in as root on the machine on which you are installing the software. Copy the distribu
tion tools to the machine on which you are installing the software using these commands 
(remote is the name of the machine with the tape drive): 

cd I 
xcp -r -v. remote:/dist. 
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• Instead of reading with the -v option, issue the Read command with the -x option. This 
option tells the Read command the name of the remote machine. 

Read -x remote names 

The names argument is optional. 

VI. Software Installation Tools 

This section describes the distribution tools in more detail. The distribution tools are collected 
in a directory called /dist. The set of tools includes commands used to manage software instal
lation, and files that describe the distributed software. The !dist directory is written on each dis
tribution tape in cpio ( 1) format 

Vl.1. Files 

A file called toe in the distribution directory indicates which entries are on the tape. Each line in 
this file contains the name and size of an entry. Entries in this file are in the same order as they 
appear on the tape. Most of the distribution commands use this file to obtain the default list of 
entry names to be processed. 

The desc file is a text file that gives a brief explanation of the contents of each possible entry. 
This file is useful for correlating entry names with their contents. 

There are several files called list.name in the distribution directory, where name is an entry 
name. These lists contain the names of the files in each entry. The path names for each entry 

· -... 'are given in sorted order, with no leading slash. These lists are used by the distribution com
. ·· · tmands while entries are being processed. If you have a specific question about files included in 
' ' .. an entry, examine these files. 

The fluff.name files in the distribution directory contain the names of files shipped in previous 
releases that are now obsoleted by the new software. There is a "fluff" list for each entry. 
These lists are used by the Install command, so that obsolete files will be removed automatically 
when the new software is installed. The fluff lists are often very short, containing only the old 
part number file in the /Versions directory. 

The nsizes file contains the size of all files for all entries that are part ,of the software release . . 
from which the distribution was made. The Spchk command uses this file to determine the size 
of the new files on the tape bejore the tape is actually read in. 
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If the disk is full or nearly full, attempting to install new software can exhaust all available 
space. In some cases, a partially installed UNIX update can be quite difficult to work with. It is 
always best to be sure that there is enough space to install the new software before reading the 
entries from the tape. 

The Spchk command approximates the change in disk space usage that will occur when the 
selected entries are read in. It does this by comparing the old and new sizes of each file in the 
entry. The "old" size is taken from the file currently residing on disk. The "new" size is taken 
from the nsizes file. The total change is reported as an increase or decrease in the amount of disk 
space that will be used. An increase can be compared with the amount of available space on the 
disk to determine whether the new software will fit. 

The two most significant distribution tools are the Read and Install commands. The Read com
mand is used to read entries from the distribution tape and put them on the disk. Normally, the 
Read command does its work relatively quietly. The -v (verbose) option causes the names of the 
individual files to be reported as they are extracted from the entries on tape and written to the 
disk. If no arguments are given to the Read command, all entries listed in the toe file in the dis
tribution directory are read from the tape (i.e. the entire tape). To select specific entries instead 
of all entries, specify them as arguments. 

The Install command is used after the desired entries are read. Like the Read command, it 
processes all entries listed in toe by default. To cause the Install command to process only 
specific entries rather than all entries, name them as arguments. This command takes care of a 
wide range of details that must be attended to when new software is installed. For example, it 
deletes obsolete files from previous releases of the entry, runs the ranlib (1) command on each 
library, installs new kernels as !defaultboot and lvmunix, saves old configuration files while ins- . 
talling new ones, installs shared-text files that cannot be directly overwritten, makes new dev .. 
ices, and makes sure that certain links are done properly. In some cases, certain tasks cannot be.· 
done until the system is rebooted. If so, Install will ask you to run Install again after rebooting 
the system. · 

The Have command indicati:: c whether the specified entries are installed on the disk, and whether 
they are complete or not. By default, all entries in the toe file are checked; specific entries can 
be checked by naming them as arguments. The -v (verbOse) option causes the names of the 
missing files to be reported. 

The Verify command makes sure that certain critical files are in place before rebooting the sys
tem. When installing new software, especially complete system updates, it is best to be on the 
safe side and do everything possible to ensure the integrity of the system before attempting to 
take the old system down and bring the new one up. H there are problems, it may not be possi- ,. 
ble to bring the new system up. The Verify command reports specific problems, and should be. 
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used whenever an update is installed, but necessarily performs an incomplete set of checks. 
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Appendix 4.2: Printer Spooling and Communications 

This appendix is divided into two sections: 

Section 1: This section gives additional information concerning printers. 

Section 2: This section gives procedures and inf onnation concerning modems and commun
ications. 

This document was taken from the SGI System Administration Course and placed into the 
Hardware Course so that the Field Engineer would have more detailed information concerning 
printers, modems, and communication. 
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Section 1: Printers 

I. Printer Spooling 

2 

• The Ip spooling system is a general purpose system to spool output to any shared output 
resource. 

• Ip provides a queue that receives requests from users. Ip then schedules the servicing of 
those requests by the output device(s). 

• Queued requests (data) can be spooled to processes, for example, nroff. 

• You may group devices into classes and assign a single queue to each class. 
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II. Commands Related to LP 

lpadmin Used by the administrator to describe and assign printers, classes, and devices. 

lpsched 

reject 

accept 

Used to build (configures) or reconfigure the Ip system. 

Can be used to control the handling of requests through the system. 

Controls the flow of data through the spooling system by scheduling Ip requests 
to the appropriate devices. 

enable 

disable 

Ip move 

Ipshut 

Enables printers for use by the lpsched program. 

Disables printers for use by the lpsched program. 

Permits the administrator to move requests from one queue to 
another. 

Begins a controlled shutdown of the lpsched program: 

Current jobs will be finished. 

Outstanding requests will be saved. 

Shuts 'off' a particular queue so it cannot accept new input. 

Restarts a queue that has been rejected. 

Ip Sends a request to a selected printer or class of printers. Flags present a number 
of options to the user. A unique id is given each request. 

lpr 

Ipstat 

mail 

cancel Permits a user to cancel a particular request based on the request id. 

A less sophisticated version of Ip, lpr places requests on the cueue. 

Prints Ip status information. Options permit the status to return lists of cjestina
tions, class names & members, status lists of devices and the scheduler itself. 

Ip returns completion and some status information to the user vi~.01ail. 
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Ill. Initializing the system 

4 

• Set up a printer interface 

• Modify /etc/re: 

- Uncomment the following four lines to permit starting the lpd daemon and scheduler: 

if [ -x /usr/lib/lpd -a -x /usr/lib/lpsched ] 
then 

fi 

/usr/lib/lpd; 
/usr/lib/lpsched; 

• Be sure the Ip account is located in letclpasswd. 

• If running, stop the lpsched program: 

/usr/lib/lpshut 

echo " lpd" 
echo " lpsched" 

• Execute the following, in fact, put this in /etc/re also(*= l, 2, or 3): 

/usr/ lib/lpadmin -pptrO -v/dev/ttyd* -mdurnb (creates ptrO as a cueue) 

/usr I lib/ lpadmin -dptrO (assigns the default destination) 

/usr I lib/ accept ptrO (informs Ip to accept requests for ptrO) 

enable ptrO (informs Ip ptrO can receive data) 

• Tum back on the fpsched program 

/usr/lib/lpsched 
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IV. Adding new destinations 
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• As many destinations can be set up as there are devices (not just printers!). 

• Use lpadmin to assign cueues and devices. For the most part, you must turn fpsched off 
before using lpadmin: 

/usr/lib/lpshut 

/usr/lib/lpadm.in -pcueue -vdevice -mdumb 

/usr/lib/lpsched 

• Only the administrator (su or root) can use lpadmin. 
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V. Setting up classes 

Classes are useful if you have several printers and you wish to collectively address them as one 
device. Ip will direct output to whichever device within the class is free. Output can be directed 
to a class by using the -d option of Ip. 

• Classes are created with the lpadmin program: 

/usr/lib/lpshut 

/usr/lib/lpadmin -pcueue -cclass 

/usr/lib/lpsched 

• A device cueue (ptrO, for example) can be assigned to multiple classes. 
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VI. Setting up and using an interface program 
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There are times when output cueues need special data control. "Interface programs" or scripts 
are used by Ip to massage data in whatever ways are needed. 

• Interface programs can be actual binary code or shell scripts, and is usually referenced 
during the assignment of a new cueue. 

• User defined interface programs are generally collected in the directory 
/usr/ spooll lplinterf ace. 

• lpadmin is used to create the relationship between a cueue and an interface program: 

/usr/lib/lpshut 

/usr/lib/lpsched -pname -vdevice -iiprogram 

/usr/lib/lpsched 

• For lots of nroff (or troff) output, use an interface file to actually do the *roffing so the 
system does not get bogged down with several concurrent *roff processes. 

• Existing interface programs are available for use in the lusrlspoo//lplmodel directory. the 
following page shows the listing for the script "dumb" - a simple interface script. 
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An Interface script 

8 

f lp interface for dumb line printer 
f 
t secs -ct>dumb 1.1 
f -(#)$Header: /ws/2.0/2.0src/usr/src/usr.bin/lp/model/RCS/dumb,v 1.2 85/03/15 15:1 
t $Log: dumb,v $ 
t Revision 1.2 85/03/15 15:19:59 bob 
t Added initial blank line (for csh) and what 
t The following assumes a 132 character printer 

x="XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
echo "\ 014\ c" (print form feed) 
echo "$x0x0x0x0 (print lines of X) 
banner "$2" (print user name) 
echo "\ n" 
user='grep "A$2:" /etc/passwd I line I cut -d: -f5' 
if [ -n "$user" ] 

(print field 5 of passwd ace 

then 
echo "User: $user\n" 

else 
echo "\ n" 

fi 
echo "Request id: $1 Printer: 'basename $0'\n" (see below) 
date 
echo "\ n" 
if [ -n "$3" ] 

then 
banner $3 

fi 
copies=$4 
echo "\ 014 \ c" 
shift; shift; shift; shift; shift 
files="$*" 

(rotate field 5 to $1 •.. ) 
( .. to leave only the files list) 

i=l 
while 
do 

done 
echo 
e~ho 
echo 
echo 
echo 

[ $i -le $copies ] (do so many copies) 

for file in $files 
do 

cat "$file" 2>&1 
echo "\ 014\ c" 

done 
i='expr $i + 1' 

(the following does a page break) 
"$x\n$x\n$x\n$x\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\ 
"\ n\ n\ n\ n\ n\ n\n\ n\ n\ n\n\ n\ n\ n\ n\ n\ n\ n\ n\ n\ n\ n\ n\ n\ n\.n\ n\ n\ n$x\ n$x\ n$x\ 
~sx\n$x\n$x\n$x\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\qlTI" 
"\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n" II 
"$x\n$x\n$x\n$x\n$x\n$x\n$x\n$x\n" 
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exit 0 
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VII. Using lpstat 

lpstat provides any user with the information he/she may need in dealing with an output device. 
Options include: 

-u Prints the status of output requests for given users 

-v List the printers and their associated devices 

-a Returns the acceptance status of any named destination 

-c Returns the members of given class names 

-d Print the system default destination for Ip 

-o Prints the status of output requests (provided job ids, class or printer names) 

·P Returns the status of given printers 

-r Returns the status of the Ip request scheduler 

-s Prints the status of most of the above 

-t Print all possible status 
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SECTION 2: Modems and Direct Connection to Other Systems,, 

UNIX provides two generic tools for interhost communications: cu( 1) and lUlCJJ( 1 ). These tools 
assume you will be using a modem, so part of setting up for modem support is setting up a gen
eric cu and uucp environment. This section addresses all the issues related to modem connec
tions, including a hardware overview. 

I. The RS232 hardware connection 

The serial ports on the IRIS are designed to connect directly to Data Communications Equip
ment (DCE) such as modems, via a modem cable. A modem cable has pin 1 of the connector on 
one side connected to pin 1 of the other connector, pin 2 to pin 2, and so forth. The following 
table shows the pin definitions for the IRIS and for the modem cable. 

box,center,tab(!); cB s s cl cl cl c c 1. Modem Cable _ IRIS!Modem!Signal = l!l!Chassis 
ground 2!2!Transmit data 3!3!Receive data 4!4!Request to send 5!5!Clear to send 8!8!Carrier 
detect 6!6!Dataset ready* 20!20!Data terminal ready 7!7!Signal ground 

*Pin 6 is used only for ttym2. 

Pin Definitions for Modem Cable 

Connecting the IRIS directly to Data Terminal Equipment (DTE), such as terminals and printers, 
requires a different cable arrangement, a null modem cable. The following table lists the pin 
definitions for a null modem. The pin numbers that are shown separated by commas (,)should 
be connected together and also to the other pin or pins listed in the same row. 

box,center,tab(!); cB s s cl cl cl cc 1. Null Modem Cable_ IRIS!Terminal!Signal = l!l!Chassis 
ground 2!3!Transmit data 3!2!Receive data 4!8!Request to send/Clear to send 8!4,5*!Carrier 
detect 6!20!Dataset ready* 

*These connections may be necessary on the terminal side. 

Pin Definitions for a Null Modem Cable 
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These pin definitions work with any serial device. that complies with the RS~232C specification. 

Most printers work with simpler cabling. If the printer is to be used via a modem, the following 
table should be used. Refer to your printer manual for more details. 

box,center,tab(!); cB s s cl cl cl c c 1. Simplified Null Modem Cable _ IRIS !Printer!Signal = 
l!l!Chassis ground 2!3!Transmit data 3!2!Receive data !4,5!Request to send/Clear to send 
6*![6]*,8,20!Carrier detect/Dataset ready 7!7!Signal ground 

* Connect 8,20 of printer to 6 of IRIS for modem control 

Simplified Null Modem Pin Definitions for Printers 

Most terminals do not require the various handshaking lines such as clear to send or data set 
ready, and will work with a three-wire null modem cable. The following table lists the pin 
definitions for the three-wire null modem cable. 

box,center,tab(!); cB s s cl cl cl c c 1. 3-wire Null Modem Cable_ IRIS!Terminal!Signal = 
2!3!Transmit data 3!2!Receive data 7!7!Signal ground 

Three-wire Null Modem for Terminals 

The following table summarizes the types of cables to use with different peripherals. 

box,center,tab(!); cB s cl cl 1 1. Cable Usage _ Peripheral Cable = Modem!Modem cable 
Terminal!Null modem Printer!Simplified null modem 

Summary of Cable Types 
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II. Which Device? 

Any of the three ports (ldev/ttydl - 3) may be used with modems. For the rest of this sectio~ 
ttyd* will stand for any of the three ports. 

11.1. Edit /etclinittab 

Login as root or execute the su command. 

letclinittablf4 should be edited to permit or not permit getty to run on the port. For dial-in lines, 
you must have getty running. For dial-out lines, you have to turn it off. Because of this, you 
must either have two modems dedicated to dial-in and dial-out or have a single modem and 
modify /etclinittab to meet the current need. 

To use a dial out modem, find the entry for ttyd.2. Edit this line to read: 

dl:x:respawn:/etc/getty ttyd* dx_9600 

Since this line contains an x in the second field, logins are disabled by preventing a getty process 
from being run for the port. 

To use a dial in modem, modify the ttyd* line to read: 

dl::respawn:/etc/getty ttyd* dx_9600 

Because no x is in the second field, getty will be spawned or respawned to pennit incoming 
logins via the modem. 

Ill. Edit lusrllibluucp/L-devices 

This file contains line speed entries for each port and is used by uucp and cu to determine which 
device is associated with which type of connection and with what baudrate to service the port. 
The file is generally poorly documented so some detail will be covered here. 

The following shows the default lusr!libluucp/L-devices file. 

Student Workbook 
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ttyd1 
ttyd2 
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DIR 
DIR 
DIR 

ttyd3. 
ttyd3 
xns 

ttyd3 
ttyd3 
xns 

1200 
300 
xns 

Entries in this file contain four fields: 

Type 

line 

call-device 

4800 

The first field contains the type of connection. Use DIR for a hardwired con
nection or ACU for an automatic calling unit. An Ethernet XNS line is 
always direct (DIR). 

This field is the device name of the port (line) to which the modem is con
nected. Use ttynn for a direct line, culO for a line connected to an ACU, and 
xns for Ethernet XNS. 

If the ACU keyword is specified, this field contains the device name of the 
ACU (ttyd* in our example). Use xns for Ethernet XNS. Otherwise the con
tents of this field is used only as a place holder. 

This is the baud rate of the connection. Each baudrate requires it's own 
L.devices entry. You may use a given port for more than one baudrate. Use 
xns for Ethernet XNS. 

Protocol This field is not used. 

To configure the lusrllib!L-devices file for a null-modem or modem, Add one of these two lines 
for device ttyd*: 

DIR ttyd* ttyd* baudrate (for null-modem) 
ACU ttyd* ttyd* baudrate(formodem) 

IV. Inform init 

init must be notified to re-evaluate the change to letclinittab. Type the command: 

telinit q 

This ·command causes init to read letclinittab and kill (or spawn) the getty for that port. 
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V. Inform the shell 

csh users: 

set port=/dev/ttyd* 

sh users: 

port=/dev/ttyd* 

Give all users permission to access the port: 

chmod 666 $port 

Change the owner of the device to root and its group to sys: 

chown root $port 
chgrp sys $port 

VI. Test the serial line with cu: 

cu -sbawdrat• -ldevic• phoMnumbir 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 

68020 Based 

Configured thus far, a modem can be used in the normal fashion for typical uses, such as cu, a 
remote terminal, or even to transfer files using packages like kermit. More sophisticated applica
tions using uucp require additional system configuration. 
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VII. CU 

CU provides a simple on-line interface permitting general interactive access and file transfer 
communications with other UNIX (and non-UNIX) machines. 

Vll.1. Summary of Components 

Directories and files related to cu: 

!bin/cu Call Unix - the interactive calling program 

/devlttynn Any tty device for hardwire (direct) communications or modem 
support 

/usr/ lib/uucp! L-devices Contains port options for cu and uucp 

letclinittab In this context, getty prevents an unwanted getty 

Vll.2. Configuring the IRIS for cu 

Configuring the IRIS for the support of cu is relatively simple: 

• Follow the procedure for setting up a modem or Null-modem 

• Update /usrllib/uucp!L.devices to include appropriate port information 

• Update letclinittab to turn off the getty 

• Notify the system you've changed it: 

telinit q 

• Runcu 

Vll.3. Notes 

cu is"'fairly will documented in terms of actual use .. Here are a few additional notes that might bo 
helpful: 
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•· Be sure your port (ldevlttyd*) has the mode set to 666. This is a very common oversight. 

• If possible, enter cu from a window manager port. If you should hang cu for any reason, 
another port can be used to kill the process. 

• Check lusrlspool/uucp for a lock file and remove it (normally, you would set up an entry 
in the /etc/re file to automate this). Lock files (LCK-something) will lock out any 
attempts to use a locked port. 

• When cu is invoked, it scans through lusr!libluucp/L.devices for a port matching the p~ 
vided description. It is good practice to place the most used ports highest in the list. 

• cu does not attempt any sophisticated error checking. Using cu to transfer file over the 
phone lines is always risky business . 
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VIII.UUCP 

uucp is a series of related programs that permit UNIX to UNIX communication for automatic 
and direct file transfer. Mail, networking, and indirect file transfers exemplify common applica
tions of uucp. 

Vlll.1. Summary of Components 

The following is a summary of directories and files related to uucp broken down into reasonable 
groups. 

uucp Unix to Unix copy utility 

uucico 

uuclean 

uulog 

Dirs/files What 

/usrl lib/uucp Control and data files for uucp. 

/usr/ spool/uucp Contains the logfiles and data files for uucp. 

/usr/ spoolluucppublic File pool for incoming and outgoing public files 

/usrl lib/uucp/ L.sys List of system names and call times 

/usrllib!L-cmd List of commands for uuxqt to execute 

/usr/ libluucp!L-devices Device codes and speeds 

/usrllibluucp/L-dialcodes List of phone numbers in L.sys 

/usrllibluucp!SYSI'EMNAME Name of this system 

lusrl libluucp!USERFILE List of users and pathnames 

Located in usrllibluucp, this program is used by uucp to copy files in and out and 
between systems. 

Located in usr/ lib/uucp, this program is called by uucp to clean up the spool 
directory. 

Returns logged uucp user and/or system activity 

/usrlspoolluucp!WGFILE · Human readable file indicating the time .. status 
and action performed for every uucp request. 
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uuname 

uustat 

uusub 

uuto 

uupick 

Returns systems names contained in L.sys, 

/usrllibluucp/L.sys 

Returns status or cancels uucp commands 

/usrllib/L stat System Status File 

/usr!lib/R stat Request status file 

Monitor uucp sub-network traffic & connections 

/usr/spoo//uucp/SYSLOG 

/usrlspoo/luucp/L _sub 

lusrl spool/uucp/ R _sub 

Contains a log of all uucp traffic 

Connection statistics 

Traffic statistics 

Sends a public file to another system. Calls uucp. 

Interactively accepts or rejects files transmitted to atuser. 

/usrl spoo//uucppublic The location where publically received files are 
kept. 

uux Gathers files (if requested) from remote machines, performs an assigned task and 
redirects the output locally or to another remote system. 

uusub 

demons 

uuxqt Located in lusrllibluucp, this program is used by 
uux to perform remote execution. 

Defines and monitors uucp sub-networks 

uudemon.day, uudemon.hr, uudemon.wk are daemons responsible for sending 
and receiving uucp files on a time basis. 

Additional Files Additional files likely to be found in /usrllibluucp include: 

ORIGFILE Contains a list of originating systems or users for which.the local IRIS is willing 
to forward files. 

FWD FILE Contains a list of systems to which the local IRIS is willing to foreward files. 
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SYSLOG This is a compacted file (by uudaemon.day) and contains a list of activity. 

ERRLOG. Receives error information. Use for debugging. 
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IX. Configuring the IRIS system for uucp 

uucp will run on a direct (null-modem) or modem connection. Bell 102 and 212 compatible 
modems are typically used at up to 1200 baud. The new 2400 and 4800 baud modems can also 
be used. uucp may also be used over the Ethernet connection. 

Summary of Procedure 

Configuring an IRIS for uucp requires the following: 

• Edit the file /etclpasswd to ensure the uucp and uucpadm accounts are in place (Watch 
your security!) 

• Edit the file lusrllibluucp/L-devices to create the appropriate ports. 

• Edit the file lusrllibluucp!L.sys file to include all the systems to which you wish to com
municate. 

• Ensure your letclsys_id file is up to date. 

• Edit the letc/inittab file to turn off unwanted gettys (outbound). 

• Edit the letclgettydefs file to set up a uucp login prompt. 

• Edit lusrllibluucp!USERFILE to control user access within your system (security is impor
tant!) 

• The directory lusrlspoolluucppublic should already be set up. If not, create it 

• You may want to edit lusrlliblcrontab to time trigger a uucp event, like to send mail at 
two a.m. and to trigger some house cleaning scripts like uudemon.hr, uudemon.day, and 
uudemon.wk 

• Optionally Edit the lusrllib/uucp/ORIGFILE and FWDFILE to control forwarding if you 
wish to be network link. 

X. Edit /etclpasswd 

On delivery, the IRIS /etclpasswd contains the following two lines: 

uucp:*:3:5:UUCP Login Account:/usr/spool/uucppublic:/usr/lib/uucp/uucico 
uucpadm:*:8:8:UUCP Administration:/usr/lib/uucp: 
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These are all you need to get started. However, a few notes: 

• The password (*) is preset to prevent logging in as· a real account. If you actually use a 
password, any system dialing in knowing the password is to be considered "in the net." It 
is better to leave this the way it is. 

• lusr!libluucp/uucico it the program that is invoked by one of several sources: 
cron or another system daemon 
by one of uux, uucp, or uuxqt 
a remote system 

It is for the last reason that uucico needs to be invoked as the "shell" for the uucp account. 
uucico will put incoming files into the uucppublic directory. 

XI. Edit lusrllibluucp/L.sys 

This file contains information about sites to which uucp can communicate. The following shows 
lusrl libluucp!L.sys as it is shipped. 

22 

/usr/Iib/uucp/L.sys 

t gendirl direct RS-232 connection master (don't 
t uucpco is an account for "the Company" that is 
t permissions in USERFILE than uucp (should have 
f for security) 
t speeds above 4800 are not recommended 
gendirl Any ttydl 4800 ttydl "" 

supply getty for ttydl) 
granted more liberal access 
different UID in /etc/passwd 

t gendir2 direct RS-232 connection slave (supply getty for ttyd2) 
t uucpco is an account for "the Company" that is granted more liberal access 
t permissions in USERFILE than uucp (should have different UID in /etc/passwd 
f for security) 
t speeds above 4800 are not recommended 
gendir2 Never ttyd2 4800 ttyd2 "" 
t ACU dialing with Ventel modem by hand (don't supply getty for ttyd3) 
t (ttyd3 should be DIR in L-devices) 
genphone Any ttyd3 1200 ttyd3 "" 
t generic xns ethernet connection 
t uucpco is an account for "the Company" that is granted more liberal access 
f permissions in USERFILE than uucp (should have different UID in /etc/passwd 
f for security) 
works2 Any xns xns xns "" 
f example entry fo~ tcp/ip as re~erenced in the ud manual page. 
f excelan Any ·ttyT8 9600 ttyT8 "" excelan assword "AMAM" in:-EOT-in: uucp assword: s 
t xln Any ttyT8 9600 ttyT8 "" xln assword "AMAM" in:-EOT-in: uucp nassword: sesame 
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The lusr!libluucp!L.sys file contains entries representing remote systems that can be dialed when· 
using uucp. 

Entries in this file contain the following fields: 

system_name time device class phone login 

system_ name The name of the remote system. Example: shasta - a system that kindly 
volunteered to pass on uucp data to other systems (commonly referred to as a 
"node". 

time 

device 

class 

phone 

When the system should be called. Options for this field are detailed in the 
UNIX programmer's reference manual - example: Any, never, MoTuThOB00-
1730. 

The device name to be used for the call. Generally this will be ACU for a 
modem or ttyd* for a hardwired port. 

Typically the baud rate, or xns. 

A two part phone number: prefix number where prefix is a number (usually a 
city and area code) listed in the lusrllibluucp/L-dialcodes file. number will 
be the actual phone number of the remote machine. If hardwired, use the 
port device (ttyd*). 

login Login information prompt. This is the most confusing of all the fields but if 
you remember that uucp (uucico) logs into the remote machine as a user, it 
helps. This field is where you tell uucp how to log into the remote system. 

The information is given as a series of fields and subfields: 

expect send 

expect is the field expected from the other system (like login:). send is what we send in response 
(like uucico ). Fields are separated by spaces. Colons are actually part of the strings! 

Subfields are defined by the use of the(-): 

expect-send-expect-send ..... etc 

In this example, the first expect waits about 20 second for a response. If no response, then send 
the send. The next expect will wait for a response and, if none, will send the next send. Usually 
you give up about this time. For Example: 
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BONZO Any xns xns xns "" \ r oqin:-BREAK- oqin: uucp password: 
password 

This will try uucp over the net to BONZO. The "" represents a null response (nothing) is 
expected. \ r (carriage return) is sent. Login is expected, and if not received in 20 seconds, a 
break is send. If login is received, uucp is sent as an account request. 'Password:''is expected 
and then password is sent. If this fails, uucico will be triggered by cron at another time and will 
try again. 

See subsection entitled "2.3.4 System File" in uucp Administration in the UNIX Programmer's 
Manual, Volume II for more information. · 

XII. Edit the file /usr!libluucp/L-dialcodes 

L-dialcodes contains the telephone prefixes referenced in the L.sys file. It's format is very sim
ple: 

city prefix 

city can be anything really, but is usually a city name like "sf' or "bos." prefix is usually the area 
code for the city. The city field must reflect exactly the name used in the L.sys file. If you use 
more than one names for a given location, simply add a line for each name: 

sj 408 
sf 415 
de 202 
oc 64-
pit 12= 

The last two entries indicate special handling: 

Dial any number preceding the -, and then wait for a dial tone before dialing the 
reniainder of the number in the L.sys file. This is used for special access numbers. 

';,• 

= Same as -, except is waits a fixed 5 seconds before dialirtg the remaining L.sys number. 
This is good for delayed switch responses. 
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This file is used to restrict logins by other systems to specific directories. . If a remote system 
dials in, USERFILE must have an entry for the login or a null field. USERFILE has four basic 
fields: 

login,nodename c pathname 

login The login account underwhich the remote system logged in. If no entry is found 
with this name, any null field line will be used. Normally, this will be uucp. A 
comma immediately follows this field. 

nodename This is the name of the remote system. It immediately follows the comma. If no 
name is given, any system will be accepted. 

c A literal letter 'c' following a space after node name informs uucico that it must 
call back the remote system to verify it's identity. This is an optional field. 
Security note - any number of systems given the same name could dial in and lie 
about who they are. 

pathname any pathname to which you wish to restrict the write permissions of the login 
account. Normally, you restrict the remote to lusrlspoolluucppublic to prevent 
clever "rummaging" programs. More than one pathnames may be specified by 
separating them with spaces. 

Example: 

uucp,BONZO c /usr/people/stuff 
uucp,TWIT I 
, /usr/spool /usr/people/stuff 
u,m /usr/xyz /usr/spool 
u, /usr/spool 

The login name, nodename, and c are optional. The third example implies any uucp login and 
any system id can write files in the /usr/spool and /usr/people/stuff directories. The fourth and 
fifth examples indicate that a system dialing in as 'u' is limited to /usr/spool unless it's name is 
m, then has additional access to /usr/xyz. /usr/people/stuff would also be available because of 
the third example. 
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XIV. Introduction to lusrlliblcrontab · 

lusrlliblcrontab is used by the cron daemon to sehedule and execute events based on specified 
time periods. 

The following listing shows a typical crontab file: 

#Minute Hour Day Month Weekday Command 
0,10,20,30,40,50 * * * * /usr/lib/atrun 
0 4 * * * calendar -
0 5 * * 6 find I -name core -o -name\ 

dead.letter -a -atime +7 -exec rm'{}' ';' 
35 7-22 * * * /usr/lib/uucp/uucico -rl 
0 1 * * 0,4 cd /usr/spool/uucp;umask 7033;\ 

cp LOGFILE oLOGFILE;cp /dev/null LOGFILE 
1 1 * * 5 cd usr/spool/uucp;umask 7033;cp\ 

SYSLOG oSYSLOG;cp /dev/null SYSLOG 
2 1 * * 5 cd /usr/spool/uucp;umask 7033;cp\ 

AUDIT oAUDIT;cp /dev/null AUDIT 
3 * * 5 cd /usr/spool/uucp;umask 7033;cp\ 

ERRLOG oERRLOG;cp /dev/null ERRLOG 
4 1 * * * cd /usr/adm;umask 7033;cp cronlog\ 

OLDcronlog;cp /dev/null cronlog 
5 1 * * 5 cd /usr/adm;umask 7033;cp sulog\ 

OLDsulog;cp /dev/null sulog;chmod go-rwx OLDsulog 
6 1 * * 5 cd /etc;umask 7033;cp wtmp OLDwtmp;\ 

cp /dev/null wt mp 
0 * * * 0,6 SU adm -c "/usr/lib/sa/sal" 
0 8-17 * * 1-5 SU adm -c "/usr/lib/sa/sal 1200 3" 
0 18-7 * * 1-5 SU adm -c "/usr/lib/sa/sal" 

This file is described in the cron(lM) man page. 

cron reads this file every minute. If something has changed, cron will schedule in that change. 

Fields are separated by tabs or spaces. The first five are: 

minute(0-59) - schedules events every n minutes. 
hour(0-23) - schedules events every n hours. 
day of month ( 1 ~31) - schedules events on a given day or range of days. 
Month of year (1:..12)- schedules events on a monthly basis 
Day of week (0-6)- schedules events daily (0 =Sunday) 

The digits indicating the time range can take the forms: 

A number representing the appropriate hour, minute, day, etc. 
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Two numbers separated by a minus (3-6) indicating a range of time 
A list of numbers delimited by commas representing a list of times 
An * meaning all possible times 

The Sixth field is a string executed by the shell at the appropriate time. 
% becomes newline,\ becomes . 

XV. Editing /usrlliblcrontab 

uucico is used in conjunction with crontab to trigger the uucp events on a timely basis. This is 
not documented! An example might be: 

00 
30 
30 

02 
02 
05 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

/usr/lib/uucp/uucico -rl 
/usr/lib/uucp/uucico -rl -sBONZO 
/usr/lib/uucp/uucico -rl -sTWIT 

This example would cause uucico to call any system for which files are cueued at 2 a_m. and 
send the files. The next two entries reach out to two systems at 0230 and 0530 to cause those 
systems to send us anything they have. The timing should be ordered to permit the other sys
tems to collect replies before returning whatever to our system. Carefully timed sequencing · 
gives 1-day or less tum-around! 

The uudemon.hr, uudemon.day, and uudemond.wkfiles (see next page) are designed to properly 
time uucp activities. In lieu of the above, use: 

56 
00 
30 

* 
04 
05 

* 
* 
0 

* 
* 
* 

XVI. Uudemon.hr, day, and wk 

uudemon.hr: 

f! /bin/sh 
t -c+>uudemon.hr 1.2 

* 
* 
0 

/usr/lib/uucp/uudemon.hr 
/usr/lib/uucp/uudemon.day 
/usr/lib/uucp/uudemon.day 

t 'perform every hour on the 56-minute mark' 
PATH=:/usr/lib/uucp:/bin:/usr/bin 
cd /usr/lib/uucp 
uucico -rl 
uulog 
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uudemon.day: 

f! /bin/sh 
t - ( t)uudemon.day 1.3 
f 'perform once per day at 0400 hours' 
PATH=:/usr/lib/uucp:/bin:/usr/bin 
cd /usr/lib/uucp 
uuclean -p -m -n168 >/dev/null 2>/dev/null 
uuclean -d.XQTDIR -p -n72 >/dev/null 2>/dev/null 
uustat -cl68 >/dev/null 2>/dev/null 
cd /usr/spool/uucp 
mv LOGFILE temp 
uniq -c temp >> Log-WEEK 
rm temp 
uusub -call -u24 
cd /usr/spool/uucppublic 
find • -type f -mtime +30 -exec rm -f {} 

uudemon.wk: 
f! /bin/sh 
f -(f)uudemon.wk 1.3 
f 'perform once per week, Sunday at 0530 hours' 
PATH=:/usr/lib/uucp:/bin:/usr/bin 
cd /usr/spool/uucp 
rm -f o.Log-WEEK* o.SYSLOG* 
mv Log-WEEK o.Log-WEEK 
(date; echo ==-==========================) >> o.Log-WEEK 

mv SYSLOG o.SYSLOG 
>> SYSLOG 
pack o.Log-WEEK o.SYSLOG 

XVII. Common Problems 

uucp is somewhat prone to difficulty because of the number of supportive files and directories. 
Is is also sensitive to the goings-on of other systems! 

Common problems include: 

• Remote program execution may fail because the remote system does not have the com
mand in CMDLIST or uuxqtcmds or is not compiled in uuxqt 

• A file may not be transferable because: 

- The source file is not readable (permissions) 
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- The path is protected or wrong 

- A destination file exists and is not writable 

- The destination directory is not writable 

- Pathname of destination is not in USERFILE 

• Communication may not be possible because: 

- Baud rates are incorrect 

- Bad cabling or modem connection 

- L.sys and L-devices do not agree 

IRIS WORKSTATION COURSE 
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- ACU (auto-dial modem) may not be compatible with your uucico. Vanilla UNIX sup
ports only Bell modems! The IRIS supports VEN-TEL modems. HAYES modems 
are prone to give you difficulty. 

• Rmail is missing! You can usually recover this by linking mail with rmail. The IRIS is 
shipped with rmail. 

Read mail(l) for an explanation of the routing of mail to another system via uucp. 

A new uucp section in the Programmer's Reference Manual Vol IIB is useful and is good read
ing. 
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Appendix 4.3: Running a Demonstration Program 

This appendix gives information and procedures for running the IRIS demo programs. 

The document was meant for training new sales persons and is given to the hardware student as a 
simple reference guide for running demos. 
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GIVING A DEMONSTRATION ON AN IRIS SUPERWORKSTATION 

Demo Software Release 3.4 

This manual explains how to operate the demonstration programs for the Silicon Graphics 
IRIS Superworkstation. It includes simple operating instructions, descriptions of the IRIS 
features, and sample questions and answers. 

The manual is for Silicon Graphics sales, marketing and executive personnel. It is not for dis
tribution outside the company. 

The software described works with both standard IRIS workstations (with 32 bitplanes) and 
portable "bubble" systems. In most cases, programs that do not use Z-buffering run identi
cally on both types of IRIS. 

Before the demo--Booting the IRIS 

H the machine is already turned on, skip this section. 
This section tells how to start (boot) operations on an IRIS workstation. Bear in mind that the 
IRIS is a complicated system and cannot be powered up and down like a toaster. 

Verify that all cables are connected co~ectly before plugging in the IRIS. Verify that the 
power source is a 115V, 3-wire circuit with at least lOA of available current. Set the power 
switch on the front panel up (OFF). Plug in the IRIS. Set the power switch on the front 
panel down (ON). Set the power switch on the monitor ON. 

The keyboard will beep, the pilot lamp will light, and, in a few moments a configuration mes
sage and prompt will appear. Wait about a minute for the disks on the machine to warm up. 
Then type b to boot the system. ("Boot" is short for "bootstrap", where we think of the com
puter as pulling a program in by its own bootstraps.) 

The system will bring up UNIX. Note the messages that go by. They explain what the sys
tem finds as it explores its peripheral environment - as it tests to see which disks, tape, eth
emet, and memory options are installed. The IRIS will present a prompt, #, which tells you 
to continue. 

Type multi to put the system in multiuser ~ode. In a moment the system will present you 
with a time and date and ask if it's correct. Either type y (saying "It's close enough•) or n 
(saying "Let's do it right"). If you say "No," the IRIS will prompt for a new time. Type it as 
11111\ddhhmmyy: month, day, hour (24 hour clock), minute, last two digits of the year. The 
year is optional. You must acknowledge the riew time as correct. 

Th.en the system will ask you if you wish to test the file system. You should do so. 1he sys
tem will then examine the sections of the disk to see if there are any damaged files. On the 
screen, you will see this message: 



Checking file systems for consistency: 

and proceed to do just that. 

- 2 -

The program will sometimes find an error and print a message of the form: 

such and such wrong, fix it? 

Type y. The program will proceed. Occasionally, a problem is found which affects UNIX so 
much that it must fix force a reboot. You'll have to start over again. 

Finally, after all this, it will give you a login prompt. Let's continue from here. 

The Preliminaries 

Dim the lights in the room. It reduces screen glare and makes the screen appear brighter. 

Move yourself to the side of the monitor. Let the client have an unobstructed view of the 
screen. 

The machine should have login prompt which says: 

madonna login: 

where madonna or some other name is the name of the machine. If this prompt is not show
ing, there are two possibilities. One possibility is that you have not completed the entire boot 
(power· up) sequence. The other possibility is that someone else is already logged into the 
system. Type logout or exit to see if you can finish the old session. 

Log into the IRIS with the name, 'sales.' To do this, type sales where you see the login 
prompt. You should see: 

madonna login: sales 

Always terminate a command by pressing the carriage return. Wait a few moments.while the 
system logs you in. When the IRIS returns a prompt message, typically a few words and 
numbers followed by a percent sign, %, it is ready to accept your commands. Your screen 
may look like this: 

madonna1 % 

Then type startup and wait a few moments more. 

Q: What's happening here? 

A:· A simple program (a shell script) is setting up the demo environment. It is starting the 
window manager, building a common color map for all the demos, and calling up a 
background. 

Q: What are those funny things in the background? 
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A:. Just background decorations. We call them •Haeberli blobs" after the programmer who 
put them in. 

The Mouse--A Brief Interlude 

The mouse is the primary input device for a product demonstration. The better you handle 
the mouse, the better the demo. 

You should first understand how you use the mouse to control the window manager. You 
can start reading either the guide entitled Mouse Aerobics or the chapter entitled 'The Default 
User Interface to the Window Manager', in the Multiple Exposure: The IRIS Window Manager 
section of the IRIS User's Guide. Before continuing, be sure to read one of these two docu
ments and experiment with the window manager. 

Points to Make Throughout the Demo 

1) It is a workstation-both processing unit and graphics display. 

2) Motorola 68020 32-bit CPU. 

3) Runs UNIX System V with some 4.2 extensions. 

4) All demonstration programs written in C and Fortran. No microcode nor assembler 
required. 

5) Geometry Engine-custom VLSI for graphics. 

6) 3-D with perspective and clipping. 

7) Color-up to 4096 colors with look up table, up to 16.7 without look up table. 

8) Multiple Exposure window manager. 

9) Graphics features: depthcuing, Gouraud shading, z-buffering hidden surface removal. 

Typical Order of Commands in a Demonstration 

1) startup - startup the window manageT 

2) menu - the demo pop-up menu 
3) pauls_tools - many 2-0 windows: talk about UNIX, colors, workstations 

4) jet - wire frame 3-0 model: 3-0, perspective, depthcuing, Geometry Engines 

5) light - spinning cube in space: filled polygons 

6) insect - crawling spider: robotics, simulation, Graphics Library, not microcode 

7) surfcar - surface editor: curves, matrix operations have VLSI support 

8) zshadecar - Gouraud shade surface with hidden surface removal: Gouraud shading, z.;. 
buffer hidden surface removal, CAD/CAM, productivity · 

9) exit window manager and type standalone 
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10) dog -i airshow or shadow ·i airshow - show flight simulation 

The Care and Feeding of Demos 

Demo Menu 

The principal window manager demos may be picked through an optional menu. To start the 
menu, simply type menu. First select the menu window. Press and hold down the right 
mouse and a pop-up menu will appear. Some menu entries specify categories of demo pro
grams and have rollover menus with lists of individual demos. When the program you wish 
to run is highlighted, release the button. You may start several programs from here. 

The demo programs fall into three main groups: 

pauls_tools are a set of 2-D demos. Most are quite simple. They help show how windows 
work and help the demos get off to a quick start. They provide valuable lessons in color map 
manipulation. 

3-D object manipulators move 3-D objects around. They include arch, flow, heme, jet, shuttle, 
cube, curve, light, insect and others. The IRIS performs simultaneous manipulation of different 
3..,0 objects in independent windows. 

Shaded object and curved surface demos show off other functions of the IRIS. They are dis
cussed together because they work well with each other and their functions are intimately 
related in real applications. 

Pauls_tools~ 2-D Window Manager Demos 

The demo package includes a collection of demos called pauls_tools that help show how the 
window manager works, and provide instruction on the color handling capabilities of the 
IRIS. Some of the programs provide user interaction; others just sit there. 

Source to the programs are delivered with each IRIS as unsupported gifts. (See 
/usr/peoplelgifts.) They provide simple programming examples for new users of the system. 

Type pauls_tools into the textport to start this collection of demos. The underline in the mid
dle of the command is important. The command is a shell script that calls several different 
window manager programs. At first, try the package as it is presented to you. If it doesn't fit 
your presentation style, edit the pauls_tools file and alter it to bring up your favorite demos. 
If you wish to run only particular programs, you may call them one by one, either through 
the demo menu or by typing in their names. 

Use the m(,)use to place and size the windows produced. None of these tools is by itself 
worth a major. effort, but the whole combination gives a good idea of the capabilities of the 
window manager. Only take a few minutes to show these programs. 

Here is a brief description of the tools. The description is divided into four categories: back
grounds, color map tools, pixel access programs, and all other programs. 

Backgrounds 
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bckgrnd is a non-interactive textured 11wallpaper11 with Art Deco designs. The background fills 
all available space which is not covered by a window. 

texback creates several other non-interactive textured 11wallpapers. • Call texback with a 
number as an argument. For example, type texback 2. 

Color Map Tools 

showmap is a non-interactive window filled with up to 1024 little squares. It displays the 
current colors in the lookup table, counting from color 0 at the lower left comer up to the 
largest color index at the top right. I like to refer to it as the IRIS color •pa.Iette. 11 

showramp is an interactive program with three Gouraud shaded rectangles. The rectangles are 
smoothly colored using adjacent (physically and chromatically) color indices, which form a 
color ramp in the color lookup table. The color indices used for the comers of the rectangles 
in showramp can be changed by the left mouse. 

The gamma program uses a technique called gamma-correction to change the 11smoothness 11 of 
a color map. The physical characteristics of the CRT phosphor, the ambient lighting, and the 
vision and preference of the viewer affect the perception of the color map. A strictly linear 
color ramp often appears too dark, especially towards the middle of the ramp. Gamma 
allows the increments from color to color to be exponential, and thus, the middle of the color 
ramp can be brighter or darker than would appear in a linear color ramp. 

The gamma command accepts a single floating-point argument. A value of 1.0 creates a 
strictly linear color ramp. Values above 1.0 increase the brightness in the middle of a color 
ramp; values below 1.0 decrease the brightness. Values between 1.0 and 3.0 are typical. 

The program does not immediately affect the color map. It simply stores its argument in a 
file called .gamma in your home directory. This file is referenced whenever color ramps are 
made in the future with other demonstration programs, such as makemap (See below). The 
gamma program itself does not open a window. 

makemap remakes the color map for the demos. If you run a nonstandard demo that makes its 
own color map, use makemap to restore things later. 

randmap makes a random color map. The results are usually not too attractive. 

cedit is an interactive color editor in a graphics window. After the cedit window is brought 
up, attach input focus to it. To select a color index for editing, the cursor is moved outside 
the cedit window itself. The left mouse is pressed and released, and the color index of the 
pixel under the cursor is chosen. The chosen color index is painted on the 11sample chip11 on 
the right of the cedit window, and the 11color sliders• are set to the red, green, and blue 
values of that color. To change the intensity of the color value of the sample chip, press the 
left mouse down while the cursor is located on one of the color sliders and move the sliders 
up and down. Try picking a color from showmap and editing it with cedit. 

interp displays and alters a region of the color map. Interp is used to make color ramps for 
depthcued and smooth-shaded objects. Interp makes a color ramp of any size between any 
two color indices, interpolating the red, green and blue intensities of all indices between the 
two prescribed extremes. Two squares show the extreme colors. of a color ramp and a long 
rectangle shows the intermediate color range. 

You can use interp, in conjunction with showmap and cedit to create your own gamma-
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corrected color ramps. First attach to the cedit. Use cedit to edit any two color indices 
displayed on showmap. Now, detach from cedit and attach to interp. Point to one of the 
extreme colors which you edited on showmap and press the left mouse button. Point to the 
other extreme color and again press the left mouse button. The colors will appear as two 
large squares in the interp window. (If you should make a mistake while choosing extreme 
colors, for example, the cursor is over an incorrect color index, then continuing picking colors 
with the left mouse until both extreme colors are visible in the interp window.) Now when 
you press middle mouse, the system will interpolate between the colors you have chosen and 
place the new values into the color map. 

Pixel Access Programs 

mag is an interactive program that magnifies or enlarges a pixel region on the screen. Attach 
to the mag window. Place the cursor on some image on the screen, then press and release 
left mouse button. A magnified image of the area around the cursor will fill the mag window. 

Exercise: Magnify the shadow beneath a Haeberli blob. 

paste draws any of several pixel images on the screen. Its result depends upon the state of 
the color map. For example, type paste imageslib/cat.bw to draw a picture of a cute, little 
kitten in shades of a color. Using interp can correct the color map and make a good black
and-white likeness. Practice with this one to avoid giving your prospects psychedelic experi
ences. 

Other tools 

keyboard is a 2-D model of the IRIS keyboard. If the window is selected for input, it will read 
. the keyboard output and darken all the keys held down. Do this while explaining how the 
IRIS keyboard can be used as an array of buttons that can be either polled or queued. 

mouse is a simple image of the mouse. When selected, the program follows the mouse with 
its image. 

clock is a non-interactive analog dock face. 

dbstars is a double buffered, perspective view of a star field. When the window is selected, 
the field can be rotated. 

worms is a standard UNIX game that normally runs on a cursor-controlled terminal. Three 
brightly-colored planaria chew away on a field, eating all before them. The program is not 
interactive, but it (as well as the dock) shows the system maintaining multiple graphics 
processes. 

Before .going on to bigger demos, kill off most of the windows. Keep cedit, showmap and 
interp .around so you can play with the color map. Some like the clock placed in a comer 
somewhere. · These consume very little CPU time. Keep them if you choose, but bear in mind 
whenever the screen is redrawn, they use up time. Since paste and mag are drawn one pixel 
at a time, they can slow the redraw considerably. worms consumes a lot of computer power, 
so kill it before continuing. 

2-D Hype 

A few of the programs supplied provide 2-D advertising. These aren't demos per se, 
although they do show off raster fonts nicely. Many of these programs were shown in the 
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advertising videotape. See the man pages for detailed instructions on how to run these pro
. grams. 

features and partners are text windows listing IRIS features and Geometry Partners. quote 
shows a quote about productivity from an IBM survey. graph and graph2 are graphs derived 
from the IBM response time study. The first shows improved individual productivity, the 
second shortened project schedule. mini is a window with a blow-up from graph. 

Exercise: Run features. Verify that you recognize each feature, understand its application, 
and can answer simple questions about it. 

3-D Objed Manipulation Demos 

These are the fast 3-0 demonstration programs. They illustrate fast 3-0 transforms, polygon 
fill, depth-cuing, hidden surface removal, and overlapping windows. Many of the demos are 
double buffered for smooth motion. 

Double buffer and z-buffer cannot work simultaneously. Thus, when showing smoothly 
shaded objects with z-buffer hidden surface removal, the programs use single buffer mode. 
Double buffering is used for most dynamic movement. 

Arch, Flow, Heme, Jet and Shuttle 

arch is a simulated architectural model. The eye is placed in a three-dimensional environ
ment. One building (the white one) is always displayed. Several others can be displayed in 
wireframe or as solid objects. Once the window is selected for input, the user interacts with 
the program through both the keyboard and mouse. Each mouse button or combination of 
mouse buttons causes a different motion of the eye within the environment. The f key tog
gles the other buildings; s toggles the polygon fill on the buildings. Use them key option to 
start a constant motion that continues even after the window is no longer selected for input 
(detached). 

flow is an array of nearly 20,000 data points in a frame. The data was calculated at NASA
AMES on the Illiac-IV computer. It represents some solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations 
for flow in a turbulent fluid. left mouse controls viewer altitude and azimuth. middle mouse 
controls distance and twist (rotation on z-axis). right mouse brings up a pop-up menu with 
other controlling options. 

heme is a depthcued molecular model comprised of 1022 points and 549 vectors. It is con
trolled by a special iconic pop-up menu. Hold down middle mouse to see the menu. To tog
gle an entry, position the cursor on the entry and press and relase left mouse. Two menus 
appear. The left column of menu entries independently turns off and on each of the five 
parts of the molecule. The right column of menu entries control the transformations of the 
molecule. The menu entries in the right column are graphical icons. The bungalow icon 
(shaped Jilce a house) resets the program bac.k to the center (especially helpful if the molecule· 
has been dragged out of sight). The stop sign icon exits the program and cancels the win- ' 
dow. 

The right-hand menu selects various motions and states of the object. A left mollse press 
changes the color of· a menu entry and start that motion. · Another left mouse press restores 
the initial state. Note that simultaneously specified opposite motions will cancel each other 
out, leaving no motion in the specified direction. The ENTER or m key causes any current 
motion to continue even after the program's window is detached. heme can also be operated 
through the dial and button box. Strike the k key (knobs; to tum operation over to the dials 
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and buttons. 

jet is a wireframe model of a fighter plane. The image includes 660 vectors and can be 
displayed with constant intensity or depth-cuing. The jet is controlled with the right mouse 
which displays a pop-up menu. Some entries in the pop-up menu create sliders which rotate, 
translate and scale the object. 

For shuttle, pressing one of the three mouse buttons enables rotation about one of the three 
axes. The amount of rotation is determined by the left to right motion of the mouse. Other 
combinations of mouse buttons allow X-Y translation controlled by the mouse and scaling at 
fixed positive and negative rates. The ENTER key enables and disables depth-cuing. Any 
alphanumeric key starts or stops the doors flopping open and closed. After the program is 
detached, the motion does not continue. 

Light, Insect and Wave 

light displays a floating cube and the shadow cast onto a grid beneath the cube. The shadow 
is simulated by an orthographic projection of the cube onto the plane. The sides of the cube 
are shaded to reflect their position with respect to the light source. The shaded cube is con
trolled by the mouse. When the left mouse is depressed, mouse movement causes the entire 
scene to move. When the middle mouse is down, mouse movement controls the orientation of 
the cube. When both the left and middle mouse buttons are depressed, moving the mouse 
causes the viewer to zoom towards and away from the shaded cube. 

In the light demo, pressing the right mouse brings up a pop-up menu. The selections of the 
menu allow for automatic motion of the cube or the entire scene. Automatic motion allows 
you to focus attention on your audience, rather than the demo itself. A choice on the menu 
puts the window into information on 'M1V' mode is in the man page for light. 

insect is a robotics and animation demonstration. It is a flat-facet shaded, six legged creature 
which walks on a plane in real-time. When attached to the insect window, the insect follows 
the location of the mouse (cursor) relative to the exact center of the monitor. Typing the f key 
alternately puts the insect in and out of follow mode. In follow mode, the view pans to fol
low the insect as it wanders. The Ctrl key and the Left Shift key zoom the viewer towards 
and away from the insect. 

The insect is of particular interest to someone interested in robotics or visual simulation. As 
the insect moves, no two adjacent legs are simultaneously in the air, which guarantees stabil
ity. 

wave shows a grid where the vertices are masses and the line segments connecting the ver
tices are springs. A mass can perturbed, stretching the nearby springs on the grid. The 
entire grid can be set into motion. The wave demo does a lot of math. 

In the wave demo, pressing the right mouse brings up a pop-up menu. Selecting the edit 
entry of the menu changes the color of the grid to red and puts the grid in edit mode. When 
in edit mode, you may move the mouse to pick points on the grid and press the left mouse 
button to displace a location of a point. The go entry of the pop-up menu changes the color 
of the grid to blue and starts the vibration of the grid. The reverse choice on the menu rev
erses the direction of the wave motion of the grid. The harmonics rollover menu provides a 
set of initial grid conditions. · 

light and insect use the IRIS graphics library call backface to remove hidden polygons 

I :. 

:; 
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Curved and Smooth Images 

The IRIS 2400 uses special microcode and hardware to draw smooth-shaded (Gouraud 
shaded), z-buffered images rapidly. The Geometry Engines enable real-time manipulation of 
splines. The surf (surface editors) and zshade (surface renderers) demonstration programs 
show off these features. The surf programs allow you to manipulate and modify the basis 
points (the data base) which determine a curved, wireframe surface. The zshade programs 
take the modified basis points and allows the surface to be filled using Gouraud shading and 
viewed with hidden surfaces removed. The surf and zshade programs are designed to be 
used in tandem. The surface design and rendering package allows you to design a bicubic 
patch in one window, pass it on to another, and draw a smooth-shaded, z-buffered image of 
the surface in the new window. 

Surface Editor (surf) 

See the extended document entitled "The Complete Guide to Surfcar." 

Z-Buffered Gouraud Shaded Rendering (zshade) 

NOTE: Hardware z-buffering is not available on machines which do not have 32 bits of 
image memory per pixel. Z-buffer hidden surface removal cannot be demonstrated on a bub
ble machine. 

If a double buffered program not set up to work with the rendering demonstration programs 
is currently open, the system will not shade the object. It will print a warning message warn
ing you about the situation. Kill all outstanding double buffer windows and try again to 
shade the object. 

The surface defined by the modified points can now be rendered in another window as a 
solid surface. To spawn off the rendering window from the surface editor demo, see the sur
face editor document. The Gouraud shaded, z-buffered surface rendering program can also be 
executed directly without going through the surface editor stage to modify the data base. To 
bring up a surface rendering window with a pre-existing data base of basis points, type: 
zshadecar, zshadeabstract, zshadejet, or zshadeegg. 

A wireframe outlining the basis points will appear. The data base of basis points is sent to 
the new window. The surface is subdivided into small quadrilaterals, and an illumination 
model is calculated. The surface is displayed as an array of dots. Detach from the surface 
editor window and select the rendering window for input. The surface is controlled with the 
right mouse button which displays a pop-up menu. Some entries in the menu create sliders 
which rotate, translate, and scale the object. Other entries in the menu allow the object to be 
viewed as points on the surface (vertices), splines, depthcued wireframe, Gouraud shaded 
without hidden surface removal, and Gouraud shaded with z-buffering hidden surface remo
val. There is a rollover menu entry which can be used to change the color of the surface. 

revolution 

The revolution program allows you to create a se~es of connected vectors and revolve them 
about an axis to create a three-dimensional surface. The surface can be Gouraud shaded and 
viewed as a solid with hidden surfaces removed. Hidden surface removal can be accom
plished with either of two methods: the binary space partition (bsp) tree and z-buffering. 

In one method, the binary space partition tree is calculated for the surface. The tree is 
traversed to determine which sides of the surface should be displayed. The bsp hidden 
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surface algorithm is done in software, so there is no minimum hardware (bitplane) require
ment. The bsp tree is not an IRIS graphics library feature. 

The other method is the general purpose z-buffer algorithm. The z-buffer used IRIS 
hardware, but it is directly callable from the IRIS graphics library. For less complicated 
models, the z-buffer algorithm is a slower form of hidden surface removal than the bsp tree, 
but the z-buffer algorithm requires less initialization time. 

The operation of the revolution program consists of two sections: creating a form and shad
ing that form. 

When the window is started, there are a set of two axes. The surface is formed by revolving 
an outline around the vertical axis. To enter the vertices of that outline, move the cursor to 
the desired location and press the right mouse. Repeat this until you have a desirable outline. 
Then press the middle mouse to start the form by revolution and calculations of the binary 
space partition tree. The amount of time spent making the tree depends on the complexity 
(number of vertices) in your form. When the tree is finished, the cursor returns, and the 
shape is displayed in a depthcued wireframe. 

To see the pop-up menu, press and hold the right mouse. The Color menu entry has an 
arrow to the side to indicate a rollover menu. The Color rollover menu has a selection of 
colors for the surface. The Rotate entry brings up sliders and puts the manipulation of the 
surface under slider control. Zbuffer draws the surface with Gouraud shading and the z
buffer hidden surface scheme. If there are any windows currently running in double buffer 
mode, the program puts up an error message stating there is a double buffer window out
standing, since double buffering cannot be done at the same time z-buffering is. Zbuffer is 
also not offered on the bubble machine. 

The Gouraud menu command draws the surface with just the Gouraud shading and no hid
den surface removal. BSP Smooth draws the surface with Gouraud shading and the binary 
space partition tree hidden surface removal scheme. This does not require any special states 
or hardware and can be run with double buffered windows or on the bubble machine. BSP 
Flat draws the surface with the BSP tree hidden surface scheme but with flat shaded polygons 
(one color per polygon). 

When the sliders are displayed, they can be used to control the view of the object. Move the 
cursor into one of the three slider regions, which correspond to x, y and z axes. Press and 
hold the right mouse. Without releasing the button, move the mouse from left to right. The 
slider moves with the mouse, and the object is transformed {rotated, scaled, or translated) in 
the direction of the chosen slider (x, y or z). 

To stop displaying the sliders, move the cursor out of the region of the sliders. Now press 
the right mouse. The pop-up menu appears. Move the cursor out. of the pop-up menu and 
release the right mouse so that no menu option is chosen or choose a new operation from the 
menu. The sliders will have disappeared. 

Outside the Window Manager 

You need to leave the window manager to run some programs, such as the gem editor and 
the flight simulator. To leave the window manager, choose the exit selection from the back
ground menu. Note that it gives you a second menu to confirm or deny confirmation of your 
intention to exit the window manager. Whether or not you exit the window manager 

~~' 
I .. 
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depends upon your response to the second menu displayed. All outstanding windows will 
be killed. 

Then, to fmd the correct directory with the gem editor, flight simulator and other non
window manager demos, type standalone. This will restore the size of the console window 
and jump you into the correct directory in the file system. Now, if you want to determine 
what demos are available to you, list the directory by typing ls. 

Shutting Down the IRIS 

This section tells how to terminate (shut down) operations on an IRIS workstation. Please fol
low these instructions carefully. 

If you are giving a demo in Mountain View, all you need to do is log out of your session. 
Simply type logout. You should not tum the power off the system, because other people may 
soon use the machine. 

If you are at a customer site, you may need to tum off the system and transport it. Some 
parts of the IRIS, particularly the disks, are sensitive, so the machine cannot be powered 
down like a toaster. 

To shut down the system, you need to have the authority of the system administrator. If you 
are not logged in, then log in as root, the system administrator's account. If you are already 
logged in, but not as the system administrator, you can type su, which temporarily substi
tutes the system administrator's privileges. In either case, you may need to know the system 
administrator's password. Once logged in, type reboot. The screen will clear and diagnostics 
will appear. Then simply shut off the power switch on the front panel. 



MOUSE AEROBICS 

Demo Software Release 3.4 

This manual explains how to operate the mouse with the Multiple Exposure (mex) window 
manager. 

The manual is for Silicon Graphics sales, marketing and executive personnel. It is not for dis
tribution outside the company. 

This section tells how to use the mouse to control the window manager. Almost all the win
dow manager functions can be controlled by the mouse X-Y valuators and it rightmost button 
of the three on the mouse. Optional configuration files allow different button functions. 
Here the button functions of the sales demonstration window manager configuration are 
explained. 

Hold the mouse with the wire away from you. The three buttons are named LEFIMOUSE, 
MIDDLEMOUSE, and RIGHTMOUSE. RIGHTMOUSE is the most important button to the 
window manager. 

Menus and Windows 

Move the mouse to place the cursor anywhere within the console window. Press and hold 
down the RIGHTMOUSE button. Do not lift your finger off the button. A menu with seven 
choices will appear. Place the cursor on the menu entry labeled move. The entry will change 
to a brighter color. 

The cursor will change shape (to four arrows) and a red outline will appear. Move the mouse 
to drag the red outline to some position of your choosing. Press and release RIGHTMOUSE 
again. 

The console window will disappear. It will be redrawn at the new location you have selected. 

This is the basic interaction with the window manager: 

1. Move the mouse to select a window. 

2. Press RIGHTMOUSE, select a menu entry, and release RIGHl'MOUSE. To leave the 
menu without selecting anything, move the cursor clear of the menu and release 
RIGHl'MOUSE. 

3. If the entry selected is move or reshape, move the mouse to select the location or shape 
you choose and press and release RIGHTMOUSE again. 

Now try again, selecting the reshape menu entry. Note that the cursor is shaped like an upper 
left or lower right comer with an arrow. Press and hold the RIGHTMOUSE to fix one comer 
of the new window. A cursor shaped like the remaining comer will appear. Select its loca
tion with the mouse. Now release RIGHTMOUSE to draw the moved and reshaped window. 
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This is the basic sequence to open or resize a window: 

1. Move the mouse to a position where you like to put one comer of your window. 

2. Press and hold the RIGHTMOUSE to anchor that comer. 

3. While you are still pressing the button, move the mouse to the position where you 
would like to put the other comer of the window. This stretches the size of the window. 

4. Now release the RIGHTMOUSE and anchor the other comer of the window. 

Remember: to open or resize a window, the steps are: anchor, stretch, anchor. 

Exercise: Make the console viewport about two inches tall and as wide as the system will let 
you make it. Place the window close to the bottom of the screen. 

As you use the window manager, you will notice that some windows fixed or constrained in 
size, position, or aspect ratio. Some others are unrestricted. The characteristics of each win
dow are determined by its program before the window is opened. 

Exercise: The program will limit the size of the console port. What are the limits and why are 
they imposed? 

With only one window on the screen, we can't do much besides move and reshape. Next, we'll 
see how to make another window. 

Background Menus 

If the cursor is outside any window when you press RIGHTMOUSE, a special three-line menu 
will appear. Choose new shell to bring up another instance of the C shell. The cursor will 
change shape. Place and size the new shell as if you were using the reshape menu option; that 
is, anchor, stretch and anchor. 

Going Back to the Main Menu 

We now have two text windows. Since you know how motie and reshape work already, use 
them on the windows in the.display. Move them so that they overlap one another. 

Now try push and pop. The former pushes the selected window under any windows that over
lap it. The latter pops the selected window over any windows that obstruct it. 

Exercise: .Manipulate a window so it can't be seen at all. Then find it again. 

Attaching, Detaching, and Killing Windows 

At any time; one window is "attached". This means that mouse motions, keyboard strokes, 
and button pushes will (usually) be accepted by that window. This is sometimes termed 
attaching your input fecus to a window. The.attached window is always·outlined in red. 

Up till rtow, we have always been attached to the console window. Now attach to the new 
shell in a different window. Move the cursor onto the other shell window, Press RIGHT
MOUSE, choose attach from the menu, and release the button. The window will be 01,1tlined 
in red. 

I 
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To verify that it all works, type a simple UNIX command, such as Is. Note where the input 
and output go. 

There are two ways to detach input focus from a window. One way is to simply strike PF4, 
the key at the extreme upper right of the keyboard. The red outline will disappear. With our 
sales demonstration window manager configuration, PF4 always detaches input focus from a 
window. 

Now type something on the keyboard. Nothing happens! Now move the cursor to the con
sole window, choose attach, and verify that the outline appears and the keyboard works again. 
Note that once another program has been attached, each subsequent program must be reat
tached explicitly. 

The other way to detach input focus from a window is even simpler. Just move the cursor 
outside of the currently attached window and into another window. Pressing the RIGHT
MOUSE will bring up the window manager menu, and you can attach to another window. 
Attaching input focus to another window automatically detaches the input focus from the 
other window. 

The window manager menu entry labeled select does the operation of both a pop and an attach. 

The last entry in the window manger menu is kill . Use it to kill a window on the screen. 
Note that it gives you a second menu to confirm or deny confirmation of your intention to 
exit the window manager. Whether or not your process is killed depends upon your 
response to the second menu displayed. 

Q: What happens when you try to kill the console window? 

A: Nothing. The window manager does not allow the console to be killed. The console is 
always available for typing UNIX commands. 

Back to the Background Menu 

If the cursor is not over any window and you press RIGH1MOUSE, a three entry menu will 
appear. We have already covered that the new shell entry will create a UNIX text window. 
The attach directs input focus to the background process. A side effect of this attach is that 
input focus is detached from any other process. The effect of using this attach is equivalent to 
striking the PF4 key. 

The third menu entry, exit, we will cover on its own in the next section. 

Leaving the Window Manager 

To leave the window manager, choose the exit selection from the background menu. Note 
that it gives you a second menu to confirm or deny confirmation of your intention to exit the 
window manager. Whether or not you exit the window manager depends upon your 
response to the second menu displayed. All outstanding windows will be killed. 

As soon as you leave the window manager, control will revert to the console window. You 
may run any pfogram that does not use the window manager. 



The Complete Guide to Surfcar 

Silicon Graphics Inc. 
revised: September, 1986 

Release3.4 
Mason Woo 

This guide provides a complete reference to the surface editor demo programs. The reference 
is divided into two sections. The first section explains how to give an abbreviated, yet 
impressive surface editor demo. The advanced section details everything else that the surface 
editor can do. 

1. The simplest surface editor demo 

The surface editor demo is an essential piece of an impressive product demonstration. The 
demo is a smaller version of a hypothetical CAD package which shows real-time manipulation 
of curves and patches. The Geometry Engine provides hardware support for curve and patch 
functions, which is a significant advantage Silicon Graphics has over competitors. 

The control points which determine the wireframe model in the surface editor can be written 
to another program in another window, the shaded surface window. In this new window, 
the wireframe patch is subdivided into a mesh of very small polygons (triangles). A light 
source is added, and the brightness at each vertex of the mesh is calculated. What was previ
ously wireframe can now be viewed as a filled object. For a smooth, attractive appearance, 
Gouraud-shading is used for the polygon fill. To remove hidden surfaces from the solid 
body, the z-buffering technique is used. On the IRIS, there is hardware support for z
buffering which makes for fast z-buffering. 

a1~--------~a1---------~1a1------~--111------------a:~----------•aa 
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Of the family of surface editor demos (surfcar, surfjet, surfegg and surfabstract), surfcar is the 
most frequently used. The car body shape is the most familiar to clients. The rest of this 
document will refer to the surface editor demo simply as surfcar. The z-buffered, Gouraud
shaded window will be called zshadecar. 

1) Running Surfcar 
To run surfcar, you must be in the window manager. Type surfcar (or any other surface 
editor program) and hit return. Create a large window for surfcar; it should dominate 
your screen. Now while the cursor is over the surfcar window, press the right mouse 
button. A pop-up menu will appear. Select the choice attach from the menu. Now the 
input devices of the keyboard and mouse are focused upon the surfcar program. There 
are two parts to the surfcar window. The bottom portion is a seven item menu. The 
top portion is a wireframe object with small squares (control points) and a background. 
The window should look like the diagram shown on the previous page. (No, the 
diagram doesn't look a whole lot like a 3-0 car, but I am not an artist.) 

2) Above the Menu 
Above the seven item menu is a wireframe car body. The car body is a series of bicubic 
curves which forms a surface. The small squares are the control points which, in con
junction with the bases, mathematically determine the shape of the surface. The control 
points can be moved in any of three directions along the x, y or z axes to change the 
shape of the surface. 

To pick and move a point 
To move a control point, roll the mouse and position the cursor over a control 
point. The left mouse button moves the control point in the x direction; the middle 
button, in the y direction; and the right button in the z direction. Next press one 
of the three mouse buttons and hold the button down. While the button is held 
down, move the mouse to the left or right. Until the button is released, the control 
point will move in the direction specified by the mouse button. When the button 
is released, the control point will be in a new place. 

Little known fact-The wireframe of the object and its control points cast shadows 
on the walls of the background. The shadows of the control points are also pick
able and moveable. Try it and see! 

When you press the mouse button, if your aim is a little off, your cursor may not 
be positioned over a control point. If you don't hit any control points, the cursor 
changes shape, and the shape will reflect which button is pressed. That is, the 
cursor will look like a control point and the direction of movement specified by the 
mouse button. 

Cl-+ 
LEFT 

~ 
MIDDLE 

Jl 
RIGHT 

If you forget in which direction the mouse buttons move points, the changing cur
sor shape can jog your memory. Just move the cursor away frpm any control 
point, press the mouse button, and see which direction the arrow points. . ·. 

Common Problem-moving the mouse up and down 
A common error is to move a control point by moving the mouse up and down, 
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rather than left to right. In any orientation, moving the mouse up and down will 
not move the control point at all. 

3) Getting Around with Two Menu Buttons 
You only need to use two buttons (rom the seven item icon menu to get through the 
simplest demo. Ignore all the other buttons until the next section of this documenta
tion. 

plane of symmetry 
The rightmost menu choice (see diagram below) defines a plane of symmetry 
which longitudinally divides the wireframe patch in half. Press any mouse button 
over the rightmost menu choice. When the wireframe is split, one side is not visi
ble. Any changes (movement of control points) in the visible side will also be 
done in the side which is not visible, and the object will be kept symmetric. This 
is a nice effect. 

...................... . . . . . . . . . • e • I ........ . . . . . . . . 
:·:·:·:· 

To restore visibility to both sides of the wire frame, again press any mouse button 
over the rightmost menu choice. This menu choice turns on and off (toggles) the 
symmetry feature. 

view button (eye) 

By pressing and releasing a mouse button over the eye menu choice (see diagram 
below), one can change the view of the wireframe body. The different mouse but
tons (left, middle and right) enter viewing modes which are not exited until 
another mouse button is pressed again. At this point, you should only use the 
RIGKf mouse button to exit any viewing mode. Read on while trying this on a 
machine. 

Press and release the LEFr mouse button over the eye menu choice. This enters a 
mode whereby the wireframe model spins around while the background remains 
fixed. Without pressing any mouse buttons, rolling the mouse around moves the 
object. To exit this mode, press and release the RIGHT mouse button. If you 
accidentally use another mouse button to exit the viewing mode, read the 'Com
mon Problem' hint below. Note that when you exit the mode, the wirefrar_ne 
returns to the same position it started in. 

Press and release the MIDDLE mouse button over the eye menu choice. In this 
mode, the background di5appears; and the wireframe is depthcued as it rotates. 
To.exit the mode, press and release the RIGHT mouse button. When you exit this 
mode, the wireframe again returns to the same position it started in. 

Finally, press and release the RIGHT mouse button over the eye menu choice. In 
this mode, the background and car rotate together. To exit the mode, again press 
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and release the RIGHT mouse button. This time, however, when you exit the 
mode, the background and car will stay in their new orientations. 

Common Problem-cursor looks funny, surfcar not responding 
If you exited one of the above viewing modes by clicking the left, rather than 
right, mouse button, a new window unexpectedly will be created. You 
should notice the change in the shape of the cursor, and open the new win
dow on the screen. 

Making this new window is not always undesirable. The next section 
explains how to create this window to enhance your presentation. 

spawning a new window with zshadecar 
The wireframe from the surfcar program can be viewed as a solid, smoothly 
shaded figure (zshadecar) in another window. You can spawn zshadecar 
directly from surfcar. 

In surfcar, enter any viewing mode by pressing and releasing any of the three 
mouse buttons over the eye menu choice. You had previously restricted 
yourself to exiting by pressing and releasing the right mouse button. This 
time, use the left mouse button to exit. 

The cursor will change shape, requesting that a window be opened. Then 
you should anchor this newly created window onto the screen. You will still 
be attached and can go back to the surfcar program, but now there will be 
two windows on the screen. Most likely, you want to be attached to the new 
zshadecar window. Strike the PF4 key to detach from surf car. Next, attach 
to zshadecar, via the window manager pop-up menu. 

In this new window, the wireframe patch is subdivided into a mesh of very 
small polygons (triangles). A light source is added, and the brightness at 
each vertex of the mesh is calculated. What was previously wireframe can 
now be viewed as a filled object. For a smooth, attractive appearance, 
Gouraud-shading is used for the polygon fill. To remove hidden surfaces 
from the solid body, the z-buffering technique is used. On the IRIS, there is 
hardware support for z-buffering which makes for fast z-buffering. (I've 
already said that before, but it is an appropriate time to say it again.) 

For more specifics on how to run the zshadecar program, see the man page 
for zshadecar. 

Common Problem-can't use the newly created window 
After spawning the zshadecar, it is very common to try to attach to the 
zshadecar before detaching from surfcar. Typically, you will repeatedly press 
the right mouse button without seeing a pop-up menu. Look closely, usually 
pressing the right mouse button will cause the cursor to change shape to: 

The simple solution· is to strike the PF4 key. 
"" 

Common Problem-can't z·buffer zshadecar 
Once attached to the zshadecar program, the right mouse button pops up a 
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menu of object manipulations. If you select the z-buffer choice and nothing 
happens, two things could be happening. Your machine may have fewer 
than 32 bitplanes, in which case, z-buffering is not possible due to lack of bit
planes: Otherwise, there may be a double buffered program outstanding. In 
that case, detach from the zshadecar program (strike PF4). Seek out and des
troy all double buffered programs, including the original surface editor. Now 
reattach your input devices to the zshadecar program and try z-buffering 
again. 

reviewing the modes 
entering the viewing mode 

mouse button viewing mode 

left car moves, background stationary 
middle car depthcued, background disappears 
right car and background move 

exiting the viewing mode 

mouse button viewing mode 

left exit and spawn zshadecar window 
right exit quietly 

Common Complaint--why does it flash so much 
Whenever you detach from the surfcar program, the program goes from double 
buffer to single buffer mode. This is to accommodate the zshadecar program. To 
z-buffer the smoothly shaded object, there can not be any existing double buffer 
programs. Thus, the solution is to make a sleeping surfcar program go into single 
buffer mode. Going from single to double buffer or vice-versa causes the flash. 

4) The Complete Basic Surfcar 
So here is the concise overview of a good surf car demo. Bring up the surf car window. 
Make it nice and big. Attach to it. Go into your favorite viewing mode and spin the 
wireframe around. Do not spawn the zshadecar window yet. Tum on the plane of sym
metry. Modify a few of the control points on the car, being sure to emphasize that the . 
points can be moved in any of three dimensions. Put tail fins on the car and make 
wheel wells. Go wild. 

t Now spawn off the zshadecar window with the shape you have created. Show the client 
' · a fully Gouraud-shaded object with hidden surfaces removed by IRIS z-buffering. This 

should take about five minutes of your demonstration. 

You know enough to give an impressive demo with the surface editor programs. You 
can stop right here, practice and consider yourself quite proficient at this demo. Any
thing learned after this point is largely a bonus. 

2. Mastering surfcar 

This section discusses everything else there is to know about surfcar. 

1) Rotating the Points 
The entire set of control points can be rotated independent of the background. The 
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points can be rotated 90 degrees at a time around a particular axis. The leftmost 
menu item (showing the three axes and the curly arrows representing rotation) is 
essential for this operation. 

~H 
To rotate the control points, move the cursor over one of the curly arrows in this 
menu button. Pressing and releasing the LEFr mouse button rotates the control 
points (and wireframe car body) around the axis shown in the diagram. Try this 
over one of the arrows. Wait until the car body has settled into a new position 
before trying to do anything else. 

Pressing and releasing the RIGHT mouse button ·over a curly arrow rotates the 
points and body around the axis shown, but in the OPPOSITE direction from the 
LEFf mouse button. The middle mouse button rotates the object in the same 
direction as the left mouse button. 

Common Problem-not hitting a curly arrow 
If the cursor is not over an arrow when the mouse button is pressed, the menu 
item will signify the error by flashing red. To stop the menu item from flashing, 
you can move the cursor over one of the control points and, as if you were editing 
the object, press any mouse button. 

2) Double Your Pleasure-Double Your Fun 
The third and fourth menu choices (shown below) double the number of control 
points. Depending upon which menu choice is selected, the doubling takes place 
in one of the two 'directions' along the patch. ('Directions' is an imprecise term. 
More accurately the control points are doubled along the s and t variables in the 
parametric equations for the bicubic patch. It's okay to say 'directions'; no one will 
be that picky.) 

Doubling the number of control points slows the performance of the demo. Dou
bling the points once is okay, but more than once noticeably reduces the speed and 
thus impact of the demo. If you do double the number of points, make sure you 
attract your client's attention and that he or she is sufficiently awed. 

Waming-:-no way to undo doubling 
On<:e you have doubled the number of points, there is no way to go back to the 
original IJumber of points. 

3) More Planes of Symmetry . . 
The three rightmost menu choices (see figure below) tum on and off planes of 
symmetry. At any given time, only two planes of symmetry are possible. The two 
possible planes divide the two 'directions' along the patch. At any time, the third 
plane of symmetry will not be allowed, and choosing the third plane will cause the 
menu item to flash. 
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In the default position, the two rightmost (sixth and seventh) menu items are 
allowable planes of symmetry. The fifth menu item does not divide the object 
across one of its directions, so it is ineligible. As the control points and object are 
rotated (See previous section entitled 'Rotating the Points.'), the disallowed plane 
of symmetry changes. 

.-rr............. • . . . . ........ . -. -.... 
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